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1. Introduction 

1.1 Proteins and Protein Folding 

1.1.1 Proteins in Biology 

Proteins are the major class of biomolecules and play a crucial role in most biologi-

cal processes. Their functions are diverse and include catalysis, transport and storage 

of nutrients and metabolites, mechanical support and signaling. In higher organisms 

proteins take on complex processes like immune protection, transport and processing 

of information and coordinated motion. Proteins are macromolecules consisting of 

amino acid subunits, which are connected by amide linkages, the peptide bonds. In 

most organisms proteins are constructed of 20 different amino acids, which allows 

almost unlimited variability in sequence. In vivo the synthesis of a protein chain 

(translation) is performed at the ribosome. In higher organisms, proteins are often 

posttranslationally modified at different defined positions by attachment of sugars, 

lipids or other chemical groups. 

To fulfil their various functions, proteins have to adopt a defined three dimensional 

structure. The transition from an unstructured chain molecule in solution to an highly 

ordered molecule with a defined three dimensional structure is called protein folding. 

Protein structure is determined by a huge number of non-covalent interactions like 

hydrogen-bonds, hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals interactions and electro-

statics. These weak forces that stabilise proteins allow spontaneous unfolding due to 

thermal fluctuations. The folded and unfolded states of a protein are in equilibrium 

thus folding and unfolding reactions occur constantly in a protein population.  

If protein folding fails the protein is usually taken up by cellular machinery and the 

folding process is either repeated or the protein is degraded. Systematical misfolding 

of proteins however can lead to diseases like Altzheimer and Parkinson disease or 

prion diseases (1) as Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD), Scrapie or Bovine Spongi-

forme Encephalopathy (BSE). On the other hand protein based drugs are becoming 

increasingly important and can be applied as cancer therapeutics, anti-microbial 

agents or for vaccination. Thus it is essential to understand the process of protein 

folding in a quantitative manner. 
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1.1.2 Protein Folding  

Enzymes that are subjected to conditions as high temperature, high pressure, extreme 

pH values or solvents containing urea or guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmCl) loose 

their catalytic function. Their structure is destroyed and they are denatured. It has 

been recognised in the first half of the 20st century that protein denaturation is a re-

versible process (2-4) and that proteins can be folded in vitro in the absence of the 

cellular machinery.  

Using ribonuclease A (RNase A) as a model system, Anfinsen showed that the in-

formation to fold to the native structure is contained in the amino acid sequence of a 

protein. It was observed that by refolding denatured and reduced RNase A, which 

contains four disulfide bridges in the native state, only one of 105 possible disulfide 

arrangements is formed in the test tube (5). These findings lead to the “thermody-

namic hypothesis” which states that the adopted three dimensional structure at a 

given set of conditions is the conformation which minimises the Gibbs free energy of 

the whole system (6; 7).  
Protein folding is a cooperative process. In small proteins mainly fully folded and 

fully unfolded molecules are present in equilibrium (number of amino acids n ~ 100), 

the number of partially folded proteins is low and those species are transient (8). The 

folding reaction can then be described as a two state transition from the folded or 

native state N to the denatured or unfolded state U 

 
   [1] U ⎯⎯→←⎯⎯ N

 

The native state corresponds to a narrow ensemble of molecules that exhibit defined 

structure and are functionally active. The denatured state on the other hand includes 

the whole ensemble of unfolded molecules. Because they interchange on a fast time-

scale, this very broad ensemble can be viewed as a thermodynamic state. The equi-

librium constant for a folding reaction K  is then defined as  f

 
[ ]
[ ]f
UK
N

=  [2] 

 

where the square brackets denote the concentrations of unfolded and folded proteins 

and the thermodynamic stability of the folded state is thus given by 
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0 ln .fG RT KΔ = −  [3] 

 

Medium to large proteins often fold through intermediates (9). Because of their tran-

sient nature these intermediates are difficult to observe in equilibrium. However, 

under certain conditions where the native state is selectively destabilised partially 

folded states can be populated as in the Ca2+ binding protein α-lactalbumin in the 

absence of its ligand (10) or in apo-myoglobin at low pH (11).  

Population of folding intermediates in the cell may lead to problems like misfolding 

or aggregation of partially unfolded proteins due to their extreme concentration in the 

cell (e.g. 200 mg/ml in the ER lumen). Folding helper enzymes minimise these side 

reactions by speeding up the slow steps of protein folding as peptidyl prolyl bond 

isomerisation (12; 13) and disulfide bond shuffling (14). On the other hand, partially 

folded or misfolded states are recognised by certain proteins (called “Chaperones”) 

which prevent aggregation and allow the proteins to refold (15). 

Protein stability is affected by different perturbations. From the Gibbs fundamental 

equation where ΔV0, ΔS0 and Δμ 0
i  denote the changes in volume, entropy and chemi-

cal potential upon folding 

 

  [4] 0 0 0 0
i

i
d G V dp S dT dnμΔ = Δ − Δ + Δ∑ i

 

it is shown that folding equilibria can be perturbed by pressure, temperature or 

changes in chemical potential e.g. upon the addition of chemical denaturants like 

urea or guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmCl). This enables the study of protein dena-

turation in equilibrium and to obtain stability information from the unfolding transi-

tion. 

1.1.3 Protein Folding Kinetics 

The time a protein would need to find the native conformation by randomly sampling 

all possible conformations is astronomic. Nevertheless, folding times for small pro-

teins range from microseconds to seconds (16), a contradiction that is known as the 

Levinthal paradox (17). Theoreticians and experimenters searched for explanations 

of this phenomenon.  
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Figure 1: The free energy landscape of a two state folding reaction. The transi-
tion state (TS) on top of a free energy barrier separates native (N) and denatured 
state (U). The motion of the system in the wells and on top of the barriers is given 
by the frequencies ω. 

 

As a random search is apparently not feasible it was suggested that there must be 

pathways for folding. Although small proteins often show two-state equilibrium de-

naturation (18), kinetic unfolding (19) and refolding intermediates were detected in 

many examples (20; 21). This was interpreted as evidence toward obligatory inter-

mediates in many proteins that drive the folding reaction over defined reaction path-

ways (9; 22). Further attempts to explain folding in biological time include nuclea-

tion events followed by further condensation of structure around the formed nucleus  

(23) or hierarchical models where local interactions guide folding by formation of 

secondary structure and subsequent stabilisation by long range interactions (24-27). 

On the other hand, the existence of kinetic two state folding (16; 28; 29) in small 

single domain proteins, where neither equilibrium nor kinetic intermediates are ob-

served, was puzzling. The concept of a funnel like energy landscape was introduced 

(30) based on the analogy of proteins and glasses as suggested by Frauenfelder (31). 

In this model a small energy bias towards the native state is assumed which reduces 

the time needed to search for the native state to seconds (32). Intermediates or me-

tastable states are viewed as non-productive kinetic traps.  

These concepts are disputed and new results point toward a picture of a complex free 

energy surface containing defined saddle points and minima which guide the folding 

process. It has been shown that in apparent kinetic two state folders high energy in-

termediates can exist, which are states higher in energy than the native and the un-

folded state (33; 34). These intermediates are not populated but speed up folding (35).  
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Because of the existence of major free energy barriers, transition state theory (36) 

has been applied to analyse folding kinetics. The thermodynamic states (U and N) 

which are separated by a free energy barrier are in equilibrium with a postulated state, 

the activated complex or transition state, which is situated on the saddle-point of the 

barrier separating folding products and educts (see Figure 1). The folding rate con-

stant is related to the barrier height as follows 

 

( )0‡
0 exp /k k G RT= −Δ  [5]  

 

where ΔG0‡ denotes the free energy barrier for folding and the pre-exponential factor 

k0 is the maximal folding rate in absence of a barrier.  

Folding transition states are usually structurally well defined and their position along 

several different reaction coordinates can be determined experimentally, showing 

that classical concepts can be used to analyse folding kinetics (37; 38). Using pertur-

bations by changing solvent conditions (37; 39), temperature (40), pressure (41) or 

modifying the structure of the protein by single mutations (42-44) properties of the 

transition state can be studied relative to the ground states (for further information 

see (38)). Studying folding kinetics at different denaturant concentrations can yield 

information on the solvent accessible surface area of the transition state relative to 

the native and the denatured state (45). It has been found that transition states are 

usually compact and have native-like topology (46-48). 

In the original transition state theory describing reactions in small organic molecules 

in the gas phase, the pre-exponential factor is related to bond vibration as the elemen-

tary reaction of the breakage or formation of a covalent bond (36). This is not an ap-

propriate description for folding reactions because interactions are weak and nonco-

valent. Alternatively, Kramers theory (49; 50) is more appropriate for describing 

reactions in solution. Barrier crossing is diffusional and strongly coupled to solvent 

motion through a friction coefficient γ that is related to viscosity. The friction γ en-

ters the pre-exponential factor together with the frequency of motion ω U
o  of the sys-

tem in the starting well (U for a folding reaction) and on top of the barrier ω TS (see o

Figure 1) 

 

(
U TS
0  exp / .
2

k ω ω
πγ

= − )E kT  [6]  
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This equation can be expressed in terms of thermodynamic parameters by including 

entropic contributions from the frequency parameters into a free energy barrier and 

by applying Stokes law to express the friction parameter as solvent viscosity  

 

( ) ( )0‡ 0‡
0exp exp .k C G RT k G RTη= ⋅ −Δ = ⋅ −Δ  [7]  

 

The reaction rate is inversely coupled to solvent viscosity η and the pre-exponential 

factor is related to ω U and ω TS (for more information, see (51)).  0 0

However, in some cases the dependence of the reaction rate on solvent viscosity is 

more complex and a fractional viscosity dependence is observed 

 

0
0k k

β
η
η

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 [8]  

 

with β < 1. Such behaviour has been observed for polymer motions in organic sol-

vents (52-54), for intramolecular contact formation in peptides (55) or protein dy-

namics (56-58). Possible explanations for this phenomenon include preferential hy-

dration effects (59), position dependent (60) or frequency dependent (61; 62) friction 

coefficients leading to a breakdown of the Stokes law or the existence of steep and 

narrow barriers (63).  

Dynamics of the polypeptide chain in the unfolded protein determine the motion of 

the protein system on the free energy landscape thereby contributing to the pre-

exponential factor of protein folding (see (51) for further discussion).  

1.2 The Free Energy Surface of Proteins 

The free energy surface is a concept of physics which can be used to describe dy-

namics in a complex system. It is constructed from the full phase space of a protein, 

i.e. the multidimensional space where every possible state of the system is repre-

sented as one point, which does not only include position and momentum of every 

atom in the protein structure but also of the surrounding solvent. A reduced descrip-

tion of this extremely complex system is achieved by choosing suitable reaction co-

ordinates and thus projecting the full phase space onto a surface of lower dimension-

ality. As a result, the concepts of entropy and friction are introduced. Entropy ac-
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counts for the reduction of all coupled degrees of freedom to a potential of mean 

force, while friction concerns the reduced action of the degrees of freedom that are 

lost in the projection. An effective potential of mean force is generated that governs 

the reduced dynamics of the reaction coordinate (50). Any conformational transition 

of a protein can be viewed as motion on this free energy surface.  

Proteins are not static systems but have many degrees of freedom also in the folded 

state. Through conformational transitions structural excited states of higher energy 

are accessible and are populated according to the Boltzmann distribution. Proteins 

are immersed in solvent that acts as a heat bath supplying the energy for fluctuations. 

Such fluctuations have been recognised as being important for protein function (64; 

65). Fluctuations in proteins occur on very different time scales, from bond vibra-

tions (femtoseconds) over small scale backbone and side chain motions (picosec-

onds) (66) and loop dynamics (nanoseconds) (67) to domain motion or partial un-

folding (microseconds to milliseconds) as revealed by fluorescence spectroscopy 

(68), NMR (69; 70), Raman scattering (71) or FTIR (72). From this distribution of 

time scales a hierarchical organisation of the free energy landscape was inferred (73) 

which determines protein motions. Because of the ruggedness of the free energy 

landscape, glasses are often used as a simple model for protein dynamics (31). A 

model reaction to study protein dynamics is CO rebinding after photodissociation in 

myoglobin (Mb) (74). The observed kinetics were non-exponential and were inter-

preted using a power law function 

 

( )( ) 1y t kt η−= +  [9]  

 

with the dimensionless exponent η. Alternatively, a stretched exponential function, 

or Kohlrausch-William-Watts (KWW) function can be used to describe the data. 

 

( )( ) e
KWW

KWWk ty t
β− ⋅=  [10]  

 

where βKWW denotes the stretch factor. In most cases it is not possible to discriminate 

between those two equations. 
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x

E

Protein State

Tier 2

...

Figure 2: The energy land-
scape of a protein state shows 
a hierarchy of conformational 
substates. The number of states 
increases at lower tiers and the 
motions of the system, shown 
as a black dot, are governed by 
barriers of decreasing size. 
Only two tiers of substates are 
shown, however there are fur-
ther tiers below. (Figure 
adapted from ref. (73)) 

There are two possibilities to interpret non-exponential reactions. Either the process 

is intrinsically non-exponential in time (homogenous non-exponential behaviour) or 

it is a superposition of a distribution of exponential decays with different rate con-

stants (inhomogeneous non-exponential behaviour). The interplay between homoge-

nous and inhomogeneous relaxation has been experimentally observed and discussed 

(75; 76). In the inhomogeneous case, the KWW function can be resolved into a dis-

tribution of exponential decays as 

 
( )

0

( )
KWW

KWWk t t
KWWe e

β
κ dρ κ κ

∞
− ⋅ − ⋅= ∫  [11]  

 

with ρKWW(κ) being the distribution function of exponential decays. From this distri-

bution the first moment can be calculated as 

 
1

1
KWW KWWk kβ

β

−
⎛ ⎞

= Γ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 [12]  

 

kwhere Γ is the gamma function. Equation [12] defines the average rate constant  

of the distribution of rate constants. For a reaction which requires the protein or pep-

tide to acquire a certain structure (occupy a certain conformational substate) inhomo-

geneous non-exponential kinetics are observed if parallel paths from different start-

ing wells lead to the reactive substate and equilibration between the states is slow 

(see chapter 3.4).  
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The complex kinetic behaviour of protein dynamics leads to the conclusion that a 

protein in its native state exists in a number of conformational substates, i.e. local 

minima on the free energy surface, that are organised in a hierarchical manner in 

different tiers (31; 77) (see Figure 2). This view is also supported by recent single 

molecule measurements (78). On the highest tier, structurally different substates can 

be characterised that are important for function, so called “taxonomic substates”. 

Within each taxonomic substate, a large number of statistical substates is found 

which govern smaller scale motions. For proteins, the estimated number of tiers is 

more than four. In this picture, protein motions are viewed as a random walk on the 

free energy surface, while the energy is supplied and at the same time dissipated by 

the solvent.  
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1.3 The Unfolded state 

Protein domains can unfold transiently via spontaneous fluctuations. However, such 

states are difficult to study because they are unstable and their population is low. 

Thus, denatured proteins at conditions like low pH, high temperature, pressure or at 

high concentrations of denaturant are used to obtain information about the unfolded 

state. These denatured states are however not necessarily equivalent to an unfolded 

protein in water.  

It was shown early that at conditions where the unfolding transition is complete, a 

defined equilibrium population of unfolded molecules is reached which interconvert 

rapidly (79; 80). Denatured proteins have long been viewed as random coils (18; 80; 

81), applying the theory by Flory (82). The three dimensional conformations of ran-

dom coils follow Gaussian probability distributions. In addition, no long range inter-

actions exist and the conformation of a chain segment is only influenced by its direct 

neighbours (the Flory isolated pair hypothesis (82)). Experiments where the dimen-

sions of unfolded proteins were determined and compared to theory supported the 

concept of the random coil (18). Additionally, in recent experiments it was shown 

directly by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) that unfolded proteins obey random 

coil statistics (83). The view of the unfolded state as complete random coil however 

poses some questions (84). Folding from a random coil is very improbable (Levinthal 

paradox (17)) and energetically very unfavourable because of the high entropy cost. 

On the other hand it is questionable if denatured states at highly non-native condi-

tions are good models for the unfolded state.  

Using various methods including NMR and X-ray scattering techniques, unfolded 

proteins (85-89) and peptide fragments derived from proteins (90) have been studied 

in detail. Surprisingly, in many proteins significant amounts of residual structure 

have been found thus revealing a conformational bias in the unfolded state in contrast 

to a random coil. The observed residual structure ranges from local secondary struc-

ture propensities to persisting hydrophobic clusters or nativelike topology. Addition-

ally, it was observed that CD spectra of homo-polypeptides that adopt poly-proline II 

conformation (PII) have similarities to CD spectra of unfolded proteins (91; 92). Thus, 

it was proposed that denatured proteins possess a significant amount of PII structure 

(93). Recent work on peptides (94-97) strengthened the hypothesis that fluctuating 

P  conformation might contribute substantially to the unfolded population in proteins. II
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However, the existence of residual structure in the unfolded state does not necessar-

ily conflict with the global random coil behaviour for unfolded protein. Calculations 

showed that random coil statistics can be obtained even for locally structured pro-

teins (98). On the other hand, calculations on peptides showed that the Flory isolated 

pair hypothesis is not valid and significant steric clashes occur between non-

neighbouring residues (99). This leads to a restriction of conformational space. Inter-

actions between chain segments, i.e. hydrogen bonds, result in a further compaction 

of the chain, which can produce an effective collapse of the polypeptide when trans-

ferred from a good to a bad solvent (99). 

As a conclusion, it is now believed that the unfolded state structure is less heteroge-

neous than previously thought because of steric restrictions, intrachain interactions 

and conformational bias. This, in turn, reduces the entropic cost of folding signifi-

cantly because the relative reduction of conformational space upon folding is smaller 

than assumed on the basis of a random coil. Structure and dynamics in the unfolded 

state are directly related to the mechanism and speed of folding (37). Thus the study 

of the unfolded state using model peptides, protein fragments and unfolded proteins 

under native conditions is important to understand the mechanism of protein folding.   

1.4 Local Structure and Early Events of Folding 

Starting from an unfolded ensemble which may contain residual structure, interac-

tions are formed which drive the protein towards the folded state. Long range inter-

actions stabilise secondary structure and global order is established. At the transition 

state, a native-like topology and a critical amount of structure is established. Subse-

quently, during the last steps the structure is refined, water is expelled from the inte-

rior and the native state is reached. 

Loops are required in the nucleation of secondary structure but also to connect struc-

tural elements. Contacts between amino acid residues stabilise loop structures 

through hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic or electrostatic interactions. Loop formation is 

a prerequisite for the establishment of local and global structure and thus considered 

as an elementary step of protein folding. Thus, loop closure sets the speed limit for 

protein folding and determines the rate with which a protein can explore its free en-

ergy surface (see chapter 1.2). 

To elucidate the thermodynamics and kinetics of secondary structure formation, iso-

lated elements are often studied in model peptides. Kinetics of β-hairpin formation  
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have been studied by laser temperature-jump experiments (100) and a folding time of 

6 μs has been observed. The kinetics have been interpreted with a nucleation mecha-

nism, where an initial turn is elongated to form a hairpin. The α-helix is very well 

characterised, both experimentally and theoretically (see chapter 1.6). Theoretical 

models have been developed to understand the energetics of helix formation (101; 

102) and to predict the helix content for a given sequence. Like in the case of the 

hairpin the formation of helical structures is initiated by a contact of peptide units 

close in sequence. Using relaxation experiments, time scales from 10ns to 1μs were 

estimated for helix formation (103-106). However, the mechanism of helix formation 

and the exact time scales are still disputed. In the following chapters, loop closure 

and α-helix formation are discussed as the elementary steps of protein folding. 

1.5 Loop Formation and Chain Dynamics 

Motions of an unfolded polypeptide chain eventually lead to loop closure and nuclea-

tion of local structure. To understand the principles of chain dynamics, it is conven-

ient to use simplified models of the unfolded state based on the properties of poly-

peptide chains. Some of these models will be discussed in short terms (for more de-

tails see (51)). 

1.5.1 Chain Models 

The simplest description of an unstructured polymer is the freely jointed chain. The 

chain is described as a random walk of n steps in three dimensional space where all 

directions are equally probable and all steps are of equal length l (107). The distribu-

tion of end-to-end distances is Gaussian, if the chain is sufficiently long and unper-

turbed by long-range self interactions or by external constraints. The mean square 

end-to-end distance 2r for a freely jointed chain can be calculated as  

 
2r nl= 2  [13]  

 

where the angle brackets denote the statistical mechanical average. An alternative 

and even more abstract model is the Gaussian chain where the segment length fol-

lows a Gaussian distribution, while in a freely jointed chain the segment size is fixed. 

Gaussian chain segments can be thought of Gaussian chains themselves, thus con-

cepts as contour length or number of segments are meaningless.  
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Figure 3: The chemical structure of the peptide backbone. The side chains are 
represented by Ri. One peptide unit is shown in blue. The dotted lines denote vir-
tual bonds that connect the Cα centers.  

In real chains however end-to-end distances are generally longer compared to the 

prediction for freely jointed chains because of fixed bond angles, steric hindrances or 

electrostatics. Thus, the characteristic ratio C

 

n was introduced to account for these 

effects (82)  

 
2

2 .n

r
C

nl
=  [14]  

 

The individual segments of polypeptide chains are rather complex (see Figure 3) and 

possess several properties that are special compared to other polymers. (i) They are 

composed of chemically different subunits, the amino acids, (ii) they are directional 

because of different end groups (an amine at the N-terminus, a carboxylic acid at the 

C-terminus), (iii) an asymmetric C atom is present at the -CαHR- positions of α-

amino acids (iv) the peptide bond connecting different subunits is planar and most of 

the time in trans (ω = 180o) and (v) the amide bonds have a large dipole moment of 

3.7 D resulting in dipole-dipole interactions which can affect chain dimensions sig-

nificantly (108). 

Because of the planarity of the peptide bond and the low probability of cis-peptide 

bonds the conformation of a polypeptide backbone is given by specifying the dihe-

dral angles φ and ψ of all residues. Between two neighbouring residues different set-

tings of φ and ψ lead to steric clashes of side chains and backbone atoms. Many of 

these steric clashes can be avoided by changing bond angles at the cost of energy. A 

map of conformational energy for a pair of amino acids dependent on the torsional 

angles φ and ψ is the Ramachandran map (109). It was suggested by Flory (82) in his 
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isolated pair hypothesis that interactions between non-neighbouring residues can be 

neglected and that the short range interactions are well covered in Ramachandran 

diagrams. This view has recently been challenged by calculations (99) where it has 

been shown that for peptides longer than seven residues non-local steric clashes can 

occur with increasing probability thus leading to generally more extended chains.  

However, calculations based on the Ramachandran maps give good estimates for the 

dimensions of unstructured chains and peptides. For polypeptides, the real bonds are 

replaced by a virtual bond of length of 3.8 Å connecting the Cα atoms (see Figure 3). 

Using averaged transformation matrices, characteristic ratios for polypeptides of 

various composition can be calculated (ref. (82), equation I-43). These matrices are 

specific for alanine, proline and glycine and contain the steric information from 

Ramachandran type maps including dipole dipole interactions (108; 110; 111). Cn is 

a function of n and increases to an asymptotic value of 2.16 for poly-Glycine, 9.27 

for poly-Alanine and Cn ≈ 100 for poly-Proline chains. From the obtained Cn values 

average end-to-end distances can be calculated for unperturbed polypeptides. Ex-

periments were performed in various solvents (112) and characteristic ratios around 

8.8-9.0 were found, in good agreement with theory.  

A real chain molecule is composed of atoms that occupy space and cannot overlap. 

This leads to excluded volume (107) resulting in a self avoiding chain that shows non 

ideal behaviour and different scaling laws.  

 

2 .vr l n= ⋅  [15]  

 

The scaling exponent for the end-to-end distance changes from v = 0.5 for a freely 

jointed chain to v = 3/5 based on relatively simple calculations by Flory (113) and 

refined to values of v = 0.588 by renormalisation group theory (114). In recent ex-

periments on unfolded proteins, scaling exponents of ν = 0.598 ± 0.028 have been 

found (89), which shows that the global properties of unfolded proteins are compati-

ble with an excluded volume random coil model (compare to chapter 1.3). For such 

an excluded volume chain, the end-to-end distance distribution can be approximated 

by a skewed Gaussian function (115) 

 

  [16] 
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Additionally, the solvent plays a critical role. In principle the calculations assume 

θ conditions, where peptide self-interactions are exactly balanced with peptide-

solvent interactions. If peptide self-interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonds) are stronger, as 

in the case for peptides dissolved in water, the solvent is considered “bad”. On the 

other hand, if peptide-solvent interactions are stronger, the solvent is considered 

“good”, e.g. for solutions containing denaturants. The former case leads to a shrink-

ing, the latter to a swelling of the chain. This has recently been observed by fluores-

cence resonance energy transfer (FRET) in peptides (116). One reason why experi-

mental results of peptides in aqueous solution are consistent with calculations that 

imply θ conditions is that excluded volume effects partially compensate for the effect 

of a bad solvent. 

1.5.2 Dynamics of Random Coils 

A random coil chain immersed in solvent is a highly dynamic system that is sub-

jected to a multitude of forces exerted from the solvent molecules. To obtain an idea 

how a chain molecule moves under such conditions several theoretical approaches 

have been developed. In this chapter a selection of concepts is presented.  

The motion of a polymer system in solution on a complex free energy surface (see 

chapter 1.2) is diffusional in character. Solvent molecules transfer momentum upon 

collision or by dipolar interactions and thus supply the energy for chain movement. 

At the same time energy is dissipated through interactions of solvent with the poly-

mer. If solvent rearrangement is fast compared to polymer motion (the Markovian 

approximation) then the system can be described by a stochastic differential equation, 

the Langevin equation (117)  

 

( ) / ( )flucMx U x x x F t∂ ∂ γ= − − +  [17] 

 

where x is the reaction coordinate, a stochastic variable, M is the particle mass, U(x) 

denotes the energy landscape, γ is a friction coefficient (50) that provides the cou-

pling of system to solvent and Ffluc(t) is the random force which models the thermal 

motion of the environment which is modelled by Gaussian white noise of zero mean 

and a δ correlation function 
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F t
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=

′ ′⋅ = −
 [18]  

 

By classical polymer theory the dynamical behaviour of Gaussian chains under the 

influence of a random force can be described analytically. Two models based on 

Gaussian chains are mentioned in the following: the Rouse model (118) and the 

Zimm model (119) for a polymer chain in dilute solution. 

  

 

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of a 
Rouse Chain. Spring connected beads 
forming a Gaussian Chain move in a 
stochastic force field. The bond length 
is Gaussian distributed with mean 
square length b2. No excluded volume 
effects are included. 

  

In the Rouse chain the polymer is modelled as a set of N beads with the coordinates 

(R , R , R1 2 3, … RN) connected by bonds modelled as harmonic springs with mean 

square length b2 and spring constant k, leading to a mean square end-to-end distance 

Nb2. The springs represent Gaussian chains so that the whole chain exhibits Gaussian 

behaviour. The Langevin equation [17] is used to describe the Brownian motion of 

the connected beads. In a system of high viscosity and high damping the term con-

taining the acceleration term is dropped in equation [17]. This leads to a set of un-

coupled linear equations for Rn. For internal beads (n = 2,3,…,N-1) if the frictional 

and activating force from the solvent Ffluc(t) is modelled to act on all the beads inde-

pendently 

 

γ dRn

dt
= −k(2Rn − Rn +1 − Rn−1) + Ffluc (t)  [19] 

 

and for the end beads (n=1, N) 

 

1
1 2

1

( ) ( )

( )

fluc

N
N N fluc

d k F t
dt

d k F
dt

γ

γ −

= − − +

= − − +

R R R

R R R
  [20] 
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These equations can be used to numerically calculate chain behaviour or solutions 

can be extracted by transformation into chain-internal normal coordinates. While the 

solution in normal coordinates yields equations for n modes of motion that corre-

spond to internal dynamics  comparable with vibrational modes of a string, numerical 

calculations yield chain bead position at every time and the chain behaviour can be 

evaluated directly. However, a moving particle in a liquid creates a flow field that 

influences other particles in its vicinity. Neglecting these interactions leads to incor-

rect scaling laws, as seen from comparing results for Rouse chains to experiment 

(120). In first approximation, hydrodynamic interactions can be modelled by intro-

ducing a diffusion tensor Dnm that replaces the simple diffusion coefficient for the 

single beads. The Oseen Tensor is commonly used to describe the hydrodynamic 

interaction 

 

2
1

8
nm nm

nm
nm nm

πη

⎡ ⎤⋅
= +⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

r rD
r r

I  [21] 

 

where rnm = R -Rn m and I is the unity matrix. Upon introduction into the Langevin 

equation the equation of motion becomes 

 
2

2 ( ) .n nm m fluc
m

k F
t m

∂ ∂
∂ ∂

⎛ ⎞
= ⋅ +⎜

⎝ ⎠
∑R D R t ⎟  [22] 

 

The equations are however no longer linear of Rn and can thus only be solved nu-

merically. However, solutions in normal coordinates can be obtained if approxima-

tions to the diffusion tensor are used (121). This is known as the Zimm model (119). 

Chain properties obtained from calculations using the Zimm model produce results 

that are in better agreement with experiment as the Rouse model. The theory was 

extended to include polymers of finite length and significant degree of stiffness (122), 

the optimised Rouse-Zimm (ORZ) approach. This allowed calculating the relaxation 

behaviour of stiff rings, rods or wormlike chains, which is drastically different from 

flexible chains and included properties of the freely rotating chain to overcome the 

use of the Gaussian chain as a basic model. 
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1.5.3 Theories describing Intramolecular Reactions in Polymers 

Based on these models for chain dynamics intramolecular reactions can be analysed 

and related to experimental results. As such loop formation reactions are not only 

important for protein folding but occur as side reactions in polymerisation reactions 

several theoretical approaches were developed to deduct scaling laws and cyclisation 

probabilities depending on the properties of the polymer. 

 
 
Figure 5: Contact formation in a Rouse 
Chain, calculated using either WF or SSS 
theory in the Smoluchovski limit (diffusion 
control). Parameters: N, b = 1, D0  = 1 
and a = 0.1 or 1, with N being the number 
of beads, b the segment length, D0 the 
diffusion coefficient of the beads and a the 
reactive radius. kWF scales with an expo-
nent of 1.69 for a = 0.1 and 1.97 for a = 
1, kSSS scales with an exponent of 1.5. The 
calculations were performed following ref. 
(127). 

 

 

Early studies of Jacobsen and Stockmayer considered the cyclisation probability in 

polymers and obtained a scaling law of p ~ N-1.5 (123). Considering dynamics, 

Wilemski and Fixman (WF) developed a general theory of diffusion controlled reac-

tions (DCR) that was extended to account for intramolecular reactions in polymers 

(124-126). An exponential decay is assumed and the reaction rate constant of contact 

formation is evaluated by solving the Smoluchovski diffusion equation for a Rouse 

chain. The reaction is introduced by a sink function that removes polymers from the 

system which have the reactive groups closer than the reactive boundary. The reac-

tive boundary denotes the distance over which the reaction takes place (for an over-

view of the method see (127)). It is shown that the loop formation rate constant is 

related to the slowest relaxation time of the polymer. The theory is very general, thus 

not only the sink functions but also the polymer model that determines the underly-

ing dynamics can be extended from a Rouse chain to a more realistic model. Perico 

(128-130) introduced the ORZ approach into the WF theory of diffusion controlled 

reactions (ORZ-DCR). This allowed studying contact formation dynamics in a chain 

of variable stiffness with different position of the reactive groups.  
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A different approach was followed by Szabo, Schulten and Schulten (SSS) to evalu-

ate contact formation reactions in polymers (131). They solved the diffusion equation 

for the time dependent probability distribution of end-to-end distances of a chain. 

The chain properties are included as the initial end-to-end distribution and by a 

choice of a suitable diffusion coefficient, but chain dynamics based on a chain model 

are not included. It is shown that the process can be approximated as single-

exponential for small reaction radii thus contact formation rate constants can be ob-

tained.  

For Rouse chains, scaling laws can be deduced in both cases. The dependence of the 

end-to-end contact formation rate constant on chain length is k = k –v
0·N  with an ex-

ponent of v = 1.5 for the SSS theory while in the WF case the exponent depends on 

the chosen capture radius (see  

 

Figure 5) adopting values of 1.7 for small capture radii to 2 for capture radii in the 

range of a bond length. Calculations of Wilemski and Fixman using a chain model 

that includes hydrodynamic interactions (see eq. [22]) give faster cyclisation rate 

constants and a scaling law of k -1.5
c ~N  is again received (132; 133).  

 

1.5.4 Experimental Results on Loop Formation 

To compare the scaling laws to experimental results several experimental systems 

have been developed. Early studies involved fluorescence quenching (134) in poly-

ethylene oxide and pyrene excimer formation (135) in polystyrene chains (for a re-

view see (136)). In the latter system, loop formation time constants in the microsec-

ond timescale and scaling coefficients of kc ~ N-1.6 were obtained, in good agreement 

with theoretical values. However, the polymerisation procedure produced distribu-

tion of polymer lengths, thus the measured rate constants are averages over the en-

semble of different chains.  

Another approach was the use of time resolved Förster resonance energy transfer 

between two probes attached to peptides to determine intrachain diffusion constants 

(137; 138) in glycerol solutions. The data could be interpreted assuming a skewed 

Gaussian end-to-end distribution function for the chain (see equation [16]) and 

yielded loop closure time constants in the nanosecond regime.  

In a work on GdmCl - unfolded cytochrome c (139; 140) heme rebinding to a me-

thionine residue after photodissociation of CO was measured as a model for contact 
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formation between regions of the unfolded protein around 50-60 amino acids apart in 

sequence. From these measurements the rates constants were extrapolated to short 

peptides using SSS theory (see chapter 1.5.3) and a maximal rate constant of (1 μs)-1 

for contact formation and thus for protein folding was postulated. However, this 

method suffered from the reaction controlled mechanism that slowed down the ob-

servable rate and thus made a quantitative evaluation impossible. 

More recently, fast photochemical methods were developed such as triplet-triplet 

energy transfer (TTET) (141), triplet quenching (142) or fluorescence quenching 

(143) in short peptides. The application of diffusion controlled TTET allows direct 

and model free observation of loop formation processes in peptides (67; 141) thus 

yielding information on the chain motions underlying protein folding and dynamics. 

In poly-(Gly-Ser) and poly-Ser chains time constants for loop formation from 10 to 

100 nanoseconds were measured. For sufficiently long chains scaling laws with an 

exponent of v = 1.72±0.08 for the poly-(Gly-Ser) and v = 2.1±0.3 for the poly-Ser 

chains respectively were observed. Thus a pre-exponential factor for protein folding 

on the order of k0 = 108 s-1 was proposed (see equation [7]). These results are part of 

current work and are discussed in more detail in ref. (51; 67). 

1.6 Formation of α-Helices 

Around 30% of all amino acid residues from protein structures are found in α-helices 

making the α-helix the most abundant secondary structure (144) and one of the most 

fundamental structural motives in proteins. In protein folding, the formation of local 

secondary structure is an elementary step. In many proteins helix formation has been 

shown to occur independently and before establishment of tertiary structure (25; 26). 

Since the helix propensity is strongly dependent on local sequence helices can be 

formed in the unfolded state of proteins (145; 146). Thus, knowledge of the thermo-

dynamics and kinetics of α-helix formation is needed for a deeper understanding of 

protein folding. 

The α-helix is stabilised by hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl group of the ith 

and the amide hydrogen of the (i + 4)th amino acid residue. Consequently the forma-

tion of the first helical hydrogen bond requires the fixing of the φ and ψ angles of 

three intervening residues (or the spatial fixing of four consecutive peptide units).  
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Figure 6: The hydrogen bond pattern of the α-helix. The hydrogen bonds from 
the CO of residue i to NH of residue i+4 are shown in yellow. 

 

In helix-coil theory, two processes can be distinguished in helix formation. To form 

the first hydrogen bond the dihedral angles of three consecutive amino acid residues 

have to be fixed. The formation of at least one first turn is called the nucleation step. 

Then, starting from this nucleation site, further residues are added to the ends of the 

growing helix. The elongation steps require the fixing of only two angles per added 

residue. 

  
... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

s

s

ccccc cchcc Nucleation

cchcc chhcc Elongation

σ⎯⎯→←⎯⎯
⎯⎯→←⎯⎯

 

An equilibrium constant s, which depends on the nature of the residue that is added 

to the helix, is assigned to the elongation steps. The formation of a hydrogen bond in 

elongation involves a change in free energy ΔG0
s = -RT lns which is composed of the 

free energy of hydrogen-bond formation, of the negative change in entropy for fixing 

the main-chain conformation and of the change in free energy of the side chains. Nu-

cleation occurs at a high cost of entropy because fixing three residues in helical ge-

ometry is only partially compensated by the enthalpy of the formed hydrogen bond. 

Thus, nucleation has a low probability and a parameter σ  <  1 is introduced to ac-

count for entropy barrier of nucleation.  

The nucleation parameter has a huge impact on the cooperativity of the transition. 

The smaller the probability of nucleation the sharper is the transition. Because nu-

cleation of helices is an unlikely event, it is usually assumed that a short peptide con-

tains only one helical stretch. The so called “single sequence approximation” reduces 

the conformational space significantly. 
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The helical content of peptides can be estimated using statistical mechanics. By 

counting peptide hydrogen-bonds (101) in Zimm-Bragg (ZB) or residue conforma-

tions (102) in Lifson-Roig (LR) theory the partition function of the peptide can be 

formulated. A statistical weight is given to any conformation of the molecule and 

from the partition function their relative probability can be determined.  

Since helices lack a hydrophobic core it was assumed that stable helices can only be 

found in proteins or in very long peptides because hydrogen bonds are too weak to 

stabilise the structure. Nevertheless, short alanine based helices have been found to 

form stable helices in water (147-149). This allowed to measure helix propagation 

constants s in host guest systems which can now be included into the calculation of 

helix content based on ZB or LR theory. Additionally, further helix stabilisation ef-

fects were identified like side chain to backbone hydrogen bonds, (i, i+3) and (i, i+4) 

salt bridges and aromatic interactions (147-149). AGADIR, an helix prediction pro-

gram that was developed by Munoz and Serrano (150-152) includes in addition to the 

20 single residue helix propensities the pairwise side-chain interactions at i, i+3 and i, 

i+4 positions, values for peptide hydrogen bonds and values for helix propensities of 

all amino acids at N and C-cap positions (the N- and C-terminal ends of an helix). 

This allows reasonable prediction of helical contents of small peptides. 

Based on equilibrium models, a theory of helix formation kinetics was developed by 

Schwarz (153) and further refined by Poland and Scheraga (154). Rate constants are 

assigned to the elementary steps of helix formation which are the nucleation step and 

the transformation of a single unit in the peptide chain from coil to helix state c → h 

or vice versa. For an helix with N residues a coupled system of 2N differential equa-

tions is obtained with 2N-1 observable rate constants. In relaxation experiments, 

where the helical content of a peptide is perturbed by a fast change in conditions, a 

mean relaxation time can be assumed under certain conditions which contains contri-

butions from the nucleation and elongation reactions. 

The helix-coil transition is not a two state transition but a whole ensemble of helices 

of different lengths exists in equilibrium. The ends of an α-helix are significantly less 

stable than the center. This phenomenon is called end-fraying and follows from helix 

theory (101; 102) and has been experimentally observed by amide hydrogen ex-

change (155), by alanine to glycine substitutions (156), in NMR studies (157-161) or 

by electron spin resonance (ESR) (162; 163). Thus, in most cases, a peptide is never 
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fully helical but is in a very dynamic equilibrium, constantly folding and unfolding 

from the ends. 

In early experiments, helix-coil transition kinetics were measured in long polypeptide 

chains (like poly(γ-benzyl L-glutamate)) in organic solvents using dielectric relaxa-

tion (103) and ultrasonic absorption techniques (104). Relaxation time constants in 

the 100’s of nanoseconds time range have been obtained.  

With the development of nanosecond temperature jump techniques helix-coil relaxa-

tion in alanine based peptides were measured using infrared (105; 106; 164) or UV 

Raman spectroscopy (165). Relaxation time constants of 10-600 ns were observed. 

However, due to the fact that helix-coil transition is not a two state reaction it is dif-

ficult to extract microscopic folding rate constants from relaxation data and to dis-

criminate elongation from nucleation processes. A picture of the dynamic heteroge-

neity in helices comes from site specific observation of relaxation rates in C13 la-

belled peptides (166-168). The position dependent dynamics in helical peptides are 

the topic of current work and are discussed in more detail in chapter 3.5. 

1.7 Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer 

The method of choice to monitor contact formation processes in polypeptides is trip-

let-triplet energy transfer. An electronically excited donor molecule in the triplet 

state produces upon contact an excited acceptor molecule while relaxing to the 

ground state. 
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Figure 7: A) Schematic description of triplet-triplet energy transfer by an ex-
change mechanism. Two electrons are simultaneously exchanged by HO-HO 
and LU-LU interactions requiring orbital overlap. Figure adapted from (169). 
B) Jablonski diagram for TTET from the donor D to acceptor A involving excita-
tion of D followed by ISC to the triplet state T1 that can be detected by a triplet 
absorption band. The triplet is transferred upon orbital overlap to the acceptor 
A that relaxes back to the ground state.  
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Transfer over a dipole-dipole mechanism is “forbidden”, however it is “spin-

allowed” in an exchange mechanism (169), where two electrons are simultaneously 

exchanged to transfer the triplet from the donor to the acceptor. 

The process occurs by overlap of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HO) of the 

excited donor D* with the HO of the acceptor and an overlap of the lowest unoccu-

pied molecular orbital (LU) of the donor with the LU of the acceptor. If those over-

laps are favourable then an electron jumps from the LU of the donor to the LU of the 

acceptor while at the same time an electron from the HO of the acceptor jumps to the 

HO of the donor, thus producing an excited acceptor A* (see Figure 7). A formula-

tion for the rate constant of such a process was worked out by Dexter (170) who pro-

posed  

 

  [24] 2 /( ) DAR L
ETk exchange C e−= ⋅

 

where C denotes a factor dependent on photophysical properties of the donor and 

acceptor molecules and RDA is the donor-acceptor separation relative to their VdW-

radii L. The exponential dependence of the exchange rate on donor-acceptor distance 

originates from the decay of the orbitals and leads to a vanishing rate at around one 

to two molecular diameters (5-10Å), in contrast to the through space mechanism of 

dipole - dipole energy transfer. Triplets are usually long lived excited states because 

the relaxation to the ground state is spin-forbidden. This allows measurements over a 

large time window. If the triplet energy of the acceptor lies several kJ below the trip-

let energy of the donor TTET is very efficient and no back transfer is observed.  Do-

nor-acceptor pairs which can be used for TTET have to meet several requirements.  

O

OA B

 
 
Figure 8: Labels used for TTET. A) Xanthone is used as triplet donor. It under-
goes very fast intersystem crossing (~2ps, see ref. (171) ) with high quantum 
yield (~99%) to a long lived triplet state (τ ~30μs in water) with energy of 310 
kJ/mol (172) . Xanthone has a strong triplet absorbance band at 590nm B) Naph-
thalene is used as a triplet acceptor moiety with a triplet energy of 253 kJ/mol 
(172) and a triplet absorbance band at 420nm. 
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The donor is chosen to have very fast intersystem crossing with high quantum yield, 

a long triplet lifetime and high triplet energy. The acceptor on the other hand is re-

quired to have lower triplet energy than the donor. A system that meets these re-

quirements is xanthone as the triplet donor and naphthalene as the triplet acceptor. In 

peptides, TTET serves to measure contact formation processes between the labels. 

The system allows direct observation of the loop closure rate constant kc because the 

excitation and transfer process are several orders of magnitude faster than contact 

formation (kex, k  >> kTTET c) and because the cyclic state is not stable (kc << k-c). Thus 

the directly observable rate constant is kc. The exact time scales involved in excita-

tion and transfer of xanthone are the topic of current work and discussed in more  

details in references (51; 171; 173).  

 

kTTET

k-c

kckEx

 

Figure 9: Simplified scheme of triplet-triplet transfer experiments in peptides. 
The xanthone moiety is excited to the triplet state with a rate constant kex, (1/kex, 
~ 2ps). Chain diffusion leads to contact with a rate constant kc that depends on 
chain properties. Subsequently, the triplet is transferred to the acceptor moiety 
naphthalene with a rate constant k  (1/k

 

 

TTET TTET ~ 1ps). If kex >> k  and kc -c >> kc 
the observed rate constant of the decay of xanthone triplets corresponds to 

c TTET
obs

c TTET

k kk
k k−

=
+

  

If the transfer is diffusion controlled (k  >> kTTET -c) transfer occurs at every en-
counter of the two labels and therefore kobs = kc.  The time constants are taken 
from ref. (171) . 
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2. Aims of Research 
The Kinetics of Loop Formation of Unstructured Polypeptide Chains 

The initial steps of protein folding involve formation of local interactions and secon-

dary structure elements. The fundamental process of contact formation between two 

parts on a polypeptide chain determines how fast interactions can be formed. We 

wanted to use triplet-triplet energy transfer to study the kinetics of loop formation in 

model peptides. In earlier experiments rate constants for end-to-end loop formation 

have been determined in poly-Ser and poly-(Gly-Ser) peptides of different length. 

For both homopolymers the rate constants were found to asymptotically approach a 

limiting value for short chains and scale with a power law for longer chains. To gain 

information on the effect of the amino acid sequence on local chain dynamics we 

wanted to measure loop formation kinetics in short host-guest model peptides con-

taining different amino acids at the guest position.  

In contrast to our model peptides, protein chains have a higher complexity as they 

consist of 20 different amino acids. To compare results from model peptides to chain 

dynamics in biological sequences we wanted to study contact formation reactions in 

fragments derived from proteins.  

During protein folding, most interactions are established between interior residues. 

Up to date, only end-to-end contact formation reactions have been studied experi-

mentally. Thus, we wanted to use TTET to measure loop formation involving interior 

positions in a polypeptide chain. We therefore extended one or both ends of a loop to 

systematically probe the effect of additional tails on the kinetics of loop formation. 

These results can be used to estimate loop closure kinetics between two points at any 

position of the protein chain.  

 

Testing for Sub-Nanosecond Loop Formation Reactions 

Exponential kinetics on the nanosecond time scale have been observed for loop for-

mation in unstructured polypeptides. However, faster reactions on the sub-

nanosecond time scale could not be ruled out. To test whether TTET can be used to 

monitor ultrafast processes we wanted to investigate the limits set by the photochem-

istry of the TTET process. Our aim was to use femtosecond-laserflash spectroscopy 

to determine the time scales of triplet formation in xanthone and to measure the rate 

constant of triplet transfer to naphthalene. 
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By combining femtosecond and nanosecond spectroscopy we wanted to study loop 

formation from picoseconds to microseconds to see if additional loop formation reac-

tions occur on a sub-nanosecond time scale which should yield insight into the con-

formational distribution of polypeptides. 

 

The Properties of the Free Energy Surface of Peptide Dynamics 

The formation of a loop requires the unstructured peptide to explore its free energy 

surface, driven by the thermal motions of the solvent molecules. At room tempera-

ture, transitions between local minima (conformational substates) are fast compared 

to the loop formation reaction. This results in exponential kinetics for loop closure as 

predicted by the theory of Szabo, Schulten and Schulten (131). We wanted to test for 

complex kinetics under conditions where the interconversion of conformations is 

slow. This can be achieved by decreasing the temperature or increasing the friction. 

We wanted to characterise the kinetics of loop formation under these conditions, 

which should give information about the properties of the free energy surface of pep-

tide dynamics. 

 

The Dynamics of α-Helix Formation 

α-helices are the most abundant secondary structure elements. During folding they 

form fast and often before establishment of long range contacts. The coil to helix 

transition is complex, non two-state and its kinetics are not well understood. By in-

troducing TTET labels at different position into α-helical peptides we wanted to gain 

information about local and global helix stability and dynamics. 

To directly observe α-helix nucleation folding has to start from the ensemble of un-

folded states. We tried to achieve this by cyclisation of a short peptide using a photo-

cleavable linker. The peptide should form an α-helix in the linear form but it should 

not adopt structure in the crosslinked state. Upon photorelease by laser irradiation, 

the peptides are expected to rapidly relax to the ensemble of unfolded states. Subse-

quently, they adopt an α-helical conformation. This reaction can be monitored by 

spectroscopic techniques. We wanted to develop a strategy to synthesise such caged 

peptides which should allow us to determine rate constants α-helix nucleation. 
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3. Summary of Published Work and Manuscripts 
Ready for Submission 

3.1 Dynamics of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains studied by trip-

let-triplet energy transfer 

To measure contact formation dynamics in peptides and proteins, our group has ap-

plied triplet-triplet energy transfer from xanthone to naphthalene. This two electron 

exchange process requires van der Waals contact between the triplet donor and triplet 

acceptor labels and exhibits diffusion controlled kinetics with a bimolecular rate con-

stant of 4·109 M-1 -1s . Single exponential kinetics with time constants in the nanosec-

ond time regime were observed. Using polypeptide chains of different length and 

amino acid sequence allowed to derive scaling laws. The rate constants for loop clo-

sure in flexible (Gly-Ser)n (n = 1 to 28) copolymers scaled with kc ~ N-1.7±0.1 for long 

chains (N > 20, N denotes the number of amino acids). This is in agreement with the 

value expected from polymer theory for an excluded volume chain (see chapter 

1.5.3). For shorter chains, the rate constants asymptotically approached a limiting 

value of 1.8(±0.2)·108 s-1. In stiffer poly-Ser chains, similar behaviour has been 

found with a limiting value of 8.7(±0.8)·107 s-1 and a scaling law of k ~ N-2.1±0.3
c  for 

longer chains. The different behaviour for short and long chains results from a differ-

ent mechanism for loop formation within these regimes. In long chains the dynamics 

are dominated by diffusion, while over short distances the chain properties are 

strongly influenced by chain stiffness and the dynamics are dominated by barriers.  

To study the influence of the polypeptide-sequence, contact formation rate constants 

were measured in a series of host-guest peptides. In peptides of the canonical se-

quence Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-NalA-Ser-Gly-OH (Xan: xanthone, NalA: naphthylalanine) 

the guest amino acids Xaa = Ser, Gly, Pro, Ala, Ile, Glu, Arg, His were included and 

contact formation kinetics were measured. The influence of different amino acids on 

local contact formation was shown to be small. The rate constants differed by a fac-

tor of six from the most flexible (Gly, kc = 1.2(±0.1)·108 s-1) to the most rigid amino 

acid (trans-Pro, kc = 2.0(±0.3)·107 s-1). The other amino acids could be divided into 

two groups. Amino acids containing a Cβ-atom led to contact formation rate con-

stants from 4.4 – 5.4·107 -1s  (Glu, Arg, Ile), while peptides containing the shorter 

amino acids Ala and Ser gave faster rate constants of 8.0(±0.7)·107 -1s  and 
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6.7(±0.7)·107 -1s . In the Pro containing peptide, however, double exponential kinetics 

were monitored. An additional fast phase with a rate constant of 2.5(±0.5)·108 -1 s

corresponds to the molecules with a cis-Pro peptide bond. This leads to a kink in the 

peptide structure and thus to a closer end-to-end distance (174) resulting in the fastest 

loop formation rate constants of all peptides. Loop formation thus sets a speed limit 

for protein folding at around 10-20 ns.  

The rate constants for intrachain contact formation measured in poly-(Gly-Ser) and 

poly-Ser were compared to the dynamics of natural loops. There are however amino 

acids that interfere with TTET by quenching xanthone triplets. To test for such reac-

tions, the bimolecular quenching rate constant of several amino acids was measured 

under pseudo-first-order conditions. Near diffusion controlled quenching reactions 

were observed for Trp, Tyr and Met. His was an effective quencher when deproto-

nated at high pH. All the other amino acids or functional groups were either only 

very weakly quenching (His+, Cys, N-terminus) or not interfering at all (Ala, Arg, 

Asn, Asp, Gly, Lys, Ser, Phe).  Quenching xanthone triplets with Trp and Tyr pro-

duces complex kinetics due to radical formation, making them not suitable for the 

use in quenching experiments. These results show that contact formation experiments 

are feasible in proteins, however, only if the sequences are free of Trp, Tyr and Met. 

To measure intrachain contact formation kinetics in a natural occurring protein loop, 

we used an unstructured 18-residue fragment from carp muscle β-parvalbumin (resi-

dues 85-102). Single exponential kinetics with a rate constant of 1.9(±0.1)·107 -1s  

were measured, which is comparable to the expected value from results on poly-Ser 

chains.  

 

This work is published in the following articles: 

 

Krieger, F., Fierz, B., Bieri, O., Drewello, M. & Kiefhaber, T. Dynamics of Unfolded 

Polypeptide Chains as a Model for the Earliest Steps in Protein Folding. J. Mol. 

Biol., 2003, 332: p. 265-274. 

 

Krieger, F., Fierz, B., Axthelm, F., Joder, K., Meyer, D. & Kiefhaber, T., Intrachain 

diffusion in a protein loop fragment from carp parvalbumin. Chem. Phys., 2004, 

307: p. 209-215. 
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3.2 End-to-End vs. Interior Loop Formation 

In all experiments described up to now end-to-end contact formation (type I-loop) 

has been studied. However, in proteins most interactions take place in the interior of 

the polypeptide chain, thus end-to-interior (type II-loop) and interior-to-interior (type 

III-loop) contact formation reactions are more common in folding. 

To study the influence of an additional tail on the contact formation kinetics of a loop 

segment (type II), TTET experiments were performed in several series of peptides 

containing C-terminal extensions consisting of either (Ser-Gly)n or (Thr-Gly-Gln-

Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly sequences. In all peptides single exponential kinetics for con-

tact formation were observed, with kc decreasing with increasing length of the exten-

sion. The logarithms of the observed rate constants correlate with the average end-to-

end distance of the complete chain 2r which can be estimated using calculated 

characteristic ratios for the different sequences (see chapter 1.5.1).  

Type I Type II Type III

 

Figure 10: Different loops in polymer chains. Type I-loops are formed by end-to-end, 
type II-loops by end-to-interior and Type III-loops by interior-to-interior contacts. Type 
III-loops are most common in proteins. 

 

Polymer theory predicts a limiting value for the effect of additional tails on the kinet-

ics of loop closure. This limit was explored for a (Gly-Ser)4 loop sequence by cou-

pling one end of the peptide to an avidin molecule. In the limit of type II loop forma-

tion, kc is decreased by a factor of 2.3 for a (Gly-Ser)4 loop. Measuring type II loop 

formation rate constants in several different loop sequences, we observed that the 

influence of additional tails was stronger for shorter and stiffer loops compared to 

long and flexible loops.  

Thus, to compare the kinetics in different loops we defined a reduced rate constant 

,red c c referencek k k= , where kc denotes the loop formation rate constant of a type II-

loop and kc,reference is the loop formation rate constant of the corresponding type I-
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loop without extension. On the other hand to compare chain dimensions, we defined 

a reduced loop size 

 

2 2 2

red loop total
r r r=  [25] 

 
2

loop
r 2

total
rwhere denotes the average end-to-end distance of the loop and  is 

the end-to-end distance of the total chain. The logarithm of the reduced rate constant 

ln k  correlates with 21
red

rred  for all type II peptides (r = 0.99). This shows that 

the relative effects are similar in all systems. From this dependence, it can further be 

concluded that the limiting value for type II loop formation is reached when the total 

chain size is about three times the average end-to-end distance of the loop.  

During protein folding, type III loop formation events are most frequent. We studied 

these reactions using a (Gly-Ser)4 loop with N- and C-terminal extensions which al-

lowed us to compare the results to type I & II contact formation. In these peptides tail 

sequences consisted of (Gly-Ser)  or (Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n n. We observed that extension 

of both ends leads to a 1.6 fold stronger effect on the rate constant for type III loop 

formation compared to type II loops of identical length.  

However, a limiting value was not reached in our model peptides. For the longest 

peptide (34 amino acids) which corresponds to the size of the smallest protein do-

mains known kc was reduced by a factor of 2.1. If the limiting value of type III con-

tact formation is assumed to be reached at the same reduced loop size as in type II 

loops, then the maximal slowdown would be about a factor of 4. 

It is thus shown that additional tails have an effect on loop formation dynamics. This 

effect is small and reaches a limit in long chains. However, when using loop forma-

tion rate constants measured in type I-loops to estimate kinetics of such processes in 

proteins, tail effects have to be considered and the rate constants have to be scaled 

accordingly. 

 

These findings are described in detail in the following article: 

 

Fierz, B. & Kiefhaber, T., End-to-End vs. Interior Loop Formation Kinetics in Un-

folded Polypeptide Chains, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129 (3): p. 672 -679  
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3.3 Photodynamics of the Xanthone / Naphthalene System 

To gain more information on the photochemistry of TTET and to determine rate con-

stants of triplet formation in xanthone and of the transfer reaction to naphthalene, we 

performed femtosecond fluorescence and absorption spectroscopy on xanthone dis-

solved in ethanol. The kinetics observed in the xanthone triplet absorption band from 

550 nm to 650 nm were described by four processes with time constants of 0.63 ps, 

1.3 ps, 12 ps and 62 ps.  

The 0.63 ps, 1.3 ps and 12 ps processes correspond to a buildup of triplet absorption 

while the 62 ps process describes a blueshift of the triplet band. These processes are 

compatible with a sequential model for xanthone photodynamics where after excita-

tion the 1ππ* 3 state is reached (0.63 ps process), intersystem crossing (ISC) to the nπ* 

occurs according to the El-Sayed rules (1.3 ps process), and finally, by a slower in-

ternal conversion process (IC) the lower lying 3ππ* triplet state is reached, which has 

a shifted absorption maximum (62 ps process). 

Using 1-methylnaphthalene (1-MN) as triplet acceptor, pseudo-first-order kinetics of 

triplet-triplet energy transfer were measured with varying 1-MN concentrations, 

ranging from millimolar to molar concentrations up to measurements in neat 1-MN. 

Two limits of TTET could be discriminated. In a dynamic limit, diffusion is the rate 

limiting step and pseudo-first-order with a bimolecular rate constant of 7.2·109 M-1s-1 

kinetics are observed. In the static limit the xanthone is surrounded by 1-MN mole-

cules and the photophysical processes are limiting leading to complete TTET within 

1.8 ps in neat 1-MN. Under these conditions, no xanthone absorption is built up. It 

can be concluded that (i) the xanthone molecule undergoes ISC within 2 ps, (ii) the 

process of TTET is faster than ISC in xanthone and (iii) the 3 ∗nπ  triplet state that is 

reached within these 1.8 ps allows TTET to naphthalene.  

In ethanol, xanthone fluorescence is very weak with a quantum yield of φfl = 4.9·10-4 

and emission decays with a time constant of 60 ps. In water however, the quantum 

yield of fluorescence is higher by two orders of magnitude and the fluorescence de-

cay is much slower with τfl = 700 ps for xanthone. Up to now, fluorescence and ab-

sorption spectroscopy on xanthone was difficult to perform in water due to the low 

solubility of the compound. We therefore attached a xanthone moiety to a peptide 

which increased the solubility and enabled us to obtain reference data for TTET ex-

periments. In the xanthone-peptide the fluorescence decayed with τfl = 316 ps and 
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femtosecond absorption spectroscopy in water showed that the blueshift of the triplet 

band proceeds with a time constant of 316 ps compared to 62 ps in ethanol.  

These findings are explained by a delayed fluorescence mechanism. Due to solvent 

polarity, the energy gap between the 1ππ* 3nπ* and  states is decreased leading to an 

equilibrium between these two states. This equilibrium is depleted by a temperature 

dependent IC process to the 3ππ* state with τIC = 316 ps (62 ps in ethanol). This proc-

ess leads to the observed spectral shift in the time resolved xanthone triplet absorp-

tion. 

Concluding, it was shown that xanthone ISC occurs on the 2 ps timescale and TTET 

to naphthalene is even faster. Thus, the time window for the observation of contact 

formation processes using TTET reaches over six orders of magnitude in time from 

around 5 ps to 20 μs. However, the photodynamics of xanthone are complex in water, 

thus photochemistry has to be considered in the analysis of sub-nanosecond events. 

  

This work is described in detail in the following articles: 

 

Satzger, H., Schmidt, B., Root, C., Zinth, W., Fierz, B., Krieger, F., Kiefhaber, T. & 

Gilch, P., Ultrafast Quenching of the Xanthone Triplet by Energy Transfer: New In-

sight into the Intersystem Crossing Kinetics. J. Phys. Chem. A, 2004, 108(46): p. 

10072-10079. 

 

Heinz, B., Schmidt, B., Root, C., Satzger, H., Milota, F., Fierz, B., Kiefhaber, T., 

Zinth, W. & Gilch, P., On the Unusual Fluorescence Properties of Xanthone in Wa-

ter, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006,  8(29),  3432-3439 

 

3.4 Dynamics in Conformational Substates of Unfolded Poly-

peptide Chains Revealed by TTET on the ps to μs timescale 

Nanosecond laserflash TTET experiments on loop formation in different peptides 

show an initial loss of xanthone absorption within the dead time of the experiment. 

The effect is more pronounced for shorter loops. As shown in chapter 3.3, the TTET 

reaction allows monitoring contact formation kinetics with a picosecond time resolu-

tion. The combination of femtosecond and nanosecond laserflash spectroscopy en-
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abled us to monitor TTET processes on the timescale from picoseconds to microsec-

onds.  

To resolve the dead-time events observed in nanosecond experiments, loop formation 

in a small peptide containing two Ser residues between the xanthone donor and naph-

thalene acceptor labels (Ser2) was studied by a combination of femtosecond and 

nanosecond laserflash experiments. As discussed in chapter 3.3, the kinetics of xan-

thone ISC and IC are complex. In both peptides sub-nanosecond processes were de-

tected. To separate xanthone photophysics from actual TTET reactions, the TTET 

kinetics were compared to the kinetic traces in a donor-only peptide. The difference 

traces revealed two sub-nanosecond processes in the Ser2 peptide. A fast 3-4 ps proc-

ess with 15% amplitude was followed by a slower TTET process on the 100’s of 

picoseconds. These processes are responsible for a 50% loss of xanthone absorption 

within the first nanoseconds of the experiment, in agreement with the results from 

nanosecond spectroscopy. The kinetics and amplitude of the fast processes depend 

on peptide length and sequence. In a longer Ser8 peptide the 100’s of picoseconds 

process was found to be slower but exhibited a larger amplitude while in a stiff Pro5 

peptide the amplitude of all fast processes was found to be small. 

These results indicate that peptide motions occur on a complex free energy surface 

that contains local minima (conformational substates) separated by barriers. For pep-

tides which have the labels in contact during the laser flash, TTET is limited only by 

xanthone photophysics leading to the 3-4 ps process. The processes on the 100’s of 

ps timescale can be interpreted as the fast depletion of species within the same local 

minimum on the free energy surface. Within these local minima, contact can be es-

tablished without the crossing of any major barriers. On the other hand, the remain-

ing peptide population has to cross several small barriers to establish contact. The 

exchange between different wells however is fast at room temperature and exponen-

tial kinetics in the nanosecond time scale are observed. 

To learn more about the organisation of the free energy landscape governing poly-

peptide dynamics we tested for conditions where transitions between substates are 

slow. We performed measurements on both a short (Ser-Gly) and a long loop (Gly-

Ser)12 at low temperature (298 – 208 K) in 60% glycerol/water solutions. Below 240 

K complex kinetics were observed in both peptides. The kinetic traces can be de-

scribed by a combination of a fast initial exponential decay and a slower stretched 

process (see chapter 1.2, equation [10]). The faster process most likely corresponds 
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to the process on the picosecond timescale observed at room temperature, which re-

sults from motion within a conformational substate on the free energy surface that 

allows contact without major barrier crossing. The slower non-exponential process is 

attributed to the dynamics of those molecules that reside in different conformational 

substates and have to cross several barriers to establish contact. These barriers arise 

from peptide-peptide and peptide-solvent interactions, from steric hindrances and 

from rotational potentials of the mobile torsional angles within the polypeptide 

chains. Due to low thermal energy, equilibration between the substates is slow and 

different kinetics are observed for the different conformational substates, resulting in 

stretched exponential relaxation. Increasing the viscosity instead of lowering the 

temperature leads to a similar effect due to high friction of the peptide on the energy 

landscape, which slows down barrier crossing.  

Peptide motions are coupled to solvent dynamics, thus the contact formation rate 

constants should follow the dielectric relaxation rate constant of the solvent, which is 

a measure for the tumbling time of water molecules. This is observed for the long 

(Gly-Ser)12 peptide over the whole range of temperatures, whereas loop formation 

dynamics of the short (Ser-Gly) peptide are increasingly decoupled from solvent mo-

tion below a certain temperature, due to barrier limited dynamics or temperature in-

duced solvent inhomogeneities. 

The ratio between the dielectric relaxation and contact formation rate constant can be 

interpreted as the average number of steps needed to form a loop. Our results suggest 

that a long peptide needs around 104 solvent rearrangements to establish end-to-end 

contact. This gives a picture of the conformational search an unfolded protein has to 

perform in order to establish short and long range interactions upon folding. 

 

These findings are described in detail in the following articles: 

 

Fierz, B., Satzger, H., Root, C., Gilch. P., Zinth, W., Kiefhaber, T., Loop formation 

in unfolded polypeptide chains on the picoseconds to microseconds time scale, Proc. 

Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A, 2007, 104 (7): p. 2163-2168 

 

Fierz, B. & Kiefhaber, T., (2007) Non-exponential Kinetics of Intrachain Contact 

Formation in Unstructured Peptides at Low Temperature, to be submitted 
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3.5 Global and Local α-Helix Dynamics and Stability Meas-

ured by Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer 

α-helices are the most abundant secondary structure element in proteins. They often 

form fast during refolding and independent of long range interactions.  The proper-

ties of α-helices have been studied for more than 40 years. While thermodynamics of 

helix stability are quite well understood, less is known about the kinetics of the helix 

coil transition. Applying relaxation techniques e.g. ultrasonic absorption, dielectric 

relaxation or temperature jump, the unfolding of helices has been studied. However, 

the interpretation of relaxation rate constants is difficult and only global parameters 

were monitored, thus no site specific information about dynamics in α-helices could 

be obtained. 

We applied TTET from xanthone to naphthalene introduced at different positions in 

helical peptides to study global and local dynamics and stability in α-helices. As a 

model system we used small helical peptides of the general design Ac-(Ala)5-(Ala-

Ala-Ala-Arg-Ala) -Ala-NH3 2. This peptide is reported to exhibit high helicity (> 80%) 

in solution at 0o C (175; 176).  

To monitor global helix dynamics the triplet labels were introduced at the N- and at 

the C-terminus in one peptide. Positioning the labels with a (i, i+6) spacing allowed 

to observe local motions. The labels were introduced at the N-terminus, at central 

positions of the helix and at the C-terminus. The positioning of the labels at both 

ends or with a (i, i+6) spacing does not allow contact in the helical conformation. 

Thus, the helix has to unfold at least partially to allow contact so TTET can occur. 

The kinetics for contact formation can then be interpreted with a three state model 

 

* *op
c

cl

k k

k
H C⎯⎯→ C⎯⎯→←⎯⎯  [26] 

 

where H*denotes the peptide population with local structure formed (the asterisk de-

notes excited donor labels), C* denotes peptides where the local structure is partially 

opened to allow contact and C are peptides that have undergone TTET. kop, k  and kcl c 

are transition rate constants between these states. 

Helix content was determined in all peptides using CD spectroscopy and it was found 

that by positioning the labels into the interior of an helix the stability is reduced 
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while label positions at the termini have a small effect compared to the unperturbed 

peptide. TTET experiments were performed at 5o C. In all peptides contact formation 

showed double exponential kinetics. The two phases arise from two populations of 

peptides. Peptides that are locally disordered can establish contact leading to a fast 

exponential phase with a rate constant comparable to expected values in unstructured 

poly-Ser chains. Local helical structure between the labels prevents contact forma-

tion. The population of peptides with an helix formed has to open in order to estab-

lish contact, thus the observed rate constants correspond to the local unfolding reac-

tion if kop << kc. This is reflected in a slow phase in the kinetics. The amplitudes of 

the two kinetic phases report on the corresponding populations. From the amplitude 

information it could be concluded that the center has higher helical content than the 

ends. In addition, the stability of an helix was found to be much lower at the C-

terminus than at N-terminus.  The amplitude ratio does however not correlate with 

global helix content observed by CD spectroscopy which shows that local structure is 

probed by TTET.  

Using a three state model to analyse the data, information on helix unfolding and 

refolding can be obtained at the same time. All microscopic rate constants contribute 

to the observed kinetics if they are in the same range. This can be achieved by apply-

ing a perturbation on the helix formation reaction. We used urea to vary helix content, 

whereas the urea dependence of the microscopic rate constants was assumed to be 

linear according to the findings on protein folding (45) and peptide dynamics (55). 

All obtained observable rate constants and amplitudes were fitted globally to the ana-

lytical solution of the three state model (eq. [26]). The rate constant for helix opening 

kop
 6was found to be in the range of 10  s-1 in the interior while at the ends opening is 

three times faster with rate constants of 3·106 s-1. Structure formation on the other 

hand was found to be similar throughout the peptide with rate constants kc in the 2-

3·106 s-1 range. This shows that the lower stability of the helical structure at end posi-

tion results from faster unfolding. On the other hand, the rate constants for global 

helix unfolding and refolding from the peptide with the labels at both ends were 

found to be much slower than local kinetics (kop = 3.4 ·105 -1 s , kcl = 8.4·105 s-1).  

For the positions at the end of the helix, the rate constant which monitors contact 

formation kc is in good agreement with values expected from unstructured poly-Ser 

peptides. In the center contact formation is slower. When the microscopic rate con-

stants are compared in 8 M urea, kc is equal for all peptides and corresponds well to 
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Serine peptides, which shows that in the absence of helical structure the peptides 

have similar properties. 

The urea dependence of kop shows that with increasing denaturant concentration 

structure formation is strongly slowed down. This effect is similar at all positions, 

indicating that the same process is probed in the center and at the ends. As urea com-

petes for hydrogen bonds, intrachain interactions are less favourable compared to 

peptide solvent interactions and it is more difficult to form an helix. Helix unfolding 

on the other hand shows different behaviour at the ends than in the centre. While 

unfolding gets faster with increasing urea concentration for the central positions and 

the global dynamics, indicating a free energy barrier for unfolding, the reversed ef-

fect is observed at terminal positions. These results show that TTET can be used to 

report on local dynamics in α-helices. Unfolding time constants in the range of 100’s 

of nanoseconds range for local processes have been found, depending on the position. 

These time constants correspond well to observed relaxation time constants found in 

ultrasonic absorption or temperature jump experiments. Thus, our results show that 

global and local helix unfolding occurs with 3-9 fold difference in rate constant, de-

pending if global unfolding is compared to the dynamics at the center or at the helix 

termini. While at the helix termini local fluctuations dominate and significant end-

fraying is detected the dynamics are much slower in the interior due to free energy 

barriers.   

 

These findings are described in detail in the following manuscript: 

 

Fierz, B., Reiner, A. & Kiefhaber, T., (2007) Global and Local α-Helix Dynamics 

and Stability Measured by Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer, to be submitted 

 

3.6 Dynamics of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains, Review Arti-

cles 

Intrachain loop formation is an elementary step in protein folding. The rate constants 

for loop formation contribute to the pre-exponential factor for a folding reaction and 

set an upper speed limit for folding. A realistic estimate of the pre-exponential factor 

for folding is necessary to calculate the heights of the free energy barrier for folding.  
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In the contributions to the “Protein Folding Handbook” and to “Methods in Molecu-

lar Biology vol. 350: Protein Folding Protocols” we present an overview of the field 

of polypeptide chain dynamics. Concepts from polymer theory are applied to give a 

theoretical background on the dimensions and dynamics of polypeptide chains. These 

predictions from theory are compared to experimental results. We discuss experi-

mental systems that have been used to measure intramolecular dynamics in polypep-

tide chains. In particular, results obtained in our lab on contact formation processes 

in polypeptides using triplet-triplet energy transfer are summarised. Scaling laws for 

the effect of chain length on the end-to-end contact formation rate constants are dis-

cussed and compared to several theoretical models. The role of amino acid sequence, 

position of the labels and the influence of the solvent on chain dynamics are covered. 

In addition, the results obtained in model peptides are compared to rate constants of 

loop formation in fragments derived from natural proteins. 

In the methodical part of the reviews, the prerequisites for a system that can be used 

to accurately measure chain dynamics and contact formation processes are discussed. 

To study contact formation processes using spectroscopic techniques, it is of impor-

tance that the photochemistry of the system is fast enough and that transfer or 

quenching processes are diffusion controlled, i.e. every encounter of donor/acceptor 

or excited molecule/quencher is productive.  

 

This work is published in the following articles: 

 

Fierz, B. & Kiefhaber, T., Dynamics of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains, in Protein 

Folding Handbook, J. Buchner and T. Kiefhaber, Editors. 2005, WILEY-VCH: 

Weinheim. p. 809-855. 

 

Fierz, B., Joder, K., Krieger, F. & Kiefhaber, T., Using Triplet-Triplet Energy Trans-

fer to Measure Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains, in Methods in Mo-

lecular Biology vol. 350: Protein Folding Protocols, Y. Bai, R. Nussinov, Editors, 

2006 Humana Press. 
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4. Unpublished Results: Helix Formation Studied by 
Photorelease of a Caged Peptide 

4.1 Introduction 

The kinetics of α-helix formation are still not well understood. Models predict a nu-

cleation growth mechanism where the elementary steps occur on different timescales 

and peptides with varying degree of helical structure interconvert rapidly. Most ki-

netic data were obtained by relaxation techniques where helix unfolding is monitored 

as a result of a fast change in conditions, e.g. a nanosecond jump to a higher tempera-

ture. To analyse the data usually a two state assumption is made which is generally 

invalid because α-helices fold through a succession of many small conformational 

transitions. The process of nucleation itself is difficult to study because the experi-

ment has to start from the unfolded state to assure that no propagation steps from 

partially helical peptides contribute to the experimental signal. Conventional meth-

ods as stopped flow or continuous flow techniques, where a chemical denaturant is 

rapidly diluted out of a peptide solution, thus allowing the peptide to fold, are not 

feasible because the time resolution of these techniques is too low to observe a sub-

microsecond process as helix formation.  
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Figure 11: A) The helical peptide is caged by a (i, i+5) crosslink that does not 
allow helix formation. By laser irradiation, the crosslink, a PHP derivate, is 
opened and the peptide is free to relax. Subsequently, helical structure is formed. 
This process can be monitored spectroscopically. B) Helical wheel representa-
tion of crosslinked peptide showing the position of the crosslink. 
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The application of photocleavable crosslinkers however enables to observe α-helix 

formation directly. A cyclic peptide which forms an α-helix in solution is cyclised 

using a suitable photocleavable crosslinker. This cyclisation prevents secondary 

structure formation.  Upon cleavage of the crosslinker by irradiating the sample with 

a short laser flash the peptides are allowed to relax to an extended conformation. In 

the following, the peptides are able to adopt their specific secondary structure. The 

relaxation of the peptide and the subsequent secondary structure formation can then 

be monitored by spectroscopic means (UV, IR or fluorescence spectroscopy). In an 

earlier experiment photoinitiated disulfide cleavage (177) was used to generate an 

unfolded ensemble of an helix forming peptide, however due to recombination of the 

generated thiyl radicals no clear results have been obtained. Thus, the opening reac-

tion has to be irreversible. 

Recently, the use of the p-hydroxyphenacyl group (pHP) was proposed as a water 

soluble, photoremovable protecting group for peptides (178) and phosphates (179; 

180). The mechanism of photorelease involves a short lived triplet state as the reac-

tive excited state (179-181) which forms within a few picoseconds and has a lifetime 

of 0.4 ns. Subsequently, rearrangements take place that involve a tautomerisation of 

the system to the quinoid enol tautomer and produce a phenylacetic acid residue at 

the trigger moiety and the free carboxylic acid function of the caged molecule (181).  

It was shown that the derivates of pHP can be used as intramolecular crosslinking 

reagents (R. Givens, unpublished). For different derivates of pHP irradiation at 300-

350 nm releases the product in an irreversible rearrangement reaction at high yield 

(φ~0.5) and with fast kinetics in the nanosecond time scale (ref. (181) and J. Wirz, 

personal communication). Thus, we used pHP derivates to cage helical peptides, 

which allows measuring α-helix folding kinetics. 
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4.2 Peptide Design 

In a good model system, helix formation should be prevented in the pHP-crosslinked 

state but a large amount of helix should be formed in the linear form. Short peptide 

based on Ala-containing sequences (149) were tested for helical content using the 

helix prediction program AGADIR by Munoz and Serrano (150-152). The general 

sequence Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-Glu-Ala-Ala-Ala-Lys-Lys-NH2 was predicted to form 

~36% helix (at 5o C). Introducing an intramolecular crosslink between the N-

terminus and Glu  should disrupt any helical structure (see Figure 11). 5

To test helical content in the linear form we synthesised reference peptides with ei-

ther glutamate or oxocarbonylbenzoic acid (OCBA) as N-terminal groups to model 

the pHP protecting group after photocleavage (see Figure 12). The Glu- and OCBA-

peptides are predicted to have a high helical content (~35%) due to the high helical 

propensity of alanine residues and to charge/helix dipole interactions. On the other 

hand, the Lys-peptide shows very weak helix propensity in AGADIR.  

To determine the helical content of the peptides we recorded circular dicroism spec-

tra (see Figure 13). The CD-data shows that the Lys-peptide forms almost no helix 

even at 4o C. The OCBA-peptide exhibits some helical structure and the Glu-peptide 

is 30% helical, in agreement with prediction.  
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Figure 12: Structure of 
open form of the pHP-
peptide after photo-
cleavage of the crosslin-
ker compared to struc-
tures of reference pep-
tides. The reference pep-
tides were used to select 
a sequence and study 
properties of the open 
form of the phototrigger 
peptide. 
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Based on the results of the Glu-peptide, the sequence pHP-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-Glu-Ala-

Ala-Ala-Lys-Lys-NH  
2 was initially chosen for cyclisation. However, due to the low 

helix content of the OCBA-peptide, which is a better model for the open form of the 

pHP-crosslinker, the sequence has to be varied in further studies.  
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Figure 13: CD spectra of reference peptides at 4O C. (▬) Glu- peptide, (▬) 
Lys -peptide and (▬) OCBA - peptide. The CD spectrum of peptide 3 was 
scaled to match the other two spectra because of lacking information about the 
absorption coefficient of OCBA. All spectra were measured in 10 mM phos-
phate buffer at pH 7 in 1 mm cuvettes. 
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4.3 Synthesis of the Caged Helical Peptide 

The synthesis of the cyclic peptide is described in the following. The synthetic route 

chosen is outlined in Figure 14. The pHP derivative 5-acetylsalicylic acid has to be 

protected at the hydroxyl and carboxyl position and is activated by transformation 

into a bromoketone that reacts with nucleophiles. It is then coupled to a selectively 

deprotected glutamate residue of the peptide on resin. After deprotection of the acid 

function of the pHP derivative and the N-terminus, the peptide is cyclised and 

cleaved. A final deprotection step yields the product.  
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Figure 14: Route chosen for the synthesis of the cyclic peptide: Four different 
orthogonal protecting group systems have been used. Reaction conditions: 1) 
Compound 5, DIPEA, DMF; 2) 2% DBU, 2% piperidine in DMF; 3) HATU, 
DIPEA, DMF; 4) TFA, TIS in DCM; Pd/C, H  in methanol 2
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Protection and Activation of photocleavable crosslinker (see Figure 15) 

The p-hydroxyphenacyl derivative compound 5 was synthesised in four steps starting 

from the commercially available methyl-5-acetylsalicylicate (1). Two orthogonal 

protecting groups were introduced to enable attachment to the peptide and subse-

quent cyclisation. A benzyl protection group was used to protect the phenolic hy-

droxyl moiety that is cleaved by hydrogenolysis using H

O

O
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OMe

O

O

BzlO

OMe

O
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BzlO

O

O OFm

BzlO

O

O OFm

BzlO

Br

a) b) c) d)

1 2 3 4 5  

Figure 15: Synthesis of the p-hydroxyphenacyl derivate used in caging of heli-
cal peptides. Reaction conditions: a) BzlBr, K CO , DMF, b) LiOH, THF/H2 3 2O, 
c) Fmoc-Cl, DMAP, DIPEA, DCM, d) TBABr , THF 3

 

2, Pd/C, while the carboxylic 

acid was protected by an base labile 9-fluorenyl methyl ester (OFm) (182). This al-

lows deprotection of the carboxylic group together with the Fmoc-protected N-

terminus in one step followed by cyclisation (see Figure 14). 

 

Synthesis of O-benzyl-5-acetylsalicylic acid (3) 

Methyl-5-acetylsalicylicate (1) was converted via a nucleophilic substitution reaction 

with benzylbromide in dimethylformamide (DMF) followed by cleavage of the 

methyl ester under mild conditions using LiOH in tetrahydrofurane (THF) and water.  

 

Synthesis of fluorenylmethyl O-benzyl-5-acetylsalicate (4) 

Fluorenylmethyl esters can be synthesised using 9-fluorenylmethanol in the presence 

of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide/dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (182), with diazofluo-

rene (183) or in the presence of imidazole (184). However, satisfying results were 

only obtained using fluorenylmethyl chloroformate (FmocCl) in the presence of N,N-

diisopropyl ethylamine (DIPEA) and DMAP (185). The reaction proceeds via the 

formation of a mixed carboxylic-carbonic anhydride which produces the ester by 

decarboxylation. The reaction is performed in dichloromethane (DCM) and proceeds 

rapidly as monitored by CO  evolution.  2
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Synthesis of fluorenylmethyl O-benzyl-5α-bromoacetylsalicate (5) 

To couple the crosslinker to the peptide, 4 is activated by conversion of the acetyl 

group to a bromoketone. This can be achieved by using molecular Br2, using 

Cu(II)Br (186) or tetrabutylammonium tribromide (TBABr3) as a selective bromina-

tion agent (187). This approach was successful as compound 4 was readily converted 

to the bromoketone in the presence of TBABr3. The fully protected and brominated 

compound 5 was used for cyclisation after recristallisation. 

 

Peptide Synthesis 

The synthesis of cyclic peptides requires that the protection groups of several groups 

can be selectively removed. To introduce the photocleavable crosslinker, a glutamate 

residue has to be deprotected, leaving all other protecting groups intact. Subsequently, 

the N-terminal 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc) has to be removed to allow 

cyclisation. For the protection of the glutamate, an allylic ester (OAll) was chosen 

which could be cleaved under mild conditions by Pd(0) catalysed allyl transfer (188). 

The N-terminus was protected by base labile Fmoc, while the lysine side chains pro-

tecting groups (4-methyltrityl group, Mtt (189)) and resin linker were acid labile thus 

providing full orthogonality and allowing cleavage of the peptide at low concentra-

tion of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) without hydrolysis of the cyclic ester. 

The peptide Fmoc-(Ala) -Glu-(Ala) -Lys-Lys-NH4 3 2 was assembled on an acid sensi-

tive resin (Sieber amide,  Novagel). Peptide synthesis was performed according to 
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Figure 16: HPLC profiles of peptide synthesis and Glu(OAll) deprotection. 
A) HPLC of crude peptide, B) HPLC of peptide after glu deprotection, 5-
35% acetonitrile gradient in 16 min on a RP-8 analytical column, detection 
at 280 nm. 
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standard Fmoc- chemistry protocols (190) involving O-Benzotriazole-N,N,N’,N’-

tetramethyluronium-hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) activation and deprotection of the 

N-terminal Fmoc with piperidine in DMF. However, the last three amino acids (Ala 

1-3) had to be coupled using 2-(7-aza-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HATU) as coupling reagent (191; 192) 

and a double coupling protocol, where the coupling cycle is repeated two times with-

out Fmoc-deprotection in between. Only this procedure gave acceptable synthesis 

results as shown by HPLC and matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation mass spec-

trometry (MALDI-MS). The last synthesis cycle was run without final Fmoc cleav-

age to leave the N-terminus protected.  

Selective glutamate deprotection was subsequently achieved on resin applying the 

method of Kates et al. (193)  utilising a mixture Pd(Ph )3 4/CHCl3/acetic acid/N-

methyl morpholine (NMM) under inert atmosphere. The reaction was checked by 

taking resin aliquots and analysis by HPLC. Within 4h the glutamate side chain was 

completely deprotected as indicated by a shift in retention time on HPLC of tr = 8.9 

min for the protected and tr = 7.9 min for the free glutamate and by mass spectrome-

try (M + H+ = 1162.6 protected and M + H+ = 1122.6).  
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Figure 17: HPLC profiles of modification reaction. A) after modification, several 
peaks are observed due to instability of Fm-ester. B) after deprotection of the N-
terminal Fmoc group and the Fm-ester, a main peak corresponding to the main 
product is followed by a side product peak corresponding to a piperidine adduct 
that points to transient ring formation in some peptides. HPLC conditions: 5-35% 
acetonitrile gradient in 16 min on a RP-8 analytical column, detection at 280 nm. 
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Modification of peptide with fluorenylmethyl O-benzyl-5α-bromoacetylsalicate 

Compound 5 was coupled in 3-fold excess to the deprotected glutamate sidechain of 

the peptide in DMF for 30 min (see Figure 14, step 1). To ensure deprotonation of 

the glutamate sidechain, DIPEA was used as base. It has been observed that pro-

longed coupling times can lead to side products due to slow cleavage of the Fm-ester 

in basic conditions. Coupling was monitored by taking resin samples at different 

times and analysing the peptide on HPLC and MALDI-MS. On the HPLC several 

peaks are detected (see Figure 17) due to instability of the Fm-ester group to the 

cleavage conditions from the resin (see 4.4.6, cleavage conditions). Subsequent de-

protection of the N-terminus and the carboxylic acid of the coupled compound was 

achieved using 20% piperidine or a mixture of DBU and piperidine in DMF (see 

Figure 14, step 2). After removal of Fmoc two major peaks were detected on HPLC. 

The first (tr = 6.0 min, see Figure 17) was identified by MALDI-MS as the desired 

coupling product (M + H+ = 1168.6), while the second (tr = 7.6 min) with a mass of 

M + H+ = 1234.2 could be explained by a piperidine adduct to the carboxylic acid 

function of the crosslinker moiety. Such piperidides have been observed as a result of 

cyclic aspartimide formation in peptides where an aspartate is followed by a glycine 

residue (194). It has been found that shorter coupling times of compound 5 reduce 

the amount of this side product. 

 

Cyclisation reaction 

Peptide cyclisation was achieved on resin using HATU / DIPEA as reagents (step 3 

in Figure 14). HATU was added incrementally to reduce capping of the amino termi-

nus by guanidine formation (195). The reaction was monitored by taking resin ali-

quots, cleavage, HPLC and mass spectrometry. As seen in Figure 18 the peak corre-

sponding to the linear peptide moves to longer retention times (from tr = 6 min for 

the linear peptide to tr = 7.8 min in the cyclic state) upon cyclisation of the peptide. 

At the same time, some side product peaks appear that correspond to the guanidine 

modification of the amino terminus as determined by mass spectrometry. The major 

side product peak at tr = 7.7 min does however overlap with the desired product thus 

making purification difficult. This problem was solved by treating the resin with 10% 

acetic anhydride, 10% DIPEA in DMF to acetylate free N-termini. The result of this 

procedure is seen in Figure 18, trace C. While as the cyclic product is unaffected by 

acetylation, the side product containing a free N-terminus is modified and shifted to 
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higher retention times (tr = 9.5 min). Subsequently the peptide was cleaved from the 

resin at mild conditions (1% TFA, 5% TIS in DCM) and purified over semiprepara-

tive HPLC.  
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Figure 18: HPLC profiles of peptide cyclisation. A) modified peptide before 
cyclisation. B) after 7h of cyclisation cyclic product is detected at tr = 8.1 min 
C) to separate the products, unreacted or hindered peptides are acetylated. 
HPLC conditions: 5-35% acetonitrile gradient in 16 min on a RP-8 analytical 
column, detection at 280 nm. 

 

 

Hydrogenolytic cleavage of Benzyl Protecting Group 

To enable photocleavage of the crosslinker moiety, the remaining benzyl protecting 

group had to be removed (see Figure 14, step 4). It was observed that TFA could 

cleave a number of aromatic benzyl ethers when the aromatic ring contained either 

meta-directing or ortho-para-directing groups (196). In tests using the free 

crosslinker (compound 3, see Figure 15) treatment with TFA removed the benzyl 

group readily. However, in the cyclic peptide compound, TFA was not able to cleave 

the benzyl ether. Even prolonged exposure to neat TFA did not yield deprotected 

peptide. Thus another method has been applied. Generally benzyl groups are re-

moved by catalytic hydrogenolysis using H  and palladium on activated charcoal.  2

The choice of solvent is important because polar solvents promote keto-enol isomeri-

sation of the crosslinker moiety which leads to reduction of the aryl ketone thus inac-

tivating the phototrigger. The peptide proved to be soluble in an 1:5 mixture of wa-

ter:methanol. Addition of an equivalent amount of Pd/C and subsequent violent stir-

ring under H2 resulted in cleavage of the benzyl ether. The reaction was monitored 

by analytical HPLC (see Figure 19) where a shift of the peak at t  = 9.1 min corre-r
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sponding to the protected peptide to a retention time of tr = 6.9 min for the depro-

tected product was observed. Based on the HPLC data the reaction was completed 

after 80 min. The solution was filtered by a cellulose filter and lyophilised. The crude 

product was purified by HPLC over a semipreparative RP-18 column using an ace-

tonitrile gradient and eluted at approximately 27% acetonitrile. The product obtained 

was analysed by MALDI-MS and ESI-LC MS and a mass of 1060.54 was detected 

(calculated for C47H73N13O15 + H+ = 1060.54). The total yield of lyphilised product 

was ~2 mg (2%). 
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Figure 19: HPLC traces of the benzyl deprotection reaction. 5-35% acetonitrile 
gradient in 16 min on a RP-8 analytical column, detection at 280 nm. A) before de-
protection, B) 20 min reaction time, C) 40 min reaction time, D) 60 min reaction 
time,  E) reaction is complete after approx. 80 min. 
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4.4 Characterisation of Cyclic Peptide 
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1 1Figure 20: H- H COSY spectrum of the deuterated cyclic peptide in D2O, 1 
mM phosphate buffer, pH 7. The structure of the cyclic peptide is shown in the 
inset, the observed ROE’s are shown as blue arrows. A: The resonances corre-
sponding to the aromatic system of the pHP moiety (a), B: A doublet of dou-
blets arising from the  methylene group (b) of the ester indicating a cyclic 
structure, C: An alanine methyl group from within the cycle (c) shifted upfield 
to 1.18 ppm due to ring current effects. 

 

To verify the correct cyclic structure the peptide was analysed by NMR spectroscopy. 

After completely exchanging all labile protons to deuterons, COSY (see Figure 20), 

ROESY, HMBC and HMQC spectra were recorded in D2O. Using the HMBC and 

HMQC 13C shifts the COSY and ROESY peaks could be assigned to amino acids or 

the pHP-moiety. At chemical shifts of 8.65 ppm (1H), 7.8 ppm (1H) and 6.7 ppm 

(1H) the resonances of the pHP aromatic ring system are observed (region A in 

Figure 20). The resonances at 5.36 ppm (1H) and 5.07 ppm (1H) arising from the 

methylene group connecting the pHP moiety attached to the N-terminus and the glu-

tamate residue in the interior of the peptide serve as clear evidence for the correct 

cyclic structure of the peptide (Figure 20, B). Additionally, one alanine methyl side 

chain is shifted upfield (Figure 20, C), indicating vicinity to the pHP aromatic system. 
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From the ROESY spectrum, several ROE’s can be extracted showing interactions 

between the methylene group and two aromatic hydrogens, the one at 8.65 ppm, the 

other at 7.8 ppm. Another ROE is detected between the shifted alanine at 1.18 ppm 

and the aromatic hydrogen 8.65 ppm. The NMR data thus point to a defined cyclic 

connectivity lacking a defined three dimensional structure.  
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Figure 21: CD spectra of cyclic peptide in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7 at 
22.5o 

To further characterise the conformation of the cyclic peptide, CD spectra were re-

corded (see Figure 21). The data do not show the features expected for a clear helical 

spectrum. The identical CD spectra recorded at 4o C, 22.5o C and 80o C serves as fur-

ther evidence against persistent secondary structure of the cyclic peptide.  

However, the observed CD-data are also not compatible with random coil spectra. 

This is expected because the cyclic structure of the peptide restricts conformation 

and the aromatic system in an asymmetric surrounding which contributes to the CD 

signal. 

UV spectroscopy shows a strong pH dependence of the pHP moiety due to deproto-

nation of the phenolic hydroxyl group. At pH 7 the phenol is completely dissociated 

resulting in an strong absorbance band centered at 328 nm. Upon acidification, the 

phenolic hydroxyl group is protonated and the absorbance band of pHP shifts to a 

C (▬) at (▬) 4o C and (▬) 80o C.  The temperature dependence of the CD 
spectrum is weak indicating no stable secondary structure in the peptide. As a 
comparison the helical spectrum of the Glu containing reference peptide (▬) is 
shown.  
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maximum at 278 nm. As the mechanism for photocleavage requires the protonated 

hydroxyl group, experiments have to be performed below pH 4.5 to enable photore-

lease of peptide. Thus, for further studies, peptide systems have to be tailored for 

maximal helix formation at low pH.  

These results show that the desired peptide has been synthesised, it is free of defined 

secondary structure and can be used for kinetic studies of helix formation. However, 

the peptide design has to be improved, as the current sequence shows a too low helix 

content in the linear state. 
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4.5 Conclusions and Outlook 

A synthetic access to photoreleasable cyclic peptides has been developed based on 

the photocleavable crosslinker p-hydroxy phenacyl (pHP). Upon laser irradiation the 

pHP crosslinker can be cleaved leading to linearisation of the peptide, which is al-

lowed to relax and to adopt structure. Due to the high rate constant and efficiency of 

photorelease kinetics, processes in the nanosecond time scale can be observed which 

should make the system suitable for studying formation of secondary structure ele-

ments in model peptides or even folding of small proteins.  

In the current project, a peptide with helix propensity has been synthesised and cy-

clised by the pHP moiety to prevent helix formation in the closed state. The synthesis 

product has been characterised by NMR and CD spectroscopy and has been found to 

be free of defined secondary structure. This allows studying helix nucleation after 

photorelease because the reaction starts from a state where no preformed helical 

structure is present. 

In the next step, the photorelease of the linear peptide by laser irradiation has to be 

studied and a detection method has to be worked out. As the UV absorption band of 

the peptide bond is sensitive to secondary structure (197) monitoring absorbance 

below 210 nm gives information on helix content and can be used as a fast detection 

method for nanosecond spectroscopy. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

FTIR on the other hand has the advantage of high sensitivity and by incorporation of 
13C carbonyls, site specific information can be obtained. 

If correctly implemented, this system may provide nucleation rate constants for helix 

formation. For a deeper understanding of the molecular processes computer simula-

tions on the same peptide are performed in collaboration with P. Tavan. This allows 

direct comparison of experimental and simulated data on a small system. 
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4.6 Materials and Methods 

Synthesis of O-benzyl-methyl-5-acetylsalicylicate (2) 

1.884 g (9.7 mmol) methyl-5-acetylsalicylicate (ACROS) were dissolved in 20 ml 

DMF. 4 g anhydrous K CO2 3 (29 mmol) were added. Under argon, 1.38 ml benzyl-

bromide (11.64 mmol, 1.2 eq) were added dropwise and the suspension was stirred 

overnight at room temperature. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was then poured 

into 10 ml of ice water and extracted with diethyl ether twice. The organic phase was 

thoroughly washed with water, dried with Na SO2 4 and evaporated. The off-white oily 

product was used without further purification. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ 8.43 (d, 1H), 8.07 

(dd, 1H), 7.5-7.3 (m, 5H), 7.06 (d, 1H), 5.27 (s, 2H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 2.58 (s, 3H) 

 

Synthesis of O-benzyl-5-acetylsalicylic acid (3) 

2 g of 2 is dissolved in 13.1 ml THF,  0.90 g LiOH in 13 ml water was added, the 

mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature, acidified with 10% HCl at 0o C 

and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic phase was dried with Na SO2 4 and 

evaporated. The product was recristallised from 25% ethanol in water (120 ml / gram 

product) and obtained as white crystals. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ 10.45 (s, 1H), 8.76 (d, 

1H), 8.22 (dd, 1H), 7.5-7.3 (m, 5H), 7.22 (d, 1H), 5.38 (s, 2H), 2.63 (s, 3H) 

 

Synthesis of fluorenylmethyl O-benzyl-5-acetylsalicate (4) 

0.68 g of 3 (2.5 mmol) were dissolved in 10 ml DCM containing 0.323 g (2.5 mmol, 

0.425 ml) DIPEA (Aldrich). At 0o C 0.71 g (2.75 mmol) Fmoc-Cl (Patras) dissolved 

in 5 ml DCM were added portion wise under argon. After 5 min, 30.5 mg (0.25 

mmol) DMAP (FLUKA) were added. Subsequently the mixture was allowed to 

equilibrate to room temperature. CO2 evolution was observed as the reaction pro-

ceeded. After 2 h 100 ml ethyl acetate were added and the solution was washed three 

times with 2% citric acid, once with 30 ml water, three times with 30 ml 0.5N Na-

HCO3 (4.2%) and 3x30 ml water. The organic phase was dried and evaporated and 4 

was recristallised from ethanol. MP 122.75o 1C, H NMR (CDCl3) δ 8.56 (d, 1H), 8.19 

(dd, 1H), 7.77 (d, 2H), 7.62 (d, 2H), 7.50 (d, 2H), 7.46-7.2 (m, 7H), 7.14 (d, 1H), 5.3 

(s, 2H), 4.51 (d, 2H), 4.29 (t, 1H), 2.62 (s, 3H) 
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Synthesis of fluorenylmethyl O-benzyl-5α-bromoacetylsalicate (5) 

0.448 g (1 mmol) 4 was dissolved in 6 ml THF. To this solution, 0.530 g (1.1 mmol) 

TBABr3 (FLUKA) were added. The dark orange solution was stirred overnight while 

the colour faded to slight yellow. The solvent was evaporated and the residue was 

taken up in 200 ml diethyl ether (5 has only low solubility in water, thus a precipitate 

forms). The organic phase was washed with water several times and evaporated. The 

residue was dissolved in DCM, dried with Na SO2 4, the solvents were evaporated and 

the product could be recristallised from ethanol producing white powder. MP 123.8o 

o 1C (phase transition at 115 C), H NMR (CDCl3) δ 8.60 (d, 1H), 8.22 (q, 1H), 7.77 (d, 

2H), 7.62 (d, 2H), 7.5-7.3 (m, 7H), 7.17 (d, 2H), 5.32 (s, 2H), 4.52 (d, 2H), 4.42 (s, 

2H), 4.30 (t, 1H),  13C NMR (CDCl3) δ 189.5, 163.6, 159.3, 149.7, 143.3, 141.7, 

136.7, 135.5, 135.0, 129.2, 128.8, 128.5, 127.7, 127.4, 127.0, 125.6, 120.6, 118.0, 

114.2, 71.8, 71.5 ,46.8, 30.6 

 

Peptide modification 

The resin (corresponding to 0.05 mmol peptide) was placed in a dry synthesis col-

umn connected to an argon cylinder over a three way valve. The resin was preincu-

bated in 1eq. DIPEA (8.7 μl) in 500 μl DMF. 3 eq. 5 (79 mg) was dissolved in 1 ml 

anhydrous DMF and added to the solution. The mixture was agitated for 30 min by 

bubbling argon through the solvent. After coupling, the resin was washed 3x5 min 

with DMF, 3x5 min with DCM and dried under reduced pressure. 

 

FMOC-Deprotection  

The resin was washed and preswollen in DMF. Subsequently, 4 ml of a solution of 

2% DBU (FLUKA) and 2% piperidine (Aldrich) in DMF were added and the mix-

ture was agitated for 2 minutes. The resin was washed by 5 ml DMF and the treat-

ment with deprotection solution was repeated 2x2 min and 3x10 min. The resin was 

washed 3x2 min with DMF, 3x2 min with DCM and dried under reduced pressure. 

 

Peptide cyclisation 

The resin (corresponding to 0.05 mmol peptide) was placed in a dry synthesis col-

umn connected to an argon cylinder over a three way valve, washed and preswollen 

in 1 ml anhydrous DMF. A solution of 1 eq. (19 mg) HATU (AnaSpec) in 1 ml DMF 

was prepared, from which 100 μl were added to the resin. After the addition of 2 eq 
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DIPEA (17.4 μl) the resin was agitated with argon for 30 min. Another 100 μl of 

HATU solution was added and the procedure repeated ten times in total. Subse-

quently, the resin was washed with DMF and DCM. 

 

Peptide cleavage 

The resin was transferred to a synthesis column and washed with DCM. 5 ml of a 

mixture of 3:5:94 TFA:TES:DCM were added and the resin was agitated for two 

minutes. The solvent was removed and replaced by fresh cleavage mixture. This was 

repeated three times and another three times with 10 min cleavage time. All the frac-

tions were pooled and evaporated to 10 ml under reduced pressure. The organic 

phase was extracted with water which was subsequently lyophilised. The lyophilisate 

was dissolved in 20% acetonitrile, purified over semi-preparative HPLC and lyophi-

lised. 

 

Hydrogenolysis 

The lyophilised peptide was transferred to a clean flask containing a magnetic stirrer 

bar, dissolved in methanol (10 mg in ~3 ml) and an equal amount of palladium on 

charcoal (weight) was added. The flask was closed with a rubber septum and flushed 

with H2. The flask was subsequently pressurised with H2 and the solution was stirred 

vigorously. The reaction was monitored by taking aliquots and subsequent HPLC 

analysis. After completion, water was added, the solution was purified over semi-

preparative HPLC and lyophilised. 

 

Test cleavages 

Cleavage of resin samples was achieved by shaking the sample for 10 min in 3% 

trifluoroacetic acid (FLUKA) and 5% triisopropylsilane (ACROS) in DCM. Subse-

quently DCM and TFA were removed under reduced pressure and 1 ml of water was 

added. The sample was centrifuged before injection onto the analytical HPLC to spin 

down precipitated material. 
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5. Summary 
The aim of this thesis was the investigation of the dynamics of elementary steps in 

protein folding. During folding, the polypeptide chain explores the free energy sur-

face and first interactions are established. These interactions lead to formation of 

secondary structure elements which then can assemble to form protein structure. 

Contact formation between different residues in the polypeptide chain limits the rate 

with which a protein can explore its conformational space and sets an upper limit for 

the speed of folding. 

We studied loop closure reactions in polypeptides and dynamics of α-helices apply-

ing the method of triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET). Triplet excitation is trans-

ferred by a two electron exchange mechanism from a xanthone (Xan) donor moiety 

to a naphthalene (Nal) acceptor upon van der Waals contact. The transfer reaction is 

diffusion controlled allowing direct determination of rate constants for loop forma-

tion by observing the decay of xanthone triplet absorption or the concomitant in-

crease in naphthalene triplets.  

By introducing the triplet labels into unfolded model peptides we wanted to test the 

effect of polypeptide chain length, amino acid sequence and solvent conditions.  

In a short host-guest loop Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-Nal-Ser-Gly-OH the local effect of dif-

ferent amino acids on loop formation was probed by introducing the guest amino 

acids Xaa = Ser, Gly, Pro, Ala, Ile, Glu, Arg and His. We observed similar kinetics 

for all amino acids except glycine and proline, although amino acids with a Cβ-atom 

showed slightly slower loop closure rate constants. In glycine containing peptides the 

contact formation rate constant was found to be faster because of the increased flexi-

bility of the glycine residue. The introduction of proline however led to double expo-

nential kinetics. A slow phase corresponding to trans-Pro showed the slowest kinet-

ics of all peptides due to the rigid structure of the proline residue, whereas cis-Pro 

showed the fastest kinetics due to the introduction of a kink and thus smaller end-to-

end distances.  

To probe chain dynamics in a natural loop derived from a protein we introduced the 

TTET labels into an unstructured 18-residue loop from carp muscle β-parvalbumin. 

This allowed us to compare loop formation rate constants obtained in a natural se-

quence to values obtained in model peptides. The kinetics in the parvalbumin loop 

corresponded well to values obtained for poly-Ser chains. This showed that a small 
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amount of glycine in the sequence can compensate for the slowing down of chain 

dynamics induced by large amino acids. 

During protein folding, interactions are mostly established between amino acids in 

the interior of the chain. Thus, the effect of additional tails on the loop closure rate 

constants has to be taken into account. Three types of loops can be distinguished. 

Type I loops denote end-to-end loops, type II-loops are end-to-interior loops, while 

type III-loops denote interior-to-interior loops.  

We measured loop formation rate constants in type II and type III-loops depending 

on the size of the additional tails. It was observed that the loop formation rate con-

stant is decreased with increasing size of the tail. For different type II-loops this ef-

fect was found to reach a limit when the tail dimensions are about three times larger 

than the loop size. In this limit, loop closure rates are decreased by a factor of 2.3. 

For type III-loops the effect of additional tails was found to be stronger than in the 

type II case. However, the limiting value could not be determined. Assuming that the 

limit for type III-loop formation is reached at the same tail size as in the type II case 

this would result in a decrease in loop closure rates by a factor of four.  

 

All observed rate constants in TTET experiments were found to be on the nanosec-

ond time scale. However, faster reaction could not be ruled out. To study reactions 

on a shorter time scale using TTET it is necessary to understand the photophysics of 

xanthone triplet formation and energy transfer to naphthalene in detail. Thus, femto-

second timescale experiments were performed to determine the timescale of xan-

thone intersystem crossing and triplet-triplet energy transfer. It was found that xan-

thone triplet formation proceeds on the 2 ps timescale and TTET to naphthalene oc-

curs below 2 ps. This allows to observe contact formation processes with time con-

stants of 5-10 ps. 

As analysis of initial amplitudes in TTET experiments suggested fast reactions that 

cannot be observed in nanosecond time resolution experiments, we studied contact 

formation in small peptides applying femtosecond laserflash spectroscopy. Two fast 

processes were detected. A faster decay with a time constant of 3-4 ps and 15% am-

plitude was followed by a slower process on the 100’s of picosecond time scale 

which accounted for 30-40% of the xanthone triplet absorption decay. These fast 

reactions result from motions of a subpopulation of peptides within a conformational 

substate on the free energy surface that allows contact without major barrier crossing. 
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The remaining population of molecules has to sample the free energy surface which 

leads to exponential kinetics in the nanosecond time range at room temperature.  

To gain more insight into the properties of the free energy surface we tested condi-

tions where barrier crossing between the local minima on the free energy surface is 

slow. At low temperature or high viscosity the kinetics for loop formation were 

found to deviate from exponential behaviour and could be described by a stretched 

exponential decay. These results show that the concept of conformational substates 

which was initially developed to describe protein motions is valid for unstructured 

polypeptides. 

 

During protein folding, initial contacts lead to formation of local structure. α-helices 

represent the most abundant and most local secondary structure element. We studied 

global and local stability and dynamics in α-helices applying TTET to alanine based 

helical peptides. We introduced TTET labels at different positions and could thus 

obtain information about local and global helix unfolding and refolding kinetics. We 

observed that α-helices exhibit higher stability and slower kinetics at central posi-

tions, whereas the termini were frayed and showed fluctuations on a faster timescale. 

These results show that α-helix formation is a complex process and its kinetics are 

position dependent.  

To observe elementary reactions of α-helix formation as nucleation steps or propaga-

tion reactions, kinetic experiments have to start with an unfolded ensemble. We de-

veloped a synthetic access to a peptide system where an α-helical peptide is cyclised 

by a photocleavable crosslinker moiety based on a p-hydroxyphenacyl moiety which 

prevents helix formation. This system can now be used to monitor helix formation 

upon a fast release of the peptide by nanosecond laser irradiation.  
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Dynamics of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains as Model
for the Earliest Steps in Protein Folding
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The rate of formation of intramolecular interactions in unfolded proteins
determines how fast conformational space can be explored during fold-
ing. Characterization of the dynamics of unfolded proteins is therefore
essential for the understanding of the earliest steps in protein folding.
We used triplet–triplet energy transfer to measure formation of intrachain
contacts in different unfolded polypeptide chains. The time constants
ð1=kÞ for contact formation over short distances are almost independent
of chain length, with a maximum value of about 5 ns for flexible glycine-
rich chains and of 12 ns for stiffer chains. The rates of contact formation
over longer distances decrease with increasing chain length, indicating
different rate-limiting steps for motions over short and long chain seg-
ments. The effect of the amino acid sequence on local chain dynamics
was probed by using a series of host-guest peptides. Formation of local
contacts is only sixfold slower around the stiffest amino acid (proline)
compared to the most flexible amino acid (glycine). Good solvents for
polypeptide chains like EtOH, GdmCl and urea were found to slow intra-
chain diffusion and to decrease chain stiffness. These data allow us to
determine the time constants for formation of the earliest intrachain
contacts during protein folding.

q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: protein folding; chain dynamics; intrachain diffusion; triplet–
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Introduction

Many biological polymers have to form specific
intramolecular interactions to be able to fulfil their
biological functions. The rate at which unstruc-
tured polymer chains can explore conformational
space is limited by intrachain diffusion, i.e. by the
rate at which two points on a polymer chain can
make contact. Intrachain diffusion is particularly
important during protein folding, which requires
formation of a large number of specific long-range
and short-range interactions. The knowledge of
the rates of intrachain contact formation in poly-
peptide chains and their dependence on amino
acid sequence and chain length is therefore essen-
tial for the understanding of the dynamics of the
earliest steps in protein folding and for the charac-

terization of the free energy barriers for protein
folding reactions. We have recently applied the
method of triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET)
between thioxanthone and 1-naphthyl alanine
(NAla) to measure intrachain contact formation in
short unstructured polypeptide chains.1 TTET is a
diffusion-controlled process that allows direct
measurements of the rates of intrachain diffusion.
Flexible peptide chains with alternating glycine
and serine residues showed exponential kinetics
for end-to-end diffusion with time constants on
the 15–20 ns time-scale for formation of an i; iþ 3
contact.1 Due to sensitivity of the triplet energy of
the donor to solvent polarity, these experiments
were carried out in ethanol. Later, similar experi-
ments were reported for quenching of tryptophan
triplet states by cysteine in water, which gave
significantly slower rates for chain diffusion com-
pared to TTET.2 This reaction is, however, not
diffusion-controlled and is accompanied by the for-
mation of Sz radicals, which does not allow direct
model-free measurements of intrachain diffusion
kinetics.2,3 Another experimental approach used
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Abbreviations used: TTET, triplet–triplet energy
transfer; NAla, 1-naphthyl alanine; DBO, 2,3
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short poly(glycine-serine) peptides and measured
intrachain diffusion by the quenching of 2,3 diaza-
bicyclo[2.2.2]oct-2-ene (DBO) fluorescence by
tryptophan in water.4 This system is close to the
diffusion limit and gave similar contact rates in
water as TTET from thioxanthone to naphthalene
in ethanol.

All available data on polypeptide dynamics were
obtained from short, glycine-rich polypeptide
chains, which gave an estimate of the maximum
rate of local contact formation in flexible chains.
However, these experiments did not allow a
reliable scaling of the contact rates to longer dis-
tances and they did not give information on the
dynamics of stiffer chains. In addition, no direct
measurements of intrachain diffusion have been
reported for a completely diffusion-controlled
system in water. Here, we present direct model-
free TTET measurements of intrachain diffusion in
longer poly(glycine-serine) chains with up to 56
amino acid residues between the points of contact
formation. We further measured intrachain
diffusion in stiffer glycine-free chains and tested
the effect of various amino acids on local chain
dynamics. Changing the triplet donor from thiox-
anthone to xanthone (9-oxoxanthen) enabled us to
perform all measurements in water and to
additionally test the influence of various solvents
on chain dynamics.

Results

Intrachain triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET)

TTET from a triplet donor to a triplet acceptor
group involves transfer of two electrons (Dexter
mechanism) and requires van der Waals contact
between donor and acceptor.5 Efficient electron
transfer occurs if the triplet donor has a high
extinction coefficient, a high intersystem crossing
efficiency and a higher triplet energy than the
acceptor. In suitable donor/acceptor pairs, the
transfer process is diffusion-controlled and can be
followed easily by changes in the absorbance of
the triplet states. This makes TTET a perfect tool
to measure rates of contact formation between two
reporter groups directly. When triplet donor and
acceptor groups are attached to a polypeptide
chain, the TTET kinetics are determined by the
dynamics and by the conformational properties of
the chain. In unfolded polypeptides, a large
number of different conformations are present in
equilibrium, which gives a wide distribution of
donor–acceptor distances. Some polypeptide
chains statistically have contact between donor
and acceptor at the time of the laser flash. This
will lead to instantaneous TTET in these molecules.
The remaining molecules have to sample confor-
mational space by intrachain diffusion, which will
also lead to collisional TTET (Figure 1). The
observed transfer kinetics in these molecules
reflects the rate at which chain dynamics allows

the two labeled points on the polypeptide chain to
meet. This assumes that electron transfer is faster
than chain diffusion (kt q kc and k2c; Figure 1).
We used naphthalene as a triplet acceptor and
xanthone as a triplet donor. Xanthone has a signifi-
cantly higher triplet energy than the previously
used thioxanthone,6 which allows TTET to
naphthalene in all solvents. The triplet states of
xanthone are produced by a 4 ns laser flash at
355 nm. Formation of xanthone triplets from the
excited singlet state is a rapid process with a time
constant of about 8 ps and a high quantum yield
for intersystem crossing (,99%).7 Xanthone triplets
are long-lived (t1=2 < 30 ms in water), which allows
measurements of TTET processes from several
nanoseconds (limited by the length of the laser
pulse) up to about 10 ms. TTET from xanthone to
naphthylacetic acid has a bimolecular rate constant
of kt ¼ 4 £ 109 M21 s21 in water for donor and
acceptor free in solution (data not shown), which
is the value expected for a diffusion-controlled
bimolecular reaction. This shows that electron
transfer is significantly faster than formation of
the encounter complex. In TTET measurements of
xanthone dissolved in liquid 2-methyl naphthalene
ðc ¼ 7MÞ transfer was complete within the dead-
time of the 4 ns laser flash, which shows that trans-
fer occurs in the subnanosecond time region ðkt q
109 s21Þ: This is consistent with data for similar
TTET pairs, which showed time constants for
transfer ð1=ktÞ in the 10–20 ps time region.8

We attached the xanthone group to the N
terminus of various model peptides and used the
non-natural amino acid NAla to introduce the
naphthalene acceptor group near the C terminus.
The length and the sequence of the polypeptide
chain between donor and acceptor were varied,
which gave peptides (A) of the general form:

Figure 1. A representation of the triplet–triplet energy
transfer (TTET) experiments. Triplet donor and acceptor
groups are attached at specific positions on an unstruc-
tured polypeptide chain. Triplet states are produced in
the donor group by a short laser flash and transferred to
the acceptor upon encounter at van der Waals distance
in a diffusion-controlled process. The experiments allow
determination of the absolute rate constant for contact
formation ðkcÞ in the ensemble of unfolded conformation,
if the transfer process is much faster than chain
dynamics ðkt q kc; k2cÞ:
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where R1 and R2 represent any amino acid side-
chain, and x indicates the number of amino acid
residues between donor an acceptor. All peptides
used in this study were unstructured, as judged
by CD and NMR spectroscopy.

Intrachain contact formation in glycine-rich
polypeptides in water

To compare the results obtained from the
xanthone/naphthyl TTET pair in water with
previous experimental results on short flexible
peptides,1,4,9 we measured intrachain contact for-
mation in poly(glycine-serine) peptides in water.
In contrast to the earlier studies that were limited
to chains of two to 15 amino acid residues, we
were able to extend the distance between donor
and acceptor to 57 amino acid residues. Figure 2
shows the kinetics of TTET from xanthone to
naphthalene in a Xan-(Gly-Ser)14-NAla-Gly-Ser
peptide as a representative example. The formation
of xanthone triplets is reflected by the laser-
induced appearance of an absorbance band at
590 nm. Decay of the xanthone triplets is
accompanied by the appearance of a new
absorbance band at 420 nm, indicating formation
of naphthalene triplets through intramolecular
TTET. Both triplet states show a fine structure in
their absorbance spectra in water, in accordance
with previous reports.10,11 The absence of any
absorbance bands between 450 nm and 500 nm
indicates the absence of xanthone radicals through-
out the experiment.12 Monitoring the time-

dependent decrease in the xanthone triplet absorb-
ance band at 590 nm (Figure 3) clearly shows that
intrachain contact formation can be described by
single-exponential kinetics, in agreement with pre-
dictions from theoretical studies.13 A fit of the data
gives a time constant for contact formation ðt ¼
1=kcÞ of 57(^3) ns for formation of an i; iþ 29 con-
tact (Figures 2 and 3). The observation of single-
exponential kinetics indicates that: (i) the rates of
interconversion between the different confor-
mations in the ensemble of random coil states is
fast and thus allows the chain to maintain the equi-
librium distribution of the ensemble of confor-
mations that has not made contact; and (ii) the
number of equilibrium conformations that have
donor and acceptor in van der Waals contact is
small compared to the total number of states.13

Rapid interconversion between the different con-
formations in the ensemble of unfolded states is in
agreement with sub-nanosecond relaxation kinetics
in a cyclic azo-peptide after a photo-induced
switch from the cis to the trans conformation.14

The TTET kinetics observed in our experiments
cannot be due to intermolecular exchange pro-
cesses. The peptide concentrations used in the
experiments are typically in the 50–100 mM range,
which should not allow bimolecular processes
with half-times faster than 50 ms, even for the
shortest peptides. This was confirmed in experi-
ments using a mixture of peptides containing
either xanthone or naphthalene both present at the
same concentration as in the intramolecular trans-
fer experiments. In these experiments, no TTET

Figure 2. Time-dependent change
in the absorbance spectrum of a
Xan-(Gly-Ser)14-NAla-Ser-Gly pep-
tide after a 4 ns laser flash at
355 nm. The decay in the intensity
of the xanthone triplet absorbance
band around 590 nm is
accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the naphthalene triplet
absorbance band around 420 nm.
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from xanthone to naphthalene was observed (data
not shown). We can further neglect contributions
from through-bond transfer processes, since this
cannot occur over distances beyond eight
bonds.15,16 Even in our shortest peptides, donor
and acceptor are separated by 11 bonds.

At the end of the fast exponential decay, a small

amount of xanthone remains in the triplet state
(Figure 3). These triplets decay on a much slower
time-scale with a rate corresponding to the intrin-
sic lifetime of xanthone triplets ðt1=2 < 30 msÞ: In
contrast to the fast triplet decay, which is limited
by chain dynamics, the slow reaction is sensitive
to oxygen concentration and is not accompanied
by a corresponding increase in naphthalene triplets
at 420 nm. This reaction might be due to a second
triplet state of xanthone that cannot transfer its
electrons to naphthalene. However, the slow
reaction is more likely caused by a population of
peptides that cannot form contact between donor
and acceptor on the time-scale of our experiments,
e.g. due to a small population of multimeric pep-
tide associates. These triplets will decay with the
intrinsic lifetime of the xanthone triplet state. This
idea is supported by a decrease of the amplitude
of the slow reaction observed in good solvents like
urea and GdmCl solutions (data not shown).

To test the effect of donor–acceptor distance on
the rates of intrachain diffusion, we measured
TTET kinetics in peptides containing between one
and 28 Gly-Ser units between donor and acceptor.
This allows measurements of contact formation
kinetics for distances ranging from i; iþ 3 to i; iþ
57; which covers the range of side-chain contacts
in small proteins. Figure 3 displays three represen-
tative TTET kinetics for peptides of different

Figure 3. Time-course of formation and decay of
xanthone triplets in peptides of the form Xan-(Gly-Ser)n-
NAla-Ser-Gly after a 4 ns laser flash at t ¼ 0 and
measured by the change in absorbance of the xanthone
triplets at 590 nm. Data for different numbers of peptide
bonds ðNÞ between donor and acceptor are displayed.
Additionally, single-exponential fits of the data (con-
tinuous line) and the corresponding residuals are
displayed. The fits gave time constants of 11.6(^0.4) ns,
25.0(^1.3) ns and 57.1(^3.3) ns for N ¼ 9; 17, and 29,
respectively. At the end of the exponential decay a small
amount of xanthone groups remain in the triplet state.
These triplets decay on a much slower time-scale with a
rate corresponding to the intrinsic lifetime of xanthone
triplets ðt1=2 < 30 msÞ: For comparison, all curves were
normalized to identical amplitudes from the fit of the
fast decay, i.e. all curves meet at t ¼ 0; corresponding to
the start of the laserflash. Chain conformations that
have donor and acceptor in close contact at the time-
point of the laserflash should lead to fast TTET during
the 4 ns laser flash. Comparison with the kinetics of
triplet decay of free xanthone shows that this fraction is
less than 2% for longer peptides. In short peptides this
fraction is more difficult to determine due to an
uncertainty in t ¼ 0 compared to the fast time-scale of
diffusional TTET in these peptides. We can, however,
estimate that the fraction of rapid transfer does not
exceed 10% even in the shortest peptides used in our
studies.

Figure 4. Effect of increasing chain length ðNÞ on the
rate constant of contact formation in a series of peptides
with alternating glycine-serine (X) and with polyserine
(W) between donor and acceptor. The continuous lines
represent fits to the equation:

kc ¼ 1

1=k0 þ 1=ðkiNmÞ
The fits give values of k0 ¼ 1:8ð^0:2Þ £ 108 s21; ki ¼
6:7ð^1:6Þ £ 109 s21 and m ¼ 21:72^ 0:08 for the poly-
(glycine-serine) series, and values of k0 ¼ 8:7ð^0:8Þ £
107 s21; ki ¼ 1:0ð^0:8Þ £ 1010 s21 and m ¼ 22:1^ 0:3 for
polyserine. The broken lines represent the limiting
regimes for contact formation in the poly(glycine-serine)
peptides with a length-independent upper limit for
contact formation of k0 ¼ 1:8ð^0:2Þ £ 108 s21 and length-
dependent parameters of ki ¼ 6:7 £ 109 s21 and
m ¼ 21:72.
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length. For all polypeptide chains, single-exponen-
tial kinetics for contact formation are observed.
Figure 4 shows that for long donor–acceptor
distances ðx . 30Þ the rate of contact formation
decreases with N21:7^0:1 (N ¼ xþ 1 is the number
of peptide bonds between donor and acceptor).
This indicates a stronger distance-dependence
than expected for purely entropy-controlled intra-
chain diffusion in ideal, freely-jointed Gaussian
chains, which should scale with k , N21:5:13,17

However, Flory already pointed out that excluded
volume effects should significantly influence the
chain dimensions.18 Accounting for excluded
volume effects in the end-to-end diffusion model
presented by Szabo et al.13 leads to k , N21:8;
which is nearly identical with the value found for
the long poly(glycine-serine) chains. This indicates
that the dimensions and the dynamics of unfolded
polypeptide chains in water are influenced signifi-
cantly by excluded volume effects, which is in
agreement with recent results on conformational
properties of polypeptides derived from simplified
Ramachandran maps.19 Another source for the
stronger distance dependence observed in our
experiments might be an additional small enthal-
pic barrier, which was observed in the temperature
dependence of intrachain diffusion (F.K. & T.K.,
unpublished results). For shorter chains ði , 20Þ
the observed simple scaling law breaks down and
contact formation becomes virtually independent
of chain length, with a limiting value of k0 ¼
1:9 £ 108 s21: As pointed out above, the limiting
rate for contact formation in short chains is not
due to limits of triplet–triplet transfer (kt in
Figure 1), since this process occurs on the sub-
nanosecond time-scale. Obviously, the intrinsic
dynamics of polypeptide chains are limited by
different processes for motions over short and
over long segments. This is in agreement with
polymer theory, which suggests that the properties
of short chains are influenced strongly by chain
stiffness, which leads to a breakdown of theoreti-
cally derived scaling laws for ideal chains.20

To characterize the dimensions and the stiffness
of polymer chains, Flory introduced the character-
istic ratio ðCnÞ :20

Cn ¼ kr2l0
nl2

for a chain with n segments of length l: The charac-
teristic ratio relates the increase in the mean square
end-to-end distance kr2l0 of an unperturbed poly-
mer chain, i.e. of a real chain without intra-
molecular interactions, to the change in kr2l0 of an
ideal random walk or freely jointed chain, which
grows with kr2l0 ¼ nl2: For short chains, Cn

increases with chain length due to preferential
chain propagation into one direction. For long
chains, Cn reaches a constant limiting value ðC1Þ:
In this limit,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kr2l0

p
grows proportional to n1=2;

like an ideal random-walk chain. However, in a
real chain,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kr2l0

p
increases by a factor of C1 more

per segment compared to an ideal random-walk
chain. The value of C1 gives the average number
of consecutive chain segments that propagate in
the same direction (“statistical segment”). Larger
values of C1 therefore indicate stiffer chains. For
polypeptide chains, polyglycine represents the
most flexible chain with C1 ¼ 2:21,22 The 1:1 mix-
ture of glycine and serine used in our experiments
is expected to have a C1 value of about 3 and C1
should be reached for N . 10:23 Figure 4 shows,
however, that the poly(glycine-serine) chains
behave like random chains only over distances
longer than 20–30 amino acid residues when the
contact rates scale with kc , N21:7: This indicates
increased chain stiffness compared to the predicted
value, which could be due to specific intrachain
hydrogen bonds or van der Waals interactions and
to excluded volume effects that restrict the number
of chain conformations (see below).

Effect of amino acid sequence on
intrachain diffusion

Both theoretical considerations21–23 and experi-
mental results24 show that polypeptide chains are
especially flexible around glycyl residues. All
amino acids except proline ðC1 . 100Þ and glycine
ðC1 ¼ 2Þ are predicted to have C1 values around
9, and C1 should be reached for intrachain dis-
tances longer than about 40–50 amino acid
residues.21–23 This indicates increased chain stiff-
ness and longer mean end-to-end distances
ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kr2l0
p Þ compared to the poly(glycine-serine)
chains. To test the effect of chain stiffness on pep-
tide dynamics, we measured the rates of contact
formation in polyserine peptides. Figure 4 shows
the distance dependence of intrachain diffusion in
a series of Xan-ðSerÞx-NAla-Ser-Gly peptides with
x ¼ 2–11 ðN ¼ 3–12Þ: We observed single expo-
nential kinetics for contact formation in all poly-
serine peptides. For short chains ðN , 5Þ; contact
formation is virtually independent of chain length,
with a limiting value of k0 ¼ 8:7 £ 107 s21: This
shows that the local dynamics in polyserine are
about twofold slower than in the poly(glycine-
serine) peptides, which seems to be small com-
pared to the largely different properties expected
for the stiffer polyserine chains. A possible origin
of this rather small effect is that the decreased
flexibility and the longer end-to-end distances in
the polyserine chains are compensated by the
decreased conformational space available for poly-
serine compared to poly(glycine-serine) peptides.
For longer polyserine chains, contact formation
slows with increasing chain length. The effect of
increasing chain length on the rates of contact
formation seems to be slightly larger in polyserine
compared to the poly(glycine-serine) series
ðk , N22:1^0:2Þ: However, due to limitations in pep-
tide synthesis, we were not able to obtain longer
peptides, which will be required to get a reliable
scaling law for the polyserine peptides.
The kinetics of contact formation over short
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distances differ only by a factor of 2 for polyserine
compared to poly(glycine-serine) (Figure 4). To
investigate the effect of other amino acids on local
chain dynamics, we measured TTET in short
host-guest peptides of the canonical sequence
Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-NAla-Ser-Gly using the guest
amino acid residues Xaa ¼ Gly, Ser, Ala, Ile, His,
Glu, Arg and Pro. Table 1 shows that the amino
acid side-chain indeed has only little effect on the
rates of contact formation. All amino acids except
proline and glycine show very similar dynamics.
Interestingly, there is a small but significant differ-
ence in rate between short side-chains (Ala, Ser)
and amino acids with longer side-chains (Ile, Glu,
Arg, His). Obviously, chains that extend beyond
the Cb atom slightly decrease the rates of local
chain dynamics, whereas charges do not influence
the dynamics. Glycyl and prolyl residues show sig-
nificantly different dynamics compared to all other
amino acids, as expected from their largely differ-
ent conformational properties.22 As seen before
(Figure 4), glycine accelerates contact formation
about twofold compared to serine. Proline shows
slower and more complex kinetics of contact for-
mation with two relaxation times of 1=k1 ¼
2:5 £ 108 s21 and 1=k2 ¼ 2 £ 107 s21 and respective
amplitudes of A1 ¼ 80ð^5Þ% and A2 ¼ 20ð^5Þ%:
This essentially reflects the cis– trans ratio at the
Ser-Pro peptide bond in our host-guest peptide,
which has a cis content of 16(^2)% as determined
by 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy using the method
described by Reimer et al.25 Since the rate of cis–
trans isomerization is slow (1=k , 20 seconds at
22 8C) there is no equilibration between the two
isomers on the time-scale of the TTET experiments.
This allows the measurement of the dynamics of
both the trans and the cis form. Our results show
that the two isomers differ significantly in their
dynamic properties of i; iþ 4 contact formation.

Effect of solvent on chain dynamics

The dynamics of short poly(glycine-serine)

peptides measured with the xanthone–naphtha-
lene TTET pair in water are about three times faster
than the previously measured rates in the same
peptides using the thioxanthone–naphthalene pair
in EtOH,1 although both systems were shown to
be diffusion-controlled. To test whether this
difference originates in the influence of the solvent
on chain dynamics we measured the EtOH-
dependence of intrachain diffusion using the
xanthone–naphthalene pair. Figure 5(A) shows
that the logarithm of kc decreases linearly with
increasing concentration of EtOH in a Xan-(Gly-
Ser)4-NAla-Ser-Gly peptide. A possible origin of
this effect is an influence of the solvent on the
chain properties. EtOH is a better solvent for poly-
peptide chains than water and should thus lead to
a more extended ensemble of unfolded states. To
test whether good solvents generally slow intra-
chain diffusion, we measured the effect of GdmCl
and urea on the contact rates in aqueous solutions.
Both denaturants show similar effects on intra-
chain diffusion as EtOH. They lead to a linear
decrease in ln kc with increasing concentration of

Table 1. Effect of different amino acids on local peptide
dynamics

Xaa kc (10
7 s21)

Gly 12 ^ 1
Ala 8.0 ^ 0.7
Ser 6.7 ^ 0.7
Glu 5.4 ^ 0.2
Arg 5.5 ^ 0.7
His 4.9 ^ 0.4
Ile 4.4 ^ 0.3
trans Pro 2.0 ^ 0.3
cis Pro 25 ^ 5

The rate constants for end-to-end contact formation ðkcÞ were
measured by TTET from xanthone (Xan) to 1-naphthyl alanine
(NAla) in host guest peptides of the sequence Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-
NAla-Ser-Gly with varying guest amino acid (Xaa). Conditions
were 22.5 8C, pH 7 in water.

Figure 5. (A) Effect of various co-solvents on the
dynamics of intrachain contact formation in a Xan-(Gly-
Ser)4-NAla-Ser-Gly peptide. TTET was measured in
aqueous solutions in the presence of ethanol (S), urea
(X) and GdmCl (W). (B) Effect of donor–acceptor
distance ðNÞ on the rate constant of contact formation in
a series of peptides with alternating glycine-serine
between donor and acceptor. The rate constants for con-
tact formation in water (X) are compared to the values
in 8 M GdmCl (W).
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denaturant. Interestingly, the change in ln kc with
concentration of denaturant ðmc ¼ d ln kc=d½Den�Þ
is twofold higher for GdmCl compared to urea,
which essentially corresponds to their relative
strength in unfolding proteins.26 Similar mc-values
for EtOH, urea and GdmCl are observed in a
Xan-(Ser)9-NAla-Ser-Gly peptide (data not shown).
The observed effect is significantly stronger than
expected from the increased solvent viscosity in
concentrated GdmCl and urea solutions (F.K. &
T.K., unpublished results).

Since the effect of GdmCl and urea on the chain
dynamics suggests that these co-solvents change
the chain properties significantly, we measured
the effect of GdmCl on the distance-dependence of
intrachain diffusion. Figure 5(B) shows that the
distance-dependence of contact formation in the
Xan-(Gly-Ser)n-NAla-Ser-Gly series is changed at
high concentrations of denaturant compared to
water. In 8 M GdmCl, the switch from the distance-
independent dynamics over short contact distances
to the distance-dependent regime for longer pep-
tides occurs at shorter distances. This indicates
decreased chain stiffness in 8 M GdmCl compared
to water, although the dynamics are slowed signifi-
cantly in the presence of GdmCl both for short and
for long donor–acceptor distances. For long pep-
tides, the effect of donor–acceptor distance on the
rates of contact formation is similar in 8 M GdmCl
and water with kc , N21:8^0:1:

Structure and dynamics of unfolded
polypeptide chains

Our results show that both in the poly(glycine-
serine) peptides and in polyserine, the rate-limiting
steps for motions over short and over long dis-
tances are different. For long poly(glycine-serine)
chains ðN . 30Þ contact formation scales with
N21:7^0:1 as expected for an ideal chain with contri-
butions from excluded volume effects. For shorter
chains the dynamics reach a limiting value due to
limited chain stiffness. The less flexible polyserine
chains show about twofold slower local dynamics.
These results are in contrast to theoretical consider-
ations based on the contributions of chain entropy
to the process of loop formation, which predicted
that intrachain contact formation should show a
maximum rate for an i; iþ 10 interaction27 and
should decrease for longer and shorter chains.
Our experiments rather show that the process of
intrachain contacts continues to become faster for
interactions shorter than i; iþ 10 in all peptides
and asymptotically approaches a limiting value
for short chains (Figure 4).

Denaturants like GdmCl and urea slow local
chain dynamics but lead to more flexible chains
that behave like ideal polymers already at shorter
end-to-end distances (Figure 5(B)). These
seemingly contradicting findings can be
rationalized by considering the effect of denatur-
ants on the conformational properties of poly-
peptide chains. Unlike water, solutions with high

concentrations of denaturants represent good
solvents for polypeptide chains. This reduces the
strength of intramolecular interactions like hydro-
gen bonds and van der Waals interactions relative
to peptide–solvent interactions, which makes
unstructured polypeptide chains more flexible and
leads to a behavior expected for an unperturbed
chain. In agreement with this interpretation, the
distance-dependence of the rates of contact for-
mation in 8 M GdmCl is close to the behavior of
an unperturbed polypeptide chain predicted by
Flory and co-workers.23 The decreased rate of con-
tact formation at high concentrations of denaturant
can be explained, in part, by an increased solvent
viscosity and by an increased end-to-end distance
that is expected in good solvents compared to
water. Additional effects like denaturant binding
might also slow chain dynamics.
Another interesting feature of the dynamics of

contact formation are single exponential kinetics
seen in all peptides. This is in agreement with our
earlier results from the thioxanthone–naphthalene
pair in EtOH. Due to the additional barriers that
limit Trp-triplet quenching by Cys and DBO
quenching by Trp, no direct information on the
dynamics of contact formation systems is available
from these systems.2–4 For protein folding without
significant energy barriers (“downhill protein
folding”)28 complex kinetics with “stretched
exponential” behavior ðA ¼ A0 exp2 ðktÞbÞ were
predicted.29 Our results from the kinetics of contact
formation show that even the elementary steps of
protein folding show simple exponential behavior.
The dynamics of intrachain contact formation are
kinetically similar to the proposed downhill
scenario for protein folding: many states with simi-
lar free energy are in rapid equilibrium and many
different routes to the formation of productive con-
tacts exist. This suggests that protein folding in the
absence of barriers should show exponential
kinetics after a rapid equilibration process in the
ensemble of unfolded conformations. Experimen-
tally observed stretched exponential kinetics for
protein folding on the milliseconds time-scale29

might have a different origin. They could be
caused by the presence of local energy minima
and/or parallel folding pathways, e.g. due to
prolyl and non-prolyl peptide isomerization in
addition to the direct folding process. The obser-
vation of single-exponential folding kinetics in the
absence of energy barriers is in agreement with
theoretical considerations by Zwanzig.30,31

The earliest steps in protein folding

Our results show that the amino acid sequence
has only little effect on the local dynamics of poly-
peptide chains. All amino acids show very similar
rates of end-to-end diffusion with time constants
between 12 ns and 20 ns for the formation of i; iþ
4 contacts. Polypeptide chains are significantly
more flexible around glycine ðt ¼ 8 nsÞ and stiffer
around prolyl residues (t ¼ 50 ns for the trans
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isomer). Presumably due to the shorter distances
resulting from a cis peptide bond the rates of i; iþ
4 contact formation are fastest around the cis Ser-
Pro bond ðt ¼ 4 nsÞ: These results allow us to set
an upper limit to the rates of formation of the first
productive local contacts during protein folding
(Figure 6). b-Hairpins, which are the most local
structures in proteins, are often glycine and
proline-rich.32 Gly-Ser is actually one of the most
frequent sequences found in hairpin loops. Our
results indicate that the time constants for the first
steps in the formation of the tightest turns with
i; iþ 3 contacts are around 5 ns for Gly and cis
Xaa-Pro (Table 1). In glycine and proline-free
turns, these rates are slowed to about 10–20 ns,
depending on the amino acid sequence. Formation
of a-helices is most likely initiated by formation of
a helical turn, which involves formation of an i; iþ
4 interaction.33,34 Since helices are usually free of
glycyl and prolyl residues, the initiation cannot
occur faster than about 12–20 ns (Figure 4 and
Table 1). It should be noted that these rates do not
represent the time constants for nucleation of
helices and hairpins, which requires formation of
more than one specific interaction and most likely
encounters additional entropic and enthalpic
barriers (Figure 6). Our results rather represent an
upper limit for the kinetics of secondary structure
formation and can thus be used to calculate the
height of the free energy barriers once rates for
helix and hairpin nucleation can be measured
directly. The measured time constants for intra-
chain contact formation can, however, be used
directly to predict the kinetics of loop formation,
which are typically of the size of six to ten amino
acid residues.35 Contacts at the end of loops form

with time constants of about 15 ns for glycine-rich
loops and 30–40 ns for stiffer loops.

These considerations show that proteins will not
be able to fold faster than on the 10–20 ns time-
scale due to the limitations set by chain dynamics.
A value of 108 s21 therefore seems a reasonable
pre-exponential factor ðk0Þ for determining the free
energy barriers ðDG0‡Þ for folding reactions starting
from the ensemble of unfolded states with:

k ¼ k0 e2 ðDG0‡=RTÞ
It is likely, however, that the pre-exponential factor
changes along the reaction coordinate when intra-
molecular interactions are formed.

It may be argued that intrachain contacts in a
polypeptide chain with a stronger bias towards
folded structures can form faster than the observed
dynamics in our unstructured model peptides.
However, weak interactions like van der Waals
contacts between side-chains and hydrogen bonds
should dominate the early interactions during the
folding process and our data will provide a good
model for theses earliest events in folding. A
stronger energy bias towards the native state will
mainly increase the strength or the number of
these interactions but not their dynamics of
formation.

The rates of intrachain diffusion measured by
TTET in water are significantly faster than the
values from the tryptophan–cysteine quenching
pair2 and for the DBO quenching by tryptophan.4

This is expected, since both systems are not com-
pletely diffusion-controlled. Especially, tryptophan
triplet quenching by cysteine is limited by large
additional barriers. It is further accompanied by
radical formation and gives only minor absorbance
changes, which introduces additional uncertainties
in the data analysis.2,36 Thus, the rates for contact
formation from this system had to be estimated
using various assumptions. Even after correction,
the rate constants obtained from these experiments
are significantly smaller than the values we
obtained using TTET from xanthone to
naphthalene.9 These results show that it is essential
to use diffusion-controlled systems in order to
obtain accurate model-free rates on intrachain
diffusion processes.

Materials and Methods

Peptide synthesis

All peptides were synthesized using standard fluor-
enylmethoxycarbonyl (F-moc) chemistry on preloaded
TentaGel S Trityl-resins (Rapp Polymer). 9-Oxoxanthen-
2-carboxylic acid was synthesized as described37 and
attached to the N terminus of the peptides using F-moc
chemistry. Peptides were purified by reversed-phase
HPLC (RP-8-column). Purity of all peptides, which was
checked by mass spectroscopy and HPLC, exceeded
98% for short peptides and 95% for long peptides. The
mass was confirmed by electrospray ionization mass
spectroscopy.
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Figure 6. A representation of the time constants for the
first steps in formation of loops, b-hairpins and a-helices
during protein folding derived from the data measured
by TTET in water.
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Laser flash experiments

Transient triplet absorption decay data were collected
using a Laser Flash Photolysis Reaction Analyzer
(LKS.60) from Applied Photophysics. Xanthone as triplet
donor was excited selectively by using a Quantel
Nd:YAG-Laser (354.6 nm, 4 ns pulse of 50 mJ). All
solutions were degassed before the measurements to
minimize triplet quenching by oxygen. Peptide concen-
trations were determined by UV absorbance at 343 nm
using a molar absorption coefficient of 3900 M21 cm21

for xanthone in water and were typically in the 50–
100 mM range. All measurements were performed at
22.5 8C and pH 7 in water. The data for contact formation
for the Xan-Ser-Pro-Ser-NAla-Ser-Gly peptide (Table 1)
were obtained by measuring kinetics at different concen-
trations of GdmCl between 0 M and 8 M, and extra-
polating the data to zero denaturant. This improved the
accuracy of the data for the faster kinetic phase corre-
sponding to the dynamics of the cis Ser-Pro confor-
mation. The concentrations of all guanidine
hydrochloride and urea solutions were calculated from
the refractive index.26 The concentration of ethanol was
adjusted by net weight. Transient triplet absorption of
xanthone and of naphthalene was measured at 590 nm
and 420 nm, respectively. Individual kinetics were typi-
cally measured five times, averaged and analyzed using
ProFit (Quansoft, Zürich, Switzerland). All given rate
constants were obtained by fitting the decay of xanthone
triplets at 590 nm, which is more accurate than fitting the
increase of naphthalene triplets at 420 nm due to small
contributions of xanthone fluorescence in the early time-
scales at this wavelength.
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Abstract

During protein folding a polypeptide chain has to form specific intrachain interactions starting from an ensemble of unfolded
conformation. Thus, intrachain diffusion in unfolded polypeptide chains can be regarded as an elementary step in protein folding,
which should determine the dynamics of the early stages in the folding process. We have previously applied exothermic triplet–triplet
energy transfer from xanthone to naphthalene to determine rate constants for intrachain end-to-end contact formation in unstruc-
tured homo-polypeptide chains. Here we show that the method can be applied to determine absolute rate constants for intrachain
diffusion in natural loop sequences, if they are free of methionine, tryptophan and tyrosine. We measured the rate of loop formation
in an 18 amino acid polypeptide chain corresponding to a natural loop sequence from carp muscle b-parvalbumin (residues 85–102).
Contact formation shows single exponential kinetics with a time constant (s=1/k) of 53±3 ns at 22.5 �C in water. Comparison with
the results on homo-polypeptide chains shows that this value agrees well with rates obtained earlier for a polyserine chain of the
same length.
� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Protein folding; Chain dynamics; Intrachain diffusion; Triplet–triplet energy transfer; Carp-parvalbumin; Calcium-binding

1. Introduction

During protein folding a polypeptide chain has to
form specific intramolecular interactions to finally reach
its biologically active native state. Starting from the en-
semble of unfolded conformations a polypeptide chain
has to sample a vast conformational space in search
for energetically favourable conformations. To under-
stand the dynamics of the folding process it is essential
to characterize the structure, the dimensions and the dy-
namics of unfolded and partially folded states. A large

amount of structural information on unfolded proteins
and folding intermediates has been obtained from nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy [1–3] and small-angle
X-ray scattering [3–5]. Much less is known about the dy-
namics of conformational sampling in these states and
about the rates of interconversion between different lo-
cal minima on the free energy landscape. The rate at
which an unstructured polypeptide chain can explore
conformational space during the earliest steps in protein
folding is limited by intrachain diffusion, i.e. by the max-
imum rate at which two specific points on the chain can
make contact. We have recently applied the method of
exothermic triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) from
xanthone to naphthalene to directly measure end-to-end
diffusion rates in unstructured polypeptide chains
[6,7]. TTET is a two-electron transfer process (Dexter
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mechanism) and requires van-der-Waals contact be-
tween donor and acceptor [8]. Formation of xanthone
triplet states (kT) and electron transfer from xanthone
to naphthalene (kTTET) both occur on the 1–5 ps time
scale (H. Satzger, W. Zinth, B.F. and T.K., in prepara-
tion) and the bimolecular transfer process is diffusion-
controlled (kT=4·109 M�1 s�1) [6,7]. Thus, this system
allows us to determine absolute rate constants for
intrachain diffusion processes slower than about 20 ps
(Fig. 1). In earlier experiments the spectroscopic labels
were placed at the ends of poly(glycine–serine) and poly-
serine chains [6,7]. The length-dependence of end-to-end
diffusion in these homopolymers showed that diffusion
over long and over short distances is limited by different
processes (Fig. 2). For contact formation over short dis-
tances we observed that the dynamics of intrachain dif-
fusion are virtually independent of chain length with
limiting time constants (1/k0) of 5 ns for poly(glycine–
serine) chains and of 12 ns for polyserine [7]. Contact
formation over longer distances decreases with increas-
ing chain length and scales with k�N�1.7 for poly(gly-
cine–serine) and k�N�2.1 for polyserine with N being
the number of peptide bonds between donor and accep-
tor. The complete length-dependence of intrachain diffu-
sion could thus be described by the following equation
(Fig. 2)

kc ¼ 1

1=k0 þ 1=ðki � NmÞ : ð1Þ

This suggests that chain stiffness governs local chain
dynamics whereas entropy-limited conformational
search sets the limit for contact formation over longer
distances. These results contradicted theoretical consid-
erations, which postulated a maximum rate constant in
the distance-dependence of end-to-end diffusion for for-
mation of an i, i+9 contact and predicted slower con-
tact rates for shorter distances [9]. The effect of the
amino acid sequence on local chain dynamics was

probed with a series of host–guest peptides and showed
that formation of local contacts is only eightfold slower
around the stiffest amino acid (proline) compared to the
most flexible amino acid (glycine) [7]. Experiments car-
ried out in different solvents further revealed that good
solvents for polypeptide chains like ethanol and concen-
trated solutions of denaturants like urea and GdmCl sig-
nificantly slow down chain dynamics compared to the
dynamics in water [7]. This explained the faster dynam-
ics observed in water [7] compared to our earlier studies,
which were carried out in ethanol [6].

kT kc

k-c

kTTET

Fig. 1. Schematic of the triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) measurements applied to measure intrachain diffusion in polypeptide chains. The time
constants for triplet formation (1/kT) and electron transfer (1/kTTET) are around 1–5 ps (H. Satzger,W. Zinth, B.F. andT.K., in preparation) andTTET
is diffusion-controlled [7]. This allows measurements of absolute rate constants for intrachain diffusion (kc) for processes slower than about 20 ps.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the end-to-end diffusion kinetics of the
parvalbumin loop fragment 85–102 (�) with results on poly(glycine–
serine) (D) and polyserine (�) homo-polypeptides. The experimentally
measured rate constants for contact formation between xanthone and
naphthalene (kc) are plotted against the number of peptide bonds (N)
between xanthone and naphthalene. The data were fitted to Eq. (1) and
gave values of k0=(1.8±0.2)·108 s�1, ki=(6.7±1.6)·109 s�1 and
m=�1.72±0.08 for the poly(glycine–serine) series and of
k0=(8.7±0.8)·107 s�1, ki=(1.0±0.8)·1010 s�1 and m=�2.1±0.3
for polyserine. The data for the parvalbumin loop were not included in
the fit. Data for poly(glycine–serine) and for polyserine as well as the
fit of the data were taken from [7].
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Our previous studies were mainly aimed at the scaling
laws for intrachain diffusion in homo-polypeptide chains
and at the effect of the amino sequence on local chain
dynamics. However, polypeptide sequences from natu-
ral proteins are usually more complex and consist of dif-
ferent amino acids with a variety of side chains of
different size and chemical properties. Here we test,
whether the results from homo-polypeptides can be ap-
plied to dynamics of natural sequences. We measured in-
trachain contact formation between the ends of a loop
region derived from a natural protein structure. Since
triplet states may be quenched by a variety of chemical
groups and triplet energy of xanthone may be trans-
ferred to aromatic amino acids we first determined the

effect of various amino acids on the xanthone triplet life-
time. The results show that methionine, tryptophan, ty-
rosine and deprotonated histidine efficiently interact
with xanthone triplets. We then choose a loop sequence
of b-carp parvalbumin (residues 85–102) as a model to
study kinetics of intrachain diffusion. This loop se-
quence is perfectly suited to measure intrachain diffusion
using the xanthone/naphthalene pair since none of its
amino acids interferes with the TTET experiments and
the loop brings together two phenylalanine residues in
native carp parvalbumin, which have similar properties
as our donor and acceptor group (Fig. 3). In addition,
this loop binds Ca2+ in the native state, which allows
us to test the influence of Ca2+ on the dynamics of the

Residues 85-102 in carp parvalbumin:

Donor

Acceptor

O

Leu
Lys

Ala
Gly

Asp
Ser

Asp
Gly

Asp
Gly

Lys
Ile

Gly
Val

Asp
Glu

O
HN

H
N

O

O O

Leu
Lys

Ala
Gly

Asp
Ser

Asp
Gly

Asp
Gly

Lys
Ile

Gly
Val

Asp
Glu Ser

O
Gly

NH2

HN

Chemically synthesized fragment with TTET labels:

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3. (a) Ribbon diagram of the structure of carp muscle b-parvalbumin [13] with the loop region residues 85–102 shown in dark. Phe85 and
Phe102 are shown as ball-and-stick models and the Ca2+ ion bound to the EF-loop is displayed as space-fill model. The phenylalanine residues have
been replaced by the triplet donor and acceptor labels, xanthone acid and naphthylalanine, respectively. The figure was prepared using the program
MolScript [20] and the pdb file 4CPV [13]. (b) Sequence of the b-carp muscle parvalbumin EF loop region (residues 85–102) and the synthesized
fragment labeled with the two phenylalanine residues at positions 85 and 102 replaced by donor (xanthone) and acceptor (naphthylalanine) groups
for triplet–triplet energy transfer.
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isolated loop fragment. The results show that the rate
constant of formation of this 18 amino acid loop corre-
sponds well to the rate constant expected for a polyser-
ine peptide of the same length. Ca2+ has no effect on the
structure and chain dynamics, indicating that the bind-
ing constant for Ca2+ is significantly reduced compared
to native parvalbumin.

2. Experimental

9-Oxoxanthen-2-carboxylic acid (xanthone acid) syn-
thesis and synthesis of the sequence Xan–Leu–Lys–
Ala–Gly–Asp–Ser–Asp–Gly–Asp–Gly–Lys–Ile–Gly–Val–
Asp–Glu–NAla–Ser–Gly–NH2 (NAla=1-naphthylala-
nine) were performed as described previously [7]. Tran-
sient triplet absorption decay data were collected using
a Laser Flash Photolysis Reaction Analyzer (LKS.60)
from Applied Photophysics. Xanthone as triplet donor
was excited selectively by using a Continuum Surelite
Nd:YAG-Laser operating at 354.6 nm (�4 ns pulse
width, �100 mJ pulse energy). Peptide concentrations
were determined by UV absorbance at 343 nm using
a molar absorption coefficient of 3900 M�1cm�1 for
xanthone in water and were typically in the 30–50
lM range. At these concentrations no intermolecular
triplet–triplet energy transfer between two peptides oc-
curs on the time scale of the experiments (5 ns to 50 ls)
[6,7]. Transient triplet absorption of xanthone and of
naphthalene was measured at 590 and 420 nm, respec-
tively. All measurements were performed in 10 mM so-
dium cacodylate, pH 7.0 at 22.5 �C. 1 mM EDTA was
added to remove traces of Ca2+ ions from the solutions,
since this loop region binds Ca2+ with high affinity in
native carp parvalbumin [10]. The effect of calcium on
structure and dynamics of the loop was tested by add-
ing various amounts of Ca2+ (1–100 mM) in the ab-
sence of EDTA. Sodium cacodylate, EDTA and Ca2+

have no influence on the xanthone triplet lifetime. Indi-
vidual kinetics were measured five times, averaged and
analyzed using ProFit software program. The kinetics
were described by a double exponential fit. The faster
reaction corresponds to TTET limited by intrachain
diffusion and the slower reaction (s=1.2 ls) represents
spontaneous triplet decay of xanthone under the given
conditions. The solutions were not degassed for the
measurements described in this work, since the kinetics
of contact formation occur on a much faster time scale
than spontaneous triplet decay. Degassing the solution
leads to an increase in the triplet lifetime of xanthone
triplets from s=1.3 to 10 ls, indicating that the triplet
lifetime of xanthone in water is determined by oxygen
quenching. The rate of intrachain diffusion is not affected
by degassing the solutions [7]. The bimolecular rate
constants for quenching and TTET for the different
amino acids were determined by measuring xanthone

acid triplet lifetimes in the presence of the various amino
acids under pseudo-first-order conditions with xan-
thone acid concentration was 35 lM and amino acid
concentrations between 1 and 50 mM. For all amino
acids which interacted with xanthone acid a linear de-
pendence of the pseudo-first-order rate constant on
the quencher concentration was observed. The slope
of this dependence was used for calculating the bimo-
lecular quenching constant (kq). Circular dichroism
(CD) measurements of the peptide fragment were per-
formed at 22.5 �C using an Aviv 62DS spectropolarim-
eter equipped with a temperature-control unit.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of various amino acids on xanthone triplet

lifetimes

To test how experimental results on intrachain con-
tact formation obtained on poly(glycine–serine) and
polyserine chains compare to the dynamics of natural
sequences we measured the rates of intrachain contact
formation between the ends of a natural loop sequence.
We first tested for possible interference from amino acid
side chains with the TTET reaction from xanthone to
naphthalene by determining the effect of various amino
acids on the xanthone triplet lifetimes. Table 1 shows bi-
molecular triplet quenching and TTET rate constants
measured under pseudo-first-order conditions. The thio-
ether group of methionine (kq=(2.0±0.1)·109 M�1 s�1)
and the deprotonated imidazole ring of histidine
(kq=(1.8±0.1)·109 M�1 s�1) quench xanthone triplets
very efficiently with a rate constant close to the diffusion
limit. The other amino acid side chains quench xanthone
triplets either very inefficiently (Cys, His+, N-terminus)

Table 1
Interaction of different amino acids with the triplet state of xanthonea

Amino acid kq (M�1 s�1)b Conditions

Naphthyl acetic acidc (4.0±0.1)·109 Water, pH 7
Trpc (3.0±0.1)·109e Water, pH 7
NAlac (2.8±0.1)·109 Water, pH 7
Tyrc (2.5±0.1)·109e Water, pH 7
Metd (2.0±0.1)·109 Water, pH 7
Hisd (1.8±0.1)·109e 0.1 M KPP, pH 8
His+d (2.8±0.2)·107 0.1 M NaOAc, pH 4
Cysd (5.1±0.2)·107 Water, pH 7
N-terminal NH3+d (2.0±0.5)·106 Water, pH 7

aNo effect on the xanthone triplet lifetime was observed for Ala,
Arg+, Asn, Gly, Lys+, Phe, Ser, Asp, Asp�.

b Bimolecular quenching constants were measured under pseudo-
first-order conditions as described in Section 2.

c Triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET).
d Triplet quenching.
e Radical formation as side reaction.
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or not at all (Ala, Arg, Asn, Asp, Gly, Lys, Ser, Phe).
The aromatic amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine and
phenylalanine are possible acceptors for xanthone trip-
lets in TTET reactions. Table 1 shows that TTET be-
tween xanthone and tryptophan (kTTET = (3.0±0.1)·
109 M�1 s�1) and tyrosine (kTTET = (2.5±0.1)·109

M�1 s�1) occur in diffusion-controlled reactions with vir-
tually the same bimolecular rate constants as observed
for TTET from xanthone to naphthylalanine
(kTTET = (2.8±0.1)·109 M�1 s�1). However, TTET
from xanthone to tryptophan and tyrosine are complex
reactions with at least two observable rate constants.
For both amino acids TTET is accompanied by radical
formation [11,12], which explains the complex kinetics
and makes them not suitable for the use as TTET accep-
tors in polypeptide chains. These results show that
mainly methionine, tryptophan and tyrosine interfere
with TTET from xanthone to naphthalene in intrachain
diffusion experiments. Histidine containing sequences
can be measured with this donor/acceptor pair if the
pH of the solution is below 5.5.

3.2. Contact formation in an 18-residue loop fragment

from b-parvalbumin

To measure intrachain contact formation in a natu-
rally occurring protein loop we chemically synthesized
a polypeptide fragment corresponding to residues 85–
102 in b-carp parvalbumin (EF-loop; Fig. 3) as model
system. None of the amino acids in this loop region in-
fluences the triplet states of xanthone (see Table 1). In
the native state of parvalbumin the two phenylalanine
residues at positions 85 and 102 are located near the
C-terminus of the E-helix and near the N-terminus of
the F-helix, respectively, and are in close contact with
each other (Fig. 3(a)) [13]. We replaced Phe85 by xan-
thone and Phe102 by naphthylalanine (Fig. 3(b)) to
measure intrachain diffusion between the ends of the
EF-loop. The CD spectrum of the labelled peptide re-
sembles a random coil spectrum (Fig. 4) and addition
of 8 M urea has no influence on the CD signal, suggest-
ing that the fragment is completely unfolded in water.
This makes the parvalbumin EF-loop a suitable model
to investigate the dynamics of intrachain contact forma-
tion in an unfolded polypeptide chain. In native carp
parvalbumin the EF-loop binds calcium with a binding
constant of kD=10�8 M�1 [10]. Addition of 1–100
mM CaCl2 to the synthesized fragment did not induce
structure formation (data not shown) indicating that
the peptide fragment has a significantly reduced binding
affinity for calcium compared to native parvalbumin.

Fig. 5 shows the time-course of TTET from xanthone
to naphthalene in the synthetic parvalbumin EF-loop in
the absence of Ca2+. The kinetics of contact formation
can be described by a single-exponential, as previously
observed for all poly(glycine–serine) and polyserine pep-

tides. A fit of the data gives a time constant (s=1/k) of
53±3 ns for end-to-end contact formation. This value
is in good agreement with the value expected from
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Fig. 4. Circular dichroism spectrum of chemically synthesized parval-
bumin fragment 85–102 labeled with xanthone and naphthylalanine
(see Fig. 3(b)). Spectra were recorded in 10 mM sodium cacodylate, 1
mM EDTA, pH 7.0 (�) and in 10 mM sodium cacodylate, 8 M urea,
pH 7.0 (�).
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Fig. 5. Time-course of formation and decay of xanthone triplets in
parvalbumin loop fragment 85–102 after a 4 ns laser flash at t=0. The
change of xanthone triplet absorbance is measured at 590 nm. The
kinetic data can be described by a double-exponential fit. The residuals
of the double exponential fit are displayed. The fast main phase has a
rate constant s=1/k of 54±3 ns (95% amplitude) and corresponds to
end-to-end contact formation. The second phase (5% amplitude) has
the same rate constant as spontaneous triplet decay of xanthone in
water (s=1.3±0.1 ls). This reaction presumably corresponds to
xanthone triplet decay in peptides, which are not able to form end-to-
end contacts, e.g. due to intermolecular association reactions [7]. It is
not observed in the presence of 8 M urea, which dissolves associates
(data not shown). The experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium
cacodylate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0 at 25 �C. EDTA was added to
remove traces of Ca2+.
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TTET measurements on polyserine peptides (Fig. 2).
For contact formation in a peptide with sixteen serine
residues between xanthone and naphthalene the polyser-
ine series predicts a time constant of 49±4 ns for end-to-
end contact formation [7]. Unfortunately, we cannot di-
rectly measure the rate to a Xan–(Ser)16–NAla peptide
due to limitations in peptide synthesis. The presence of
four glycine residues in the EF-loop sequence should
lead to faster chain dynamics in the parvalbumin loop
compared to polyserine. However, residues with
branched Cb-positions like valine and leucine show
slightly slower local dynamics than alanine and serine
[7,14], which might explain the good agreement with
the polyserine data. In addition, electrostatic repulsion
between the five negatively charged aspartate/glutamate
residues might increase the chain dimensions and thus
compensate for the effect of the flexible glycines. The
presence of 10 mM CaCl2 does not effect the kinetics
of end-to-end diffusion in the parvalbumin loop
(s=54±3 ns; data not shown). This shows that the frag-
ment is not able to bind calcium ions with high affinity
in the absence of the native tertiary structure and con-
firms the results from the CD measurements. These re-
sults indicate that the specific conformation of this
loop in the native state rather than merely its amino acid
sequence is responsible for strong Ca2+-binding.

3.3. Comparison with dynamics of other natural and

non-natural peptide sequences

Recently several other experimental systems have
been used to measure the dynamics of intrachain diffu-
sion in polypeptide chains. Quenching of tryptophan
triplet states by cysteine in various peptide sequences
gave significantly slower rates for chain diffusion com-
pared to TTET from xanthone to naphthylalanine [15].
This reaction is, however, accompanied by the forma-
tion of S� radicals and it is far from the diffusion limit.
Thus, is can not be used to measure absolute model-
free rate constants for intrachain diffusion [15,16].
Significantly slower rate constants compared to a diffu-
sion-controlled TTET are thus expected in this system.
Another experimental approach used short poly(gly-
cine–serine) peptides and measured intrachain diffusion
by the quenching of 2,3 diazabicyclo[2.2.2]oct-2-ene
(DBO) fluorescence by tryptophan in water [17]. This
quenching reaction is close to the diffusion limit but
due to the short fluorescence lifetime of DBO it is re-
stricted to fast contact kinetics, i.e. to short fluoro-
phor-quencher distances. The results from these
experiments gave slightly slower contact rates com-
pared to TTET from xanthone to naphthylalanine in
the same peptides. Again, this is in agreement with
the observation that DBO quenching by tryptophan
is not completely diffusion-controlled. A third experi-
mental approach investigated intrachain contact for-

mation in unfolded cytochrome c using electron
transfer from a triplet excited Zn–porphyrine group
to Ru bound to a specific histidine residue (His 33).
This resulted in a loop size of 15 residues and yielded
a time constant for electron transfer of 250 ns [18],
which is significantly slower than our results on the
18 amino acid carp parvalbumin loop (s=54 ns).
However, the experiments on unfolded cytochrome c

were performed in the presence of 5.4 M GdmCl, in
order to completely unfold the protein. Our earlier ex-
periments have shown that chemical denaturants like
urea and GdmCl significantly decrease the rates of in-
trachain diffusion [7]. Both in poly(glycine–serine) and
in polyserine peptides the presence of 5.4 M GdmCl
slows down contact formation about threefold, which
would result in a contact time constant of 80 ns in
water for chain diffusion-limited electron transfer the
15 residues cytochrome c loop. The remaining small
discrepancy between the dynamics in unfolded cyto-
chrome c and the carp parvalbumin loop in water is
probably due to the effect of end extensions on intra-
chain diffusion. We observed both in the poly(gly-
cine–serine) and in the polyserine peptides that
extensions of the polypeptide chains beyond the points
of contact formation decreases the rates of intrachain
diffusion (B.F. and T.K., manuscript in preparation).
This effect will slow down contact formation in the
15 amino acid loop in unfolded cytochrome c, which
comprises a total of 104 amino acids, compared to
the synthesized parvalbumin loop, which just extends
for just two additional amino acids beyond naphthyl-
alanine (Fig. 3(b)). The rate constants for intrachain
diffusion measured in unfolded cytochrome c using
the Zn–porphyrine/Ru system are significantly faster
than the dynamics estimated from intrachain diffusion
in unfolded cytochrome c using methionine binding to
heme as reporter reaction [19]. This can be explained
by the reaction-controlled heme to methionine binding
process, which does not allow the measurement of ab-
solute rate constants for intrachain diffusion.

4. Conclusions

We showed that triplet–triplet energy transfer from
xanthone to naphthylalanine can be used to measure ab-
solute rate constants for end-to-end diffusion in natural
loop sequences. This method will also be applicable to
measure chain dynamics in unfolded and partially folded
proteins provided the proteins are free of methionine,
tryptophan and tyrosine. The results on the end-to-end
contact formation in the EF-loop from carp parvalbu-
min revealed that our earlier measurements on polyser-
ine peptides provide a good estimate for dynamics of
natural protein loops. This is probably due to the com-
pensating effect of flexible glycine residues, which leads
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to faster dynamics and of Cb-branched side chains,
which slow down chain dynamics.
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Abstract: The conformational search for favorable intramolecular interactions during protein folding is limited
by intrachain diffusion processes. Recent studies on the dynamics of loop formation in unfolded polypeptide
chains have focused on loops involving residues near the chain ends. During protein folding, however,
most contacts are formed between residues in the interior of the chain. We compared the kinetics of end-
to-end loop formation (type I loops) to the formation of end-to-interior (type II loops) and interior-to-interior
loops (type III loops) using triplet-triplet energy transfer from xanthone to naphthylalanine. The results
show that formation of type II and type III loops is slower compared to type I loops of the same size and
amino acid sequence. The rate constant for type II loop formation decreases with increasing overall chain
dimensions up to a limiting value, at which loop formation is about 2.5-fold slower for type II loops compared
to type I loops. Comparing type II loops of different loop size and amino acid sequence shows that the
ratio of loop dimension over total chain dimension determines the rate constant for loop formation. Formation
of type III loops is 1.7-fold slower than formation of type II loops, indicating that local chain motions are
strongly coupled to motions of other chain segments which leads to faster dynamics toward the chain
ends. Our results show that differences in the kinetics of formation of type I, type II, and type III loops are
mainly caused by differences in internal flexibility at the different positions in the polypeptide chain.
Interactions of the polypeptide chain with the solvent contribute to the kinetics of loop formation, which are
strongly viscosity-dependent. However, the observed differences in the kinetics of formation of type I, type
II, and type III loops are not due to the increased number of peptide-solvent interactions in type II and
type III loops compared to type I loops as indicated by identical viscosity dependencies for the kinetics of
formation of the different types of loops.

Introduction

During protein folding many short-range and long-range
intrachain interactions have to be established. Intrachain diffu-
sion allows the chain to bring interacting groups together and
to probe for favorable intramolecular interactions. Intrachain
loop formation can thus be viewed as a fundamental step of
protein folding and sets an upper limit for the rate at which the
free energy surface can be explored. It was shown that inserting
long loops into protein sequences reduces the stability of the
native state1,2 and slows down the folding kinetics,3,4 which
indicates that the size of loops is an important determinant of
protein folding and stability. Three categories of intramolecular
loops can be distinguished (Figure 1A). Type I loops are formed
between the chain ends. The kinetics of formation of these loops
has been studied in different polypeptide chains and with
different experimental systems5-10 (for a review see ref 11).

However, during protein folding loop formation between an end
and the interior of the chain (type II loops) or between two
internal residues (type III loops) is much more common. In both
cases, loop formation involves motions of additional chain
segments (tails) beyond the region of contact formation. Polymer
theory predicts that loop closure reactions become slower with
increasing tail length until a limiting value is reached.12-15 The
effects of additional tails were predicted to depend on the size
and on the stiffness of both the loop and the tails.12 Experimental
data on loop formation in long organic homopolymers showed
slower dynamics for formation of type III loops compared to
type I loops, but no clear dependency on the tail length was
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observed.16 Measurements of loop formation between two
internal residues in unfolded cytochrome c yielded slower
kinetics8 than expected from results on type I loop formation
in model peptides.6,11 However, to date it has not been
systematically investigated whether end extensions affect the
kinetics of loop formation in polypeptide chains.

We have studied the kinetics of end-to-end loop formation
in unfolded polypeptide chains using triplet-triplet energy
transfer (TTET) between a xanthone (Xan) moiety and a
naphthylalanine (NAla) group.6,7,11,17-19 TTET between Xan and
NAla requires van der Waals contact between donor and
acceptor, and all photophysical processes involved in this
process occur on the picoseconds time scale.6,20,21 This allows
measurements of diffusion controlled intrachain loop formation
reactions on an absolute time scale. In previous studies triplet
donor and acceptor groups were attached at the ends of poly-
serine and poly-(glycine-serine) chains of different lengths6 and
fragments from natural proteins.7 In all investigated chains
single-exponential kinetics for loop formation were observed
with rate constants, kc, around 107-108 s-1. These studies
allowed us to elucidate the effect of amino acid sequence on
loop formation and to derive scaling laws. In flexible glycine-
serine copolymers it was found that for sufficiently long chains
(number of loop residues N > 20) kc decreases with N-1.7(0.1,
which is the expected behavior for an excluded volume chain.6,11

For shorter loops, the dynamics reached an upper limit of kc )
1.9 × 108 s-1. Stiffer chains devoid of glycine residues showed
similar scaling laws with only slightly slower kinetics compared
to poly(glycine-serine).6 Here we test whether additional tails

beyond the loop region influence the kinetics of loop formation.
We used TTET between xanthone and naphthylalanine to
measure formation of type II and type III loops in several model
polypeptide chains and compared the results to kinetics of type
I loops with the same loop region. In addition, we studied the
effect of length and amino acid sequence of the additional tails
on the dynamics of loop formation.

Results

Type II vs Type I Loop Formation. To investigate the effect
of an additional tail at one end of a loop on the kinetics of
contact formation we measured TTET between Xan and NAla
attached to the ends of a loop consisting of four Gly-Ser pairs
(see Figure 1B). This represents a model for an average size
protein loop with high flexibility.22 We used two different series
of C-terminal extensions (see Table 1). In series 1, the extension
is composed of (Ser-Gly)n units (n ) 1, 4, 7, 12). In series 2
the tail consists of the sequence Ser-Gly-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-
Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly (n ) 2, 4). All peptides from both series are
free of charged side-chains and unstructured as judged from
circular dichroism spectra (data not shown). Figure 2 compares
kinetics of contact formation in the Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-Ser-
Gly peptide and in a peptide with the same loop sequence but
with the amino acids Ser-Gly-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)4-Gln-Ala-Ser-
Gly attached C-terminal from the NAla moiety. The reaction
was initiated by a 4 ns laserflash at 355 nm, which produces
xanthone triplet states within the duration of the laserflash.6,20,21

Loop formation between xanthone and naphthylalanine was
monitored by the decrease in xanthone triplet absorbance at 590
nm.6 Loop formation is slowed down 1.6-fold in the presence
of the additional 20 C-terminal tail residues in the longer peptide.
Varying the length of the C-terminal extension reveals that
log(kc) decreases linearly with increasing tail length (Figure 3A).
However, the effect of increasing tail length on kc is not identical
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T.; Zinth, W.; Gilch, P. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2006, 8, 3432-3439. (22) Leszcynski, J. F.; Rose, G. D. Science 1986, 234, 849-855.

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of type I, and type II and type II loop formation reactions. (B) General structures of peptides used in TTET
experiments. In type I and type II loops the xanthone label is attached to the N-terminus and naphthylalanine (NAla) defines the C-terminus of the loop
region. For type III loop peptides xanthone is attached to an R,�-diaminopropionic acid side chain at the N-terminal end of the loop region.
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for the two series of extensions when the number of amino acids
in the tail, N, is compared. The rate constants are less affected
by the (Ser-Gly)n extension compared to the (Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n

series of equal length (Figure 3A) indicating that the effect on
kc does not correlate with the number of chain segments in the
tail.

To elucidate the origin of the observed effect of end
extensions on the kinetics of type II loop formation we tested
the correlation of kc with various parameters. Peptide motions
in water are overdamped, and thus inertial forces should not
contribute to the dynamics. The kinetics of loop formation
should thus not correlate with the mass of the tail. Intrachain
motions are rather coupled to solvent motion23,24 as indicated
by the observed strong viscosity-dependence of the kinetics of
end-to-end loop formation.5,19 The increased number of interac-
tions of the polypeptide chain with the solvent in type II loops
compared to type I loops may slow down chain dynamics. In
this case the effect of the additional tail on kc should correlate
with the solvent accessible surface area (ASA) of the tail. The
exact ASA of an unfolded polypeptide chain is typically
approximated by calculating the ASA of a fully extended
chain.25 Figure 3B shows log(kc) as a function of the ASA of
the tail (ASAtail) for both series of extension. The effect of
ASAtail on kc is similar for both series, but there is still a slight
deviation between the two series of extensions for long tails.

The data can be fitted according to

where k0 represents the rate constants for type I loop formation.
A fit to the data from both series of extensions gave values of
k0 ) (8.5 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1 and R ) (-1.5 ( 0.1) × 10-4 Å-2.

Theoretical considerations based on polymer theory suggested
that the effect of additional tails on the dynamics of loop
formation is a function of tail length and chain stiffness, i.e., of
the dimensions of the tail.12 Flory introduced the characteristic
ratio, CN, to calculate dimensions of polymer chains26 which
includes contributions from the number of chain segments and
from chain stiffness

where 〈r2〉 denotes the mean square end-to-end distance, N is
the number of chain segments, and l2 is the squared segment
length. CN for real chains is larger than unity; i.e., the dimensions
of a real chain grow more strongly with increasing number of
chain residues compared to an ideal chain where the end-to-
end distance grows with 〈r2〉 ) Nl2. CN is a function of N and
increases with increasing chain length up to a limiting value,
C∞, which is related to the persistence length of the chain.26 In
polypeptide chains C∞ is 9.27 for poly-alanine, and a similar
value was proposed for all other amino acids except glycine
and proline. Introduction of glycine residues leads to more
flexible chains and thus to a smaller CN and decreased chain
dimensions. Using the transformation matrices to calculate
characteristic ratios for polypeptide chains determined by Flory26

we calculated mean square end-to-end distances for all inves-
tigated polypeptide chains according to eq 2. This allows us to
test for the effect of changes in chain dimensions caused by
additional tails on the rate constant of loop formation. The
absolute values of 〈r2〉 are most likely inaccurate, since only
nearest neighbor potentials were considered by Flory. Long-
range intrachain interactions27 and peptide-solvent interactions,
which are neglected in these calculations, were also shown to
affect the chain dimensions. However, the calculated 〈r2〉-values
allow an estimate of the relative dimensions of the different
loops. Figure 3C shows log(kc) as a function of the average

(23) Kramers, H. A. Physica 1940, 4, 284-304.
(24) Szabo, A.; Schulten, K.; Schulten, Z. J. Chem. Phys. 1980, 72, 4350-

4357.
(25) Myers, J. K.; Pace, C. N.; Scholtz, J. M. Protein Sci. 1995, 4, 2138-2148.

(26) Flory, P. J. Statistical Mechanics of Chain Molecules; Hanser Publishers:
Munich, 1969.

(27) Pappu, R. V.; Srinivasan, R.; Rose, G. D. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.
2000, 97, 12565-12570.

Table 1. Sequences of Peptides Used for TTET Experimentsa

peptides sequence n

series 1 Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-(Ser-Gly)n-OH 1, 4, 7, 12
series 2 Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-Ser-Gly-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH 2, 4
series 3 Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla-(Ser-Gly)n-OH 1, 6
series 4 Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH 2, 4
series 5 Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla-(Ser-Gly)n-OH 1, 6
series 6 Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH 2, 4
series 7 Xan-(Gly-Ser)10-NAla-(Ser-Gly)n-OH 1, 6
series 8 Xan-(Gly-Ser)10-NAla-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH 2
series 9 Ac-(Gly-Ser)n-Dpr(Xan)-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-(Ser-Gly)n-OH 2, 4, 6
series 10 Ac-Gly-Ser-Ala-Gln-(Ala-Gln-Gly-Thr)n-Dpr(Xan)-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-

(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH
2

biotin Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-(Ser-Gly)8-Lys(Biotin)-Ser-Gly-OH

a Ac: acetylated N-terminus. Xan: xanthonic acid. NAla: naphthylalanine. Dpr: R,�-diaminopropionic acid. Loop regions are printed in boldface.

Figure 2. Comparison of the kinetics of formation of a type I loop (Xan-
(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-Ser-Gly) and a type II loop (Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-Ser-
Gly-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)4-Gln-Ala-Ser-Gly-OH) with identical loop regions
monitored by the decay in xanthone triplet absorbance at 590 nm. Single-
exponential fits to the data yield rate constants of (2.1 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1

and (1.3 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1 for the type I and type II loop, respectively. The
experiments were carried out in a 44% (v/v) glycerol/water mixture
corresponding to η ) 3 cP. Data for the type I loop were taken from ref 6.

kc ) k0 exp(RASAtail) (1)

CN )
〈r2〉
Nl2

(2)
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end-to-end distance of the whole chain (�〈r2〉) for both series

of Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla type II loops. Changes in �〈r2〉 have
the same effect on kc in the (Ser-Gly)n and (Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n

extension series, which can be described by

where k0 denotes the rate constant of the type I loop formation

at �〈r2〉loop, which is 20 Å for the Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop.
A fit of eq 3 to the data obtained from both series of peptides
gives values of k0 ) (8.9 ( 0.2) × 107 s-1 and R ) (-2.0 (

0.1) × 10-2 Å-1 (see Table 2). This suggests that the effect of
an additional tail on the dynamics of loop formation depends
on the overall chain dimensions. This finding supports the results
from polymer theory which suggested that both chain length
and chain stiffness influence loop formation. The agreement of
data obtained from the two series of chain extensions seems to

be slightly better when kc is correlated with �〈r2〉 (Figure 3C)
compared to the correlation between kc and ASAtail (Figure 3B).

However, �〈r2〉 is correlated with ASAtail, which makes it
difficult to evaluate the major determinant for the effect of end
extensions on chain dynamics.

Polymer theory predicts that the effect of end extensions on
the kinetics of loop formation should reach a limiting value for
long tails.12 The effect of a C-terminal extension on the kinetics
of formation of the Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop does not reach a
limiting value in the range of extensions accessible with standard
peptide synthesis. To test whether a very large polypeptide chain
attached to the C-terminus has a strong effect on the kinetics
of loop formation, we synthesized a type II Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-
NAla loop containing a biotinylated lysine residue near the end
of the C-terminal extension (Table 1). This allowed us to bind
the peptide to avidin, a tetrameric glycoprotein from hen egg
white (Mr ) 62 400, ASA ) 21 000 Å2), which strongly binds
a biotin group per monomer with a dissociation constant of 1.3
× 10-15 M.28 Considering the dimensions of an avidin tetramer
this leads to a very large increase in chain dimensions and should
allow us to answer the question of a limiting value for type II
loop dynamics. The rate constant for loop formation in the
biotinylated peptide in the absence of avidin is (6.3 ( 0.2) ×
107 s-1. Upon addition of avidin, the rate constant decreases to
(3.9 ( 0.4) × 107 s-1, which corresponds to a 2.3-fold slower
loop formation compared to the corresponding type I loop. The
effect of avidin is much smaller than expected from the surface
area (Figure 3B, inset) or the size (Figure 3C, inset) of the avidin
tetramer with four biotinylated polypeptide chains bound (ASA
≈ 33 000 Å2). This result shows that the kinetics of loop
formation in the type II Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop become
independent of tail length when the overall chain dimensions

are larger than �〈r2〉 ) 62 Å (Figure 3C, inset), i.e. when the
overall chain dimensions are about three times the dimensions
of the loop region. This limiting value can be explained by an
increased flexibility of polypeptide chains toward the chain ends,
which was directly observed in NMR experiments.29,30 In type

(28) Green, N. M. AdV. Protein Chem. 1975, 29, 85-133.
(29) Schwalbe, H.; Fiebig, K. M.; Buck, M.; Jones, J. A.; Grimshaw, S. B.;

Spencer, A.; Glaser, S. J.; Smith, L. J.; Dobson, C. M. Biochemistry 1997,
36, 8977-8991.

(30) Klein-Seetharaman, J.; Oikawa, M.; Grimshaw, S. B.; Wirmer, J.; Duchardt,
E.; Ueda, T.; Imoto, T.; Smith, L. J.; Dobson, C. M.; Schwalbe, H. Science
2002, 295, 1719-1722.

Figure 3. (A) Effect of the number of tail residues, N, on the rate constants
for type II loop formation, kc, in a Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop with (Ser-
Gly)n (b, series 1 peptides) or with Ser-Gly-(Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n-Gln-Ala-
Ser-Gly (O, series 2 peptides) C-terminal extensions. (B) Effect of the
accessible surface area (ASA) of the C-terminal tail on the rate constants
for type II loop formation. Peptides and symbols are the same as those in
panel A. The solid line is an exponential fit of eq 1 to the data with k0 )
(8.5 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1 and R ) (-1.5 ( 0.1) × 10-4 Å-2. (C) Effect of the

calculated average end-to-end distance, �〈r2〉, on the rate constants for
type II loop formation. Peptides and symbols are the same as those in panel
A. The solid line is an exponential fit of eq 3 to the data with k0 ) (8.9 (
0.2) × 107 s-1 and R ) (-2.0 ( 0.1) × 10-2 Å-1. The insets in panels B
and C show kc for the biotinylated peptide bound to avidin. Rate constants
are given for 22.5° in water.

kc ) k0 exp(R�〈r2〉) (3)

Table 2. Dimensions and Rate Constants for Loop Formation for
the Different Type I Loops and Effect of a C-Terminal Extension
on the Kinetics of Loop Formation

loop sequence
�〈r2〉loop

a

(Å)
k0

b

(s-1)
Rb

(Å-1)

Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla 11.3 (1.9 ( 0.1) × 108 (-4.6 ( 0.2) × 10-2

Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla 20.0 (8.9 ( 0.2) × 107 (-2.0 ( 0.1) × 10-2

Xan-(Gly-Ser)10-NAla 30.3 (3.0 ( 0.2) × 106 (-2.1 ( 0.8) × 10-2

Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla 14.8 (8.1 ( 0.2) × 106 (-3.0 ( 0.2) × 10-2

a Calculated using the parameters given by Flory.26 b k0 and R were
determined by a fit of eq 3 to the data shown in Figure 4A.
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I loops, both contact points are located in flexible parts of the
chain ends, which leads to faster dynamics compared to type II
loops, where one of the contact points is located in a stiffer
chain segment of the chain (Figure 4). This effect should be
saturated for longer type II loops, when chain stiffness at the
interior contact point has reached a limiting value. The observa-
tion of a limiting value for the effect of an end extension
supports the model that the ASA of the tail is not the major
determinant for the effect of a type II tail on kc. In this case, a
much larger effect of avidin on kc would be expected (Figure
3B, inset). In the following, we will therefore correlate the rate
constants of loop formation with changes in 〈r2〉. This correlation
allows us to compare our results with theoretical results from
polymer theory.

Effect of Loop Length and Loop Sequence on the Kinetics
of Type II Loop Formation. To test the effect of loop length
and loop sequence on the kinetics of type II loop formation we
investigated type II loops with different loop regions (see Table
1). A loop consisting of Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla (series 3, 4) was
used as a model for an i, i + 3 contact, which is frequently
observed in �-turn sequences. A Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla loop
(series 5, 6) was used as a model for short and stiff loops, and
a Xan-(Gly-Ser)10-NAla loop (series 7, 8) served as a model
for long and flexible loops. The effect of the additional tail on
the kinetics of loop closure in the different peptides is shown
in Figure 5. In agreement with our earlier results,6 a large
variation in kc is observed for the different type I loops, but
also the effect of end extensions is different for the different
loops. Contact formation in the short Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla and
Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla loops is more strongly influenced by
additional tails compared to the Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla and the
Xan-(Gly-Ser)10-NAla loops (Figure 5A). In the short Xan-Gly-
Ser-NAla loop the two longest extensions show the same kc

values within experimental error. For these peptides the total
peptide dimensions are 2.6 times and 3.3 times larger, respec-
tively, than the dimensions of the loop region and the rate
constant for contact formation is 2.3-fold smaller than that in
the corresponding type I reference loop. The relative size of
the additional tail and the decrease in kc are comparable to the
respective values found for the limiting regime in the longer
Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla type II loop (Figure 3C, inset). This
indicates that the rate constants for loop formation in the two

longest peptides of the type II Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla loops may
have already reached the limiting value.

Effect of Relative Loop Size on Kinetics of Type II Loop
Formation. To directly compare the results from the different
type II loops and to test whether the ratio of total peptide

dimensions, �〈r2〉, over loop dimensions, �〈r2〉loop, is rate-
determining for loop formation, we calculated the reduced loop

sizes, �〈r2〉red, for all type II loops according to

The �〈r2〉red values were compared to reduced rate constants
for loop formation, kred, calculated according to

which allows a comparison of the different type II loops by
accounting for the differences in k0. Figure 5B shows that
log(kred) is correlated with the inverse of the reduced loop size,

1/�〈r2〉red and that the kred values of all type II loops show the

same dependence on 1/�〈r2〉red which can be described by

with R )(-4.5 ( 0.1) × 10-1 (eq. 6). Figure 5B further shows

that the limiting value for kred and �〈r2〉red are very similar for

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the position-dependence of chain
flexibility and the resulting position of the points of contact formation in
type I, type II, and type III loops. The scheme shows that a limiting value
for the chain stiffness is reached for long type II and type III loops. The
position-dependence of chain stiffness is based on theoretical work31 and
on results from NMR experiments.29,30

Figure 5. (A) Effect of �〈r2〉 on the rate constants for type II loop
formation in different peptide systems with varying loop sequence: (O)
Gly-Ser loop (series 3 and 4 peptides); (b) (Gly-Ser)4 loop (series 1 and 2
peptides); (0) Ser3 loop (series 5 and 6 peptides), (9) (Gly-Ser)10 loop (series
7 and 8 peptides). For peptide sequences see Table 1. (B) Effect of the

inverse of the reduced loop size, �〈r2〉red ) �〈r2〉loop/�〈r2〉, on the
reduced rate constants, kred ) kc/k0 for type II loop formation. Peptide and
symbols are the same as those in panel A. Values for k0 were obtained
from the fit to the data shown in panel A using eq. 3 and are given in

Table 2. Values of �〈r2〉loop for the different loops are also given in Table
2. A fit of eq 6 to the data gives R )(-4.5 ( 0.1) × 10-1.

�〈r2〉red ) �〈r2〉loop/�〈r2〉 (4)

kred ) kc/k0 (5)

kred ) exp(R/�〈r2〉red) (6)
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the type II loop sequences Xan-Gly-Ser-NAla and Xan-(Gly-
Ser)4-NAla. These results suggest that the reduced loop size

�〈r2〉red determines the effect of tails on contact formation in
type II systems and that the limiting value for short and long

loops is reached at similar values of �〈r2〉red ) 0.35 with kred )
0.43.

Type III Loop Formation. Interior-to-interior loop formation
reactions (type III loops, see Figure 1A) are most relevant during
protein folding. To probe the dynamics of type III loop
formation we synthesized different series of peptides with
extensions at both ends of the loop region (Table 1). To compare
the dynamics of type III and type II loops we chose a Xan-
(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop sequence. The xanthone moiety was
attached to a diaminopropionic acid side chain at the N-terminal
end of the loop region. This allows the addition of amino acids
N-terminal from the loop regions in order to produce type III
loops (see Figure 1B). The C-terminal end of the loop was again
defined by a NAla residue. The C-terminal chain extensions
were composed of (Ser-Gly)n (n ) 2, 4, 6) or of (Thr-Gly-Gln-
Ala)2 sequences, whereas for the N-terminal extensions the
sequences were inverted (series 9, 10 peptides). To compare
these peptides to a type I system, a reference peptide with the
same loop sequence but without extensions was produced. Due
to the attachment of the xanthone moiety to a side chain via an
amide bond in this series of peptides the kinetics were slightly
slower than those in previously used type I systems with the
xanthone attached directly to the N-terminus via an amide bond.

Figure 6A compares the rate constant of contact formation
in the Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla type III loop with different exten-
sions. Contact formation becomes slower when tails are attached
to both sides of the loop region. A comparison of kc in peptides
bearing (Ser-Gly)n or (Thr-Gly-Gln-Ala)n extensions shows that
log(kc) linearly decreases with increasing overall chain dimen-

sions, �〈r2〉, as observed for type II loops (see Figure 3). A fit
of eq 3 to the data yields R ) (-3.3 ( 0.1) × 10-2 Å-1 for the
type III loops compared to R ) (-2.0 ( 0.1) × 10-2 Å-1

observed for type II loops with the same loop sequence (Figure
3C). To directly compare kinetics of Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla type
II and III loops we calculated reduced rate constants according
to eq 5, which eliminates the differences in k0 caused by the
different attachments of the xanthone labels. Figure 6B shows
that an increase in the overall chain dimensions has a 1.7-fold
stronger effect on the formation of type III loops compared to
type II loops, but there is no evidence for a limiting value for
the effect of end extensions on the dynamics of type III loops.

However, the reduced dimension, �〈r2〉red, of the longest
investigated type III loop is 0.47 whereas saturation in type II

loops was not observed above �〈r2〉red ) 0.35. It is expected
that the kinetics for type III loop formation also reach a limiting
value in longer chains, when both points of contact formation
are located in the stiff central part of the chain (Figure 4B). If

the limiting value would be reached at the same �〈r2〉red-value
as in type II loops the maximum effect of tails in type III loops
would result in a 3.8-fold decrease in kc.

Discussion

Contact formation between two amino acid side chains on a
polypeptide chain is an elementary reaction in protein folding.
To gain insight into the mechanism of loop formation we have
previously studied end-to-end diffusion in model polypeptide
chains and in fragments from natural proteins. In proteins,
however, the majority of contacts involve internal residues.
Local motions of a chain segment depend on the motions of its
nearest neighbors which was predicted to lead to faster motions
at the ends of the chain (see Figure 4).31 This has been directly
observed using NMR spin-lattice relaxation measurements in
organic polymers32-34 and in unfolded proteins.29,30 Increased
chain flexibility at the ends implies that formation of intrachain
interactions is slower in the interior of a chain compared to the
ends of the chain. Our results show that intrachain loop
formation is slowed down by extending the chain beyond the
loop region on either one side (type II loops) or on both sides
(type III loops). Above a certain chain size the kinetics of type
II loop formation become independent of chain dimensions. In
this limit a 2.3-fold reduction in kc is observed. The limit is
reached when the overall chain dimensions are about 3 times
larger than the dimensions of the loop region, independent of
loop size and amino acid sequence. The effect of end extensions
is independent of the size and the type of the loops. The longest
investigated loops were shown to behave like Gaussian chains,6,11

whereas the shortest loops are similar in length or even shorter

(31) Perico, A. Biopolymers 1989, 28, 1527-1540.
(32) Allerhand, A.; Hailstone, R. J. Chem. Phys. 1972, 56, 3718-3720.
(33) Logan, T. M.; Theriault, Y.; Fesik, S. W. J. Mol. Biol. 1994, 236, 637-

648.
(34) Frank, M. K.; Clore, G. M.; Gronenborn, A. M. Protein Sci. 1995, 4, 2605-

2615.

Figure 6. (A) Effect of the calculated average end-to-end distance, �〈r2〉,
on the rate constants for type III loop formation in a Dpr(Xan)-(Gly-Ser)4-
NAla loop with (Ser-Gly)n (b, series 9 peptides) or with (Thr-Gly-Gln-
Ala)n (O, series 10 peptides) C- and N-terminal extensions. The solid line
is an exponential fit of eq 3 to the data with k0 ) (6.4 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1 and
R ) (-3.3 ( 0.1) × 10-2 Å-1. (B) Comparison of the reduced rate
constants, kred, for type II and type III loop formation with the identical
loop sequence Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla. A fit of eq 6 to the data gives R )
(-2.0 ( 0.1) × 10-2 for type II loops (see Figure 5B) and R ) (-3.3 (
0.2) × 10-2 for type III loops.
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than the persistence length of the chain. Despite these different

chain properties, the same effect of �〈r2〉red on kc is observed
for all loops (Figure 5B), which shows that only the chain
dimensions determine the internal polypeptide chain dynamics.
Comparison of type II and type III loops with identical loop
regions and with identical overall chain dimensions reveals that
extending the chain at both ends has a stronger effect on the
kinetics of loop formation than extensions at only one end
(Figure 6). The rate constants for type III loop formation also
scale with the overall chain dimensions, but the decrease in kc

with increasing �〈r2〉 is about 1.7 times larger for type III
loops. This is compatible with an increased flexibility toward
the ends of a polypeptide chain,29,31 which allows faster
formation of type II loops, which have one flexible end (Figure
4). These results indicate that local internal chain motions are
strongly coupled to motions of other chain segments and imply
that the internal flexibility at different positions along a
polypeptide chain is the major origin for the differences in
contact formation in type I, type II, and type III loops.

If the observed differences in the kinetics of loop formation
would contain major contributions from the additional ASA of
the tails, a difference in the viscosity-dependence for the
different types of loops would be expected. We therefore
measured the effect of solvent viscosity, η, on kc for all peptides.
In all cases log(kc) was linearly dependent on log η and the
data could be fitted according to

where η0 is the reference solvent viscosity of water at 22.5 °C
(η0 ) 0.94 cP), kc

0 is the rate constant of end-to-end diffusion at
η0, kc is the rate constant at a given viscosity η, and the exponent
� reflects the sensitivity of the reaction to solvent viscosity. A
�-value of 1 indicates that kc is inversely proportional to solvent
viscosity, and a �-value of 0 indicates that kc is independent of
solvent viscosity. For all peptides the �-values are independent
of tail length and type of tails (Figure 7). For longer type I
loops �-values around 1 are observed19 and an additional
increase due to the addition of the tail is not expected. However,
for short loops the �-values are significantly smaller than unity

and the increased number of solvent-peptide interactions in
type II and type III loops should increase the �-values. Figure
7 shows that the �-values of the different type II and type III
loops are independent of tail length and that identical overall
ASA results in different �-values for short and long loop regions.
This result indicates that the additional peptide-solvent interac-
tions introduced by the tails have only minor contributions to
the kinetics of loop formation.

We cannot exclude that the decreased rate constants for loop
formation in type II and type III loops contain contributions
from steric effects of the additional tails, which decrease the
accessibility of the interacting groups. However, the observed
difference in the effect of end extensions on the kinetics of
formation of different loops (Figure 5A) argues against major
contributions from local steric effects. This is supported by the
observation that the limiting value for the effect of a type II
extension is reached for rather long tails (Figure 3).

Results from theoretical work proposed that the effect of
additional tails on the kinetics of loop III formation is a function
of chain stiffness and reaches a limiting value when the length
of the end extensions is around 0.5 to 2 times the loop length.12,14

Due to restrictions in chain length given by peptide synthesis
we could not investigate whether a limit for the rate constants
of formation of type III loops exists. The longest synthesized
type III chain consists of 35 amino acids with a calculated

�〈r2〉-value of 43.0 Å. This is similar to the size of the
smallest known independently folding protein subdomains. We
could not attach avidin to both ends of the chain, since this
leads to cross-linking of the tetramers and to precipitation.

Our results allow an extrapolation of data obtained from type
I loops to kinetics of formation of type III loops in longer chains.
The investigated Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla loop located in the
interior of a typical 100 amino acid globular protein would form
about 10 times slower compared to end-to-end contact formation
in the same type I loop, if the extrapolations hold over the
complete range. If a limiting value would be reached at the same

reduced loop size, �〈r2〉red, as observed for type II loops, the
kinetics would only be slowed down about 4-fold in larger
proteins. Type III loop formation was measured in GdmCl-
unfolded Zn-cyt c by electron transfer between a Ru(NH3)5

3+

moiety attached to His33 and the Zn-porphyrine-coordinated
His-18 residue,8 which corresponds to an ∼15 residue type III
loop. Electron transfer occurred with a rate constant of kc )
4.0 × 106 s-1 in the presence of 5.4 M GdmCl. Using TTET
we measured a rate constant of (1.9 ( 0.1) × 107 s-1 for end-
to-end contact formation in 18-residue fragments from carp
parvalbumin.7 If this rate constant is rescaled to the type III
limit and corrected for the effect of GdmCl on loop formation,19

a value of 2.0 × 106 s-1 is obtained, which is similar to kc

measured in unfolded cytochrome c.

Conclusions

We compared the kinetics of end-to-end contact formation
(type I loops) to the formation of end-to-interior (type II loops)
and interior-to-interior loops (type III loops) using triplet-triplet
energy transfer from xanthone to naphthylalanine. The results
show that formation of type II and type III loops compared to
type I loops of the same loop size and amino acid sequence is
slower until a limiting value is reached. The limiting regime is
reached when the overall chain dimensions are about 3 times

Figure 7. Dependence of viscosity-dependence of the rate constants of
loop formation (�) on the ASAchain in type II loops with the loop sequences
Xan-(Gly-Ser)-NAla (b; series 3 and 4 peptides) and Xan-Ser-Ser-Ser-NAla
(O; series 5 and 6 peptides). In addition, the results for the type III loop
with the loops sequence Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla ([; series 9, 10 peptides)
are shown. The �-values are the results of the fits of the original data to eq
7 and reflect the sensitivity of the loop formation reactions toward changes
in solvent viscosity.

kc ) kc
0( η

η0
)-�

(7)
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larger than the loop dimensions. For these chains loop formation
is about 2.5 times slower for type II loops compared to type I
loops. Formation of type III loops is about 1.7 times slower
than formation of type II loops of the same loop sequence and
overall chain dimensions. These results show that local chain
motions are strongly coupled to motions of other chain segments
and are faster at the chain ends than in the interior of the chain.
Our results suggest that differences in the kinetics of formation
of type I, II, and II loops are caused by differences in flexibility
at the different positions in a polypeptide chain (Figure 4).
Interactions of the whole chain with the solvent contribute to
the kinetics of loop formation as indicated by their strong
viscosity-dependence. However, the increased number of pep-
tide-solvent interactions in type II and type III loops compared
to type I loops does not contribute significantly to the observed
differences in the kinetics of loop formation for the different
types of loops.

Experimental Section

Peptide Synthesis, Modification, and Purification. All peptides
were synthesized using standard fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)
chemistry on an Applied Biosystems 433A peptide synthesizer as
described before.6 The naphthalene moiety was included via 1-naph-
thylalanine (NAla) by peptide synthesis. The xanthone derivative
9-oxoxanthen-2-carboxylic acid was prepared according to Graham and
Lewis35 and introduced on resin by PyBOP mediated coupling in DMF
to either the N-terminus or to the free amino group of an R,�-
diaminopropionic acid residue. The biotin labeled peptides were
prepared with biotinylated Fmoc-lysine (Novabiochem) which was
introduced by standard peptide synthesis. All peptides were purified
to >95% purity by preparative HPLC on an RP-8 column. The purity
of the peptides was checked by analytical HPLC, and the mass was
determined by MALDI or ESI mass spectrometry. Avidin (Fluka
chemicals) was added to the purified peptide in buffered solution in
slight excess.

Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer Measurements. All measure-
ments were performed on a Laser Flash Photolysis Reaction Analyzer

(LKS.60) from Applied Photophysics. A Quantel Nd:YAG Brilliant
laser (354.6 nm, 4 ns pulse width, 50 mJ) was used to selectively excite
the xanthone moiety. Transient absorbance traces were recorded at
590 nm for the xanthone and at 420 nm for the naphthalene triplet
band. All measurements were performed at 22.5 °C. For each
experiment at least four traces were recorded, averaged, and fitted to
exponential functions. For all peptides loop formation was measured
in water and in the presence of different concentrations of glycerol to
increase solvent viscosity. Measuring the viscosity-dependence of loop
formation allows a more reliable determination of kc in water when
loop formation is fast and allowed the determination of the viscosity-
dependence of kc according to eq. 7. For all peptides ln(kc) was linearly
dependent on ln(η). Peptide concentrations were 20-100 μM and were
determined by UV-absorption at 343 nm using a molar extinction
coefficient of 3900 M-1 cm-1 for xanthone. All solutions were degassed
prior to measurements. Viscosities were determined by a falling ball
viscosimeter (Haake, Germany).

To test the effect of avidin on the xanthone triplet lifetime a donor-
only control was synthesized with NAla replaced by phenylalanine
which is not able to quench xanthone triplets.7 This peptide revealed
that binding of avidin does not influence the lifetime of the xanthone
triplet state.

Calculation of ASA. Accessible surface areas (ASAs) of the peptides
were calculated using the program MOLMOL36 using a sphere of 1.4
Å diameter to probe the ASA.

Data Analysis. For data evaluation the ProFit and Matlab software
packages were used.
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Ultrafast Quenching of the Xanthone Triplet by Energy Transfer: New Insight into the
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The formation and quenching of the triplet state of xanthone are studied by femtosecond techniques. As
revealed by femtosecond fluorescence spectroscopy, the primarily excited 1ππ* state decays within 1.5 ps. In
a transient absorption experiment, this time constant is associated with a partial rise of a triplet signature.
This rise has a second and slower component with a time constant of 12 ps. In the presence of high
concentrations of the quencher 1-methylnaphthalene, the slow 12 ps rise component is absent. This finding
gives strong evidence that the biphasic rise of the triplet absorption of xanthone is due to a sequential
mechanism, namely, a 1ππ* f 3nπ* with fast intersystem crossing followed by a 3nπ* f 3ππ* internal
conversion. Furthermore, an analysis of the concentration dependence of the quenching kinetics allows one
to pin down the intrinsic transfer time of the triplet energy from xanthone to 1-methylnaphthalene to ∼1 ps.

1. Introduction

Many biological polymers have to form specific intramo-
lecular interactions to be able to fulfill their biological function.
The rate at which polymers can explore conformational space
is limited by intrachain diffusion, that is, by the rate at which
two points on a polymer chain can make contact. Experimental
methods are therefore needed which allow direct measurement
of intrachain diffusion rates. Triplet-triplet energy transfer
(TTET) between a triplet donor (D) and a triplet acceptor (A)
has recently been applied to measure intrachain contact forma-
tion in polypeptide chains to gain information on the dynamics
of the earliest steps in the protein folding process.1-3 In these
experiments (see Figure 1), the two positions of interest on the
polypeptide chain are labeled with a D/A pair. The donor is
photoexcited, which marks the beginning of the detection period.
When the donor meets the acceptor, an energy transfer process
takes place transferring the triplet state to the acceptor. The
transfer is detected by the concomitant absorbance changes. An
ideal D/A system for such studies should have the following
properties (see Figure 1): (i) The rate constant for formation
of the excited donor state should be higher than the rate constant
for intrachain diffusion (kex . kc). (ii) The excited donor state
should be very long-lived, so that the peptide dynamics can be
traced throughout a large time window. (iii) The transfer rate
constant between D and A should be higher than the rate
constant for breaking of the contact (kTT . k-c), and (iv) the
transfer rate should decay very rapidly with distance. A D/A
system that matches these criteria is the couple xanthone (D)
and naphthalene (A). Following photoexcitation, xanthone
undergoes intersystem crossing (ISC) with a quantum yield close
to 14 preparing a long-lived triplet state (τ ) 20 μs in water2).
The energy of this state can be transferred to the naphthalene.

TTET occurs via a two-electron exchange process (Dexter
mechanism); thus the transfer rate decays very rapidly with
distance (and the transfer is only efficient for a close contact
situation (van der Waals contact)).5 By incorporation of xanthone
and naphthalene moieties in a peptide chain, intramolecular
contact time constants on the nanosecond time scale could be
determined.2,3 In these experiments, the donor triplet states were
produced by a 4 ns laser flash and dynamics with time constants
between 5 ns and several microseconds were observed, depend-
ing on the length and the sequence of the polypeptide chains.2,3

Tests for the presence of faster chain dynamics on the sub-
nanosecond time scale require a characterization of the photo-
dynamics of the xanthone/naphthalene TTET pair in detail. This
yields information on the limitations of the method in the early
time region set by triplet formation and TTET dynamics.

The first transient absorption experiments on xanthone with
picosecond resolution6,7 yielded time constants for triplet
formation in the 10 ps range. Later experiments with higher
time resolution8 revealed a biphasic rise of the triplet absorption
A(t); that is, the rise could be described by

with time constants τ1 ≈ 1 ps and τ2 ≈ 10 ps and amplitudes
A1 and A2. This biphasic behavior was attributed to a branched
reaction scheme. In the proposed model (Figure 2a), the
primarily excited 1ππ* decays via two channels: internal
conversion (IC) to the 1nπ* state and ISC to the 3nπ* state.
The time constants of both processes were assumed to be similar.
They should lead to the observed value of τ1 ≈ 1 ps.
Subsequently the 1nπ* state is depleted by a second ISC process
to the 3ππ* state. This model obeys the El-Sayed rules for ISC
processes:9 For an ISC process for which the type of the orbitals
occupied is changed (e.g., nπ* f ππ*) in the course of the
spin flip, a high ISC rate is expected. By this simultaneous
change of spin and orbital character of the electronic wave
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A(t) ) A1(1 - exp(-t/τ1)) + A2(1 - exp(-t/τ2)) (1)
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function, the change of the spin angular momentum in the ISC
can be compensated by a corresponding change of the orbital
angular momentum. Obviously, the branched kinetic scheme
proposed in ref 8 is in agreement with these rules. However,
an alternative model with sequential kinetics (Figure 2b), that
is, fast ISC from the 1ππ* to the 3nπ* state followed by slower
internal conversion in the triplet manifold to the 3ππ*, cannot
be ruled out. The authors of ref 8 assumed that only the final
product state in the sequential process is spectroscopically visible
at the single detection wavelength used in ref 8. Under this
assumption, a sequential process would lead to amplitudes A1

and A2 with opposite sign. The observation of the same signs
of A1 and A2 pointed to branched kinetics. However, if the
intermediate state contributes to the observed time trace its
extinction coefficient has to be taken into consideration and a
decision between branched and sequential kinetics with the
present information is not possible.

In this paper, we will readdress the ISC of xanthone and we
will have a close look at the quenching of the xanthone triplet
by naphthalene. We will deal with the problem by combining
three experimental approaches. (i) The decay of the fluorescence
of xanthone, that is, the depletion of its primarily excited state,
is monitored using an ultrafast Kerr shutter. (ii) The formation
of the triplet state of xanthone is followed by spectrally resolved
transient absorption spectroscopy in a broad spectral range. (iii)
Finally, the influence of a quencher, 1-methyl-naphthalene, on
the absorption dynamics is investigated. These experiments not
only aim at the dynamics of the quenching itself but will yield
a deeper insight into the mechanism of the ISC of xanthone, a
prerequisite for using this D/A pair as a sensor for the

investigation of peptide closure dynamics in the picosecond
realm.

2. Experimental Section

The setup for femtosecond fluorescence experiments has been
described before in detail in ref 10. Briefly, a Clark CPA 2001
laser/amplifier system (repetition rate of 1 kHz) pumped a two-
stage noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) tuned
to 540 nm. The compressed output of the NOPA was frequency
doubled in a 100 μm type I BBO crystal. The resulting 270 nm
pulses with an energy of 0.2 μJ are used to excite the xanthone
sample. The fluorescence light emitted by the sample is imaged
onto a Kerr gate consisting of two wire grid polarizers and a
fused silica plate. The Kerr gate is operated by femtosecond
NIR (1100 nm) laser pulses obtained from a two-stage optical
parametric amplifier (OPA) again pumped by the laser/amplifier
system. The fluorescence light that passed the Kerr gate was
dispersed by a spectrometer and detected by a liquid nitrogen
cooled CCD camera. Parasitic stray light was suppressed by a
UG 5 filter (to reject the NOPA fundamental at 540 nm) and
KG 5 (to reject the ∼1100 nm gate light). The time resolution
of the setup in the near UV was ∼200 fs (full width at half-
maximum (fwhm)). The xanthone fluorescence emission lies
in the blue wing of the detection window of the Kerr setup where
its spectral sensitivity starts to drop drastically. This circum-
stance requires prolonged acquisition times which cause an
instrumental artifact. The irradiation of the Kerr medium by
the gate pulses induces a very weak background gradually rising
with time. The rising background signal feigns a long-lived
emission of xanthone. Experimental runs with the excitation
light blocked, that is, in the absence of the xanthone emission,
allow that contribution to be estimated and the intrinsic behavior
of xanthone to be extracted.

Femtosecond absorption spectra were recorded with the setup
detailed in ref 11. As in the fluorescence experiments, the sample
was excited by the frequency doubled output of a NOPA
pumped by a conventional 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser/amplifier system.
Two wavelengths were used for the excitation process: 266
and 340 nm. The excitation energy was equal to ∼400 nJ at
the sample location for both wavelengths. Absorption changes
induced by these pump pulses were probed by a white light
continuum generated by focusing a portion of the amplifier
fundamental into a CaF2 plate. The white light was split into a
probe and reference branch. Both probe and reference continua
were spectrally dispersed and recorded in single shot fashion

Figure 1. Principle of the experimental determination of contact rates in peptides. Two residues of a peptide chain are marked with an acceptor
(A) and a donor (D), respectively. In a thermal ensemble of those marked peptides, the acceptor is photoexcited by a laser pulse. If during their
diffusive motion the markers come into close contact, energy will be transferred indicating this contact.

Figure 2. Jablonski diagram depicting the various excited states of
xanthone and their potential decay patterns. (a) Branched kinetics. (b)
Sequential kinetics. Rate constants for intersystem crossing processes
are kISC,1,2, and those for internal conversion are kIC,1,2. Only ISC
processes allowed by the El-Sayed rules are considered. Thick arrows
represent large rate constants.
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by diode arrays.12 The probe continuum overlaps in the sample
with the pump light, and the reference continuum passes through
a part of the sample not excited by the pump light. The pump-
probe spectra were recorded with a magic angle setting.

For the femtosecond experiments, xanthone (Fluka) was
dissolved in absolute ethanol (Merck, VLSI Selectipur). The
concentrations of the sample solutions were in the range of 2-5
mM. The concentrations of 1-methylnaphthalene (Fluka) were
adjusted by adding the respective volumes to the solutions.
Xanthonic acid was synthesized and purified as decribed in ref
2. The concentrations of the acid in water and ethanol were
about 0.5 mM. The solutions were exchanged between the laser
shots by pumping them through fused silica flow cells (optical
path length of 0.5 mm in the absorption experiment and 1 mm
in the fluorescence experiment).

Transient absorption data in the nano- to microsecond realm
were collected using a laser flash photolysis reaction analyzer
(LKS.60) from Applied Photophysics. Xanthone was excited
selectively by using a Quantel Nd:YAG laser (354.6 nm, 4 ns
pulse of 50 mJ). For the pseudo-first-order quenching experi-
ments, xanthone (Fluka, purum) was dissolved in ethanol
(Merck, Uvasol) to a concentration of 0.05 mM measured by
UV spectroscopy (ε335 ) 6700 M-1 cm-1). 1-Methylnaphthalene
(Fluka, purum; ε280 ) 6000 M-1 cm-1) was added to concentra-
tions ranging from 1 to 10 mM. The temperature was 295.6 K.
The kinetics was typically measured five times, averaged, and
analyzed using ProFit (Quansoft, Zürich, Switzerland). All rate
constants were obtained by fitting the decay of the xanthone
triplet at 610 nm.

Steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectra were re-
corded with a diode array spectrometer (Specord S100) and a
Fluorolog 1680 0.22 m double spectrometer from Specs,
respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Fluorescence Decay of Xanthone. When excited with
UV light, xanthone emits a very weak fluorescence peaking
around 380 nm (see the insert in Figure 3). A rough estimate
for the lifetime of the excited 1ππ* state may be obtained from
the fluorescence quantum yield and the application of the
Strickler-Berg relation13 yielding a lifetime of the 1ππ* state
of the order of τ1 ) 1 ps. Direct experimental access to τ1 is
obtained by measuring the time dependence of the emission
decay with the help of a Kerr shutter setup. A typical time trace

is depicted in Figure 3. After an instrumentally limited rise,
the fluorescence emission decays within ∼1 ps. The weak
background observed stems from emission of the Kerr medium
induced by the gate pulses. This weak emission gradually rises
with time and is responsible for the small offset (see the time
trace recorded with the excitation light blocked in Figure 3).
Thus, only the initial emission decay originates from the
xanthone sample. An exponential fit considering the experi-
mental response function yields a time constant of ∼1.5 ps.
Since the emission monitors the population of the excited 1ππ*
state, we can conclude that this state decays with τ1 ∼ 1.5 ps.
As this value is in line with the prediction based on fluorescence
quantum yield, a contribution of a long-lived component, for
which the Kerr setup is not very sensitive, can be ruled out.

3.2. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Absorption changes
of xanthone with the femtosecond excitation tuned to the
maximum of its ππ* transition (340 nm) were recorded in a
spectral region ranging from 370 to 700 nm (Figure 4a gives
an overview of the data, and transient spectra at selected delay

Figure 3. Decay of the fluorescence emission of xanthone at 414 nm
(O) following 270 nm excitation recorded with a Kerr setup. The
contribution of a slowly rising background emission is included (+).
In this blank experiment, all parameters were identical to the experiment
on the xanthone except for the blocked excitation light. The insert shows
the absorption and fluorescence spectra of xanthone in ethanol.

Figure 4. Transient absorption spectra of xanthone following 340 nm
excitation. (a) Overview. (b) Transient spectra at distinct delay times.
(c) Decay associated spectra.
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times are depicted in Figure 4b). Immediately after photoexci-
tation, a weak and broad transient absorption peaking around
700 nm is formed (excited-state absorption from the 1ππ* state).
The decay of this signature within ∼1 ps gives way to a stronger
and sharper feature centered around 620 nm. The 620 nm band
continues to rise during ∼15 ps. On the time scale of our
experiments (up to 3.5 ns), this feature remains constant in
amplitude, though the center of the spectrum slightly shifts to
the blue on the 50 ps time scale. To obtain quantitative
information on the kinetics, the data were subject to a global
fitting procedure. As a model function, a sum of exponentials
(decaying absorption corresponds to positive amplitudes) con-
voluted with an instrumental response (Gaussian with a width
of 200 fs fwhm) was used. A satisfactory agreement between
data and fit was obtained using four exponentials and an offset
to account for the triplet absorption persistent in the time range
(up to ∼3 ns) of the femtosecond experiment. The time constants
derived are ∼0.5, 1.3, 12, and 62 ps, and the corresponding
decay associated spectra are depicted in Figure 4c. The spectra
associated with the time constants of 1.3 and 12 ps both have
negative sign (indicative for the buildup of an absorption)
throughout most of the spectral region covered and are similar
though not identical in shape. The 62 ps spectrum is sigmoidal,
representing a blue shift of the ∼620 nm band with time. The
spectrum of the offset peaks at 610 nm and has a width of 50
nm (fwhm). From comparison of this spectrum with the
spectrum obtained by nanosecond spectroscopy,14 it can be
safely assigned to the absorption of the relaxed triplet state of
xanthone in ethanol. Transient absorption experiments have also
been performed with the excitation tuned to 266 nm. The
observed transient spectra and derived time constants are
virtually identical to those in the experiments presented above
(excitation wavelength of 340 nm). Thus, the different excitation
wavelengths in the fluorescence and the absorption experiments
do not seem to alter the photodynamics and the two may be
directly compared. Very similar results were also obtained for
xanthonic acid in ethanol (data not shown). Xanthonic acid in
water shows similar kinetics in the time domain τ < 200 ps.
However, the blue shift of the triplet absorption band occurs
here with a 300 ps time constant (data not shown).

3.3. Triplet Quenching by 1-Methyl-naphthalene (1-MN).
Naphthalene and derivatives are known to quench the triplet
states of aromatic ketones such as benzophenone and xanthone
at least partially via intermolecular energy transfer.15,16 The
question of whether electron transfer can compete with energy
transfer will be addressed below. In the following, the depen-
dence of the photokinetics of xanthone on the concentration of
the naphthalene derivative 1-MN is investigated. These experi-
ments not only allow us to draw conclusions on the quenching
dynamics but also help to elucidate the ISC mechanism of
xanthone. Addition of 1-MN to a solution of xanthone reduces
the lifetime of the triplet spectrum centered around 610 nm (see
Figure 5). For low quencher concentrations of e0.01 M, the
lifetime reduction can be traced by nanosecond laser flash
photolysis. Here, the rate constant kTT of the decay of the
xanthone triplet absorption scales linearly with the quencher
concentrations (Figure 7). Higher quencher concentrations
require femtosecond techniques to time resolve the energy
transfer dynamics. This is illustrated by a measurement per-
formed on xanthone in the presence of 0.6 M (10 vol %) 1-MN
(Figure 5). The 610 nm absorption with an “infinite” lifetime
in pure ethanol now decays in ∼100 ps. Synchronized with this
decay, a spectrum centered around 420 nm rises. This spectrum
can be safely assigned to the triplet state of 1-MN;17,18 that is,

as expected for an energy transfer process the decay of the
xanthone triplet goes along with the population of the 1-MN
triplet.

The temporal behavior of this transfer for various quencher
concentrations can be nicely represented by two spectral
integrals (Figure 6). The first integral (550-650 nm) covers
the triplet absorption of xanthone (lower part of Figure 6), and
the second integral (414-438 nm) that of the 1-MN. In the
absence of a quencher, the biphasic rise of the xanthone triplet
absorption is clearly represented by the “610 nm” integral. The
“420 nm” integral is virtually “silent”. In the presence of 0.06
M 1-MN, the kinetics of the rise is not altered but now the 610
nm integral decays with a time constant of ∼1.5 ns. In parallel,
the 420 nm integral rises with the same time constant. Increasing
the 1-MN concentration by a factor of 10 has the expected effect
of accelerating the decay of the 610 nm integral and the rise of
the 410 nm integral by roughly the same factor. A closer
inspection of that rise shows that it is multiphasic and its
description with exponentials requires at least three terms with

Figure 5. Transient absorption spectra of xanthone in the presence of
0.6 M 1-MN following 340 nm excitation. (a) Overview. (b) Transient
spectra at distinct delay times. (c) Decay associated spectra.
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time constants of 2, 15, and 120 ps. The amplitudes of these
terms are comparable. Note that the 2 ps time constant is shorter
than the slow component observed for the rise of the xanthone
triplet in the absence of a quencher. For the highest quencher
concentration, that is, when performing the experiment in neat
1-MN, one obtains very fast and very simple quenching kinetics.
The 420 nm integral rises in 2 ps, and the integral representing
the xanthone triplet absorption decays in 2 ps to a small offset.
Inspection of the spectrally resolved data (not shown) clearly
demonstrates that this offset stems from a tail of the 1-MN triplet
absorption and not from a residual xanthone triplet population.

Surprisingly, for a concentration of 3.0 M kinetics is found
that deviates from the overall trend. In addition to the ultrafast
kinetics which is comparable to the behavior in neat 1-MN, a
longer lived component with a time constant of 1 ns appears
that is absent even in the 0.6 M experiment. A possible origin
for this anomaly will be addressed in the discussion.

4. Discussion

4.1. Intersystem Crossing in Xanthone. Ultrafast Spectros-
copy of Xanthone. The time-resolved fluorescence data presented
here allow us to exactly pin down the decay time of the primarily
excited 1ππ* state of xanthone. In previous time-resolved
absorption experiments,8 this time could only be inferred
indirectly from the rise of the triplet spectrum. Among the four
excited states (1ππ*, 3ππ*, 1nπ*, and 3nπ*) within energetic
reach of the photoexcitation, only the 1ππ* state shares an
appreciable transition moment with the ground state. Transitions
from the singlet ground state to the two triplet state are spin
forbidden, and the transition to the 1nπ* state is forbidden by
symmetry. The extinction coefficient for that transition is 6 M-1

cm-1 as compared to 12 000 M-1 cm-1 for the allowed transition
to the 1ππ* state.19 Thus, the only emissive state is the 1ππ*
state and the decay of the fluorescence with a time constant of
τ ∼ 1.5 ps32 can be safely assigned to the depletion of this state.
If the 1.5 ps time constant characterizes the depletion of the
1ππ* state, the additional 0.5 ps component present in the
transient absorption experiment has to be associated with
relaxation processes within the 1ππ* state and not with its decay.

From the three states that might be populated in the course
of the 1ππ* decay, the 3ππ* state can be excluded since such
a transition would violate El-Sayed’s rules. Thus, only the 1ππ*
f 1nπ* IC process (rate constant kIC,1) and the 1ππ* f 3nπ*
ISC process (rate constant kISC,1) have to be taken into

consideration. The sum of the rate constants kIC,1 + kISC,1 is
equal to the observed rate constant for the decay of the emissive
state (kIC,1 + kISC,1 ) 1/τ1 ) (1.5 ps)-1). Partioning that decay
into the two channels requires additional information on the
involved states. The global analysis of the transient absorption
spectra associates the rise of a strong absorption band around
610 nm with the τ1 ) 1.5 ps kinetic component. The shape and
position of that spectrum are very close to those of the triplet
spectrum of xanthone reported in the literature.4 Thus, it seems
likely that the 1.5 ps process populates at least partially a triplet
state. On the other hand, the singlet 1nπ* state could have a
very similar spectral signature to the 3nπ* state and therefore a
contribution or even a domination of the 1ππ* f 1nπ* IC
process cannot be excluded on the basis of these results.

The next process (time constant of 12 ps) in the biphasic
rise of the triplet absorption is characterized by a spectrum which
is slightly blue shifted and has a somewhat smaller width than
the 1.5 ps spectrum. This spectrum represents the changes
associated with the population of the finally reached triplet state.
The sigmoidal feature with a characteristic time of 62 ps
observed thereafter describes a blue shift of the triplet absorp-
tion. A similar effect has been found for the thio-analogue of
xanthone (thioxanthone).20 By examination of this shift for
thioxanthone in several solvents, it was demonstrated that the
characteristic times of this shift correlate with the dielectric
responses of the solvents.20 For ethanol, a value of 72 ps was
derived which nicely matches the value reported here. Thus,
the 62 ps time constant is not associated with a buildup of the
triplet absorption and the 12 ps kinetic component thus describes
the slowest part of this rise. Special care has to be taken for the
assignment of this ∼12 ps kinetic component. The assignment
of the observed absorption changes depends on the reaction
model. They may result either from an increase of the population
in the triplet manifold, that is, from the 1nπ*f 3ππ* transition
(branched kinetics, Figure 2a), or from a 3nπ*f 3ππ* transition
(sequential kinetics, Figure 2b). In the latter case, the absorption
spectra of the two triplet states have to be similar in shape but
the extinction coefficient of the 3ππ state has to be ap-
proximately twice that of the 3nπ* state. Since no independent
access to these extinction coefficients is available, a final
decision between branched and sequential kinetics on the
spectroscopic results alone is still not possible. Here, the
quenching experiments come into play.

Quenching Kinetics: Dynamic and Static Limit. For bimo-
lecular quenching experiments, two limiting cases are known:
the dynamic and static regimes. For low concentrations of the
quencher (dynamic regime), the kinetics is pseudo-first-order
(even the lowest quencher concentration applied in this paper
is much higher than the xanthone concentration) with the rate
constant kTT given5 by

The plot of the quenching rate constant versus the 1-MN
concentration (Figure 7) confirms this simple law for concentra-
tions lower than 0.06 M. Note that this plot includes results
obtained by nanosecond and femtosecond experiments. The
bimolecular rate constant kq obtained by a linear fit of the data
in Figure 7 is 7.2 × 109 M-1 s-1 and is close to the value of
5.4 × 109 M-1 s-1 predicted by a simple Smoluchowski-
Stokes-Einstein treatment.21 This indicates that in this con-
centration regime the quenching is controlled by diffusion.

Simple single-exponential kinetics is also observed in neat
1-MN; here the formation of the 1-MN triplet can be described
with one time constant of τ ∼ 1.8 ps (see the behavior of the

Figure 6. Time dependences of the spectral integrals covering the
absorption of the 1-MN triplet (upper part) and that of the xanthone
triplet absorption (lower part) for different 1-MN concentrations. For
a better representation, the time traces in the lower part have been turned
upside down. The 1-MN concentrations were (a) 0 M, (b) 0.06 M, (c)
0.6 M, (d) 3.0 M, and (e) neat 1-MN.

kTT ) kq[1-MN] (2)
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rise of the 1-MN triplet absorption in the upper part of Figure
6, curve e). In this static limit, the xanthone molecule is
surrounded by quenchers at the instant of photoexcitation and
no diffusional motion is required to induce the quenching
process. The triplet quenching in this limit is faster than the
slower component (12 ps) in the formation of the triplet
absorption of xanthone in neat ethanol.

Quenching Kinetics: Intermediate Concentration Range and
the 3.0 M Anomaly. Of course there is a smooth transition
between the dynamic and the static regimes. A concentration
of 0.6 M 1-MN nicely marks this interim domain where both
regimes leave their kinetic imprint. The slow component of 120
ps obeys the prediction of eq 2, but faster components of 15 ps
and even 2 ps for the rise of the 1-MN triplet absorption
represent a static contribution to the quenching. Such complex
kinetics is frequently observed for bimolecular photo-
processes provided that one of the reaction partners is present
in high concentrations. Often these studies addressed the
quenching of excited singlet states (for a review which includes
theoretical description see ref 22), but an identical behavior
should prevail in triplet quenching.

The 3.0 M experiment deviates from the smooth trend from
a dynamic to a static behavior. On short time scales, the 2 ps
component dominates the quenching kinetics. Thus, static
quenching is the exclusive mechanism in that time domain.
Quite surprisingly, in addition to this picosecond process the
decay kinetics of the xanthone triplet contains a component with
a time constant of ∼3 ns. This time is longer than the 120 ps
observed for the dynamic quenching in the 0.6 M experiment.
At present, a final explanation of this anomaly cannot be given.
It might have its origin in the mixing thermodynamics of 1-MN
and ethanol in combination with preferential solvation. Aromatic
hydrocarbons (like 1-MN) and alcohols are known to have
positive mixing enthalpies ΔHm,23 and this endothermicity
usually peaks for a molar fraction of 0.5 of one of the
constituents.24 A concentration of 3.0 M 1-MN in ethanol
corresponds to a molar fraction of 0.3. Typical peak values for
ΔHm are 1 kJ/mol,24 which is close to the term of the entropy
gain TΔSm which equals ∼1.6 kJ/mol25 for ideal solutions.
Therefore, the free energy change of mixing ΔGm will be close
to zero and these solutions are at the edge of separation. It is to
be expected that such a solution microscopically consists of
clusters where 1-MN is enriched and others where ethanol is
enriched. The xanthone molecules could then be partitioned
between these clusters. The rather polar xanthone molecule
might dominately be solvated by ethanol. Examples for such a

preferential solvation are abundant in the literature (see e.g. ref
26 and references therein). With these findings, one could derive
a model for the 3.0 M anomaly. A fraction of the xanthone
molecules are situated in ethanol clusters. Their triplet states
are quenched slowly as the 1-MN molecules have to diffuse
into these clusters. The other fraction is surrounded by 1-MN
molecules, and rapid static quenching is possible. This is of
course only a hypothesis, and its validation requires further
experiments. For the purpose of this paper, it can be set aside
since on the time scale of interest here (piocoseconds) the 3.0
M experiment is in line with those at other concentrations,
particularly with that in neat 1-MN.

Quenching Mechanism: Energy Transfer Versus Electron
Transfer. In neat 1-MN, the formation of a 1-MN triplet with
a time constant of 1.8 ps is faster than the slower component
of the rise of the triplet absorption of xanthone in ethanol (12
ps). An interpretation of this surprising finding requires a
discussion of the quenching mechanism. Two processes may
contribute to the ultrafast quenching: triplet energy transfer and
electron transfer generating a radical pair consisting of a 1-MN
cation and a xanthone anion. Based on photocurrent measure-
ments, Högemann and Vauthey excluded an electron-transfer
quenching of triplet xanthone by 1-MN.16 For naphthalenes with
a less positive oxidation potential, an electron transfer is found
to occur. This behavior is explained by the energetics of the
process. While the gain of free energy ΔG is essentially zero
for the electron transfer between triplet xanthone and 1-MN, it
is negative for naphthalenes with a less positive oxidation
potential, and electron transfer is feasible. However, for an
electron transfer starting from an excited singlet state of
xanthone the free energy released during electron transfer is
higher than for the triplet electron transfer. The energy of a
radical pair is virtually independent of its spin state,27 and the
energy of the initial states is larger by the singlet triplet splitting
of xanthone (∼0.3 eV19). Therefore, starting from singlet excited
xanthone electron transfer is exergonic by ∼0.3 eV and fast
electron transfer cannot be excluded. In the experiments
presented in ref 16, due to the low (0.1 M) quencher concentra-
tions such a singlet electron transfer could not occur since the
intersystem crossing is finished before donor and acceptor meet.
For the experiments in neat 1-MN presented here, one could
imagine that electron transfer offers an additional decay channel
for the excited singlet state.

Several observations allow quenching by electron transfer to
be excluded. First, within the accuracy of transient absorption
experiments the absorbance of triplet 1-MN after termination
of the quenching is identical for different 1-MN concentrations.
In other words, the yield of triplet 1-MN shows no dependence
on the quencher concentration. Since electron transfer would
constitute a competing quenching mechanism, one would expect
a reduction of the triplet yield for high quencher concentrations.
Second, in the experiments on xanthone in neat 1-MN no
spectral signature of the xanthone anion nor of the 1-MN cation
is detected. The respective signatures should be observed in a
spectral range of 550-720 nm.16 After the ultrafast decay of
the xanthone triplet spectrum within 1 ps, no longer lived
signatures can be seen in this region. Thus the radical pair, if
formed, has to be generated and has to recombine within less
than 1 ps. Considering the highly different free energies which
are released in both processes (-0.3 eV for the formation of
the singlet radical pair and -3.18 eV16 for its recombination),
simple calculations based on the Marcus theory exclude ultrafast
kinetics for both processes. Therefore, for the following it seems
justified to take only energy transfer mechanisms into account.

Figure 7. Dynamic quenching rate constant in dependence on the
1-MN concentration. The large (log-log) plot includes nanosecond (b)
and femtosecond data (2 for the slowest component, 9 and 0 for the
faster components). The insert focuses on the nanosecond experiments.
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Quenching Mechanism: Branched Versus Sequential Kinetics.
The absence of the 12 ps time constant in neat 1-MN can only
be understood if all xanthone molecules undergo ISC with a
time constant of 1.5 ps. Thus, the data are not compatible with
a branched mechanism as described by Figure 2a. In that
mechanism, the slow component would originate from the ISC
between the 1nπ* and the 3ππ* state. A quenching of the 1nπ*
state by singlet-singlet energy transfer between excited xan-
thone and 1-MN is not feasible since the excited singlet state
of 1-MN lies energetically well above that of xanthone.21 A
singlet triplet energy transfer though energetically possible is
spin-forbidden and will not occur between different molecules
with such a short time constant. Therefore, the slow component
of the triplet formation cannot be assigned to the depletion of
the 1nπ* and the branched mechanism must be excluded. In
the sequential mechanism, the only deactivation channel of the
primarily excited 1ππ* state is the fast ISC process to the 3nπ*
state. That state then decays via slower (12 ps) IC to the 3ππ*
state. Already after the first transition the complete population
resides in a state of triplet multiplicity. This state can be
quenched via triplet-triplet energy transfer, and the disappear-
ance of the longer lived component of the xanthone triplet rise
in the quenching experiments is naturally explained.

What seems in conflict with this mechanism is the finding
reported in ref 8 by Cavaleri et al. that a biphasic rise of the
triplet absorption is found irrespective of the solvent polarity.
With changing polarity, the energy gap between the 3nπ* state
and the 3ππ* state is known to vary.19 Cavaleri et al. assume,
in line with ref 19, that even an inversion occurs; that is, in
polar solvents the 3ππ* state is lowest in energy whereas it is
the 3nπ* state in nonpolar surroundings. Since El-Sayed’s rules
require that an ISC process starting in the 1ππ* state will end
up in a 3nπ* state, in a nonpolar solvent the lowest triplet state
would be directly populated. In our model which claims that
the 1ππ* f 1nπ* IC is slow, this would imply a single-
exponential ISC behavior in nonpolar solvents, in contradiction
to the findings of Cavaleri et al. However, the inversion of the
triplet states has been questioned by Connors et al.28,29 They
performed temperature-dependent phosphorescence experiments
indicating that the energy gap between the triplet states is very
small in nonpolar solvents but that the 3ππ* state remains the
state of lowest energy. The energy gap is smaller than kT at
room temperature, and the 3ππ* state can “behave” like a 3nπ*
state via thermal activation. Thus, the energetic ordering 1ππ*,
3nπ*, and 3ππ* on which our sequential model depends seems
to hold irrespective of the solvent polarity.

In the sequential mechanism proposed here, the ISC process
from the 1ππ* state to the 3nπ* state is faster than the following
IC process within the triplet manifold. This might be somewhat
surprising. Yet, for El-Sayed allowed ISC processes the
electronic couplings mediating the ISC transitions can be of
the same order of magnitude as those of IC processes. For
xanthone, this is supported by recent high-resolution spectra.30

Still, one might argue that the IC process should be faster
because of the energy gap law.5 The energy gap between the
triplet states is smaller than the pertinent separation of the 1ππ*
state and the triplet states. As the energetic separations are rather
small, a few 1000 cm-1 for the ISC and a few 100 cm-1 for the
IC process, a breakdown of the energy gap law is at least not
unlikely, since the energies released in the transitions approach
the value of typical vibrational quanta. A thorough analysis
would require a quantum chemical treatment not only of the
Franck-Condon factors (replacing the energy gap term) but also
of the respective coupling elements. Here, we just stress that

our experimental kinetic data point to an ISC process that is
faster than IC.

4.2. Ultrafast Quenching Dynamics. The experiments on
the triplet quenching at different 1-MN concentrations can also
be used to obtain information on the quenching process itself.
At low 1-MN concentrations, see Figures 5 and 6, exponential
kinetics with a linear concentration dependence of the quenching
rates is obtained. This is expected from the Smoluchowski-
Stokes-Einstein treatment (see eq 2). At higher quencher
concentrations, deviations from the single-exponential behavior
result. At the highest concentrations, a single-exponential rise
of the 1-MN triplet absorption is found with the time constant
of the xanthone triplet formation (see above). This single
exponentiality and the low transient concentration of the
precursor state (see lower part Figure 6, curve e), the xanthone
triplet, indicate that the transition rate k3Xf3(1-MN) )
1/τ3Xf3(1-MN) from the triplet of xanthone to 1-MN is consider-
ably faster (τ < 1 ps) than the formation time (1.5 ps) of the
xanthone triplet itself. From the experiments with neat 1-MN
as a solvent, we cannot decide whether the fast quenching rate
is due to single, well-placed quenching molecules or due to the
large number of 1-MN molecules in contact with the triplet
donor.

A distinction between the two scenarios should be possible
based on the quenching experiments at lower 1-MN concentra-
tions. Lowering this concentration decreases the average number
of acceptor molecules surrounding the xanthone donor. If the
rate constant of the static quenching were dependent on that
number, one would expect a decrease of the rate constant of
the fastest component. Let us consider the experiments with a
1-MN concentration of 0.6 M. The rise of the 1-MN triplet
absorption, which is directly related to the energy transfer, can
be described by three time constants: 2 ps (relative contribution
of 30%), 15 ps (40%), and 120 ps (30%). The process associated
with the longest time constant obeys eq 2 and is therefore
assigned to dynamic quenching. The 15 ps component is
assigned to the transition regime between static and dynamic
quenching. The 2 ps contribution finally is due to purely static
quenching. This time constant is identical to the one observed
for neat 1-MN, that is, with a quencher concentration 10 times
higher. In other words, only the amplitude of the static
quenching but not its rate constant decreases with concentration.
Thus, the rate constant for the static quenching does not scale
with the number of acceptors in close contact. It seems to be
sufficient to have a single 1-MN in contact with triplet excited
xanthone for energy transfer within e1 ps to occur. Such a
behavior is not covered by the usual treatments of bimolecular
quenching such as the Collins-Kimball approach31 and the more
sophisticated models mentioned in ref 22.

5. Conclusion

The investigation of transient emission and absorption in a
wide range of wavelengths on xanthone and xanthone/1-methyl-
naphthalene solutions yielded important new information on the
ISC in xanthone and on triplet quenching. It was shown that
triplet formation after optical excitation of xanthone is an
ultrafast process. The reaction is sequential, proceeding from
the 1ππ* to the 3nπ* state within 1.5 ps and followed by a slower
(12 ps) internal conversion in the triplet manifold to the 3ππ*
state. 1-Methyl-naphthalene acts as an efficient and ultrafast
quencher for the xanthone triplet state. Quenching occurs on
the 1 ps time scale. The experiments show that the system
xanthone/1-methyl-naphthalene can be used for the study of very
fast structural dynamics of peptides even on the picosecond time
scale.
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Photo-excited xanthone is known to undergo ultrafast intersystem crossing (ISC) in the 1 ps time

domain. Correspondingly, its fluorescence quantum yield in most solvents is very small (B10�4).

Surprisingly, the quantum yield in water is 100 times larger, while ISC is still rapid (B1 ps), as

seen by ultrafast pump probe absorption spectroscopy. Temperature dependent steady state and

time resolved fluorescence experiments point to a delayed fluorescence mechanism, where the

triplet 3np* state primarily accessed by ISC is nearly isoenergetic with the photo-excited 1pp*
state. The delayed fluorescence of xanthone in water decays with a time constant of 700 ps,

apparently by internal conversion between the 3np* state and the lowest lying triplet state 3pp*.

1. Introduction

In his classic 1963 paper1 M. El-Sayed formulated rules for the

intersystem crossing (ISC) efficiencies of photo-excited mole-

cules. These rules, which have become part of photochemistry

textbooks,2,3 state that ISC can be highly efficient if the spin

flip is accompanied by a change of the orbital character of the

electronic wavefunction. For instance, if the photo-excited

state is a singlet 1pp* state the ISC will be efficient provided

that a triplet 3np* state is energetically accessible. In aromatic

carbonyl compounds such a situation prevails and they have

indeed become textbook examples for molecules undergoing

fast ISC. At the time of publication of the El-Sayed rules the

time scales for ISC could only be inferred indirectly either

from low fluorescence or high triplet quantum yields. Mean-

while numerous time resolved experiments have been per-

formed and underscore El-Sayed’s findings.2

Xanthone has been among the aromatic carbonyl com-

pounds studied by a variety of techniques.4–11 Due to its

planar12 and rigid structure n or p character can clearly be

assigned to the orbitals. Furthermore, photo-induced molecu-

lar rearrangements are not expected to play an important role.

The first ultrafast time resolved studies on ISC in xanthone

afforded a time constant of B10 ps.6,7 In these picosecond

pump probe experiments the ISC time constant was obtained

by deconvolution. In later femtosecond experiments10 it was

demonstrated that the rise of the triplet state absorption is in

fact bi-exponential with time constants of 1.3 and 12 ps. Some

of the present authors11 had a closer look at this rise. For

xanthone in ethanol components of 1 and 10 ps carrying

nearly equal amplitudes were found. To assign these compo-

nents triplet quenching experiments were performed. In the

presence of high concentrations of the triplet quencher 1-

methylnaphthalene the 10 ps component ‘‘vanishes’’. From

this it was deduced that after 1 ps the transfer of the excited

population to one triplet state is complete. According to El-

Sayed’s rules the decay of the photo-excited 1pp* state seems

to start with an ISC process populating an 3np* state (time

constant ofB1 ps). In ref. 11, the 10 ps time constant has been

associated with the subsequent internal conversion (IC) step to

the lowest 3pp* state (cf. Fig. 1a, Fig. 3a and c). The popula-

tion of this state is followed by a further process which

manifests itself by a blue shift of the triplet absorption

spectrum. This 60 ps process has tentatively been assigned to

the dielectric relaxation of the solvent.11

For xanthone in ethanol this delivers a consistent picture

which is in line with steady state and femtosecond fluorescence

experiments.11 A puzzle arises when one looks at the fluores-

cence behavior of xanthone dissolved in water. Our interest in

this arose since peptides bearing xanthone and naphthyl

moieties as markers are used to monitor intramolecular con-

tact formation in polypeptide chains.13–15 For such experi-

ments water is the solvent of choice. The apparent

inconsistency observed is that even though ISC is very fast

in xanthone, the fluorescence quantum yield of xanthone in

water is B4%, i.e. two orders of magnitude higher than

expected. This high quantum yield in water was first described

by Pownall and Huber,4 but not further investigated. Resol-

ving this puzzle is hampered by the low solubility of xanthone

in water, which may be the reason why this issue has not been

addressed in detail. Still, this solubility is sufficient to perform

steady state and picosecond fluorescence experiments but

renders femtosecond experiments difficult. For the femtose-

cond experiments we resorted to a xanthone derivative (a

peptide bound to the xanthone, in the following referred to

as xanthone peptide) which in terms of fluorescence behavior

in water is very similar to xanthone but features a higher

solubility.
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2. Experimental

Steady state fluorescence spectra were recorded with a com-

mercial fluorimeter (Fluorolog 1680 0.22 m from Spex). The

reported fluorescence spectra were corrected for the spectral

sensitivity of the fluorimeter. 2-(1-Naphthyl)-5-phenyloxazol

(1-NPO) in cyclohexane was used as a reference dye for the

determination of the fluorescence quantum yields.16

A detailed description of the femtosecond pump probe set-

up is given in ref. 17. A 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser/amplifier system

served as a light source. Pump and probe pulses in the desired

frequency range were generated by non-linear techniques

(NOPA, SHG, and white light generation). The pertinent

parameters for the pump probe experiment were the following:

The pump light was tuned to 340 nm, had an energy of B350

nJ pulse�1 and a diameter ofB150 mM at the sample location.

Its polarization plane lay at the magic angle with respect to the

white light probe. Multi-channel probing18 spanned a spectral

range from 400–700 nm. The experimental response time was

B200 fs (FWHM). The sample was exchanged between con-

secutive laser shots by a flow system. The fused silica sample

cell had a pathlength of 0.5 mm and the optical density at the

excitation wavelength amounted to 0.5.

The picosecond fluorescence lifetime measurements were

recorded with a standard time-correlated single photon count-

ing setup.19 The excitation light was provided by a regenera-

tively amplified fs-laser system (Mira 900F, RegA 9000, and

OPA 9400, all from Coherent Inc.), yielding 70 fs pulses at 680

nm with a repetition rate of 200 kHz. This output was

frequency doubled in a 300 mm b-barium borate crystal,

resulting in 100 fs pulses at 340 nm with 50 nJ pulse energy.

Samples of xanthone and the xanthone peptide dissolved in

water or ethanol were kept in fused silica cells (1 cm path

length). For the temperature dependent measurements a flow

cell, pumped by a gear pump whose 40 ml reservoir was kept in

a thermostat, was used. Fluorescence photons were collected

in 901 geometry and after passing a monochromator (SPEX

1681), detected at 400 nm (xanthone) and 417 nm (xanthone

peptide), respectively, by a Peltier-cooled photomultiplier

(Hamamatsu, type 3809). The instrument response function

(52 ps at FWHM) was measured with stray light and decon-

voluted from the fluorescence decay using commercially avail-

able software (Fluofit from PicoQuant).

Xanthone (Fluka), 1-NPO (Lambdachrome), cyclohexane

(Merck, Uvasolv), ethanol (Merck Seccosolv), and water

(Merck LiChrosolv) were used as received. The xanthone

peptide (Xanthone-(Pro)5-Phe-Ser-Arg-Ser-Arg-Gly-CONH2)

was synthesized and purified as described in ref. 14.

3. Results

3.1. Steady state fluorescence spectroscopy

The fluorescence spectra of xanthone in ethanol and water

(Fig. 2) already reveal the striking anomaly dealt with in this

paper. The fluorescence intensities of the molecule in the two

solvents differ by two orders of magnitude. Absolute numbers

for the fluorescence quantum yields ffl are determined by

comparing the spectrally integrated fluorescence intensity with

that of a reference dye (2-(1-naphthyl)-5-phenyloxazol,1-

NPO). The quantum yield of 1-NPO is taken to be 0.7.z Based
on this reference value the fluorescence quantum yields ffl at

room temperature are 4.9 � 10�4 for xanthone in ethanol, 4.2

� 10�2 in water, and 1.5 � 10�2 for the xanthone peptide in

water (see also Table 1). The quantum yield of xanthone in

water closely matches the one reported by Pownall and Huber

(3.0 � 10�2).4 The similarity of the values of xanthone and the

xanthone peptide in water confirms that the xanthone peptide

can be used as a ‘‘placeholder’’ for xanthone in femtosecond

experiments. The quantum yield for the prompt fluorescence

fp
fl of xanthone in ethanol can be compared with a calculation

based on the relation

fp
fl ¼

tpfl
trad

: ð1Þ

The prompt fluorescence lifetime tpfl was determined by a

femtosecond Kerr gate experiment11 to be 1.5 ps. The radiative

lifetime trad of the pp* transition obtained by a Strickler–Berg

analysis21 is 15 ns. This yields a value for fp
fl of 1� 10�4, which

Fig. 1 Schematic Jablonski diagrams depicting the excited states of xanthone. Bold lines symbolize states with energies defined spectroscopically

(1pp* and 3pp*), grey shades stand for states (1np* and 3pp*) for which the energetic positions are deduced indirectly and are not well defined.

Transitions among these states considered here are indicated by arrows. (a) Mechanism as discussed in ref. 11. (b) Mechanism incorporating the

findings of this study. (c) Schematic potential energy curves illustrating the origin of a barrier for the IC.

z In his handbook of fluorescence spectra Berlman20 reported a
quantum yield of 0.94 for 1-NPO. The lifetime data compiled in this
book afforded a somewhat lower yield of 0.74. This is very close to the
quantum yield of 0.70 reported in another study.16
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is of the right magnitude. The experimental value of the total

fluorescence quantum yield ffl = 4.9 � 10�4 (see above) is

somewhat larger, pointing to the existence of an additional

fluorescence component.

The high fluorescence quantum yield of xanthone in water

can be explained by two alternative models: (i) A much longer

ISC time would directly translate into a longer fluorescence

lifetime and thus to a larger value of ffl. (ii) A delayed

fluorescence scheme with a triplet state in energetic vicinity

to the fluorescent singlet state would also lead to a large value

of ffl in water. A comparison of femtosecond pump probe

experiments of xanthone in ethanol and the xanthone peptide

in water (see below) will support explanation (ii).

3.2. Femtosecond pump probe spectroscopy

Samples of xanthone in ethanol and the xanthone peptide in

water were excited with 340 nm femtosecond pump pulses. The

spectral response was probed by a white light continuum in a

multi-channel fashion. The detection range covers the absorp-

tion band of the xanthone triplet22 peaking around 600 nm

(Fig. 3). The data for xanthone in ethanol, already published

in ref. 11, are included here for the sake of comparison.

Immediately after photo-excitation xanthone in ethanol shows

a weak and broad induced absorption of the excited singlet

state (Fig. 3a). Subsequently the transient absorption rises in

the aforementioned bi-phasic fashion (time constants of 1.3

and 12 ps, see amplitude spectra in Fig. 3c). Triplet quenching

experiments11 have shown that the ISC process is related to the

1.3 ps kinetic component. These fast kinetics are followed by

an apparent blue shift of the triplet spectrum occurring with a

characteristic time of 62 ps. This spectral change can alter-

natively be described by the decay of a red absorption band

and the concomitant rise of a blue band.

For the xanthone peptide in water similar features are

observed. There is a transient absorption around 600 nm at

early delay times, which also points to a rapid formation of the

triplet state (Fig. 3b). The rise of this absorption can be

modelled with two time constants of 0.35 and 3 ps (Fig. 3d).

The apparent blue shift here develops on a longer time scale

with a dominant 320 ps component. The spectral evolution

here clearly features an isosbestic point around 630 nm,

suggesting a transition between two distinct states—and not

a spectral shift.

The picosecond rise of an induced absorption band around

600 nm gives evidence that the xanthone peptide in water as

well as xanthone in ethanol both rapidly populate a triplet

state. To sum up, a longer ISC time for the xanthone peptide

in water as compared to xanthone in ethanol is not observed.

Thus, the duration of the ISC cannot be responsible for the

high fluorescence quantum yield of the xanthone peptide (or

xanthone) in water contrary to model (i). Our proposed model

of a delayed fluorescence mechanism would call for an emis-

sive singlet state and a triplet state being populated at the same

time. To support this explanation, we studied the fluorescence

emission of xanthone in greater detail.

3.3. Picosecond fluorescence spectroscopy

Temperature controlled xanthone samples were excited with

340 nm pulses (duration 100 fs, repetition rate 200 kHz). Time

dependent fluorescence emission at 400 nm (xanthone in water

and ethanol) and at 417 nm (xanthone peptide) was detected

via time correlated single photon counting. The time resolu-

tion of the set-up was B50 ps and thus the ultrafast (B1 ps)

fluorescence component as the one reported in ref. 11 could

not be resolved. The xanthone samples feature fluorescence

decay times on the 100 ps time scale (Fig. 4). The time traces

were subject to single exponential, or—where appropriate—bi-

exponential fits. At room temperature xanthone in water

features the slowest decay time with 706 ps, followed by the

xanthone peptide in water (316 ps (84%) and 948 ps (16%)),

and xanthone in ethanol (57 ps). The values for the xanthone

peptide in water and xanthone in ethanol agree with the

characteristic times for the blue shifts observed in the pump

probe experiments.

For xanthone both in water and ethanol (data for ethanol

not shown) the fluorescence decay speeds up with rising

temperature (Fig. 4). For xanthone in water we find values

between 998 ps at 280 K and 188 ps at 332 K. This decrease in

Table 1 Compilation of the fluorescence properties of xanthone
determined is this study. For the calculation of the fluorescence
quantum yield ffl a value of 0.7 for the yield of the reference dye 1-
NPO was assumed. The lifetimes of the delayed fluorescence tdfl stem
from the single photon counting experiments. The singlet fraction s
was calculated using eqn (4)

ff1 tdfl/ps s

Xanthone in ethanol
294 K 4.9 � 10�4 57 0.1
Xanthone in water
280 K 5.8 � 10�2 998 1.16
294 K 4.2 � 10�2 706 1.18
307 K 2.8 � 10�2 480 1.16
320 K 1.9 � 10�2 30�2 1.25
332 K 1.1 � 10�2 188 1.16
Xanthone peptide in water
294 K 1.5 � 10�2 316 0.94

Fig. 2 Fluorescene spectra of the xanthone samples investigated in

this study in comparison with the reference dye. The excitation light

was tuned to 344 nm and was in resonance with the 1pp* transition of

xanthone. The absorbances of the samples at 344 nm were matched (A

= 0.15 OD), so that the intensities of the spectra can be directly

compared. Note the logarithmic intensity axis.
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fluorescence lifetime with rising temperature nicely correlates

with the decrease in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 4c). Due to the

limited time resolution of the single photon counting experi-

ment a corresponding graph for xanthone in ethanol could not

be recorded. Yet, the qualitative behavior—decrease of life-

time and intensity—is the same.

4. Discussion

The quenching experiments on xanthone in ethanol11 men-

tioned in the Introduction have given evidence for a complete

transfer of the photo-excited population into a triplet state

within B1.5 ps. The pump probe spectra of xanthone in

ethanol and the xanthone peptide in water both show an

absorption band around 600 nm characteristic for the

xanthone triplet. Thus, it is very likely that for the xanthone

peptide in water some picoseconds after the pump pulse at

least a portion of the excited state population must also reside

in a triplet state. So it is quite surprising that at the same time

we are seeing fluorescence emission of the molecule. In fact,

these two at first glance contradictive observations were

already made for xanthone in water by Mohtat et

al.23—though they did not further comment on it. As men-

tioned above this apparent contradiction can be resolved by a

delayed fluorescence mechanism2 (see Fig. 1b), where the

following processes occur: The primarily excited singlet state

undergoes fast ISC characterized by a rate constant mkISC.

Thereby m is the number of triplet product states involved in

the ISC process, and kISC is the rate constant for the transfer

to one triplet substate. A rate constant k�ISC is assigned to the

backward ISC process from one triplet state to the singlet

state. Due to detailed balance this constant obeys the relation

k�ISC ¼ kISCe
�DEST
kT : ð2Þ

Here, DEST is the energy gap between the singlet and triplet

states (which is taken to be a positive quantity and we assume

that the entropy does not change during the singlet triplet

transition). In this scheme an equilibrium between singlet and

triplet states is approached with an observed rate constant kobs
= mkISC þ k�ISC. The fractional population s of the singlet

state in equilibrium is given by

s ¼ 1

mþ e
�DEST
kT

e
�DEST
kT : ð3Þ

Processes depleting either the singlet or triplet state will limit

the time for which the equilibrium prevails and for which

delayed fluorescence can be observed. As the radiative lifetime

of xanthone in water is long (trad E 20 ns), it is obvious that

radiative depletion does not significantly contribute to the

delayed fluorescence lifetime. Internal conversion between the
1pp* state and the ground state might contribute to the decay

Fig. 3 Femtosecond pump probe experiments on xanthone in ethanol (left panel, taken from ref. 11) and the xanthone peptide in water (right

panel). In the upper panel the experimental data are given as transient absorption spectra at delay times indicated. The circles mark the isosbestic

points. In the lower panel decay associated spectra retrieved from a global fit are depicted. The 316 ps and 948 ps time constants were taken from

the fluorescence experiment. A fit with free floating parameters yielded comparable results.
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of the delayed fluorescence. Such an internal conversion would

compete with the population of the lowest (long-lived) triplet

state and the yield of this state would depend on the delayed

fluorescence lifetime. This lifetime is a factor of 10 shorter for

xanthone in ethanol as compared to xanthone in water. The

relative triplet yield for the two samples was determined by

recording the transient absorption spectra for a delay time of

B1 ns (data not shown, the transient spectra depicted in Fig. 4

should not be compared, since the experimental conditions for

both solutions were not identical). Under the assumption that

the extinction coefficients are equal for both samples their

triplet yields are very close to each other (within B50%).

Thus, the internal conversion to the ground state does not

seem to contribute to the delayed fluorescence lifetime. Neither

can the decay of the lowest triplet state of xanthone hold

responsible for the delayed fluorescence lifetime. Even with

oxygen quenching taken into account this triplet lifetime is

B0.5 ms.24 This is orders of magnitude too long to explain the

B700 ps fluorescence decay. From this we can conclude that

the triplet state involved in the delayed fluorescence is not the

lowest triplet state. Some information on the nature of this

triplet state can be gained from the singlet fraction s which is in

turn related with the energy gap DEST (see eqn (3)). The

fraction s is connected to the fluorescence quantum yield ffl

and the experimentally accessed lifetimes by

ffl ¼
tpfl þ stdfl
trad

: ð4Þ

The lifetime of the prompt fluorescence tpfl we take to be 1.5 ps

which is the value determined for xanthone in ethanol by the

Kerr gate experiment.11 Pump probe experiments on the

xanthone peptide in water feature a shortest time constant of

roughly the same magnitude (0.35 ps). Xanthone in water is

assumed to behave like the xanthone peptide in water. And

thus, the value for tpfl of 1.5 ps is used for all samples. The

delayed fluorescence decays with a characteristic time tdfl
measured in the single photon counting experiment. The

computed fractions s are compiled in Table 1. It turns out

that for xanthone in water tpfl is much smaller than the term s

tdfl. Thus, the latter term mainly determines the value of ffl.

For xanthone and the xanthone peptide in water values for s

E 1 are determined. It has to be stressed that if the energy gap

DEST is taken to be positive—that is the triplet state lies below

the singlet state—the maximum value of s is 0.5. It should be

noted that the determination of fluorescence quantum yields is

subject to appreciable uncertainties (note that we only per-

formed a relative determination). Therefore the basic informa-

tion retrieved from the evaluation of s should only be that

within this model the energy gap DEST is close to zero. The

temperature independence of s (see Table 1) is a further

indication of the fact that DEST is close to zero.

Considering the aforementioned findings the temperature

dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield ffl—defined in

eqn (4)—is solely due to the change of the lifetime tdfl. In our

model this lifetime is given by the time for which the equili-

brium between excited singlet and triplet states lasts. Thus, the

depletion of the triplet state in equilibrium has to be tempera-

ture dependent. It is important to note that for xanthone in

ethanol the same situation prevails. In ethanol the equilibrium

lasts for only 60 ps and the singlet fraction s in equilibrium

Fig. 4 Time correlated single photon counting experiment on xanthone in water and ethanol (a) in comparison with steady state fluorescence data

(b). (a) The data recorded at different temperatures and the respective fits are shown. The dotted line represents the instrumental response function.

The dashed line depicts the data from xanthone in ethanol at 294 K, whereas all other curves show the fluorescence of xanthone in water. The time

constants obtained from the fits are compiled in Table 1. (b) All fluorescence spectra presented by solid lines refer to xanthone in water at

temperatures indicated, the dashed line represents the fluorescence spectrum of xanthone in ethanol at room temperature (note that the amplitude

of this spectrum is two orders of magnitude smaller that those in water). (c) Correlation between the temperature dependencies of the fluorescence

intensity and the fluorescence lifetime for xanthone in water. (d) Arrhenius analysis of the fluorescence lifetime for xanthone in water.
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only amounts to 0.1 leading to a value of DEST = 440 cm�1. In

contrast to the situation in water this results in a considerable

contribution of the prompt fluorescence to the total emission.

Nevertheless, the difference in fluorescence behavior between

the two solvents is of quantitative and not qualitative nature.

The questions to be addressed now are: (i) Which triplet

state is so close to the singlet state that delayed fluorescence is

so effective? (ii) Which mechanism depletes this state? To (i):

In the spectral range of the photo-excitation only the singlet
1pp* carries appreciable oscillator strength,4 so this is the state

photo-excited in our experiment (cf. Fig. 1b). The singlet 1np*
state is in energetic vicinity to the 1pp* state. In the gas phase25

or non-polar surroundings4 the 1np* state lies below the bright
1pp* state by some few 1000 cm�1. In polar surroundings the

transition to the 1np* state has not been located,4,10 presum-

ably, because it is hidden below the much stronger 1pp*
transition. Such solvent induced hypsochromic shifts of np*
transitions are also observed or deduced in closely related

molecules like benzophenone,2 thioxanthone,26 and acri-

done.27 Similarly, Mg21 ions acting as Lewis acids have been

shown to influence the fluorescence properties of aromatic

aldehydes.28 This has been rationalized by an increase of the
3np* energy induced by the ions.28 In this case the 1np* state is
either isoenergetic or lies at a higher energy than the 1pp*
state. Singlet–triplet splitting is known to be small for np*
states and high for pp* states,3 which implies that the lowest

triplet state in polar media is of pp* character. In fact, the

phosphorescence spectrum and lifetime measurements4 as well

as ESR spectroscopy29 of the xanthone triplet in polar media

indicate that the lowest triplet state is of pp* nature. The

phosphorescence experiment4 places the triplet 3pp* state

about 3300 cm�1 below the singlet 1pp* state—an energy

gap by far too large to account for the observed delayed

fluorescence. Thus, the triplet state involved should be the
3np* state. According to El-Sayed’s rules for ISC this is also

the triplet state which is preferentially populated when starting

with a 1pp* state. Its energetic position has not yet been

determined spectroscopically, presumably because it is too

short lived. Based on our findings the 3np* state is isoenergetic

with the singlet 1pp* state in water and lies B400 cm�1 below

it in ethanol. These estimates are based on eqn (3) and (4). For

the multiplicity m entering eqn (3) we use a value of 1 and not

the common value of 3 for a triplet state. This relies on the fact

that ISC often does not distribute population evenly among

the substates of one triplet (usually referred to as Tx, Ty, and

Tz).
30 For xanthone such a preferential population of the Tz by

a factor of 5–10 was inferred from ESR29 and ODMR spectro-

scopy.5 The ESR spectroscopy, however, was performed on
3pp*. Still, if a preferential population is observed in a substate

of a certain triplet (3pp*) which is populated after the 3np*
then it is very likely that a substate of 3np* itself is preferen-

tially occupied as well. In conclusion, the state participating in

the delayed fluorescence seems to be one substate of the 3np*
state.

To (ii): How is the initially populated 3np* state depleted

and the delayed fluorescence ‘‘switched off’’? We note that at

present we cannot give a completely consistent explanation. In

the following we draw a picture of the photo-physics that tries

to incorporate most of the experimental findings. As inferred

from the single photon counting experiment the 3np* state

is—depending on temperature and solvent—depleted on the

time scale of B100–1000 ps. The fluorescence decay times

nicely match the time constants of the blue shift observed in

the pump probe data (Fig. 3c and d). In analogy to the

interpretation of results on thioxanthone31 this shift was

associated with the dielectric relaxation of the solvent.11 Two

observations question this assignment. First, during dielectric

relaxation a molecule experiences a continuous change of its

solvent surroundings resulting in a smooth shift of its spectral

features (e.g. first moment of the spectrum).32 Yet, the pre-

sence of isosbestic points in the pump probe data speak in

favor of a transition between two distinct states (Fig. 3a and

b). Second, the time constants of the apparent shift at room

temperature are B100 ps or longer. This is one order of

magnitude larger than the average relaxation time measured

with a different solvation probe, coumarin 153.32 Thus, a more

likely assignment for the apparent shift is the 3np* - 3pp*
transition. As stated above, the energy gap between singlet and

triplet pp* states is so large that no delayed fluorescence will

occur from the 3pp* state. The delayed fluorescence should

then be switched off with this transition.

The transient absorption experiment gives further evidence

that the transition involves the 3np* and 3pp* states. Absorp-

tion spectra of the relaxed triplet state of xanthone vary with

the solvent polarity.22 In polar solvents in which the lowest

triplet state is of 3pp* character4,29 the absorption peaks

around 610 nm. In nonpolar solvents where the 3np* and
3pp* states are in energetic vicinity8 two absorption bands are

observed. One close to the location of the ‘‘polar’’ band and

one at higher wavelengths (B670 nm). The latter was assigned

to the 3np* state. These results predict a decay of an absorp-

tion band at high wavelengths and a concomitant rise of a

band at lower wavelengths during the 3np* - 3pp* transition.

This is exactly what is observed in the pump probe data

presented here. Thus, the process underlying the decay of

the delayed fluorescence seems to be the IC process between

the two triplet states.

This transition proceeds with a temperature dependent rate

constant kIC(T) (Fig. 1b). For a temperature independent

fractional singlet population s as observed here (see Table 1)

kIC(T) is inversely proportional to the value of tdfl derived from

the time correlated single photon counting experiment. Plot-

ting 1
td
fl
ðTÞ � kICðTÞ according to the Arrhenius law (Fig. 4d)

gives a reasonable linear dependency between ln kIC and 1/T.

The slope of the Arrhenius plot affords an activation energy

EA of 2000 cm�1. An Arrhenius analysis based on the fluor-

escence quantum yield results in a very similar value (1800

cm�1). The linear correlation between ln kIC and 1/T indicates

that temperature independent processes do not contribute

significantly to the decay of the delayed fluorescence. Such a

temperature independent process might have been the internal

conversion between the 1pp* and the ground state. From the

Arrhenius analysis of kIC one also obtains a pre-exponential

factor of 1013 s�1. This implies that the rather slow room

temperature IC between the two triplet states is not due to a

weak coupling mediating the transition between the two triplet

states but due to a barrier. In a classical single mode picture

the barrier EA can be related to the total re-organization
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energy l and the difference DETT between the 3pp* and the
3np* state (Fig. 1c) (we again assume that the entropy differ-

ence is zero):33

EA ¼ ð�DETT þ lÞ2
4l

ð5Þ

Values for this energy difference can be obtained based on the

following considerations. The energy gap between the 1pp*
state and the 3pp* state has been determined spectroscopically

to be 3300 cm�1.4 This energy gap has been reported for

xanthone in ethanol, we assume the value to be the same for

xanthone in water. The present findings indicate that the 1pp*
and the 3np* state are iso-energetic in water and are 400 cm�1

apart in ethanol. So the pertinent energy difference DETT is

3300 cm�1 for water and 2900 cm�1 for ethanol. Using the

values for water eqn (5) yields the following two solutions for

the re-organization energy, l1 = 790 cm�1 and l2 = 13 800

cm�1. Spectroscopic results support the first, smaller value. In

the classical single mode picture used here the re-organization

energy l is given by34

l ¼ Dns
2

: ð6Þ

Here, Dns is the Stokes shift between the absorption and

emission band of the respective transition. Absorption and

emission bands related with 3pp* - 3np* cannot be (easily)

recorded since they lie in the IR. Yet, there is information on

the Stokes shift associated with the S0 - 1pp* transition

which should tell us about the expected order of magnitude.

In water the absorption and emission bands due to the S0 -
1pp* transition peak at 344 and 386 nm, respectively. This

translates into a Stokes shift Dns of 3200 cm�1 or a re-

organization energy of 1600 cm�1. Only the first solution of

eqn (5) l1 = 790 cm�1 is of this magnitude. So within this

picture, the barrier of the 3np* - 3pp* transition is due to a

small re-organization energy l and a comparatively high

energy difference DETT.

The observed solvent dependence of the rate constant kIC is

in line with this model. Changing the solvent from water to

ethanol increases kIC at room temperature by a factor of 10.

For equal pre-exponential factors this is equivalent to a

difference in activation energies EA of 460 cm�1. Using Eqn

(5) and DETT = 2900 cm�1 and l = 790 cm�1 (the value for

water) one obtains a difference of the same magnitude (590

cm�1). The small re-organization energy can also explain the

ultrafast—and thereby close to barrierless—ISC process. In

terms of re-organization the ISC and IC process should be

similar. In either process np* and pp* states are involved. For

the ISC process the energy gap (DEST) is close to zero and thus

EA E l/4 E 200 cm�1, i.e. ISC is close to barrierless.

Despite these arguments in favor of a small re-organization

energy the picture has one drawback. The solution l1 = 790

cm�1 of eqn (5) places the process in the Marcus inverted

region. In the inverted region temperature dependencies are

often weak when high frequency quantum modes couple

strongly to the transition. This would contradict the observed

temperature dependencies seen in Fig. 4. An evaluation of the

degree of high frequency coupling would require equilibrium

structures and normal modes of both the 3np* and the 3pp*

state. As this information is presently not available this issue

cannot be settled yet. The presented model and experimental

data indicate that this coupling is weak.

Associating the B700 ps/60 ps process for xanthone in

water/ethanol with an activated IC between the two triplet

states requires a re-assignment of the 3–10 ps processes in

these samples. The time scale of these processes matches with

the slower phases of dielectric relaxation seen in dynamic

Stokes shift experiments.32 Compared to the ordering put

forth in ref. 11 (cf. Fig. 1a), it seems that dielectric relaxation

proceeds the IC (cf. Fig. 1b).

In conclusion, the abnormally high fluorescence quantum

yield of xanthone in water is assigned to a delayed fluorescence

mechanism. The dark state in this mechanism has to be

isoenergetic with the bright 1pp* state. The most likely candi-

date for this dark state is a substate (Tz) of the triplet 3np*.
This state would then be populated in an ultrafast (B1 ps) ISC

process. The decay of the delayed fluorescence proceeds with

time constants of B700 ps in water, B60 ps in ethanol and

B300 ps for the xanthone peptide in water and is connected

with considerable changes in the transient absorption spec-

trum. These changes bear the signature of an internal conver-

sion from the 3pp* to the 3pp* state.
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Intrachain loop formation allows unfolded polypeptide chains to
search for favorable interactions during protein folding. We applied
triplet–triplet energy transfer between a xanthone moiety and naph-
thylalanine to directly measure loop formation in various unfolded
polypeptide chains with loop regions consisting of polyserine,
poly(glycine–serine) or polyproline. By combination of femtosecond
and nanosecond laserflash experiments loop formation could be
studied over many orders of magnitude in time from picoseconds to
microseconds. The results reveal processes on different time scales
indicating motions on different hierarchical levels of the free energy
surface. A minor (<15%) very fast reaction with a time constant of
�3 ps indicates equilibrium conformations with donor and acceptor
in contact at the time of the laserflash. Complex kinetics of loop
formation were observed on the 50- to 500-ps time scale, which
indicate motions within a local well on the energy landscape. Con-
formations within this well can form loops by undergoing local
motions without having to cross major barriers. Exponential kinetics
observed on the 10- to 100-ns time scale are caused by diffusional
processes involving large-scale motions that allow the polypeptide
chain to explore the complete conformational space. These results
indicate that the free energy landscape for unfolded polypeptide
chains and native proteins have similar properties. The presence of
local energy minima reduces the conformational space and acceler-
ates the conformational search for energetically favorable local in-
trachain contacts.

conformational substates � femtoseconds spectroscopy �
peptide dynamics � protein folding � triplet–triplet energy transfer

Understanding the protein folding process requires the charac-
terization of the structure and dynamics of all states along the

reaction coordinate and the transition states separating them.
Properties of native proteins have been extensively characterized by
x-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy. Detailed structural
information on partially folded states has been obtained by hydro-
gen exchange and NMR techniques. The properties of unfolded
proteins are much less understood, although a detailed character-
ization of the structure and dynamics of the unfolded state is
essential for a better understanding of the early steps in protein
folding and the free energy landscape of the folding reaction. A
major problem in the characterization of unfolded proteins is the
nonphysiological solvent conditions that are required to populate
the unfolded state in equilibrium. NMR studies (1–9) and the
analysis of the effect of mutations on the solvent accessibility of the
unfolded state (10) have revealed the presence of both native and
non-native interactions in unfolded states of several proteins. In
addition, steric constraints and intramolecular hydrogen bonding
were suggested to promote the folding reaction by restricting the
conformational space of unfolded polypeptide chains (11, 12).
Recently, the dynamics of the unfolded state have become acces-
sible to experimental investigations using NMR spectroscopy and
electron transfer reactions (13–15).

Intrachain loop formation between protein side chains is a
particularly important process in unfolded proteins because it
allows a folding polypeptide chain to search for energetically
favorable interactions. Fast electron transfer reactions have recently

been applied to investigate the kinetics of intrachain loop formation
in polypeptide chains (13, 15–17). We have used triplet–triplet
energy transfer (TTET) between a xanthone (Xan) donor moiety
and a naphthylalanine (NAla) acceptor to measure loop formation
in a variety of polypeptide chains (13, 15, 16, 18–20). TTET is a
two-electron exchange reaction (Dexter mechanism) operating only
between molecules in close contact and is thus fundamentally
different from FRET, which is based on dipole–dipole interactions
extending to the nanometer range. The photophysical reactions
involved in TTET from Xan to Nala occur on the time scale of a
few picoseconds (21, 22) and have a strong distance dependence
with a reactive boundary of 4.4 Å (23). These properties allow the
use of TTET to measure absolute rate constants for loop formation
reactions slower than �5 ps (see Fig. 1) (15, 21). Applying TTET
to study loop formation between the ends of unfolded polypeptide
chains with repetitive sequences and in fragments derived from
natural proteins revealed exponential kinetics with time constants
on the 5-to 100-ns time scale depending on loop length and amino
acid sequence (13, 15–17). The observed single exponential kinetics
indicate fast interconversion processes between individual confor-
mations of the polypeptide chains (24). All previous experiments on
loop formation were restricted to the nanosecond time scale
because of the experimental systems or setups applied (15). These
experiments could, however, not rule out faster processes, which
may occur in the experimental dead time. Because TTET from Xan
to Nala allows the measurement of subnanosecond processes (Fig.
1) (21, 22) we combined femtosecond and nanosecond laserflash
experiments to study loop formation reactions in several polypep-
tide chains with loop regions consisting of polyserine, poly(glycine–
serine), or polyproline. This combination of experiments allowed us
to monitor loop formation processes over six orders of magnitude
in time from picoseconds to microseconds.

Results and Discussion
Nanosecond and Subnanosecond Intramolecular Contact Formation.
TTET between Xan and Nala can be monitored either by the
decrease in the Xan triplet absorbance band centered at 590 nm or
the increase in the Nala triplet absorbance at �420 nm (16).
Typically the reaction is monitored at 590 nm because of the
stronger Xan triplet absorbance band. Our previously performed
nanoseconds laserflash TTET experiments had a dead time of �12
ns, which allowed us to measure nanosecond to microsecond loop
formation dynamics in peptides of different length and sequence
(16). To test for the existence of faster loop formation processes on
the subnanosecond time scale, we recorded the donor triplet
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absorbance change at 590 nm in peptides containing donor and
acceptor groups separated by polypeptide chains of different length
and sequence. The observed kinetics of absorbance decay on the
nanosecond to microsecond time scale were analyzed and the
amplitudes of the decay were compared with the respective ampli-
tudes measured in donor-only reference peptides (Fig. 2). In these
peptides Nala was replaced by phenylalanine, which cannot un-
dergo TTET with Xan (18). Fig. 2 shows that all chains containing
Xan and naphthalene exhibit smaller amplitudes for the kinetics of
the Xan triplet decay compared with the donor-only reference
peptides. The effect is more pronounced for the Xan–Ser2–NAla
and Xan–Ser6–NAla loops compared with the long and flexible
Xan–(Gly-Ser)12–NAla loop (Fig. 2). When donor and acceptor are
separated by five proline residues, which should result in a stiff and
rod-like structure, only very little Xan triplet decay occurs within

the dead time. These results reveal that subnanosecond dynamics of
loop formation occur in all investigated polypeptide chains and that
the extent of these fast reactions depends on loop size and amino
acid sequence.

Femtosecond-Laserflash TTET Experiments. To resolve the dynamics
of the processes occurring within the dead time of the nanosec-
ond experiments we induced TTET by a 100-fs laserflash.
Formation of the Xan triplet state (��*3 3n�* transition) and
TTET from Xan to Nala were shown to have time constants �2
ps (21, 22). The photophysics of Xan involves an additional
relaxation process from the initially formed 3n�* state to the
3��* state, which has a time constant of �300 ps in water (22).
However, the originally formed 3n�* state can already undergo
TTET with Nala (21). This fact allows the observation of loop
formation reactions with time constants lower than �5 ps (see
Fig. 1). To discriminate processes caused by TTET from pho-
tophysical reactions in the Xan donor group we compared
changes in the Xan triplet absorbance band at �590 nm in
peptides bearing donor and acceptor to the changes in a donor-
only reference peptide. Fig. 3 shows time-resolved Xan triplet
absorbance spectra for the Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide (Fig. 3A) and
the donor-only reference peptide (Fig. 3B). The sum of four
exponentials is required to fit the data. Analysis of the amplitude
spectra (Fig. 3 C and D) reveals the spectral changes associated
with the individual kinetic phases. In these plots the amplitude
changes associated with a kinetic process are shown at different
wavelengths. Negative values indicate an increase in absorbance,
whereas positive values indicate a decrease in absorbance. In
both peptides formation of the relaxed singlet state (��*) occurs
with a time constant �0.3 ps. Subsequently, a high energy triplet
state (3n�*) is formed on the 2- to 3-ps time scale as seen from
the blue shift of the absorbance spectrum associated with an
increase in absorbance. The 3n�* state is in equilibrium with the
relaxed singlet state, which leads to delayed fluorescence pro-
cesses (21, 22). In the donor-only reference peptide a significant
increase in triplet absorbance in combination with a blue shift of
the absorbance maximum is observed with a time constant of 280
ps (Fig. 3 B and D). As discussed in more detail in refs. 21 and
22, this process is caused by the 3n�*3 3��* transition in Xan
and shows an isosbestic point �630 nm. The Xan–Ser2–NAla
peptide shows a similar blue shift in the Xan triplet absorbance
band with a time constant of 320 ps. In contrast to the donor-only
peptide, this process is associated with only very little change in

kex kc

k-c

kTTET

2 ps ~2ps

Triplet-triplet
energy transfer

Loop formationFormation of 
donor triplet state

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of intramolecular triplet–triplet energy transfer between Xan and Nala used to monitor loop formation in unfolded
polypeptide chains (15, 21, 22). The red labels indicate groups that are in the triplet state.
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Fig. 2. Kinetics of loop formation in different peptides measured by TTET
from Xan to Nala induced by a 4-ns laserflash. The kinetics were monitored by
the change in Xan triplet absorbance at 590 nm. Kinetics of a Xan-Ser2-NAla
loop (red line), a Xan–Ser6–NAla loop (green line), a Xan–(Gly-Ser)12–NAla loop
(magenta line), and a Xan–Pro5–NAla loop (blue line) are shown. For compar-
ison, the triplet decay in a donor-only reference peptide (black line) with NAla
replaced by Phe is displayed (for peptide sequences see Table 1). In the
donor-only peptides the Xan triplet state decays by oxygen quenching and
intersystem crossing pathways, which occurs on the 20- to 50-�s time scale.
Data were corrected for small differences in peptide concentration and nor-
malized to the absorbance of the reference peptide. The solid lines are
exponential fits to the data with the time constants given in Table 1.
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absorbance at 590 nm and shows an isosbestic point �600 nm
(Fig. 3 A and C). Subsequently, a slow decrease in Xan triplet
absorbance on the nanosecond time scale is observed in the
Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide in agreement with the nanosecond
laserflash experiments (see Fig. 2). In the reference peptide no
relaxation from the triplet state to the ground state is observed
within the first 4 ns, because this process occurs on the 20- to
50-�s time scale (see Fig. 2). The time constant and the
amplitude spectrum of this slow decay were determined in a
nanosecond experiment and are indicated in Fig. 3D.

The time-dependent changes in the triplet absorbance bands
reveal a major loss in the population of Xan triplet states on the time
scale from 50 to 500 ps in the Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide as compared
with the donor-only peptide. This loss in Xan triplet states is
associated with an increase in naphthalene triplet absorbance at 420
nm (data not shown), confirming that this effect is caused by TTET
between Xan and naphthalene in a subpopulation of conforma-
tions. However, the time dependence of the absorbance changes at
420 nm cannot be analyzed quantitatively, because a 1��* Xan
fluorescence band (delayed fluorescence) and a second, weaker
Xan triplet absorbance band are located in the same spectral region.

Loop Formation Dynamics from Picoseconds to Microseconds. The
kinetics of TTET between Xan and Nala differ significantly
from the photophysics in the donor-only reference peptide
(Fig. 3). There are two possibilities to separate TTET reactions
from photophysics in Xan to gain information on the dynamics
of loop formation. One way is to monitor kinetics at the
isosbestic point for the triplet relaxation at 630 nm. A second

possibility is to normalize the time-dependent spectral changes
at the Xan triplet absorbance maximum (590 nm) in the
Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide (Fig. 3A) against the changes in the
donor-only reference peptide (Fig. 3B) according to

A590(rel) �
A590

D�A

A590
D , [1]

where A590
D denotes the absorbance of the donor-only reference

peptide at a given time and A590
D/A the respective absorbance of the

peptide-bearing donor and acceptor. Both procedures yield iden-
tical results. However, because of the stronger absorbance changes
at 590 nm the normalization of the data according to Eq. 1 gave
better signal-to-noise ratios compared with measurements at the
isosbestic point at 630 nm. Thus, in the following we will present and
discuss the time course of changes in A590(rel). To gain information
on loop formation in the time range from picoseconds to micro-
seconds, we combined the data from the femtosecond experiments
with changes in A590(rel) measured in nanosecond investigations.
Fig. 4 shows changes in A590(rel) from 1 ps to 30 �s. Several
subnanosecond processes can be distinguished. For Xan–Ser2–NAla
�12% of the Xan triplet states decay very fast with a time constant
of �3 ps, indicating a process that is limited by the photophysics of
the system. This rapid decay may either be caused by loop formation
reactions on the low picosecond or subpicosecond time scale or,
more likely, indicates that �12% of the peptide conformations have
donor and acceptor in contact when Xan is excited by the laserflash.
Additional processes occur on the 50- to 500-ps time scale (Fig. 4),
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Fig. 3. TTET experiments induced by a 200-fs laser flash. (A) Kinetics of formation of the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop measured by TTET from Xan to Nala induced by
an ultrashort laserflash (time resolution of the experiment, 200 fs). Spectral changes in the Xan triplet absorbance band are displayed on a split time base. The
time range from �1 ps to 1 ps is shown on a linear time scale, and the time range from 1 ps to 4 ns is shown on a log time scale. The time of the laserflash is defined
as t � 0. (B) Corresponding spectral changes in the Xan triplet absorbance band of the donor-only reference peptide. (C and D) Amplitude spectra obtained from
a triple exponential fit of the data with the associated time constants as indicated. The slowest time constant for triplet decay in the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop
corresponds to the kinetics observed in nanosecond experiments (Fig. 2). In the reference peptide the amplitude spectrum for � � 20 �s was taken from the fit
of the data shown in Fig. 2.
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which can either be fitted by the sum of several exponentials or with
a stretched exponential function (Kohlrausch–William–Watts func-
tion) according to

A(t) � A0 � e�(kKWWt)�, [2]

where � indicates the stretching parameter and kKWW denotes the
apparent rate constant of this reaction. Accordingly after 1/kKWW �
�app the signal has decreased to 37% (1/e) of the original signal (A0).
Because the 3n�*3 3��* relaxation occurs with a time constant
of 300 ps (Fig. 3), kinetic coupling between triplet relaxation and
TTET processes occurs, which complicates the quantitative eval-
uation of the fast TTET kinetics. For a qualitative evaluation of the
data and comparison of different loop sequences we used the �app

values of this reaction obtained by fitting the data according to Eq.
2. For the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop a �app of 170 ps is observed and 32%
of the total absorbance change occurs on this time scale. In the
remaining molecules the triplet states decay on the nanosecond

time scale as observed in nanosecond laserflash experiments (see
Table 1) (16).

In an alternative analysis of the absorbance changes over the
complete time range from picoseconds to microseconds (Fig. 4) we
determined the distribution of time scales (25). The results indicate
three separated time regimes on the low-picosecond, hundreds of
picoseconds, and nanosecond time scale for TTET in the Xan–
Ser2–NAla peptide (data not shown), which confirms the findings
obtained by fitting the data to a combination of exponential and
stretched exponential functions.

Effect of Chain Length and Chain Stiffness on Subnanosecond Dynam-
ics of Loop Formation. To further characterize the subnanosecond
TTET reactions, we tested their sensitivity toward chain length and
chain stiffness. Fig. 4 compares TTET kinetics in the Xan–Ser2–
NAla peptide with the kinetics in the Xan–Ser6–NAla and the stiff
Xan–Pro5–NAla peptides. All peptides show TTET reactions on the
picosecond time scale, but the kinetics depend on the loop size and
sequence (see Table 1). Similar to the Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide, the
Xan–Ser6–NAla peptide shows �15% of very rapid Xan triplet
decay with a time constant of �3 ps. Subsequently, a process with
�app � 260 ps is observed, which is on the same time scale as for the
Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide. The amplitude of this reaction is 48%,
which is larger than in the Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide, in agreement
with the results from the dead-time absorbance changes observed
in the nanosecond laserflash experiments (Fig. 2). The dynamics of
nanosecond loop formation reactions are slightly slower for the
Xan–Ser6–NAla loop compared with the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop.
The Xan–Pro5–NAla peptide, which is significantly stiffer than the
polyserine loops, does not show any evidence for very rapid TTET
within the first 10 ps. It shows, however, subnanosecond loop
formation kinetics with �app � 210 ps and a largely reduced
amplitude (13%) compared with the polyserine loops. The majority
of Xan–Pro5–NAla conformations form loops on the 10-ns to �s
time scale in a complex multiexponential process.

Origin of Loop Formation Processes on the Different Time Scales. The
combination of femtosecond and nanosecond TTET experiments
shows that loop formation in a polypeptide chain occurs on
different time scales. In both polyserine loops 10–15% of the
molecules undergo very fast TTET limited by the ultrafast photo-
physics (intersystem crossing) of the system (Fig. 4). This finding
suggests that a subpopulation of the ensemble of chain conforma-
tions have donor and acceptor in contact at the time point of the
laserflash, which may be partly caused by the hydrophobic nature
of the TTET labels. The absence of this reaction in the Xan–Pro5–
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Fig. 4. Kinetics of loop formation on the time scale from 1 ps to 30 �s
measured in TTET experiments and monitored by changes in Xan triplet
absorbance at 590 nm. The kinetics of a Xan–Ser2–NAla loop (red dots), a
Xan–Ser6–NAla loop (green dots), and a Xan–Pro5–NAla loop (blue dots) are
shown. The kinetic traces were obtained from a combination of data mea-
sured in femtosecond and nanosecond laserflash experiments (Figs. 2 and 3).
A590(rel) was determined for each peptide according to Eq. 1 to correct for
effects from photophysics in Xan (Fig. 3B) and the different peptide concen-
trations required in nanosecond and femtosecond experiments. The lines
represent the results of fits to the data to the sum of a stretched exponential
function (see Eq. 2) and exponential functions with the parameters given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Time constants for loop formation obtained from the combination of femtosecond and
nanosecond experiments

Loop �1, ps A1, % �2(app), ps* A2, % � �3, ns A3, % �4, ns A4, %

Xan–Ser2–NAla 3.3 12 170 32 0.72 12 40 37† 16
Xan–Ser6–NAla 2.5 15 260 48 0.70 20 37
Xan–(Gly–Ser)12–NAla‡ 45 72
Xan–Pro5–NAla — — 210 13 0.43 34–5,000§ 87

Note that ultrafast loop formation dynamics well below 1 ns are present. All investigated peptides contain the additional sequence
Ser–Arg–Ser–Arg–Gly–CONH2 C-terminal from the NAla group to increase solubility.
*The parameters �2(app) � 1/kKWW, �, and A2 give results from a stretched exponential function (Eq. 2) used to fit the kinetics on the
50- to 500-ps time scale.
†In previous nanosecond experiments on the kinetics of formation of a Xan–Ser2–NAla loop we observed a single time constant of 12.5
ns (16), whereas a double exponential function is required for the fitting the present data from nanosecond experiments. This finding
may be connected with the additional C-terminal amino acids required to increase solubility of the peptide for femtosecond
experiments. It may, however, also be caused by the improved signal-to-noise ratio based on the higher solubility.
‡No femtosecond experiments were performed on the Xan–(Gly–Ser)12–NAla loop.
§The kinetics of formation of the Xan–Pro5–NAla loop on the nanosecond time scale are complex and require at least three exponentials
with time constants in the indicated range. These complex kinetics are caused by heterogeneity caused by cis–trans equilibria at the prolyl
peptide bonds (F. Krieger and T.K., unpublished work).

2166 � www.pnas.org�cgi�doi�10.1073�pnas.0611087104 Fierz et al.
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NAla peptide indicates only a negligible fraction of closed loop
conformations in equilibrium in this peptide, in agreement with the
increased stiffness of polyproline chains (26).

In all peptides investigated in this study loop formation reactions
that are not limited by photophysics occur on two well separated
time scales. For all peptides reactions with an apparent time
constant on the 200-ps time scale are observed (see Table 1). For
the Xan–Pro5–NAla loop this process has a lower amplitude (13%)
compared with the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop (32%) and the Xan–Ser6–
NAla loop (48%). The time scale of these reactions is similar to the
dynamics of local motions in the polypeptide backbone observed in
a photoswitchable cyclic peptide (27, 28) and only slightly slower
than expected for single-bond rotations in the polypeptide back-
bone in water. This observation suggests that a significant subpopu-
lation of molecules can form loops by performing just a few bond
rotations without having to explore the complete free energy
landscape.

The remaining conformations in the ensemble of unfolded states
show loop formation on the 10- to 100-ns time scale in all peptides.
This reaction becomes slower with increasing loop length in
agreement with our previous findings (16). The dynamics on the
nanosecond time scale were shown to be caused by diffusional
processes exploring the complete accessible free energy landscape
for the polypeptide chains as shown by their length and sequence
dependence, which are in agreement with predictions from polymer
theory (24). These reactions are very slow and complex for the
polyproline loop, which is caused by cis–trans equilibria at the five
prolyl peptide bonds and leads to different populations of molecules
that interconvert on the second to minute time scale. Thus, loop
formation on the nanosecond time scale is observed for the
individual populations giving rise to complex kinetics.

Hierarchy of Peptide Motions. The observed separation of time scales
in the dynamics of loop formation indicates motions on different
hierarchical levels (tiers) of the free energy landscape for a flexible
polypeptide chain (Fig. 5). The dynamics on the nanosecond time
scale represent chain diffusion exploring different local minima on
the free energy landscape (13, 15, 16). Loop formation on the 50-
to 500-ps time scale, in contrast, most likely represents motions
within local wells on the free energy landscape that contain loop
structures (Fig. 5). Thus, all conformations within such a well can
form a loop by undergoing local motions and do not have to cross
major barriers. The amplitude of this reaction is larger for the
Xan–Ser6–NAla loop compared with the Xan–Ser2–NAla loop, in
agreement with the properties of polyserine chains, which have a
persistence length of �5 aa (29). Thus, the Xan–Ser6–NAla peptide
should be able to form a turn with less conformational strain as
compared with the Xan–Ser2–NAla peptide. As a consequence, the
Xan–Ser6–NAla peptide has a higher equilibrium population of
conformations with close donor–acceptor distances. This model is
confirmed by the results of the Xan–Pro5–NAla peptide, which
shows largely increased chain stiffness and only a small fraction of
conformations that can form a loop on the subnanosecond time
scale. Another aspect is highlighted by the Xan–(Gly–Ser)12–NAla
peptide. Here, the smaller amplitude of the subnanosecond reac-
tions compared with the serine loops (Fig. 2 and Table 1) shows that
a further increase in chain length leads to a smaller population of
conformations that can form loops on the subnanosecond time
scale, despite the larger flexibility of poly Gly-Ser.

The observed organization of peptide motions in different hier-
archical levels suggests that the free energy landscapes of unfolded
polypeptide chains and folded proteins (30–36) have similar fea-
tures. For native myoglobin the highest tier contains several taxo-
nomic substates separated by significant energy barriers. Transi-
tions between these substates require major structural
rearrangements and are important for protein function (37, 38).
Each taxonomic substate contains a large number of statistical
substates. Transitions between statistical substates correspond to

local rearrangements of the polypeptide chain and are much faster
than transitions between taxonomic substates. Within the statistical
substates further tiers with decreasing barrier height can be dis-
criminated (36). Our results show that this concept does not only
apply to folded proteins but also to the ensemble of unfolded
peptide conformations (Fig. 5). Obviously, the functionally impor-
tant and structurally well defined taxonomic substates are absent in
flexible chains. However, the free energy landscape includes a
number of local wells that are separated from each other by
significant free energy barriers. At room temperature interconver-
sion between substates from different wells is fast compared with
the time scale of loop formation, which leads to the observed
exponential dynamics on the nanosecond time scale (24). The
observed rate constants for these reactions depend on chain
stiffness and chain length, i.e., on the size of the available confor-
mational space (19). The barriers separating the different wells may
be caused by breakage of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, which
were shown to exist in unfolded model polypeptide chains in water
(23). Conformational space within a well can be explored without
encountering major barriers, which leads to loop formation on the
50- to 500-ps time scale. These rate constants only weakly depend
on chain length and amino acid sequence but the population of
conformations within the different substates is strongly affected by
chain length and chain stiffness.

The observation of complex free energy landscapes for unfolded
polypeptide chains is supported by recent results from experiments
using a combination of FRET and electron transfer reactions.
Results on different donor/acceptor positions in �-synuclein, a
natively unfolded protein, indicated complex pairwise distance
distribution functions containing several maxima and minima (39).

Implications for Protein Folding. The observed kinetics on different
time scales show that loop formation in polypeptide chains is a
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the hierarchical organization of the
energy landscape for unfolded polypeptide chains. The highest tier of con-
formational substates contains different wells on the free energy landscape
separated by energy barriers. Chain diffusion over the complete free energy
surface is governed by transitions between these wells and includes major
structural rearrangements of the polypeptide chain. Within each well a num-
ber of substates exist. Interconversion between these substates occurs by local
structural changes. Motions on the highest tier lead to loop formation on the
nanosecond time scale, whereas fluctuations within the local wells are much
faster and result in loop formation on the 50- to 500-ps time scale. The dashed
line indicates conformations with donor–acceptor in contact, which undergo
TTET limited by the photophysical processes.
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hierarchical process and that the free energy landscape of an
unfolded polypeptide chain is complex and contains local minima.
This hierarchical organization may play a major role for the protein
folding process by allowing a fraction of molecules to form loop
structures very rapidly, on the 50- to 500-ps time scale, and
producing a significant fraction of loop conformations within the
ensemble of unfolded conformations. This large fraction of loop
conformations might serve as initiation sites for the folding reac-
tion. The frequently observed hydrophobic zipper motif in �-hair-
pins (40), where the interacting side chains have similar hydropho-
bicity as the TTET labels of our model loops, should lead to similar
fractions of loop conformations in equilibrium. In addition to the
effects on the equilibrium properties of the unfolded state, the
presence of a number of local minima accelerates conformational
search and barrier crossing during the folding process by reducing
the entropic contributions to the free energy barriers (41).

It is unlikely that the fast loop formation reactions on the 50- to
500-ps time scale are strongly influenced by the nature of the side
chains, because van der Waals interactions are short-range inter-
actions and operate on similar distances as TTET. Fast loop
formation rather reflects reactions that only require a few bond
rotations or breakage of just a few hydrogen bonds to form a loop
without the necessity for major rearrangements of the intramolec-
ular hydrogen-bonding network. The dynamics of loop formation
on different time scales should lead to kinetic heterogeneity in very
fast folding processes like formation of �-helices and �-hairpins or
acquisition of the 3D structure for fast folding proteins. Our results
may explain the findings from temperature jump studies on
�-repressor, which was shown to fold in complex kinetics on the low
microsecond time scale that could be described by either a double
exponential or a stretched exponential function (42).

Materials and Methods
Peptide Synthesis. Peptides and 9-oxoxanthen-2-carboxylic acid
(Xan acid) were synthesized as described (16). Purity and mass
were tested by analytical HPLC and mass spectrometry, respec-
tively. For all measurements peptides were dissolved in 10 mM
phosphate buffer, pH 7 or pure H2O at 22.5°C.

Laserflash Experiments. The setup of the nanosecond laserflash
experiments has been described (16). A Nd:YAG pulsed laser

(354.6 nm, 4-ns pulse of 50 mJ; Quantel, Santa Clara, CA) was used
to excite the samples, a Laser Flash Photolysis Reaction Analyzer
(LKS.60; Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, U.K.) was used to
collect the absorption data. Peptide concentrations in the nano-
second experiments were �50 �M. Concentrations were deter-
mined by UV spectroscopy using Xan absorption at 343 nm (� �
3,900 cm�1�M�1).

The setup of the femtosecond pump probe experiments has
been described (43). A 1-kHz Ti:Sa laser/amplifier system was
used as a light source. Pump pulses at 340 nm were generated by
frequency doubling the output of a noncollinear optical
parametic amplifier (44, 45). White light generation supplied the
broadband probing pulses. The pertinent parameters for the
pump probe experiment were the following: The pump light had
an energy of 350 nJ per pulse and a diameter of �150 �m at the
sample location. Its polarization plane was at magic angle with
respect to the white light probe [experimental response time was
�200 fs (FWHM)]. Multichannel probing recorded the absorp-
tion changes from 400 to 700 nm. The sample was exchanged
between consecutive laser shots by a peristaltic pump. The fused
silica sample cell had a path length of 0.5 mm. The concentra-
tions in femtosecond experiments were �2 mM.

Test for Intermolecular Reactions. To test for intermolecular TTET
as the origin for the difference in kinetics between the Xan–Ser2–
NAla peptide and the donor-only peptide we measured a 1:1
mixture of a donor-only and an acceptor-only peptide at the same
concentrations as in the TTET experiments. In this control exper-
iment the Xan triplet decay was identical to the kinetics in the
donor-only peptide, ruling out intermolecular TTET in associated
or aggregated peptides on the picosecond time scale.

Data Analysis. Data were analyzed by using MATLAB (Math-
works, Natick, MA) and proFit (QuantumSoft, Uetikon am See,
Switzerland).

We thank Hans Frauenfelder for discussion and comments on the
manuscript. This work was supported by a grant from the Volkswagen
Stiftung (to B.F.).
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Abstract 

Intrachain loop formation is an elementary process in protein folding. We used diffu-

sion-controlled triplet triplet energy transfer (TTET) from xanthone to naphthylanine to 

study the kinetics of loop formation in unfolded polypeptide chains. Previous experi-

ments on loops of different length and amino acid sequence had revealed kinetics on 

different time scales at room temperature. Rapid kinetics on the 100’s of ps time scale 

indicated motions within a local minimum on the energy landscape. Exponential kinetics 

with time constants on the 10 to 100 nanosecond time scale resulted from diffusional 

processes over the complete free energy landscape. The observed exponential kinetics 

indicated rapid equilibration between different unfolded conformations. To learn more 

about the properties of the free energy landscape governing polypeptide dynamics we 

investigated whether slowing-down conformations affects the kinetics of loop formation. 

We studied TTET between xanthone and naphthylalanine in two unfolded model pep-

tides of the sequence Xan-(Gly-Ser)n-NAla (n=1 and 12) at low temperature (298-208 K) 

and high viscosity. Above 240 K exponential kinetics are observed in both peptides. At 

lower temperature the kinetics become complex and can be described by an initial expo-

nential decay followed by a slower process that exhibits stretched kinetics. The rate con-

stants of the initial decay agree well with the expected value for motions within a local 

minimum. The slower stretched decay represents large scale diffusional processes that 

have become non-exonential due to increased relative barrier heights separating individ-

ual conformational substates. In the long peptide, the observed average rate constants 

from the stretched decay follow the dielectric relaxation of the solvent, indicating a sol-

vent activated process. In the short peptide a decoupling of contact formation from sol-

vent dynamics is observed due to barrier controlled dynamics. The same complex kinet-

ics can be induced by increasing solvent viscosity at 253 K. These results indicate the 

presence of local minima on the free energy landscape of unfolded polypeptide chains 

that are separated by significant barriers. 
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Introduction 

To understand the mechanism of protein folding the structure and dynamics of the 

denatured state have to be characterized. During the transition from a disordered and 

dynamic ensemble of unfolded conformations to a highly structured native state, in-

teractions are formed between amino acids. These contact formation processes are 

viewed as the elementary steps of protein folding and set an upper limit to the rate at 

which the protein can explore its conformational space. 

Fast electron transfer processes between groups in the polypeptide chain have been 

applied to observe loop closure reactions in proteins or unfolded peptides (1-4). We 

used the method of triplet triplet energy transfer (TTET) from xanthone to naphtha-

lene to study the kinetics of loop formation in model peptides and fragments derived 

from proteins (1; 2; 4). This reaction can be monitored by following the decay of 

xanthone triplet absorption or the concomitant increase of naphthalene triplets. An 

overview of the experiment is shown in fig 1. Single exponential kinetics were ob-

served for all unstructured peptides yielding time constants for contact formation in 

the 10 – 100 ns timescale. In poly-(Gly-Ser) chains the contact formation rate con-

stant has been found to scale with the number of amino acids N between the labels 

with kc = N-1.7±0.08 for sufficiently long chains (N > 20) consistent with theoretical 

scaling laws for excluded volume chains (5). These rate constants, however, level off 

when the chains get shorter (N < 10) and approach an asymptotic limit at 1.8·108s-1. 

This effect is due to different processes that limit chain motion over short and long 

distances. For short loops, chain motion is dominated by chain stiffness whereas the 

chain exhibits diffusional behavior over long distances.  

 

The picosecond time resolution of TTET (6; 7) enabled us to probe for dynamics on 

the sub-nanosecond timescale. An initial fast reaction on the 100’s of picoseconds 
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timescale has been detected in short unstructured peptides (8) at room temperature, 

which can be interpreted as the fast depletion of species within the same local mini-

mum on the free energy surface. Within this conformational substate, contact can be 

established without the crossing of any major barriers. The remaining peptide popu-

lation has to cross several small barriers while sampling the whole accessible free 

energy surface to establish contact. At room temperature equilibration is fast and 

exponential kinetics in the nanosecond time scale are observed. Conformational sub-

states have been observed in proteins (9-15) leading to non-exponential kinetics for 

conformational transitions at low temperature (13) when equilibration is slow be-

cause of high barriers compared to the available thermal energy.  

The picosecond dynamics for loop closure in peptides suggest the existence of con-

formational substates for peptide dynamics. Non-exponential kinetics for solvent 

activated chain motions at low temperature would indicate a complex free energy 

landscape. Thus, we study the kinetics of loop formation by TTET in peptides at 

conditions where barrier crossing is slow by decreasing the thermal energy and in-

creasing the viscosity of the solvent.  

 

Results and Discussion 

Complex kinetics at of Loop Formation at Low Temperature 

We used two different peptide systems to study loop formation at low temperature. 

The (Gly-Ser)12 peptide was used as a model for long and flexible chains. In this pep-

tide end-to-end loop formation is limited by diffusive motions. A very short peptide 

with only one (Ser-Gly) unit between the labels served as a model for close contacts 

(e.g. in β-hairpins). This peptide was used to probe local kinetics in a system that is 

dominated by chain stiffness. The general structure of the peptides is shown in fig. 2.  
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At room temperature both peptides exhibit exponential kinetics on the nanosecond 

timescale (2). At 0o C, the kinetics are still exponential and higher viscosity the ki-

netics are still exponential (see Fig. 3). However, at lower temperature the kinetics of 

loop formation become increasingly complex. Figure 3 shows a direct comparison 

between two kinetic traces of (Gly-Ser)12 loop formation at 273 K and at 237 K in a 

60% glycerol/water mixture. At 273 K the kinetics of loop closure in (Gly-Ser)12 are 

single exponential with a rate constant of  kc = 8.2·105 s-1. At 237 K the loop forma-

tion reaction is much slower and the kinetics are complex. A fast initial decay is fol-

lowed by a slower process that is non-exponential in nature. A superposition of sev-

eral exponential functions can describe the data within experimental error at 237 K. 

Alternatively, the kinetic traces can be fitted to a superposition of a fast exponential 

decay and a slow stretched exponential contribution (solid line in fig. 3).  

 

 ( ) [ ]( )exp expexp exp KWW

KWW KWWy A k t A k t β= ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅  [1] 

 

where  kexp  and  Aexp  characterize the rate and amplitude of the fast exponential 

decay,  kKWW  and  AKWW  denote the rate and amplitude of the stretched exponential 

contribution and βKWW is the stretching parameter. The fit to the kinetic trace at 237 K 

in fig. 3 yields a value for kexp = 1.4·106 s-1 and kKWW = 1.5·104 s-1 with a stretching 

parameter of βKWW = 0.65. 

 

The stretched exponential function is often called Kohlrausch-William-Watts func-

tion (KWW) and has been used earlier to analyze segmental relaxation in poly-

mers.(16-19) Several models can explain the appearance of Kohlrausch relaxation. 

The underlying process can be intrinsically non-exponential for all particles in the 
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system, the ''homogenous'' scenario. On the other hand, a Laplace transform resolves 

the KWW function into a superposition of exponential relaxations decaying with a 

broad distribution of relaxation times, the ''heterogeneous'' scenario (20). In this case, 

the βKWW parameter is a measure for the width of the distribution of timescales in-

volved in the decay. The fitted KWW rate constants can then be converted to an av-

erage rate <k> by integration, which leads to 

 

 
1

1 1KWW

KWW KWW

kk
β β

−
− ⎛ ⎞

< > = Γ⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎟  [2] 

 

where Γ is the gamma-function (21). Using equation [2] the fitted rate constant kKWW 

from the trace in fig. 3 can be converted to an average rate for loop formation of <k> 

= 1.1·104 s-1. 

 

Temperature Dependence of Loop Formation 

To characterize the temperature dependence of loop formation experiments have 

been performed between 298 K and 206 K in the presence of 60% glycerol (fig. 4). 

Above 280 K contact formation kinetics can be described by single exponential ki-

netics in both peptide systems while at low temperature, kinetics become more com-

plex. In (Gly-Ser)12 an initial fast phase appears below 273 K and the slow main 

phase begins to show stretched behavior as indicated by a βKWW-value significantly 

smaller than unity (see equation [1]). In the (Ser-Gly) peptide, the kinetic traces show 

similar characteristics as in (Gly-Ser)12. A fast initial decay followed by a slower and 

increasingly complex reaction was detected below 274 K and could best be fitted to 

equation [1]. In (Gly-Ser)12 <k> was decreased over four orders of magnitude from 

5·106 s-1 to 500 s-1 at 208 K. In the same temperature range βKWW was decreased to a 
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value of 0.6 at the lowest temperatures. The decay of xanthone triplets in the absence 

of an acceptor was measured under the same conditions and was found to be slower 

by at least one order of magnitude at the lowest temperatures. Thus, the decay in xan-

thone triplet absorption results from TTET to naphthalene due to contact formation 

even at the lowest temperature. The temperature dependence of kexp and <k> is dif-

ferent. While kexp shows Arrhenius behavior, the temperature dependence of <k> 

exhibits a curvature and has a steeper slope.  

 

In (Ser-Gly) <k> was found to be faster over the whole range of temperature com-

pared to (Gly-Ser)12, as expected for a shorter peptide. The βKWW – parameters were 

found to be generally smaller in the (Ser-Gly) peptide compared to (Gly-Ser)12 with a 

value of 0.5 for the lowest accessible temperature.  

 

The Free Energy Landscape  

These results indicate a complex free energy landscape containing various local min-

ima which governs the diffusional motion of the peptide. At high temperature, ex-

change between substates is fast (see fig. 5.A) since the barriers separating the local 

minima are small compared to the available thermal energy. Exponential kinetics for 

contact formation are observed under these conditions because the conformational 

distribution of molecules carrying an excited donor molecule remains constant dur-

ing the course of the reaction (5). By decreasing the temperature on the one hand the 

available thermal energy that is decreased which leads to slower barrier crossing. On 

the other hand the dynamics of the solvent molecules slow down and thus the viscos-

ity is increased. Both effects enter the theory of activated barrier crossing in solution 

by Kramers (22). Thus upon lowering the temperature, the transition rate of a mole-

cule from one conformational substate to another is decreased (see fig. 5.B). If the 
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interchange of conformations is slow on the timescale of the experiment the kinetics 

are expected to deviate from exponential behavior (5) because excited donor mole-

cules are locally depleted and the equilibrium distribution is not retained. As a result, 

different peptide populations starting in different wells on the conformational energy 

surface establish contact with different kinetics. This is consistent with the “hetero-

geneous” scenario leading to stretched exponential relaxation. 

A fast exponential decay in the early time region is a feature commonly observed in 

relaxation data (23) and can be attributed to a transient phenomenon which decays on 

a short time-scale compared to the relaxation itself. In contact formation kinetics of 

short peptides we found such behavior at room temperature on the sub nanosecond 

time scale (8). In equilibrium, a multitude of subpopulations of peptide molecules 

with different donor-acceptor distances are present in the solution. A certain confor-

mational substate on the free energy surface includes the population of peptides that 

have labels at close distance. These peptides can form donor-acceptor contacts faster 

than peptides in other local minima, because only a few torsional angles have to be 

rearranged and no major barriers have to be crossed (see fig 5.C). The depletion of 

species in this local minimum produces a fast initial decay in the kinetics. At room 

temperature the initial decay takes place on the sub-nanosecond timescale, upon low-

ering the temperature the kinetics are slowed down to the nanosecond time regime.  

 

Femtosecond experiments detected an additional population of peptides with the la-

bels already in contact at the beginning of the experiment. This population transfers 

the triplet energy within the first picoseconds of the experiment (8) and the kinetics 

can thus not be resolved using an experimental setup with nanosecond resolution 

independent of temperature. 
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Origin of the Temperature Dependence 

The average rate constant for loop formation <k> of (Gly-Ser)12 does not follow a 

linear Arrhenius type temperature dependence. The curvature can be described by a 

Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman (VFT) relation 

 

 ( )( ) B oH k T Tk T Ae −=  [3] 

 

This empirical equation has been used to describe the α-relaxation of glass forming 

liquids over large ranges of temperatures. Solvent activated process like conforma-

tional rearrangements in proteins have been shown to follow VFT temperature de-

pendencies (14; 24). In our experiments, the loop closure reactions in long peptides 

were found to exhibit VFT behavior indicating that chain dynamics are controlled by 

solvent motions just like large scale motions in proteins.  

 

The fluctuating dipoles of the water molecules transfer momentum onto the solvated 

peptide bonds, thereby supplying the energy that drives chain motions. At the same 

time, energy is dissipated via friction. This leads to strong coupling of peptide and of 

solvent motion. Solvent dynamics can be determined via the dielectric relaxation rate 

kdiel which is a measure for the average solvent molecule reorientation time (25) and 

related to viscosity in a first approximation by  

 

 34
B

diel
k Tk

Rπη
=  [4] 

 

where kB is he Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the molecular 

radius and η is the solvent viscosity. A direct comparison of peptide dynamics and 

B
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dielectric relaxation is shown in fig. 6.A. The average contact formation rate con-

stants of (Gly-Ser)12 follow the dielectric relaxation over the whole range of tempera-

tures as expected for a solvent activated process. A conformational transition of the 

peptide can only occur if the solvent moves. Thus solvent dynamics limit peptide 

motion. It has been proposed that the ratio of kdiel and the rate constant of a solvent 

activated process  

 

 ( ) dieln T k k=  [5] 

 

is a measure for the number of steps on the free energy surface that are required for 

the reaction (14). In the case of the (Gly-Ser)12 peptide this ratio increases from n = 

1.4·104 at 270 K to n = 4.0·104  at 208 K as shown in fig. 6.B.  

No deviation from Arrhenius behaviour was detected for the temperature dependence 

of <k> in the (Ser-Gly) peptide (see fig. 6). A comparison to the dielectric relaxation 

rate yields a ratio of n = 3.1·103 at 270 K that is increased with decreasing tempera-

ture. Below 230 K however, the rate constants of (Ser-Gly) contact formation do not 

follow the motions of the solvent any more. Below this temperature peptide and sol-

vent motions are partially decoupled and the value for n drops significantly.  

 

There are several concepts to explain the temperature dependence of both peptides. 

The increase in the number of steps to form contact upon lowering the temperature 

for (Gly-Ser)12 and (Ser-Gly) above 230 K might be due to a transient trapping of the 

peptide in local minima on the free energy surface. Thus, escape from these wells 

slows contact formation down even more and the number of solvent rearrangement 

steps which are required to sample the free energy landscape is increased.  
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In the short peptide, however, the decrease in n leads to a different scenario below 

230 K. An explanation for the apparent decoupling from solvent dynamics of (Ser-

Gly) is provided by a mechanism for contact formation controlled by high barriers in 

comparison the diffusional motions of long molecules. In Kramers theory (22) it is 

shown that the rate constants for activated barrier crossing are inversely proportional 

to solvent viscosity. For contact formation reactions in peptides this relationship is 

more complex as the rate constants have been found to exhibit fractional viscosity 

dependence 

 

 0
0

k k
β

η
η

−
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 [6] 

 

with β ≤ 1. In long peptides, like (Gly-Ser)12  β approaches 1 (26).  The contact for-

mation rates of shorter peptides on the other hand scale with a reduced viscosity de-

pendence (β < 1) indicating a partial decoupling from solvent viscosity. Such behav-

iour has been observed in relaxation kinetics for many polymers (27-29) and has 

been explained by various concepts like position dependent (30) or frequency de-

pendent friction coefficients (31; 32), barrier shape (33) or different micro viscosity 

around the molecule due to preferential hydration effects (34).  

 

Temperature dependent micro-viscosity is an alternative explanation as viscosity is 

coupled to dielectric relaxation via equation [4]. At lower temperature a stronger 

decoupling from solvent motion is observed in the (Ser-Gly) peptide. It has been 

proposed regions exist supercooled solutions contain regions with different degrees 

of fluidity (35; 36). The size of such domains is estimated to be of the nanometer 

scale (37-40). Contact formation is determined by the local environment of the mole-
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cules. As this process takes place at much shorter at very short length scales in a 

short peptide, kinetics of (Ser-Gly) are more influenced by solvent inhomogeneities 

and a decoupling can be observed at low temperatures. In addition, inhomogeneities 

in the solvent can lead to a further lowering of the KWW stretching parameter βKWW, 

which is consistent with the generally lower values for βKWW in the (Ser-Gly) peptide.  

 

Increasing the Friction 

By lowering thermal energy, complex kinetics are observed due to slow exchange 

between local minima on the free energy landscape (see fig. 4). Increasing the fric-

tion on the energy surface by increasing the solvent viscosity at a given temperature 

is another possibility to slow down barrier crossing dynamics. To test if complex 

contact formation kinetics can also be produced at a constant temperature by increas-

ing the viscosity and thus decelerate conformational equilibration, contact formation 

of (Gly-Ser)12 kinetics were measured at different glycerol concentrations.  

Figure 7.A shows the results of the results of the viscosity dependence of loop forma-

tion for (Gly-Ser)12 at 253 K. In 40% glycerol which corresponds to a viscosity of 20 

cp loop formation kinetics are described by a single exponential decay. At higher 

glycerol concentrations and thus higher viscosities (η = 188 cp, 500 cp and ~ 

3000cp) an initial fast decay is detected followed by a process exhibiting complex 

kinetics. The rates constants kexp and <k> from the fit to equation [1] are shown in 

fig. 7.B. A fit of the viscosity dependence of <k> with equation [6] exhibits a frac-

tional viscosity dependence of (Gly-Ser)12
 of β = 0.84, which is lower than the value 

obtained for the viscosity dependence of loop formation at room temperature (β = 

0.98). The extreme values of viscosity lead to a less pronounced effect than observed 

at room temperature. Due to the increased complexity of the kinetics such behavior is 

however expected.  
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These results show that the effect of increased viscosity leads to similar results in 

terms of complex kinetic behavior of loop formation than lowering the thermal en-

ergy. These findings argue for the mechanism of a diffusional search on a rough sur-

face containing local traps for a loop formation reaction in polypeptides. 

 

Conclusions 

At low temperature the contact formation kinetics of short and long peptides become 

increasingly complex. A combination of a fast initial exponential decay and a slower 

stretched component describe the loop formation kinetics in both peptides. The fast 

process can be interpreted as the fast depletion of species in a local minimum on the 

free energy surface that allows contact without the crossing of any major barriers. If 

the rate constants kexp of the fast phase in the (Ser-Gly) peptide are extrapolated to 

room temperature a value of ~ 7·108 s-1 is obtained. Correcting for the viscosity in 

60% glycerol, the fast process proceeds with a time constant in the 100’s of picosec-

onds. This is consistent with an initial fast phase for contact formation observed in 

ps-time resolution experiments(8)in a similar peptide system whose rate constant lies 

as well in this time regime. 

The following slower process can be attributed to contact formation of the remaining 

molecules that populate local minima on the free energy surface and have to cross 

several barriers to establish contact. These small barriers arise from intramolecular 

interactions, bond rotation potentials and steric effects that become significant at low 

temperature. The complex kinetics of contact formation at low temperature can be 

explained by slow equilibration of peptide conformations leading to different loop 

formation rate constants for different peptide subensembles. Increasing the viscosity 

leads to high friction of the peptide on the energy landscape thereby slowing down 
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barrier crossing. Thus, conformational equilibration is equally slowed down and 

complex kinetics for contact formation are observed. 

Loop formation is coupled to solvent motion. This is reflected in a non-Arrhenius 

temperature dependence in long peptides, following the dielectric relaxation of the 

solvent. Two different mechanisms for peptide motion can be discriminated. For 

large scale conformational transitions, solvent motion determines peptide dynamics 

at all accessible temperatures. Small scale motions, like contact formation in the 

(Ser-Gly) peptide however are governed by barriers and are decoupled from solvent 

dynamics at low temperature. This might be due to either the barrier limited dynam-

ics leading to an Arrhenius type temperature dependence. On the other hand, small 

inhomogeneities in the solvent at low temperature might lead to smaller local viscos-

ity and thus to faster dynamics. 

The ratio between the dielectric relaxation and contact formation rate constant can be 

interpreted as the number of steps needed to bring the labels into contact. This num-

ber lies in the 104 for a long and flexible peptide and 103 for a very short peptide. 

This gives a picture of the conformational search an unfolded protein has to perform 

in order to establish short and long range interactions upon folding. It is thus shown 

that the picture of conformational substates is valid for conformational transitions in 

unstructured polypeptides corresponding to observations in proteins.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Peptides. The peptides used in the study were the (Ser-Gly) peptide Xan-Ser-Gly-

NAla-Ser-Arg-Gly-OH as a model for short peptides and the (Gly-Ser)12 peptide 

Xan-(Gly-Ser)12-NAla-Ser-Arg-Gly-OH as a model peptide in the long chain limit. 

The C-terminal arginines were included to enhance solubility of the peptides. Xan 
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stands for 9-oxoxanthen-2-carboxylic acid and was synthesized as described before 

(2) (xanthone acid) NAla is 1-naphthylalanine and was purchased from BACHEM. 

All peptides were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) as described 

before (2), purified by RP-HPLC on a Merck LiChrosorp® RP-8 column and the 

purity was confirmed by MALDI-MS and analytical HPLC. 

 

Solvents. All traces were recorded in water/glycerol mixtures to vary solvent viscos-

ity and prevent freezing of the solvent (water: for UV spectroscopy, purchased from 

FLUKA, glycerol: 99.5+% spectrophotometric grade, purchased from SIGMA-

ALDRICH, the solvents were used without further purification). The viscosity of the 

solutions were measured using a falling ball viscosimeter (Haake) at temperatures 

down to 263 K or taken from literature.(41; 42) 

 

Measurements. Concentrations of around 100μM of peptide were used for the ex-

periment. At this concentration the rate of intermolecular quenching is negligible 

compared to intramolecular quenching. The measurements were performed using an 

Applied Photophysics Laser Photolysis Spectrometer (LKS.60). To keep the samples 

at a defined temperature, a cooling unit by Oxford Instruments (DN704) was used. 
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Figure captions 
 

Figure 1: Scheme of a TTET experiment. The polypeptide carrying an excited triplet 

donor label moves in the solvent until upon establishing van der Waals contact be-

tween the labels the triplet is transferred on the acceptor label by a two electron ex-

change mechanism. The reaction is monitored spectroscopically. As excitation and 

transfer lie in the 2ps time region (6; 7) and the contact complex is very short lived 

the experiment directly yields the rate constant of contact formation. 

 

Figure 2: General scheme of the peptides used in this study. The xanthone moiety is 

coupled to the N-terminus, the naphthalene is included as the non – natural amino 

acid naphtylalanine. Between donor and acceptor glycine and serine sequences are 

used. The C-terminal arginine was included to increase solubility. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of experimental traces of (Gly-Ser)12 contact formation re-

corded at 273 K (▬) and 237 K (▬). The trace at 273 K follows single exponential 

kinetics with a rate constant of k = 8.2·105s-1. At high temperature not the whole am-

plitude of the reaction is observed because of a fast process occurring within the dead 

time (~15 ns) of the experiment. At low temperature, the fast process is observable. 

The trace at 237 K shows complex kinetics. A fast exponential reaction in the early 

time region is followed by a multi - or stretched exponential decay. Fitting to equa-

tion [1] yields for the fast initial rate constant k1 = 1.38·106s-1 and for the stretched 

decay k2 = 1.5·104s-1 with a stretch factor βKWW = 0.65.  

 

Figure 4: Temperature dependence of the contact formation kinetics of the A) (Gly-

Ser)12 peptide and B) (Ser-Gly) peptide. All data were recorded in 60% glycerol wa-
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ter mixtures. The rate constants were obtained by fitting the experimental trace to 

equation [1]. The open symbols correspond to the exponential phase (kexp), the full 

symbols are the average rates constants <k> obtained by converting the fitted rate 

constants using equation [2]. The solid line are VFT fits to the data (see equation [3]) 

yielding for (Gly-Ser)12  A = 5.23·1010 s-1, H = 1.4·104 kJ/mol and T0 = 121 K and 

for (Ser-Gly) A = 1.49·1016 s-1, H = 4.88·104 kJ/mol and T0 = 12.1 K. For compari-

son the dielectric relaxation rate kdiel of the solvent is shown as dotted line. The data 

is taken from ref (43). It is shown that for the average rates constants for contact 

formation of (Gly-Ser)12 follow the dielectric relaxation rate over the whole tem-

perature range, while the rate constants of (Ser-Gly) deviate at low temperature. 

The temperature dependencies of the βKWW parameters for both peptides are shown in 

the separate panels below. The value for βKWW decreases monotonically in both cases 

to reach a value around 0.5 

 

Figure 5: A hypothetical energy surface depending on the distance between two re-

active groups in a polymer is shown for different temperatures. A) High temperature: 

The interchange of conformations is fast. For a reaction that occurs if the polymer 

enters the reactive well on the left (i.e. a contact between the reactive groups is estab-

lished) exponential kinetics are expected(5). B) Low temperature: The interchange of 

conformations is slow due the height of the barriers relative to the available energy. 

Thus the system cannot retain equilibrium during the course of the contact formation 

reaction and non-exponential kinetics are expected. C) Due to the hierarchical or-

ganization of the free energy landscape each conformational substate contains a high 

number of lower tier substates separated by lower barriers that interchange on a 

shorter timescale. Small scale fluctuations around bond angles are governed by the 
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lower tier barriers. Motions within a certain conformational substate are detected as 

fast initial decay in the kinetics of contact formation. 

 

Figure 6: A) Temperature dependence of contact formation of peptides compared to 

the dielectric relaxation rate kdiel. It is shown that for the average rates constants for 

contact formation of (Gly-Ser)12 (▬) follow the dielectric relaxation rate over the 

whole temperature range, while the rate constants of (Ser-Gly) (▬) deviate at low 

temperature. B) The ratio of kdiel and <k> in both peptides  

 

Figure 7: A) (Gly-Ser)12 contact formation dynamics in solutions containing 

40%(▬), 64%(▬), 72%(▬) and 84%(▬) glycerol (% by weight) leading to increas-

ing viscosity at 253 K. The missing amplitude of the first and fastest trace corre-

sponds to the fast initial decay that cannot be detected at this temperature and viscos-

ity. The very slow process observed in the 40% glycerol trace corresponds to the 

lifetime of xanthone and arises from a population of molecules that are hindered to 

make contact. 

B) The rate constant for fast and slow process are shown as a function of viscosity. 

The faster rates arise from loop formation, while the initial decay is followed by a 

stretched residual decay. The viscosity dependence of the main stretched phase was 

fitted to the following equation [6] commonly used to analyze viscosity dependencies 

of contact formation reactions (fit values are k0 = 6.6·106 s-1, β = 0.84). The data 

shows a fractional viscosity dependence with a β = 0.84 which is lower than at room 

temperature.  

C) Upon increasing viscosity the initial decay is observed and the βKWW  parameter of 

the residual kinetics is decreasing indicating a similar effect on contact formation 

than decreasing the temperature.  
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Abstract 

We investigated local and global dynamics and stability in α-helices using triplet-

triplet energy transfer between xanthone and naphthylalanine attached at different 

positions in helical peptides. The labels were introduced with (i, i+6) spacing at N-

terminal, central and C-terminal positions or at both ends of alanine based helical 

peptide. All peptides exhibit double exponential TTET kinetics. This indicates an 

equilibrium between helical conformations in which intrachain contact formation is 

prevented and conformations with at least partially unfolded helices, which allow 

TTET by intrachain loop formation. The results revealed lower helical content at the 

ends of the peptides compared to the central part. In the terminal regions unfolding 

occurs with time constants around 300 ns at 5o C which is faster than in the interior 

of the helix where time constants of 1-2 μs are observed. This argues for local un-

folding events at the terminal regions. The unfolding kinetics at interior positions are 

similar to the dynamics observed for peptides with the labels attached at both ends, 

indicating that these reactions reflect global unfolding events. Measuring TTET as a 

function of urea concentration further gained position dependent rate constants for 

the transition from the partially unfolded states to the helical conformations. Time 

constants of 300-600 ns were observed for local helix formation with no clear posi-

tion dependence. This argues for a similar probability for helix formation throughout 

the helix and indicates that helix formation from the coil state occurs in a single 

event involving major parts of the structure. 
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Introduction 

Around 30% of all amino acid residues in protein structures are found in α-helices 

making the α-helix is the most abundant secondary structure (1). In many proteins 

helix formation has been shown to occur fast and before the establishment of the 

native tertiary structure (2; 3). The factors that govern stability in short model helices 

have been studied in great detail both theoretically and experimentally (for a review 

see (4)). The thermodynamics of helix stability are well understood and helix content 

can be predicted accurately for small peptides using Zimm-Bragg or Lifson-Roig 

theory (5-7). It has been found experimentally that small alanine based peptides can 

form stable α-helices (8-10) and helix propensities for all 20 amino acids have been 

determined (4).However, the kinetics of helix formation are still not very well char-

acterized. In helix-coil transition models, the establishment of a first helical turn 

from a completely random peptide is assumed to be a very unlikely event and en-

tropically unfavourable. Thus, helix nucleation is thought to occur on a slower time-

scale than the addition of further helical turns at both ends of the growing helix.  

 

Despite numerous theoretical studies on the helix-coil transitions, little is known on 

the kinetics of helix formation starting from the ensemble of unfolded states. Helix 

dynamics in long homopolymers were measured using dielectric relaxation (11) and 

ultrasonic absorption techniques (12), which gave relaxation times on the 100’s of 

nanoseconds time scale, depending on solvent and amino acid sequence. This gave 

helix growth time constants in the range of 0.1 to 10 ns,. With the development of 

nanosecond temperature jump methods studies on the helix-coil transition were con-

tinued on smaller model peptides. Using infrared spectroscopy (13-18) or UV Raman 

spectroscopy (19) relaxation time constants in the ten nanosecond to microsecond 

range were detected for unfolding of small alanine-based helices, corresponding well 
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to the earlier results from relaxation studies (11). Using fast relaxation experiments 

allowed to determine time-dependent changes in the overall helical content, but they 

did not yield any information on local helix stability and dynamics. Using fluores-

cence techniques the dynamics at the N-terminus of a helical peptide was probed, 

which gave different time constants compared to measurements of the average helix 

content (14). Other experiments to obtain site specific relaxation times applied IR-

spectroscopy in 13C labelled peptides, but did not obtain any clear-cut results (18; 20). 

 

We recently applied diffusion controlled triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET) to 

observe dynamics in unfolded polypeptides (21; 22) and in protein fragments (23). 

This method allows to determine rate constants for intrachain loop formation (kc) 

between a triplet donor (xanthone) and a triplet acceptor label (naphthylalanine) at-

tached to specific sites on a polypeptide chain. Xanthone is excited to the triplet state 

with a 4 ns laser flash and undergoes intersystem crossing with 1/kISC=2 ps with a 

quantum yield of 99% (24). The xanthone triplet population is detected by the triplet 

absorption band at 590 nm. Upon van der Waals contact between the labels the triplet 

energy is rapidly transferred to naphthylalanine with a time constant for TTET of 

1/kTTET < 2 ps. Similar to hydrogen/deuterium exchange, TTET should be able to 

measure dynamics in folded and partially folded structures, if the conformational 

transitions between the folded and the unfolded state are slower than loop formation 

between the labels in the unfolded state. A pre-requisite for this approach is that con-

tact formation is prevented in the folded structure. The advantage of such a method is 

that measurements can be conducted in equilibrium, even if the equilibrium strongly 

favours the folded state and that dynamics in different parts of a folded structure can 

be monitored by changing the position of the triplet labels. 
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We wanted to test whether TTET from xanthone to naphthylalanine attached at dif-

ferent positions in an α-helical peptide can be used to measure local helix stability 

and dynamics. Earlier experiments by Lapidus et al. (25) had indicated that helix 

formation prevents contact formation between the ends of an α-helix. We introduced 

xanthone and naphthylalanine moieties at different positions and with different spac-

ing into short helical peptides and measured TTET with ns resolution. The resulting 

kinetics were compared to global helix dynamics probed in a peptide where the 

TTET labels were attached to the ends of the same helix. We further used urea to 

destabilize the helices, which gained information on the unfolding and refolding rate 

constants for the helix-coil transition at different positions in the α-helix. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Design and helix content of the peptides 

To observe local dynamics in an α-helix contact formation reactions were measured 

in peptides of the general design Ac-(A)5-(AAARA)3-A-NH2. This peptide is re-

ported to exhibit high helicity (> 80%) in solution around 0oC (26; 27) and the un-

folding kinetics of similar peptides have been probed in several relaxation studies 

(13; 14; 19; 28; 29). We introduced TTET labels at different positions of the α-helix 

using the non-natural amino acid 1-naphthlylalanine (NAla) and by attaching the 

xanthone moiety (Xan) to the N-terminus or to the side chain of the non-natural 

amino acid α,β-diaminopropionic acid (for sequences see table 1).  

To monitor global helix unfolding and refolding the TTET labels were positioned at 

the ends of the helix (peptide X0N22, see fig. 1.A). To observe local dynamics the 

labels were separated by six residues (i, i+6) to prevent contact in the helical state 
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(fig. 1.B). The positions of the labels were varied throughout the sequence. Five dif-

ferent peptides were synthesized which probe local dynamics at the N-terminus 

(X1N7), in the interior (X5N11, X7N13), and at the C-terminus (X11N17, X21N15). 

For comparison, the naphtyl moiety was separated by four residues (i, i+4) from the 

xanthone group (X7N11). This results in both labels being at the same side of the 

helix and thus enabling contact in the helical state (fig. 1.C). 

To test the effect of the labels on helical content we recorded circular dichroism 

(CD) spectra for all peptides at 5o C (see fig. 2.A). Due to the contributions of NAla 

to the CD signal around 220 nm only relative differences in helical content can be 

determined. Figure 2.A shows that the peptide X7N11 with Xan and NAla in the (i, 

i+4) position exhibits the highest helical content, indicating stabilizing hydrophobic 

interactions of the labels. Introduction of (i, i+6) spaced labels into the helix interior 

or at the N-terminus has a destabilizing effect as seen from the spectra of X1N7, 

X5N11, X7N13 and X11N17 compared to the peptide which carries the labels at 

both ends. Only if the labels are situated directly at the C-terminus in X21N15 they 

do not affect helix stability. Temperature unfolding curves of all peptides were 

measured by CD at 222nm (fig. 2.B). The temperature transition curves are broad 

and a high temperature baseline for unfolded peptides is reached above 60o C for the 

destabilized peptides with (i, i+6) spaced labels in the center. The other peptides 

show still some helical content up to 80oC. The X7N11 peptide however exhibits 

very high stability and is not completely unfolded at 98oC. These results show that 

the replacement of interior alanine residues by the labels has a large impact on global 

helicity, while the perturbation is smaller at end-positions. This is in agreement with 

experimental results on the position dependent effect of alanine to glycine substitu-

tions on helix stability (30) and with predictions from Lifson-Roig theory (6; 7).  
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Contact formation experiments 

To probe the influence of helical structure on intrachain contact formation we per-

formed TTET experiments at 5o C. Figure 3 compares the decay of xanthone triplet 

absorbance at 590 nm in peptides carrying the labels at different positions in the he-

lix. For all peptides, double exponential fits are required to fit the data. The fit results 

are given in table 2. The slowest kinetics are observed for end-to-end contact forma-

tion in X0N22 where the fit yields a main kinetic phase with a rate constant λ2 = 

2.2·105 s-1 (90% amplitude) and a faster phase with λ1 = 2.0·106 s-1 (10% amplitude). 

In the case of local (i, i+6) contacts at the termini or in the interior of the helix, simi-

lar behavior is observed. In the X7N13 peptide the labels are in the central portion of 

the peptide. Here, a fast phase with a rate constant of λ1 = 5.3·106 s-1 (17% ampli-

tude) and a slower phase with λ2 = 5.4·105 s-1 (83% amplitude) are observed. In the 

X1N7 peptide which probes the N-terminus, a faster process with λ1 = 1.1·107 s-1 

(29% amplitude) is followed by a slower process with λ2 = 2.4·106 s-1 (71% ampli-

tude). In the X11N17 peptide, reflecting local dynamics in the C-terminal portion of 

the helix, a fast phase with λ1 = 2.4·107 s-1 (42% amplitude), and a slower phase with 

λ2 = 2.9·106 s-1
 (48% amplitude) are detected. Thus the observed dynamics are gen-

erally faster at the helix termini and the fast phase has a larger amplitude at these 

positions.  

The X21N15 peptide, which probes local dynamics directly at the C-terminus, does 

not show pronounced double exponential kinetics and only a fast phase with λ1 = 

1.2·107  s-1 remains. The absence of double exponential behavior indicates that the C-

terminal part of the peptide is mainly unstructured. These findings are corroborated 

by earlier results which show that the C-terminus of an α-helix is significantly less 

stable than the N-terminus (31-33).  
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The X7N11 peptide which carries the labels at the (i, i+4) position serves as a model 

for the case where contact is possible in the helical state. In this peptide no TTET on 

the nanosecond time scale could be observed since transfer already occurs in the 

dead time of the experiment (10 ns). The observed stabilization of helical structure 

seen in the CD spectra presumably results from interactions between the labels, 

which allows triplet transfer on a sub-nanosecond timescale. These findings show, 

that interactions between the triplet labels in the helical state lead to very fast TTET, 

which cannot be resolved by our measurements. 

As TTET on the nanosecond to microsecond timescale is observed in peptides with 

the labels in (i, i+6) position, this shows that no contact is possible if helical structure 

is present at the label position. To establish contact, the helix has to unfold which 

results in the slow process observed in the kinetics. Thus, increased helix stability 

should increase the amplitude of the slow phase and further decrease observed con-

tact formation kinetics.  

To test this model, the helical conformation of the X7N13 peptide, having the labels 

at the ith and (i+6)th postions, was stabilized by addition of 40% TFE to the solution. 

TTET experiment on this peptide showed a single exponential decay of the xanthone 

triplet absorption with a rate constant k = 9.1·104 s-1 at 5o C. This shows that stabili-

zation of the helix leads to a disappearance of the fast kinetic phase. In addition, the 

slow phase is further slowed down by two orders of magnitude compared to an un-

structured peptide (see fig. 2). This leads to the conclusion that no contact is possible 

in the helical state and that the slow process monitors opening of helical structure. 

The time constants of the slow observed phases in all the peptides are in the 100’s of 

nanoseconds to two microsecond time scale, which is in good agreement with relaxa-
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tion time constants from temperature jump experiments. This is another indication 

that helix unfolding is monitored by λ2. 

 

Kinetic modeling and Urea Dependence  

As the helical state does not allow contact formation but at least partial unfolding to 

the coil state is required to allow TTET we obtain a kinetic scheme (see equation [1]) 

which is similar to the situation in hydrogen exchange experiments. The helix-coil 

equilibrium is coupled to the fast reaction of contact formation which allows moni-

toring of the microscopic rate constants of helix unfolding and refolding. For contact 

formation in an α-helical peptide the kinetic system can be formulated as follows 

 

 * *u c

f

k k

k
H C⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→←⎯⎯ C  [1] 

 

This model includes two ensembles of conformations. Peptides, which have helical 

structure formed and cannot establish contact between the labels denoted H are in 

equilibrium with another conformational ensemble, where contact is allowed by a 

partial opening of the structure, denoted C. The asterisk denotes an excited donor 

which transfers the triplet energy to the acceptor upon contact. The microscopic rate 

constants ku and kf report on the forth and back transitions between these two popula-

tions and contain information about the local dynamics of the α-helix, whereas kc 

denotes the contact formation reaction due to chain diffusion. A kinetic three-state 

system has two eigenvalues (see equation [2]), the observable rate constants λ1 and 

λ2, which depend on the microscopic rate constants ku, kf and kc. 
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A special case for the kinetics arises if the folded helical state H is stable (kf >> ku). 

Then the slower eigenvalue λ2 dominates the kinetics and only one phase is observed. 

If additionally contact formation is much faster than helix unfolding (kc >> kf) then 

λ2 corresponds directly to ku. This limit corresponds to the EX1 limit in hydrogen 

exchange (34). In the situation, where all microscopic rate constants are in the same 

range however, λ1 and λ2 and the corresponding amplitudes of the two kinetic phases 

can be used to gain information about all microscopic rate constants.  

Such a regime can be reached for all peptides by varying the helix content upon 

changing the temperature or by addition of denaturants as urea. It has been shown 

that addition of urea leads to unfolding of helices (35) with the equilibrium constant 

of helix propagation depending linearly on urea concentration. The amplitudes of the 

two observed kinetic phases are functions of the microscopic rate constants (36). The 

dependence of the logarithm of the microscopic rate constants on urea concentration 

is assumed to be linear following the relation 

 

 0
[ln ln i

i
m ureak k

RT
]⋅

= −  [3] 

 

where ki denotes any microscopic rate constant, k0 is the rate constant of the reaction 

in the absence of urea and mi is the kinetic m-value of the reaction. This behaviour is 

found for many protein folding reactions, where it is interpreted as the denaturant 

dependence of the free energy of activation (37). For contact formation reactions 
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linear relationships have been found as well, resulting from a superposition of viscos-

ity effects and weak denaturant binding to the polypeptide chain (38).   

Contact formation experiments were performed in solutions containing different con-

centrations of urea from 1 M to 7 M at 5oC. As in the absence of denaturant double 

exponential functions were necessary to describe the data. The rate constants and 

amplitudes obtained from fits to the experimental curves of four selected peptides are 

shown in fig. 3.  

A global fit to the observed rate constants λ1 and λ2 and the corresponding ampli-

tudes A1 and A2 of every peptide system was performed applying the three-state 

model including the urea dependence of the microscopic rate constants (equations [1] 

and [3]). The fit and the urea dependence of the microscopic rate constants are in-

cluded in fig. 3 as solid lines. The slow observable rate constant λ2 corresponds ap-

proximately to the helix opening rate constant ku, while λ1 corresponds to contact 

formation kc. On the other hand, the rate constant which reports on local structure 

formation, kf, is defined through the amplitudes of the observed kinetic phases. If the 

helical structure is stable, the slow phase dominates the kinetics. However, upon de-

stabilization of the helix the kinetics become biphasic and a fast process appears 

which corresponds to the contact formation reaction. The amplitudes are a function 

of all microscopic rate constants but essentially report on the ratio of ku over kf. 

End-to-end loop formation in the X0N22 peptide (fig. 3.A) gets increasingly faster as 

the helical structure is destabilized with urea. The slow rate constant λ2 is accelerated 

with increasing urea concentration and the corresponding amplitude is decreased 

from 90% to around 60% at 7 M urea, while the fast rate constant remains almost 

constant but the corresponding amplitude increases. This results from a decrease in kf 

with increasing urea concentration. At 3.9 M urea, the microscopic helix unfolding 

rate constant ku equals the helix refolding kf which reports on the unfolding equilib-
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rium. At 7M urea the peptide seems largely unfolded as judged by CD spectroscopy. 

However, significant amounts of residual helical structure can be detected in the con-

tact formation experiments by the ratio of slow and fast amplitude even at this high 

urea concentration. 

In the X7N13 peptide (fig. 3.C), where local dynamics in the center of the helix are 

probed, λ1 and λ2 show a similar behavior as in the X0N22 peptide. However, the 

amplitudes have a much stronger dependence on the urea concentration. Compared 

to global helix unfolding as reported by TTET in the X0N22 peptide, the local struc-

ture is unfolded already at lower urea concentrations as judged by the equilibrium 

ku/kf which reaches unity at 1.8 M urea. 

Helix dynamics at the helix termini, as seen in X1N7 and X11N17 (Fig 3.B and D), 

show a slightly different behavior. Here, λ1 and λ2 both get slower with increasing 

urea concentration. In both peptides, the local stability is much lower. The equilib-

rium constant for helix unfolding ku/kf reaches unity at 0.2 M urea for the X1N7. For 

the C-terminal part, ku is larger under all conditions.  

 

Results of the Global Fit. For all peptides which show helical structure in the region 

of the labels, the microscopic rate constants and urea m-values obtained from the 

global fits are shown in figure 5.A and B and are given in table 2. The rate constants 

of local helix opening ku are faster at the termini compared to the peptides which 

probe motions at the center of the peptide. The corresponding mu-values show an 

interesting behavior. While mu is positive for the N- and C-terminal label positions 

resulting in a decrease of ku with increasing denaturant concentration, it is negative in 

the center. At these positions, helix unfolding is accelerated by urea, pointing to a 

reaction that is limited by a free energy barrier. This is consistent with denaturant 

action observed in proteins (37).  
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Besides decreasing protein and helix stability, urea has pronounced effects on solvent 

properties and chain dynamics since it increases viscosity and slows down loop for-

mation (38). If local structure is weakly formed and almost no unfolding barrier ex-

ists, viscosity and binding effects probably outbalance the acceleration caused by 

structure disruption leading to positive mu-values in these peptides. For the global 

helix dynamics in the X0N22 peptide a negative mu-value is found as well, indicating 

that a similar process is probed in X0N22 as at the center positions. 

The microscopic rate constants for contact formation kc in the coil state are lower in 

the center compared to the termini. This indicates that in the center chain dynamics 

are still influenced by structure even in the population of peptides that are able to 

establish contact. The mc-values show strong urea dependent kinetics at the terminal 

positions, as expected for unstructured peptides where the m-value for end-to-end 

contact formation in homopolymers was determined as ~300 J mol-1M-1 (38). In the 

center and for global helix dynamics however urea has almost no influence on kc. A 

possible cause for this discrepancy is a superposition of two effects. On the one hand, 

helical structure that hinders chain dynamics is dissolved leading to more flexibility. 

On the other hand, urea leads to extended chain conformations (A. Möglich, et al., to 

be submitted), increased solvent viscosity and slows down chain dynamics. In com-

bination, these effects cancel out leading to a low mc-value. When extrapolated to 8 

M urea the rate constants for intrachain contact formation kc are all similar with 

4.7(±0.06)·106 s-1 for X5N11, X7N13 and X11N17. X1N7 is slightly faster with kc = 

6.36·106 s-1 because the xanthone is attached at the N-terminal position and its mo-

tion is not hindered by tail effects (B. Fierz & T. Kiefhaber, to be submitted). This 

shows that when no local structure persists, chain dynamics are limiting and similar 

at all positions. 
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The rate constant kf, which reports on helical structure formation, is similar through-

out the peptide and is highly dependent on urea concentration at all positions shown 

by high mf-values. Thus, addition of urea, which leads to disruption of helical struc-

ture, acts mainly on kf. The similar values of kf over the whole peptide suggest that 

the same process of helix formation is monitored at any position.  

 

Local and global dynamics in short alanine based α-helices. 

We obtained site specific information about equilibrium dynamics in short α-helices 

using TTET to probe local and global helix unfolding at different urea concentrations. 

Double exponential kinetics were observed for intrachain contact formation reactions 

and interpreted using a kinetic three-state model.  

Using the ratio of the microscopic rate constants which probe helix unfolding (ku) 

and refolding (kf) as an equilibrium constant for a local helix-coil equilibrium, infor-

mation about local stability could be obtained. In contrast to global stability as 

probed by CD, the stability of local helical structure was found to be lower at the 

helix termini. This is in agreement with helix-coil theory (5; 6) and has been experi-

mentally observed by amide hydrogen exchange (31; 39), in mutational studies (30), 

by NMR spectroscopy (40-44) or using electron spin resonance (45; 46). In addition, 

it was observed that in a peptide which probed the C-terminus, only very small 

amounts of structure were detected. These results show that TTET is able to probe 

local helix stability.  

It was shown that local helix opening reactions at the N- and C-termini of a peptide 

are three to four times faster with time constants of 300 ns than in the center of the 

helix where time constants up to 1.4 μs were measured. Thus, helices are not only 

less stable at the ends but the unfolding dynamics and fluctuations are faster. The 

obtained time constants are comparable with results from temperature-jump studies 
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which probe global relaxation kinetics of helix unfolding and yield time constants in 

the range of 120 – 600 ns (13; 14; 16-20; 28) at different temperatures.  

The m-values of the unfolding rate constants mu can be used to gain insight into the 

mechanism of helix unfolding. Negative mu-values in the range of -120 to -260 J mol-

1 M-1 are obtained for global and local helix unfolding in the center of the peptide, 

corresponding to an increase in the rate constant with increasing urea concentrations. 

However, the peptides probing dynamics at the termini show positive mu-values of 

80-160 J mol-1 M-1. This points to the absence of barriers for helix opening at the 

termini.  

Local helix formation occurs on the same time scale as unfolding with time constants 

of 300-600 ns which are independent of position. The m-values which report on 

structure formation have been found to be large and positive with mf = 650–800 J 

mol-1 M-1 which results in a strong decrease in kf at high urea concentrations and thus 

to helix unfolding. As urea can compete for hydrogen bonds, intrachain interactions 

are less favorable and extended conformations are preferred. This has been observed 

in model peptides by fluorescence resonance energy transfer studies (A. Möglich, et 

al., to be submitted). The competition for hydrogen bonds by urea abolishes the sta-

bilizing force of helical structure thus helix nucleation and propagation is slowed 

down.  

The global m-value of the helix coil transition, mf-mu reaches values of around ~1000 

J/mol/M for the center part of the helix and ~ 500 J/mol/M for the termini. For urea 

induced helix unfolding, global m-values of 96 J/mol/M per residue have been ob-

tained (35). This yields for a six residue helix a value of 577 J/mol/M well within the 

value obtained for the termini, whereas in the interior the values are by a factor of 

two larger. This shows, that the local information obtained in the interior contains 
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contribution from global helix unfolding and refolding while at the ends local events 

are probed.  

The timescales of helix formation are still slower as predictions from molecular dy-

namics simulations, where nucleation rate constants in the 100’s of picoseconds time 

regime have been found (47). Thus, our results can serve as a direct benchmark for 

molecular dynamics simulations.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

Peptide Synthesis: All peptides were synthesized using standard fluorenylmethoxy-

carbonyl- (Fmoc) chemistry on an Applied Biosystems synthesizer. The detailed pro-

cedures have been described before (22). In the peptide X0N22 two additional gly-

cines were introduced at the C-terminus to improve the yield of synthesis. 

Peptide Modification: The xanthone derivative 9-Oxoxanthen-2-carboxylic acid was 

prepared according to Graham and Lewis (48) and introduced on resin by PyBOP 

(Novabiochem) mediated coupling in dimethylformamide (DMF) to either the N-

terminus or the free amino group of a diaminopropionic-acid (Dpr) residue. Fmoc-

Dpr(Mtt) (Novabiochem) was deprotected after peptide synthesis using 3% 

trifluoroacetic acid in DMF. The naphtalene moiety was introduced as the nonnatural 

aminoacid naphtylalanine (Bachem) by standard peptide synthesis. 

Peptide Purification: All peptides were purified to >90% purity by preparative 

HPLC over RP-8 columns. The purity of the peptides was checked by analytical 

HPLC, the mass was confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry. 

Measurement Apparatus: All measurements were performed on a Laser Flash 

Photolysis Reaction Analyzer (LKS.60) from Applied Photophysics. A Quantel 

Nd:YAG Brilliant laser (354.6 nm, ~4 nm pulse width, ~50 mJ)  was used to selec-

tively excite the xanthone moiety. Transient absorption traces were recorded at 

590nm for the xanthone and at 420nm for the naphtalene triplet band. 

Measurement Conditions: The measurements were performed in 10mM phosphate 

buffer, pH 7 at 5O C, the pepide concentration was 50 μM as determined by UV-

absorption at 343 nm using a molar extinction coefficient of 3900 M-1 for the xan-

thone moiety. All solutions were degassed prior to the measurements to minimize 
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oxygen quenching. Urea from Fluka, Switzerland was used whereas the concentra-

tions were detemined by measuring the refractive index according to Pace (49). 

Evaluation: For evaluation of the experimental curves the ProFitTM software (Quan-

tumSoft, Zürich, Switzerland) was used. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1:  

Name Label pos. Sequence 

   

X0N22 end-to-end Xan-AAAAAAAARAAAAARAAAARA-NAla-GG-NH2

X7N11 (i, i+4) Ac-AAAAAA-Dpr(Xan)-ARA-NAla-AARAAAARAA-

NH2

X1N7 (i, i+6) Ac-Dpr(Xan)-AAAAA-NAla-ARAAAARAAAARAA-

NH2

X5N11 (i, i+6) Ac-AAAA-Dpr(Xan)-AAARA-NAla-AARAAAARAA-

NH2

X7N13 (i, i+6) Ac-AAAAAA-Dpr(Xan)-ARAAA-NAla-RAAAARAA-

NH2

X11N17 (i, i+6) Ac-AAAAAAAARA-Dpr(Xan)-AARA-NAla-AARAA-

NH2

X21N15 (i, i+6) Ac-AAAAAAAARAAAAR-NAla-AAARA- Dpr(Xan)-

NH2

Peptides used in the study Xan: xanthone, NAla: 1-naphtylalanine, Dpr: α,β-

diaminopropionic acid

 

 

 



 

 

Table 2:  

 

Peptide observable rate constants and ampli-

tudes 

Fit results from global fit to three-state model, values given at buffer condi-

tions 

 λ1

·106 s-1

λ1

·106 s-1

A1 A2 ku

·106 s-1

kf

·106 s-1

kc

·106 s-1

mu

(J mol-1 M-1) 

mf

(J mol-1 M-1) 

mc

(J mol-1 M-1) 

        

X0N22 2.01 0.22 0.11 0.89 0.34 0.84 1.48 -137 3 95 5.85 

X1N7 11.3 2.37 0.29 0.71 2.90 3.05 13.9 160 698 226 

X5N11 5.25 0.60 0.11 0.89 0.91 2.94 5.62 -117 776 46.1 

X7N13 5.27 0.54 0.17 0.83 0.73 1.63 5.67 -262 693 52.4 

X11N17 24.5 2.94 0.42 0.48 2.86 2.38 18.3 85 652 394 

 

Fit results of the kinetic traces in 10mM phosphate buffer at 5oC and results from a global fit of the observable rate constants and amplitudes to the 

kinetic three-state model (see equations [1], [3]). All peptides are shown that exhibit helical structure at the label positions. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1: Models of peptides in helical structure. A) X0N22 helix, the TTET labels xanthone 

and naphthalene are shown in red. The xanthone moiety was attached to the N-terminus of the 

peptide while the naphthalene is introduced by using the non-natural amino acid naphtyla-

lanine B) X7N13 helix, the xanthone moiety is attached to the sidechain of diaminopropionic 

acid, due to the (i, i+6) spacing the labels are positioned at different sides of the helix C) 

X7N11 helix, the (i, i+4) spacing allows contact in the helical state. The arginines are shown 

in blue, the labels xanthone and naphthalene are shown in red 

 

Figure 2: A) Far UV CD spectra of all peptides used in the study. The spectra were recorded 

in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7 at 22.5oC in 1 mm cells. B) Temperature transitions moni-

tored at 222 nm of the same peptides (▬) X0N22, (▬) X7N11, (▬) X1N7, (▬)  X5N11, 

(▬) X7N13, (▬) X11N17, (▬)X21N15. 

 

Figure 3: Normalized contact formation kinetics monitored by the decay of xanthone triplets 

at 590 nm due to TTET upon contact formation in  (▬) X0N22, (▬) X1N7, (▬) X7N13, (▬) 

X11N17, (▬)X21N15 and (▬) X7N13 in 40% TFE.  

The traces were recorded at 50 μM in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7 at 5oC. The black lines 

are double exponential fits to the data. The fit results are given in figure 4 for X0N22, X1N7, 

X7N13 and X11N17, while for X21N15 λ1 =  1.14·107 s-1 with a1 = 0.86 and λ2 = 7.5·105 s-1 

and a2 = 0.14, and for X7N13 in 40% TFE λ =  9.1·104 s-1 are obtained. 

 

Figure 4: Upper panels: Observed rate constants (■)λ1 and (●)λ2 of contact formation in 

peptides which probe global helix dynamics in X0N22, local motions at the N-terminus in 
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X1N7, dynamics in the center in X7N13 and local motions at the C-terminus in X11N17. The 

solid lines (▬) and (▬) are the global fits of the observable rate constants λ1 and λ2 to the 

tree-state-model (equations [1], [3]) while the calculated dependence of the microscopic rate 

constants obtained from the fit is given for ku by (▬), for kf by (▬) and by kc by (▬). The fit 

results are given in figure 5 and table 2. Middle panels: Amplitudes (■) a1 and (●) a2 corre-

sponding to the observed rates from the fits to the experimental decay curves. The solid lines 

(▬) and (▬) are the global fits of the amplitudes corresponding to the two observable expo-

nential phases. Lower panels: The CD signal at 222 nm at different urea concentrations 

shows global helix unfolding in contrast to the local structure probed with the dynamic ex-

periments. 

 

Figure 5: A) Microscopic rate constants ku (♦), kf (♦), kc (■) from the global fit to the three-

state-model. The dashed lines show the values for global helix dynamics monitored by 

X0N22 B) The m – values mu (♦), mf (♦), mc (■) corresponding to the microscopic rate con-

stants. The dashed lines show the global m-values for helix dynamics monitored by X0N22 
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22

Dynamics of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains

Beat Fierz and Thomas Kiefhaber

22.1

Introduction

During protein folding the polypeptide chain has to form specific side-chain and

backbone interactions on its way to the native state. An important issue in protein

folding is the rate at which a folding polypeptide chain can explore conformational

space in its search for energetically favorable interactions. Conformational search

within a polypeptide chain is limited by intrachain diffusion processes, i.e., by the

rate at which two points along the chain can form an interaction. The knowledge

of the rates of intrachain contact formation in polypeptide chains and their depen-

dence on amino acid sequence and chain length is therefore essential for an under-

standing of the dynamics of the earliest steps in protein folding and for the charac-

terization of the free energy barriers for protein folding reactions. In addition,

intrachain diffusion provides an upper limit for the speed at which a protein can

reach its native state just like free diffusion provides an upper limit for the rate

constant of bimolecular reactions. Free diffusion of particles in solution was

treated extensively almost 100 years ago by Einstein and von Smoluchowski [1–3]

but until recently, only little was known about the absolute time scales of intra-

chain diffusion in polypeptides. Numerous theoretical studies have been made to

investigate the process of intrachain diffusion in polymers [4–10]. These studies

derived scaling laws for intrachain diffusion and made predictions on the kinetic

behavior of the diffusion process but they were not able to give absolute numbers.

This chapter will briefly introduce some theoretical concepts used to treat chain

diffusion and then discuss experimental results on intrachain diffusion from dif-

ferent model systems.

22.2

Equilibrium Properties of Chain Molecules

Since chain dynamics strongly depend on the chain conformation we will briefly

present some polymer models for chain conformations. This topic is discussed in

809
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more detail in Chapter 20 and in Refs [11–15]. The most simple description on an

unfolded state of a protein is the idealized notion of a random coil. In a random

coil no specific interactions between residues or more generally chain segments

persist and a large conformational space is populated. Polypeptide chains are

rather complex polymers as sketched in Figure 22.1. Usually simplified models

are applied to calculate general properties of random coils.

22.2.1

The Freely Jointed Chain

The equilibrium properties of an ideal polymer can be described by a three-

dimensional random walk. This hypothetical chain, the freely jointed chain, con-

sists of n bonds of length l with equally probable angles at each joint. The chain

is described by the nþ 1 position vectors of the joints (chain elements) Ri or the

n bond vectors ri. The correlation of the bond vectors hrm � rni is zero for n0m
because of the independence of the bond vector direction. The average end-to-end

distance hr 2i for the freely jointed chain is given by

hr 2i ¼ nl2 ð1Þ

For such an ideal chain the end-to-end vectors are normally distributed. The often-

used notion of a Gaussian chain, however, refers to a chain model with Gaussian

distributed bond lengths. Thus the end-to-end vector distribution is also Gaussian

and Eq. (1) holds. This chain model does not describe the local structure of a chain

correctly but the global properties of long chains are modeled in a realistic way.

22.2.2

Chain Stiffness

In a chain with restricted angles between two neighboring segments the correla-

tion between segments n;m is no longer zero for n0m but asymptotically ap-

N
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H
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Fig. 22.1. Schematic representation of a polypeptide chain.

The Ri denote the different amino acid side chains, the dashed

lines denote the virtual chain segment. Adopted from Ref. [12].
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proaches zero with increasing distance. The chain is not as flexible as the freely

jointed chain because every segment is influenced by its neighbors. This behavior

can be described in terms of chain stiffness. The end-to-end distance for such a

chain is larger than calculated from Eq. (1). Flory introduced the characteristic ratio

(Cn) as a measure for the dimensions of a stiff chain compared to a freely jointed

chain [12]

hr 2i ¼ Cnnl
2 ð2Þ

For short chains Cn increases with chain length due to preferential chain propaga-

tion into one direction (see Figure 22.2). For long chains ðn ! yÞ Cn reaches a

constant limiting value ðCyÞ.

hr 2i ¼ Cynl2 ð3Þ

In this limit hr 2i grows proportional to n, like an ideal random-walk chain (see Eq.

(1)). However, in a real chain hr 2i increases by a factor of Cy more per segment

compared with an ideal random-walk chain. The value of Cy gives the average

number of consecutive chain segments that propagate in the same direction (‘‘sta-

tistical segment’’). Consequently, for an ideal Gaussian chain where there is no

correlation between the bond vectors, the limiting characteristic ratio is 1 (see Eq.

(1)). For real chains Cy is larger than 1 and larger values of Cy indicate stiffer

chains.

Kuhn showed that for chains with limited flexibility and n bonds of length l an
equivalent to the freely jointed chain can be defined introducing an hypothetical

bond length b, the Kuhn length (b > l) [16, 17]. The Kuhn length is the length of

chain segments that can move freely (i.e., without experiencing chain stiffness).

The maximal length of the chain (rmax) is the same as for a freely jointed chain

and thus rmax ¼ nl ¼ n 0b with n 0 < n. The Kuhn length b is defined as

b ¼ hr 2i=rmax ¼ Cynl2=rmax ¼ Cyl ð4Þ

Another widely used term is the persistence length lp. It is a measure for the

distance that an infinitely long chain continues in the same direction (i.e., is

persistent). The Kuhn and the persistence lengths are connected by the simple

relationship

b ¼ 2lp ð5Þ

Both parameters are used as measures for chain stiffness.

22.2.3

Polypeptide Chains

Any real macromolecule like the polypeptide chain has defined segments which

are connected by chemical bonds. Bond angles are constrained and the distribution

22.2 Equilibrium Properties of Chain Molecules 811
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of torsional angles is given by torsional potentials with several minima. In a pep-

tide chain these torsional potentials are represented in conformational energy plots

[18–21] or the Ramachandran map [22]. Flory and coworkers calculated statistical

properties of various homopolypeptide chains [12, 18–21] based on the f,c-angles

from conformational energy plots. An average virtual bond length is defined from

Ca; i to Ca; iþ1 and taken as 3.8 Å as shown in Figure 22.1 [12]. For polypeptide

chains polyglycine represents the most flexible chain with Cy ¼ 2:2 (see Figure

22.2) [12, 18, 19]. Poly-l-proline gives stiff chains with CyA100, due to the forma-

tion of a polyproline helix. For all other amino acids, Cy is between 8.5 and 9.5

[18]. These values correspond to persistence lengths around 19 Å for chains that

do not contain glycine or proline and of 5.7 Å for poly-l-glycine [21]. It should be

noted that these values apply for y conditions, where the attractions between the

chain segments (e.g., van der Waals or electrostatic interactions) compensate for

the monomer–monomer repulsion due to excluded volume and the chain is appar-

ently unperturbed. For details see Refs [11–15].

22.2.4

Excluded Volume Effects

In real (physical) chains two chain segments cannot occupy the same space. The

excluded volume effect was first discussed by Kuhn [16] and leads to a non-ideal

behavior of the chain. The chain dimensions increase as a result of the excluded

volume, which leads to larger end-to-end distances. Flory obtained an approximate

exponent for the chain dimensions including the contributions from the excluded

volume effect by simple calculations [11].

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hr 2i

p
m l � n n; n ¼ 0:59A or 3=5 ð6Þ

0 20 40 60 80 100
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poly(glycine-serine)

polyserine

Fig. 22.2. Effect of chain length (n) on the

characteristic ratio (Cn) for polyserine,

polyglycine and a 50% mixture of serine and

glycine. Cn was calculated using average

transformation matrices given by Flory [12].

The transformation matrix for alanine was used

to calculate the properties of serine.
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This shows that the excluded volume effect is especially important for long chains.

The excluded volume chain has been a subject of much research and is discussed

in detail in the literature [13, 23–25] (see also Chapter 20).

For long real chains the end-to-end distribution function, pðrÞ, depends on the

solvent conditions and on the temperature of the system if the intrachain interac-

tions have enthalpic contributions. pðrÞ for real chains can reasonably well be ap-

proximated by a skewed Gaussian function [26]

pðrÞm 4pr2e�ððr�r0Þ=sÞ2 ð7Þ

where r is the end-to-end distance, s is the half-width of the distribution and r0 in-
dicates the shift of the skewed Gaussian from the origin. Polypeptides in solution

are complex molecules which may interact strongly with the solvent and with

themselves enabling proteins to fold. The unfolded state of natural proteins was

shown to contain both native and nonnative short-range and long-range interac-

tions [27–39] (see Chapter 21). But many of the properties of GdmCl-unfolded pro-

teins may be approximated by statistical chain models (see Section 22.4.2.4),

although in some proteins specific intrachain interactions have also been found

under strongly denaturing conditions [28, 39]. (see Chapter 21).

22.3

Theory of Polymer Dynamics

One of the major interests in polymer chemistry and biology is to elucidate the dy-

namic behavior of polymers in solution. Usually the dynamics of such molecules

are complex and cannot be easily described by classical concepts. This is especially

true for protein folding where the polypeptide chain not only moves freely in solu-

tion but also undergoes large cooperative structural transitions involving partially

folded and native states. In the following we will give a short introduction to the

theoretical concepts of polymer dynamics. More detailed information is given in

Refs [8, 13, 23, 24].

22.3.1

The Langevin Equation

The energy surface on which a system moves is often complex with sequential and

parallel events during the barrier crossing process (see Chapter 12.2). The motions

of the system exhibit a diffusional character. The polymer chain in solution is im-

mersed in solvent molecules which supply the energy for the movement by collid-

ing with the polymer chain and at the same time dissipate this energy by exerting a

frictional force on the molecule. The system can be described by the Langevin

equation for Brownian motion if one assumes that the relaxation time scale for

the solvent fluctuations is extremely short compared with the time scale of polymer

motion [40]:
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€xx ¼ �M�1 qUðxÞ
qx

� g _xx þM�1FflucðtÞ ð8Þ

where M is the particle mass, x is the reaction coordinate, UðxÞ denotes the en-

ergy, and g is a friction coefficient, which is determined by the interactions of the

system with its environment and couples the system to the environment. It can be

related to solvent viscosity in real solutions. FflucðtÞ is the random force which rep-

resents the thermal motion of the environment. The random force is modeled by

Gaussian white noise of zero mean and a d correlation function

hFflucðtÞi ¼ 0

hFflucðtÞ � Fflucðt 0Þi ¼ 2kBTgMdðt� t 0Þ ð9Þ

22.3.2

Rouse Model and Zimm Model

For long unfolded polypeptide chains, the simplified models used in polymer

theory should be applicable. The system, i.e., the peptide immersed in the solvent,

encounters no large barriers and undergoes random conformational changes. The

dynamic behavior of Gaussian chains can be described analytically using classical

polymer theory. Models of a higher complexity are only accessible, however, by

solving the equations numerically in computer simulations. Two models have

been initially proposed to describe polymer dynamics in dilute solutions: the Rouse

model [5] and the Zimm model [6]. In both models the polymer is treated as a set

of beads connected by harmonic springs. The Langevin equation (Eq. (8)) is used to

describe the brownian motion of the connected beads in the Rouse model. The

frictional and activating force from the solvent independently acts on all beads.

The movement of the chain is described as a set of n relaxation modes. These

modes can be compared to the vibrational modes of a violin string. Each mode p
is coupled to a relaxation time tp and involves the motion of a section of the chain

with n=p monomers. The mode with the longest relaxation time describes the over-

all motion (rotational relaxation) of the polymer chain. All other modes represent

internal motions.

Yet, the scaling laws obtained for Rouse chains are not consistent with experi-

mental results [24]. When a chain segment moves through a viscous solvent it

has to drag surrounding solvent molecules along. This creates a flow field around

the particle. Surrounding monomers are additionally affected by this flow field. As

a result, the motion of one chain segment influences the motion of all other seg-

ments by hydrodynamic interactions.

The resulting chain model including hydrodynamic interactions was put forward

by Zimm [6]. This model also gives internal relaxation modes, but the hydrody-

namic interactions lead to significant deviations from the Rouse model. The sol-

vent viscosity influences the system in two ways. First, it affects the random force

that delivers the energy and dissipates it at the same time (g, in the Langevin equa-
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tion). Secondly, viscosity changes the strength of the hydrodynamic interactions.

Many studies have been performed to compare the predictions of Rouse model,

the Zimm model, and more refined models to actual experiments [41]. The overall

chain motions including hydrodynamic interactions agree well with experiment

[24]. Measurements of dynamics in DNA molecules using time-resolved optical

microscopy directly showed internal relaxation modes [42].

22.3.3

Dynamics of Loop Closure and the Szabo-Schulten-Schulten Theory

One particularly intensively treated dynamic event in polymer chains is the loop

closure or end-to-end diffusion reaction. Organic chemists are interested in loop

closure probabilities for the synthesis of cyclic compounds. Also in nucleic acids

end-to-end diffusion is important during formation of cyclic DNA. The kinetics of

such cyclization reactions critically depend on the rate of intrachain contact forma-

tion. A similar situation is encountered in protein folding, where residues have to

come together and form specific non-covalent interactions. Jacobsen and Stock-

mayer [4] derived a scaling law for end-to-end ring closure probability as a function

of the length of the polymer chain. The calculations were based entirely on en-

tropic contributions and yielded

pring m n�3=2 ð10Þ

where pring denotes the probability of ring formation and n is the number of

monomers in such a ring.

Szabo, Schulten, and Schulten [7] discussed the kinetics that can be expected

from a diffusion controlled encounter of two groups attached to the ends of a

Gaussian chain (SSS theory). They treated the loop closure reaction as an end-to-

end diffusion of a polymer on a potential surface. It was shown that the kinetics

of such a process can be approximated by an exponential decay of the probability

SðtÞ that the system has not reacted (i.e., has not made contact) at time t

SðtÞASapproxðtÞ ¼ e ð�t=tÞ ð11Þ

This approximation holds if the distribution of chain conformations is stationary

throughout the reaction, i.e., the interchange of conformations is fast compared

with the rate of reaction, and the probability of reaction is small, i.e., the reactive

radius is small compared with the chain length. The time constant t is the mean

first passage time of this reaction and depends on the equilibrium end-to-end dis-

tribution of the polymer chain pðxÞ, on the diffusion constant D of the chain ends

relative to one another and on the reactive boundary ra, i.e., the distance which

leads to contact between the two ends.

t ¼ 1

D

ðy

ra

pðxÞ�1

ðy

x
pðyÞ dy

� �2
dx

�ðy

ra

pðxÞ dx ð12Þ
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The mean first passage time of contact formation can be related to the root mean

square end-to-end distance, r, by expanding Eq. (12):

t�1 ¼ kcontact mDð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hr 2i

p
Þ�3 ð13Þ

With Eq. (1) this gives the well-known relationship [4]:

kcontact m n�3=2 ð14Þ

for an ideal chain. The effect of viscosity on the rate of reaction is included in the

diffusion coefficient D, which is assumed to be inversely proportional to the sol-

vent viscosity. Hydrodynamic interactions, the excluded volume effect and other

non-idealities (e.g., a diffusion coefficient dependent on chain conformation) are

not considered in these approximations and probably contribute to the dynamics

and scaling laws in real systems.

22.4

Experimental Studies on the Dynamics in Unfolded Polypeptide Chains

22.4.1

Experimental Systems for the Study of Intrachain Diffusion

It is now widely accepted that the description of the unfolded state as a complete

random coil where the polypeptide chain behaves like an ideal polymer is not

accurate. Short stretches along the polypeptide chain behave in a highly non-ideal

manner because of chain stiffness, solvent interactions, and excluded volume. In

addition, there is evidence for residual short-range and long-range interactions in

unfolded proteins in water and even at high concentrations of urea and GdmCl

[27, 28, 34, 43, 44]. For the understanding of the dynamic properties of unfolded

proteins it is therefore essential to compare scaling laws and absolute rate con-

stants for chain diffusion in homopolymer models with the results from unfolded

proteins or protein fragments. Suitable experimental systems to study intrachain

diffusion should allow direct measurements of the kinetics of formation of van

der Waals contacts between specific groups on a polypeptide chain. To obtain abso-

lute rate constants, the applied method must be faster than chain diffusion and the

detection reaction itself should be diffusion controlled (see Appendix).

In the following, we will describe various experimental systems that have been

used to study the dynamics of intrachain diffusion. In Section 22.4.2 results from

these studies will be discussed in more detail in terms of dynamic properties of

unfolded polypeptide chains. A summary of the results is given in Tables 22.1 and

22.2.

22.4.1.1 Early Experimental Studies

Dynamics of synthetic polymers in various organic solvents have been studied for a

long time by different means. End-to-end contact formation has been examined
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using phosphorescence quenching of benzophenone in long hydrocarbon poly-

mers [45] and by excimer formation of pyrene groups attached to poly(ethylene

glycols) [46]. The dynamics of unfolded polypeptide chains have first been studied

using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) from an energy donor to an

energy acceptor group. FRET was shown to be a powerful tool to determine donor–

acceptor distances [47], but time-resolved FRET kinetics also contain major contri-

butions from the diffusion of the two FRET probes relative to each other [48, 49].

The number of excited donor molecules (N �ðr; tÞ) with donor–acceptor distance r
changes with time in the presence of an acceptor group. This can be described by a

second-order partial differential equation for the reduced distance distribution,

Nðr; tÞ, normalized to N0ðrÞ:

qNðr; tÞ
qt

¼ � 1

t
1þ R0

r

� �6 !

Nðr; tÞ
( )

þ 1

N0ðrÞ
q

qr
N0ðrÞD qNðr; tÞ

qr

� �

with Nðr; tÞ ¼ N �ðr; tÞ
N0ðr; tÞ ð15Þ

where R0 is the distance of 50% FRET efficiency, which is a property of the FRET

labels, N0ðrÞ denotes the equilibrium distribution of distances between donor and

acceptor, and t is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor. The first term (equilib-

rium term) on the right-hand side describes the change of donor excitation with

time through spontaneous decay and nonradiative energy transfer. The second

term (diffusion term) describes the replenishment of excited labels through brow-

nian motion. This dynamic component of FRET was exploited to determine diffu-

sion coefficients of segmental motion in short homopolypeptide chains (poly-N 5-

(2-hydroxyethyl)-l-glutamine) in glycerol and trifluoroethanol mixtures [48, 49]

(see Chapter 17). Naphthyl- and dansyl-groups were used as donor and acceptor,

respectively (Figure 22.3A).

These studies allowed the first estimates of the time scale of chain diffusion pro-

cesses in polypeptide chains. Converting the reported average diffusion constants

reported by Haas and coworkers [48] into time constants (t ¼ 1=k) for contact

formation at van der Waals distance gives values between 9 and 3 ns for a donor–

acceptor separation of between 4 and 8 peptide bonds, respectively [50]. The dy-

namic component of FRET is sensitive to motions around the Förster distance

(R0), which is around 22 Å for the dansyl–naphthyl pair used in these studies. It

therefore remained unclear whether the same diffusion constants represent the dy-

namics for formation of van der Waals contact between two groups. In addition,

analysis of the FRET data critically depends on the shape of the donor–acceptor

distribution function, which had to be introduced in the data analysis and thus

did not allow model-free analysis of the data. It was found that this distribution

can be described most accurately by the skewed Gaussian function mentioned

above [51]. It later turned out that the chain dynamics measured by FRET are sig-

nificantly faster than rate constants for contact formation (see below), which might

indicate a distance-dependent diffusion constant in unfolded polypeptide chains.
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FRET was also used in several proteins to determine donor–acceptor distance dis-

tribution functions and diffusion coefficients (see Chapter 17).

Rates of intrachain diffusion have also been estimated from the rate constant for

intramolecular bond formation in GdmCl-unfolded cytochrome c [52]. The reac-

tion of a methionine with a heme group separated by 50–60 amino acids along

the chain gave time constants around 35–40 ms. Extrapolating these data to shorter

distances using SSS or Jacobsen-Stockmeyer theory (k@ n�1:5) gave an estimate of

1 ms for the time constant of contact formation at a distance of 10 peptide bonds,

which was predicted to be the distance for the maximum rate of contact formation

due to chain stiffness slowing down the diffusion process over shorter distances

[53]. A problem with this experimental approach is that the recombination reaction

of heme with methionine is not diffusion controlled. Thus, the chain dynamics

allow a faster breakage of the heme–methionine contact than formation of the

methionine–heme bond. Thus, not every contact was productive and the apparent

rate constants obtained in these measurements were slower than the absolute rate

constants measured with diffusion-controlled systems (see Experimental Protocols,

Section 22.7).

22.4.1.2 Triplet Transfer and Triplet Quenching Studies

The early studies on intrachain diffusion did not yield absolute rate constants for

contact formation, but they were important to trigger the development of more

direct and model-free methods to study chain diffusion. Recently, several experi-

mental systems using fast photochemical methods to directly monitor contact for-

mation in model peptides and protein fragments have been introduced. Bieri et al.

[50] and Krieger et al. [54, 55] used triplet–triplet transfer (TTET) between thioxan-

thone or xanthone derivatives and naphthalene (see Figure 22.3B,C) to directly

measure rate constants for intrachain contact formation in synthetic polypeptide

chains. A triplet donor and a triplet acceptor group are introduced at specific points

in polypeptide chains. The donor is selectively excited by a laserflash and under-

goes fast intersystem crossing into the triplet state (see Figure 22.4). Upon intra-

chain diffusion the triplet donor and triplet acceptor groups meet and the triplet

state is transferred to the acceptor. Since TTET is a two electron exchange process

(Dexter mechanism) it has a very strong distance dependence and usually requires

Fig. 22.3. Structures of different experimental

systems used to measure intrachain contact

formation. Results from these systems are

summarized in Table 22.1. A) Dansyl and

naphthyl-labeled poly-N5-(2-hydroxyethyl)-l-

glutamine used to determine diffusion

constants by FRET [48]. B) Thioxanthone and

naphthylalanine-labeled poly(Gly-Ser) peptides

to measure contact formation by TTET [50]. C)

Xanthone and naphthylalanine-labeled peptides

to measure contact formation by TTET in

various homopolymer chains and natural

sequences with up to 57 amino acids between

donor and acceptor [54, 55]. D,E) Tryptophan

and cysteine or lipoate-labeled peptides to

measure contact formation by Trp triplet

quenching in various short peptide chains [59,

125, 126]. F) Short peptide chains (n < 10) for

measuring DBO fluorescence quenching by

tryptophan [65]. G) Quenching of Zn-porphyrin

triplets by Ru-His complexes in unfolded

cytochrome c [64].

H——————————————————————————————————————————
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van der Waals contact to allow for electron transfer. This should be contrasted to

FRET, which occurs through dipole–dipole interactions and thus allows energy

transfer over larger distances (see above).

The triplet states of the labels have specific absorbance bands, which can easily

be monitored to measure the decay of the donor triplet states and the concomitant

increase of acceptor triplet states (Figure 22.5). The time constant for formation of

xanthone triplet states is around 2 ps [56]. TTET between xanthone and naph-

thyl acetic acid is faster than 2 ps and has a bimolecular transfer rate constant of

4 � 109 M�1 s�1 [54, 56], which is the value expected for a diffusion-controlled

reaction between small molecules in water (see Experimental Protocols, Section

22.7). Due to this fast photochemistry, TTET between xanthone and naphthalene

allows measurements of absolute rate constants for diffusion processes slower

than 10–20 ps (Figure 22.6 and Experimental Protocols, Section 22.7). The upper

Fig. 22.4. Jablonski diagram for triplet–triplet energy transfer

(TTET) from xanthone to naphthalene. Rate constants for

triplet formation (kT) and TTET (kTT) were measured by

laserflash photolysis using femtosecond pulses [56].
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limit of the experimental time window accessible by TTET is set by the intrinsic

lifetime of xanthone which is around 20–30 ms in water. Xanthone has a high

quantum yield for intersystem crossing (f ISC ¼ 0:99, eA4000 M�1 cm�1) and the

triplet state has a strong absorbance band with a maximum around 590 nm in

water (eT590A10 000 M�1 cm�1). This allows single-pulse measurements at rather

low peptide concentrations (10–50 mM).

The low concentrations applied in the experiments also rule out contributions

from intermolecular transfer reactions that would have half-times higher than

50 ms in this concentration range [50, 54]. Also contributions from through-bond

transfer processes can be neglected, since this cannot occur over distances beyond

eight bonds [57, 58] and even the shortest peptides used in TTET studies had do-

nor and acceptor separated by 11 bonds.

Bieri et al. [50] initially used a derivate of thioxanthone as triplet donor and the

nonnatural amino acid naphthylalanine (NAla) as triplet acceptor (see Figure

22.3B). Because of the sensitivity of the triplet energy of the donor on solvent po-

larity the measurements had to be carried out in ethanol. TTET detected single ex-

ponential kinetics in all peptides with time constants of 20 ns for the shortest loops

in poly(glycine-serine)-based polypeptide chains [50]. The length dependence of

contact formation in these peptides did not exhibit a maximum rate constant for

transfer at n ¼ 10, in contrast to the predicted behavior [53] (see Section 22.4.2.2).

Based on these findings, the minimum time constant for intrachain contact forma-

tion was shown to be around 20 ns for short and flexible chains. The thioxanthone

used in the initial experiments as triplet donor was later replaced by xanthone [54],

which has a higher triplet energy than thioxanthone and thus allowed measure-

ments in water (see Figure 22.3C). These results showed two- to threefold faster
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Fig. 22.5. Time-dependent change in the

absorbance spectrum of a Xan-(Gly-Ser)14-

NAla-Ser-Gly peptide after a 4 ns laser flash

at 355 nm. The decay in the intensity of the

xanthone triplet absorbance band around

590 nm is accompanied by a corresponding

increase in the naphthalene triplet absorbance

band around 420 nm. Adapted from Ref. [54].
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rate constants for contact formation compared to the same peptides in ethanol

[54], setting the time constant for intrachain diffusion in short flexible chains in

water to 5–10 ns. The faster kinetics compared to the thioxanthone/NAla system

could be attributed to the effect of ethanol [54] (see below).

A disadvantage of TTET from xanthone to NAla in its application to natural pro-

teins is that Tyr, Trp, and Met interact with the xanthone triplet state either by

TTET or by triplet quenching and thus should not be present in the studied poly-

peptide chains [55].

Lapidus et al. [59] used a related system to measure chain dynamics in short

peptides. In this approach contact formation was measured by quenching of tryp-

tophan triplet states by cysteine (see Figure 22.3D). Tryptophan can be selectively

excited by a laserflash (f ISC ¼ 0:18, e266A3500 M�1 cm�1, eT460A5000 M�1 cm�1)

and its triplet decay can be monitored by absorbance spectroscopy [60]. The advan-

tage of this system is that donor chromophore and quencher groups are naturally

occurring amino acids, which can be introduced at any position in peptides and

proteins. As in the case on TTET from xanthone to naphthalene some amino acids

interfere with the measurements (e.g., Tyr, Met) since they interact with trypto-

phan triplets and should thus not be present in the studied polypeptide chains [61].

Major disadvantages of the Trp/Cys system are, (i) that the formation of trypto-

phan triplets is slow (t ¼ 3 ns) [62], (ii) that triplet quenching is accompanied by

the formation of S�radicals [59], and (iii) that the quenching process is not diffu-

sion controlled [63]. These properties reduce the time window available for the

kinetic measurements and do not allow direct and model-free analysis of the

quenching time traces (see Experimental Protocols, Section 22.7). In addition, its

low quantum yield makes the detection of the triplet states and the data analysis

difficult, especially since the kinetics are obscured by radical absorbance bands. In

addition to cysteine quenching, two other systems were presented by the same

group [59] with cystine or the cyclic disulfide lipoate serving as quencher instead

of cysteine (Figure 22.3E). The advantage of using lipoate is that the quenching ki-

netics are much closer to the diffusion limit. Thus, the rates measured with this

system are generally faster. Still, all systems used for quenching of tryptophan trip-

lets gave significantly slower kinetics of intrachain contact formation compared to

TTET from xanthone to NAla in the same or in similar sequences (see Tables 22.1

and 22.2). This indicates that tryptophan triplet quenching does not allow mea-

surements of chain dynamics on the absolute time scale [63].

Another recent experimental approach investigated intrachain contact forma-

tion in unfolded cytochrome c using electron transfer from a triplet excited Zn-

porphyrine group to a Ru complex, which was bound to a specific histidine residue

(His33; Figure 22.3G). Since electron transfer is fast and close to the diffusion lim-

it these experiments should also yield absolute rate constants for chain diffusion.

Contact formation in the 15-amino-acid loop from cytochrome c was observed

with a time constant of 250 ns [64] in the presence of 5.4 M GdmCl. This is signif-

icantly faster than the dynamics in unfolded cytochrome c reported by Hagen et al.

[52] under similar conditions. However, the dynamics measured by Chang et al.

agree well with TTET measurements [50, 54, 55], when the kinetics are extrapo-

lated from 5.4 M GdmCl to water (see below).
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22.4.1.3 Fluorescence Quenching

Other approaches to measure contact formation applied quenching of long-lifetime

fluorescence probes. Two studies used 2,3-diazabicyclo[2,2,2]oct-2-ene (DBO) as a

fluorophore (see Figure 22.3F) [65, 66]. It has a lifetime of up to 1 ms and its ex-

cited singlet states can be quenched by tryptophan upon contact. The quenching

rate of DBO by tryptophan lies close to the diffusion-controlled limit in water,

yet the obtained rates are about a factor of 3 slower than the ones obtained with

the xanthone/NAla system in the same peptides [54]. This suggests that the photo-

chemistry of fluorescence quenching may not be faster than breakage of the van

der Waals contact between DBO and Trp (see Figure 22.6 and Experimental Proto-

cols, Section 22.7). Another disadvantage of this method is the rather short lifetime

of the DBO excited state (< 1 ms), which limits the method to short peptides.

Recently, intrachain diffusion was measured using single molecule fluorescence

quenching. Peptides were labeled with a fluorescent dye (MR121) which was

quenched by tryptophan [67]. The quenching was reported to only occur efficiently

via van der Waals contact. Contact formation between the labels resulted in fluores-

cence fluctuations, which were recorded by confocal fluorescence microscopy. The

rate constants for contact formation were determined using time-correlated single-

photon counting. The calculated rates are, however, significantly lower than those

determined by more direct methods.

22.4.2

Experimental Results on Dynamic Properties of Unfolded Polypeptide Chains

The different systems presented above were applied to measure intrachain contact

formation in a large variety of model peptides. The rates for contact formation have

kT kc

k-c

kTT

2 ps < 2 ps

Fig. 22.6. Schematic representation of the

triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET)

experiments. Triplet donor and acceptor

groups are attached at specific positions on an

unstructured polypeptide chain. Triplet states

are produced in the donor group by a short

laser flash and transferred to the acceptor

upon encounter at van der Waals distance in a

diffusion-controlled process. The experiments

allow determination of the absolute rate

constant for contact formation (kc) in the

ensemble of unfolded conformation, if

formation of the triplet state (kT) and the

transfer process (kTT) are much faster than

chain dynamics (kT; kTT g k�c; kc; see

Experimental Protocols, Section 22.7). The rate

constants given for kT and kTT were taken

from Ref. [56].
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been found to vary depending on the method applied, on the sequence of the pep-

tide and on the peptide length. Results from different groups are compared in

Tables 22.1 and 22.2. The results reveal that TTETand electron transfer, which were

shown to have fast photochemistry and diffusion-controlled transfer reactions, give

virtually identical rate constants and have the fastest contact rates of all applied

methods. These methods obviously allow the determination of absolute rate con-

stants for contact formation. In the following, we will discuss results from experi-

ments that used these methods to determine the effect of chain length, amino acid

sequence and solvent properties on the rate constants of contact formation.

22.4.2.1 Kinetics of Intrachain Diffusion

All experiments applying TTET [50, 54] and electron transfer [64] to measure dy-

namics of unfolded polypeptide chains revealed single exponential kinetics on

the ns time scale or slower (Figure 22.7). The only exception were short proline-

containing peptides, where the kinetics of cis and trans Xaa-Pro peptide bonds

could be resolved [54]. From the observation of single exponential kinetics several

conclusions can be drawn. As observed by Szabo, Schulten, and Schulten [7] and

pointed out by Zwanzig [68], single exponential kinetics indicate fast interconver-

sion between the different conformations in the ensemble of unfolded states, thus

allowing the chain to maintain the equilibrium distribution of the ensemble of

conformations that has not made contact. Fast interconversion between individual

chain conformations is in agreement with results on conformational relaxation

processes in strained peptides, which were shown to occur in the picoseconds time

scale [69, 70]. Secondly, the contact radius is small compared to the chain length,

which leads to a small probability of contact formation in agreement with the ob-

servation that triplet–triplet transfer can only occur when the two labels are in van

der Waals contact [7, 68]. A small fraction of chain conformations in equilibrium

are predicted to have very short donor–acceptor distances [63] which might allow

contact formation on the subnanosecond time scale. From the nanosecond TTET

experiments it can be ruled out, however, that a significant fraction (> 5–10%) of

chain molecules form donor–acceptor contacts on the subnanosecond time scale,

even in the shortest peptides [54]. However, the dynamics of linear peptides in

the subnanoseconds time region has not been investigated yet. The fast photo-

chemistry of TTET between xanthone and naphthalene should allow the study of

peptide dynamics on the picosecond time scale to detect small fraction of fast

transfer processes.

22.4.2.2 Effect of Loop Size on the Dynamics in Flexible Polypeptide Chains

The scaling of the end-to-end diffusion with loop size was measured in TTET ex-

periments by varying the number of amino acids between xanthone and naphthyl-

alanine in two series of homopolypeptides. One series represented flexible polypep-

tide chains of Xan-(Gly-Ser)x-NAla-Ser-Gly peptides with x varying from 1 to 28.

These peptides allowed measurements of contact formation kinetics between two

points on the chain separated by between 3 and 57 peptide bonds, which covers

the range of side-chain contacts in small proteins. Figure 22.7 displays three repre-
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sentative TTET kinetics for peptides from this series. As mentioned above, single

exponential kinetics for contact formation were observed for all peptides.

Figure 22.8 shows the effect of increasing loop size on the rate constant for con-

tact formation. For long loops (n > 20) the rate of contact formation decreases with

n�1:7G0:1 (n is the number of peptide bonds between donor and acceptor). This in-

dicates a stronger effect of loop size on the rate of contact formation than expected

for purely entropy-controlled intrachain diffusion in ideal freely jointed Gaussian
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Fig. 22.7. Time course of formation and decay

of xanthone triplets in peptides of the form

Xan-(Gly-Ser)x-NAla-Ser-Gly after a 4 ns laser

flash at t ¼ 0 measured by the change in

absorbance of the xanthone triplets at 590 nm.

Data for different numbers of peptide bonds

(n) between donor and acceptor are displayed.

Additionally, single exponential fits of the data

and the corresponding residuals are shown.

The fits gave time constants shown in Figure

22.8. Adapted from Ref. [54].
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chains, which should scale with k@ n�1:5 (see above) [4, 7]. However, Flory already

pointed out that excluded volume effects should significantly influence the chain

dimensions [11]. Accounting for excluded volume effects in the end-to-end diffu-

sion model of Szabo, Schulten, and Schulten [7] gives k@ n�1:8, which is nearly

identical to the value found for the long poly(Gly-Ser) chains [54]. This indicates

that the dimensions and the dynamics of unfolded polypeptide chains in water

are significantly influenced by excluded volume effects, which is in agreement

with recent results on conformational properties of polypeptides derived from sim-

plified Ramachandran maps [25]. Additionally, hydrodynamic interactions and the

presence of small enthalpic barriers, which were observed in the temperature

dependence of intrachain diffusion might contribute to the length dependence

(F. Krieger and T. Kiefhaber, unpublished).

The observed simple scaling law breaks down for n < 20 and contact formation

becomes virtually independent of loop size for very short loops with a limiting

value of ka ¼ 1:8 � 108 s�1. As pointed out above, the limiting rate constant for

contact formation in short loops is not due to limits of TTET (kTT in Figure 22.6),

since this process is faster than 2 ps. Obviously, the intrinsic dynamics of polypep-

tide chains are limited by different processes for motions over short and over long

segments. This is in agreement with polymer theory, which suggests that the prop-

erties of short chains are strongly influenced by chain stiffness. This leads to a

breakdown of theoretically derived scaling laws for ideal chains [12]. To compare

the experimental results with predictions from polymer theory the effect of loop

size on the rate constants for contact formation (Figure 22.8) can be compared to

1 10 100
106

107

108

109

Number of peptide bonds (n)

k c
(s

-1
)

poly(Gly-Ser)
polyserine
parvalbumin loop

Fig. 22.8. Comparison of the rate constants

(k c) for end-to-end diffusion in poly(glycine-

serine) (filled circles), polyserine (open circles)

and a parvalbumin loop fragment 85–102

(triangles) measured by TTET between xanthone

and naphthylalanine. The data were fitted to

Eq. (16) and gave results of ka ¼ ð1:8G 0:2Þ �
108 s�1, kb ¼ ð6:7G 1:6Þ � 109 s�1 and

m ¼ 1:72G 0:08 for the poly(glycine-serine)

series and of ka ¼ ð8:7G 0:8Þ � 107 s�1,

kb ¼ ð1:0G 0:8Þ � 1010 s�1 and m ¼ 2:1G 0:3

for polyserine. The dashed lines indicate the

limiting cases for dynamics for short chains

(kc ¼ ka) and long chains k c ¼ kb � n�m). Data

were taken from Refs [54, 55].
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the length dependence of the characteristic ratio (Cn; Figure 22.2). By comparison

with polymer theory the limiting value for kc for formation of short loops might be

related to intrinsic chain stiffness, which causes the increase in Cn with chain

length for short chains (see Section 22.2).

The 1:1 mixture of glycine and serine used in these experiments is expected to

have a Cy-value of about 3 and Cy should be reached for n > 10 (Figure 22.2)

[21]. Figure 22.8 shows, however, that the poly(glycine-serine) chains behave

like random chains only over distances longer than 20–30 amino acids, where

kc @ n�1:7. This indicates increased chain stiffness compared to the predicted

value, which could be due to specific intrachain hydrogen bonds or van der Waals

interactions and to excluded volume effects that restrict the number of chain con-

formations. This model is supported by the measurements of activation energies

for the peptides of different length. Formation of long loops shows very low activa-

tion enthalpies whereas formation of short loops encounter significant energy bar-

riers (F. Krieger and T. Kiefhaber, unpublished).

The complete effect of loop size on intrachain contact formation can be de-

scribed by a model where length-dependent diffusional processes, which scale

with k ¼ kb � n�m, limit the kinetics of formation of long loops. Contact forma-

tion reaches a limiting rate constant (ka) when these diffusional motions become

slower than length-independent short-range motions, which are probably governed

by chain stiffness and steric effects. Accordingly, the effect of loop size on contact

formation can be described by

kc ¼ 1

1=ka þ 1=ðkb � n�mÞ ð16Þ

The fit of the experimental results to Eq. (16) is shown in Figure 22.8 and gives

a value of ka ¼ ð1:8G 0:2Þ � 108 s�1, kb ¼ ð6:7G 1:6Þ � 109 s�1, and m ¼
1:72G 0:08 for poly(glycineserine), as discussed above.

22.4.2.3 Effect of Amino Acid Sequence on Chain Dynamics

Both theoretical considerations [18, 19, 21] (see Section 22.2) and experimental re-

sults from NMR measurements [71] show that polypeptide chains are especially

flexible around glycyl residues. All amino acids except proline (Cy > 100) and gly-

cine (Cy ¼ 2:2) are predicted to have Cy-values around 8.5–9.5 and Cy should be

reached for intrachain distances longer than about 40–50 amino acids [18, 19, 21]

(Figure 22.2). This indicates increased chain stiffness and longer root mean square

end-to-end distances (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hr2i0

p
) compared to the poly(glycine-serine) series (Figure

22.2). The effect of chain stiffness on peptide dynamics was tested in TTET experi-

ments in polyserine chains [54]. Figure 22.8 compares the effect of loop size on

intrachain diffusion in a series of Xan-(Ser)x-NAla-Ser-Gly peptides with x ¼ 2–11

(n ¼ 3–12) to the behavior of poly(Gly-Ser) chains. Single exponential kinetics for

contact formation were observed in all polyserine peptides. For short loops (n < 5)

contact formation is virtually independent of loop size with a limiting value of

ka ¼ 8:7 � 107 s�1 (see Eq. (18)). This indicates that the local dynamics in polyser-
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ine are about two- to threefold slower than in the poly(glycine-serine) peptides,

which seems to be a small effect compared to the largely different properties ex-

pected for the stiffer polyserine chains (see Figure 22.2).

The decreased flexibility and the longer donor-acceptor distances in the polyser-

ine chains are probably compensated by the decreased conformational space avail-

able for polyserine compared to poly(glycine-serine) peptides. [54] For longer poly-

serine chains contact formation slows down with increasing loop size. The effect

of increasing loop size on the rates of contact formation seems to be slightly

larger in polyserine compared to the poly(glycine-serine) series (m ¼ 2:1G 0:3;

kb ¼ ð1:0G 0:8Þ � 1010 s�1; see Eq. (16)). However, due to limitations in peptide

synthesis it was not possible to obtain longer peptides, which would be required

to get a more accurate scaling law for the polyserine peptides.

The kinetics of formation of short loops differ only by a factor of 2 for polyserine

compared with poly(glycine-serine), arguing for only little effect of amino acid se-

quence on local chain dynamics (Figure 22.8). The effect of other amino acids on

local chain dynamics was measured by performing TTET experiments on short

host–guest peptides of the canonical sequence Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-NAla-Ser-Gly using

the guest amino acids Xaa ¼ Gly, Ser, Ala, Ile, His, Glu, Arg, and Pro [54]. Figure

22.9 shows that the amino acid side chain indeed has only little effect on the rates

of contact formation. All amino acids except proline and glycine show very similar

dynamics. Interestingly, there is a small but significant difference in rate between

short side chains (Ala, Ser) and amino acids with longer side chains (Ile, Glu, Arg,

His). Obviously, chains that extend beyond the Cb-atom slightly decrease the rates

7
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Fig. 22.9. Effect of amino acid sequence on local chain

dynamics measured in host–guest peptides with the canonical

sequence Xan-Ser-Xaa-Ser-NAla-Ser-Gly. The guest amino acid

Xaa was varied and the rate constants for the different guest

amino acids are displayed. Data taken from Ref. [54].
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of local chain dynamics, whereas charges do not influence the dynamics. Glycyl

and prolyl residues show significantly different dynamics compared with all other

amino acids, as expected from their largely different conformational properties

[19].

As shown before (Figure 22.8) glycine accelerates contact formation about

two- to threefold compared with serine. Proline shows slower and more com-

plex kinetics of contact formation with two rate constants of k1 ¼ 2:5 � 108 s�1

and k2 ¼ 2 � 107 s�1 and respective amplitudes of A1 ¼ 20G 5% and A2 ¼
80G 5%. This essentially reflects the cis–trans ratio at the Ser-Pro peptide bond in

our host–guest peptide, which has a cis content of 16G 2% as determined by 1D
1H-NMR spectroscopy using the method described by Reimer et al. [72]. Since the

rate of cis–trans isomerization is slow (t@ 20 s at 22 �C) there is no equilibration

between the two isomers on the time scale of the TTET experiments. This allows

the measurement of the dynamics of both the trans and the cis form. The re-

sults show that the two isomers significantly differ in their dynamic properties of

i; iþ 4 contact formation and that the cis-prolyl isomer actually shows the fastest

rate of local contact formation of all peptides (Figure 22.9).

22.4.2.4 Effect of the Solvent on Intrachain Diffusion

The dynamics of short poly(glycine-serine) peptides measured with the xanthone–

naphthalene TTET pair in water [54] were about 3 times faster than the previously

measured rates in the same peptides using the thioxanthone–naphthalene pair in

EtOH [50], although both systems were shown to be diffusion-controlled. Figure

22.10 shows that this difference can be attributed to solvent effects [54]. ln kc
linearly decreases with increasing EtOH concentration in a Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-

Ser-Gly peptide (Figure 22.10A). EtOH is a better solvent for polypeptide chains

than water and should thus lead to a more extended ensemble of unfolded states.

This model was supported by measuring the effect of GdmCl and urea on the con-

tact rates in aqueous solutions. Both denaturants show similar effects on intra-

chain diffusion as EtOH, with a linear decrease in ln kc with increasing denaturant

concentration. Interestingly, the change in ln kc with denaturant concentration

(mc ¼ q ln kc=q [Denaturant]) is twofold higher for GdmCl compared with urea,

which essentially corresponds to their relative strength in unfolding proteins [73]

(see below). Similar mc-values for EtOH, urea and GdmCl were observed in a

Xan-(Ser)9-NAla-Ser-Gly peptides. [54] The observed effect is significantly stronger

than expected from the increased solvent viscosity in concentrated GdmCl and

urea solutions [50, 74].

The effect of GdmCl and urea on the chain dynamics suggested that these co-

solvents may significantly change the chain properties. This was supported by

measurements of the effect of GdmCl on the distance dependence of intrachain

contact formation. Figure 22.10B compares the effect of loop size on the kinetics

of contact formation in the Xan-(Gly-Ser)n-NAla-Ser-Gly series in 8 M GdmCl and

water. At high denaturant concentrations the switch from the length-independent

dynamics to the length-dependent regime occurs already for formation of shorter

loops. This indicates decreased chain stiffness in 8 M GdmCl compared with
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water, although the dynamics are significantly slowed down in the presence of

GdmCl both for formation of short and long loops (Figure 22.10). For long pepti-

des the effect of chain length on the rates of contact formation is similar in 8 M

GdmCl and water with kc @ n�1:8G0:1. These results revealed that denaturants like

GdmCl and urea slow down local chain dynamics but lead to more flexible chains

that behave like ideal polymers already at shorter donor–acceptor distances (Figure

22.10B). These seemingly contradicting findings can be rationalized based on

the effect of denaturants on the conformational properties of polypeptide chains.

Unlike water, solutions with high concentrations of denaturants represent good

solvents for polypeptide chains. This reduces the strength of intramolecular in-
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Fig. 22.10. A) Effect of various co-solvents on

the dynamics of intrachain contact formation

in a Xan-(Gly-Ser)4-NAla-Ser-Gly peptide

measured by TTET. Measurements were

performed in aqueous solutions in the

presence of ethanol (diamonds), urea (filled

circles) and GdmCl (open circles). B) Effect of

donor–acceptor distance (n) on the rate

constant of contact formation in series of

poly(Gly-Ser) peptides (cf. Figure 22.8). The

rate constants for contact formation in water

(filled circles) are compared with the values in

8 M GdmCl (open circles). Data taken from

Ref. [54].
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teractions like hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions relative to peptide–

solvent interactions, which makes unstructured polypeptide chains more flexible

and leads to a behavior expected for an unperturbed chain.

In agreement with this interpretation the effect of loop size on the rates of con-

tact formation in 8 M GdmCl is close to the behavior of an unperturbed polypep-

tide chain predicted by Flory and coworkers [21] (see Figure 22.2). The decreased

rate of contact formation at high denaturant concentrations can only in part be

explained by an increased solvent viscosity. Additional effects like increased

donor–acceptor distance, which is expected in good solvents compared to water

and denaturant binding might also contribute to the decreased rate constants [74].

22.4.2.5 Effect of Solvent Viscosity on Intrachain Diffusion

Intrachain contact formation was shown to be strongly viscosity dependent as ex-

pected for a diffusional reaction. Viscosity effects on contact formation rates have

been measured in TTET experiments on poly(Gly-Ser) peptides [50] (F. Krieger

and T. Kiefhaber, unpublished). In all peptides a linear dependency of log kc
vs. log h was observed and the dependencies could be fitted with the empirical

relationship

k ¼ k0
h�b

ð17Þ

with ba 1 (Figure 22.11). In the limit for long chains (n > 15) the rate of contact

formation was found to be inversely proportional to the viscosity (b ¼ 1) indepen-

dent of the co-solvent used to alter the viscosity of the solution. In the limit for

100 101 102

106

107

108

η (cP)

k c
 (s

-1
)

Fig. 22.11. Viscosity dependence of the rate of

contact formation for poly(Gly-Ser)x peptides

containing x ¼ 1 (filled circles), 2 (open

circles), 3 (filled triangles) and 4 (filled

diamonds) glycine-serine pairs between

thioxanthone and naphthylalanine (cf. Figure

22.3B). Linear fits of the double logarithmic

plot of the data give slopes of �0:96G 0:05,

�0:83G 0:05, �0:80G 0:05, and �0:81G
0:05, respectively. Experiments were carried out

in ethanol/glycerol mixtures. Data were taken

from Ref. [50].
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short chains (n < 10), b was smaller than unity (0.8–0.9) [50]. This is not compati-

ble with theoretical consideration which predict b ¼ 1 as a result from Stokes law

relating the solvent viscosity and the diffusion coefficient. b-values < 1 have also

been observed for motions of simpler polymers in organic solvents [75–77] and

for dynamics of native proteins [78–80].

Several origins have been proposed to explain such behavior like either position-

dependent [81] or frequency-dependent [82, 83] friction coefficients. In addition,

experiments on myoglobin [80] suggested that deviations from the Stokes law can

also be caused by the structure of protein–solvent interfaces, which preferably con-

tain water molecules and have the viscous co-solvent molecules preferentially ex-

cluded [84]. This results in a smaller microviscosity around the protein compared

with bulk solvent. Additional experiments will be needed to identify the origin of

fractional viscosity dependencies of dynamics in short chains.

22.4.2.6 End-to-end Diffusion vs. Intrachain Diffusion

When side-chain contacts are formed within a polypeptide chain during the fold-

ing process, the residues are commonly not located near the end of the polypeptide

chain. Thus, the end-to-end contact formation experiments represent a rather spe-

cific and rare situation during the folding process. Based on the location of the

contact sites, three categories of contact formation events in polymers can be dis-

tinguished (Figure 22.12). Type I corresponds to end-to-end contact formation.

Type II corresponds to end-to-interior contacts and type III contacts are formed be-

tween two position remote from the chain ends. Measurements in long hydrocar-

bon chains yielded trends that cyclization rates are slowed down by additional

groups at the ends of the chain [46] without yielding absolute magnitudes of the

effects. The xanthone–NAla TTET system has proved to be suitable to perform

such experiments in peptides. TTET experiments in type II and III systems have

shown that kc depends on the size of the additional tail (B. Fierz and T. Kiefhaber,

unpublished). The strength of the effect is dependent on the nature of the se-

quence in the observed segment. In long and flexible chains between the labels

(i.e., the long chain limit) the dependence on tail length is weaker than for short

or stiff chains (the short chain limit).

Such behavior has been predicted by theory [85]. The observed effect should cor-

relate with the surface of the additional amino acids on the ends, if solvent friction

limits chain motions as suggested by the viscosity-dependence of the chain diffu-

sion. However the chain movements should only be slowed down to a limiting

value. In this limit, the segmental dynamics are independent on further extension

of the chain. This limiting rate of innersegmental diffusion corresponds to the

maximal rate at which specific side-chain contacts can be formed in the interior of

a protein during folding.

22.4.2.7 Chain Diffusion in Natural Protein Sequences

Recently, contact formation rates have been measured in natural protein sequences

from cytochrome c [64] and carp parvalbumin [55]. The results from these dynam-
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ics are in agreement with dynamics expected from the host–guest studies shown

in Figure 22.9. The 18-amino-acid EF-loop of carp parvalbumin connects two a-

helices and brings two phenylalanine residues into contact in the native protein,

which were replaced by xanthone and naphthylalanine to measure TTET kinetics

(Figure 22.13) [55]. The measured kinetics were single exponential (Figure 22.14)

and the time constant for contact formation (t ¼ 50 ns) was comparable to the dy-

namics for polyserine chains of the same length (Figure 22.8). The EF-loop con-

tains several large amino acids like Ile, Val, and Leu but also four glycyl residues.

Obviously, the effects of slower chain dynamics of bulkier side chains and faster

dynamics around glycyl residues compensate, which leads to dynamics comparable

to polyserine chains. These results indicate that polyserine is a good model to esti-

mate the dynamics of glycine-containing loop sequences in proteins.

The Zn-porphyrine/Ru system was used to measure contact formation in cyto-

chrome c unfolded in 5.4 M GdmCl [64]. The donor and quencher groups were

separated by 15 amino acids (Figure 22.13) and contact formation was significantly

slower (t ¼ 250 ns) than for polyserine peptide chains of the same length. How-

ever, correcting for the effects of denaturant concentration (see Figure 22.10) and

end-extensions (Section 22.4.2.6) on chain dynamics gives rate constants for the cy-

tochrome c sequence which are comparable to the parvalbumin EF-loop in water.

I

II

III

Fig. 22.12. Schematic representation of different types of

contact formation in polymer chains. For details see text.
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22.5

Implications for Protein Folding Kinetics

22.5.1

Rate of Contact Formation during the Earliest Steps in Protein Folding

The results on the time scales of intrachain diffusion in various unfolded polypep-

tide chains show that the amino acid sequence has only little effect on local dynam-

ics of polypeptide chains. All amino acids show very similar rates of end-to-end dif-

fusion with time constants between 12 and 20 ns for the formation of i; iþ 4

Fig. 22.13. A) Ribbon diagram of the structure

of carp muscle b-parvalbumin [127]. Phe85 and

Phe102 are shown as space-fill models. The

phenylalanine residues have been replaced by

the triplet donor and acceptor labels, xanthonic

acid and naphthylalanine, respectively. The

figure was prepared using the program MolMol

[128] and the PDB file 4CPV [127]. B) Sequence

of the carp muscle b-parvalbumin EF loop

region (residues 85–102) and the synthesized

fragment labeled with the two phenylalanine

residues at position 85 and 102 replaced by

donor(xanthone)andacceptor(naphthylalanine)

groups for triplet–triplet energy transfer. C)

Sequence from cytochrome c between the

Zn-pophyrine group (excited triplet group) and

the Ru-His complex used in triplet quenching

experiments reported by Chang et al. [64].
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Fig. 22.14. Time course of formation and

decay of xanthone triplets in parvalbumin loop

fragment 85–102 after a 4 ns laser flash at

t ¼ 0. The change of xanthone triplet

absorbance is measured at 590 nm. The

dynamics of contact formation can be

described by a single exponential with a time

constant of 54G 3 ns. Data are taken from

Ref. [55].
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contacts. Polypeptide chains are significantly more flexible around glycine (t ¼ 8

ns) and stiffer around prolyl residues (t ¼ 50 ns for the trans isomer). Presumably

due to the shorter chain dimensions resulting from a cis peptide bond the rates of

i; iþ 4 contact formation are fastest around the cis Ser-Pro bond (t ¼ 4 ns). These

results allow to set an upper limit for the rates of formation of the first produc-

tive local contacts during protein folding (Figure 22.15). They can directly be used

to estimate the kinetics of loop formation, which are typically of the size of 6–10

amino acids [86]. The results suggest that loops can form with time constants of

about 15 ns for glycine-rich loops and 30–40 ns for stiffer loops. b-hairpins, which

are the most local structures in proteins, are often rich in glycine and proline [87].

Gly-Ser is actually one of the most frequent sequences found in hairpin loops. The

results indicate that the time constants for the first steps in the formation of the

tightest turns with i; iþ 3 contacts are around 5 ns for Gly and cis Xaa-Pro (Figures

22.8 and 22.9). In glycine- and proline-free turns these rates are slowed down to

about 10–20 ns, depending on the amino acid sequence.

Formation of a-helices is most likely initiated by formation of a helical turn,

Fig. 22.15. Schematic representation of the time constants for

the first steps in formation of loops, b-hairpins and a-helices

during protein folding derived from the data measured by TTET

in water. Adapted from Ref. [54].
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which involves formation of an i; iþ 4 interaction [88, 89]. Since helices are usually

free of glycyl and prolyl residues the initiation cannot occur faster than in about

12–20 ns (Figures 22.8 and 22.9). It should be noted that these values do not rep-

resent time constants for nucleation of helices and hairpins (Figure 22.15), which

most likely requires formation of more than one specific interaction and most like-

ly encounters additional entropic and enthalpic barriers. The results on the rates of

intrachain contact formation rather represent an upper limit for the dynamics of

the earliest steps in secondary structure formation (i.e., < for formation of the first

contact during helix nucleation). They represent the prefactors (k0) in the rate

equation for secondary structure formation

k ¼ k0 � e�DG�z=RT ð18Þ

The measured contact rates thus allow us to calculate the height of the free en-

ergy barriers (DG�z) when they are compared to measured rate constants (k) for
secondary structure formation. However, up to date no direct data on helix or hair-

pin formation in short model peptides are available. The dynamics of secondary

structures were mainly studied by relaxation techniques like dielectric relaxation

[90], ultrasonic absorbance [91], or temperature jump [92–94] starting from

predominately folded structures (for a review see Ref. [95]). Since helix–coil and

hairpin–coil transitions do not represent two-state systems, neither thermodynam-

ically nor kinetically, the time constants for unfolding can not be directly related to

rate constants of helix formation [96]. However, the observation of relaxation times

around 1 ms for helix unfolding allowed the estimation of time constants for the

growth steps of nucleated helices of about 1 to 10 ns, depending on the experimen-

tal system [90, 91, 93].

It may be argued that intrachain contacts in a polypeptide chain with a stronger

bias towards folded structures can form faster than the observed dynamics in un-

structured model polypeptide chains. However, weak interactions like van der

Waals contacts between side chains and hydrogen bonds should dominate the early

interactions during the folding process and the data on the dynamics of unfolded

chains will provide a good model for the earliest events in folding. A stronger en-

ergy bias towards the native state will mainly increase the strength or the number

of these interactions but not their dynamics of formation.

22.5.2

The Speed Limit of Protein Folding vs. the Pre-exponential Factor

Many small single domain proteins have been found to fold very fast, some of

them even on the 10 to 100 ms time scale (for a review see Ref. [97]). These fast

folding proteins include a-helical proteins like the monomeric l-repressor [98, 99]

or the engrailed homeodomain [100], b-proteins like cold shock protein of Bacillus
subtilis or B. cacodylicus [101] or the WW-domains [102] and a,b-proteins like the

single chain arc repressor [103]. There has been effort to design proteins that fold

even faster [104, 105]. A folding time constant of 4.1 ms has been reported for a

designed Trp-cage.
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These very fast folding proteins sparked interest in finding the speed limit for

protein folding, which is closely related to the speed limit of the fundamental steps

of protein folding and thus also to the dynamics of the unfolded chain. The results

on dynamics of contact formation in short peptides showed that no specific inter-

actions between two points on the polypeptide chain can be formed faster than on

the 5–10 ns time scale. Considering that dynamics are slowed down if the two

groups are located in the interior of a long chain this time constant increases to

about 50 ns. Formation of intrachain interactions represents the elementary step

in the conformational search on the free energy landscape. Thus, the dynamics of

this process set the absolute speed limit for the folding reaction. However, it will

not necessarily represent the prefactor (k0) for the folding process which repre-

sents the maximum rate for protein folding in the absence of free energy barriers

(DG�z ¼ 0, see Eq. (18)). It was shown that even fast apparent two-state folding pro-

ceeds through local minima and maxima on the free energy landscape [106, 107]

and up to date it is unclear which processes contribute to the rate-limiting steps in

protein folding (see Chapters 12.1, 12.2 and 14).

The transition state for folding seems to be native-like in topology but still partly

solvated [108–111], Thus, both protein motions and dynamics of protein–solvent

interactions in a native-like topology might contribute to the pre-exponential factor

and k0 will probably depend on the protein and on the location of the transition

state along the reaction coordinate, which may change upon change in solvent con-

ditions or mutation (see Section 5.3) [44, 106, 107].

22.5.3

Contributions of Chain Dynamics to Rate- and Equilibrium Constants for Protein

Folding Reactions

As discussed above, the pre-exponential factor (k0) for a protein folding reaction

should contain major contributions from the rate of intrachain diffusion in an

unfolded or partially folded polypeptide chain [112]. Thus, factors that influence

intrachain diffusion, like denaturant concentration (Figure 22.10), will also affect

the pre-exponential factor for folding. This will influence the observed folding rate

constants and thus also the observed equilibrium constants [112]. A method that

allows a quantitative description of reaction rates for processes in solution was de-

veloped by Kramers [113]. He considered a particle moving on an energy surface

with two metastable states (e.g., native and unfolded protein) separated by a barrier

(Figure 22.16). The motion of the particle is diffusional and can be described by the

Langevin equation (Eq. (8)). The thermal motion of the solvent is modeled as the

random force. Solving the diffusion equations, Kramers observed three different

regimes which differ in the strength of interaction between system and environ-

ment. In the low friction limit the interactions are only weakly coupled. In this

limit the rate of the barrier crossing reaction from the educt to the product state

increases with increasing friction g. In the intermediate friction limit the rate is in-

dependent on friction and the results from transition state theory and from

Kramers’ theory approach each other. In the high friction limit, which should cor-
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respond to most reactions in solution and also to protein folding reactions, the rate

of the reaction decreases when the friction is further increased. In this limit the

equation for the rate as a function of friction, barrier height and temperature can

be written as:

k ¼ o0oB

2pg
e ð�Eb=kTÞ ð19Þ

where o stands for the frequency of motion of the particle in the starting well (o0)

and on top of the barrier (oB). o depends on the shape of the barrier and on the

nature of the free energy surface [114]. By applying Stokes law this equation can

then readily be expressed in terms of thermodynamic parameters and solvent

viscosity.

k ¼ C

hðTÞ � expð�DG�z=RTÞ ¼ k0 � expð�DG�z=RTÞ ð20Þ

It is not clear whether Kramers’ approach in its simple form as described above

is directly applicable to protein folding reactions, since it is difficult to measure

the viscosity-dependence of folding and unfolding rate constants. The co-solvents

used to modify solvent viscosity like glycerol, sucrose, or ethylene glycol generally

stabilize the native state [84] and in part also the transition state of folding. This

makes a quantification of the effect of solvent viscosity on protein folding rate con-

stants difficult [115, 116].

U(x)

x

U

N

U NTS

xU xTS xN

kf

ku

E b
f E b

uω0

ωb

ω0

Fig. 22.16. Potential U(x) with two states N

and U separated by an energy barriers. Escape

from state U to N occurs via the rates k f and

ku. E
f
b and Eub are the activation energies for

the forward and back reaction. o denotes the

frequencies of phase point motion at the

extremes of the potential. The drawing was

adapted from Ref. [114].
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The results from the viscosity dependence of end-to-end contact formation show

that the rate constants in short peptides (n < 10) are not proportional to h�1 but

rather to h�0:8. This suggests that the presence of barriers in these peptides leads

to a more complex behavior than expected from Eq. (20) and indicates that the fric-

tional coefficient from Kramers’ theory (g, see. Eq. (19)) is not only determined by

solvent viscosity for protein folding reactions.

Application of Kramers’ theory to protein folding reactions shows the problems

with quantitatively characterizing the barriers for protein folding. It is very difficult

to determine pre-exponential factors for the folding and unfolding reaction, which

are most likely different for each protein. Since the pre-exponential factors depend

on the shape of the potential and on the dynamics in the individual wells (states),

o0 will be different for the refolding reaction starting from unfolded protein (oU
0 )

and for the unfolding reaction starting from native protein (oN
0 ) and hence also the

prefactors will be different for the forward and backward reactions. However,

under all conditions Eq. (21) must be valid [117]:

Keq ¼ kf
ku

ð21Þ

Thus, the equilibrium constant (Keq) contains contributions from the pre-

exponential factors for folding (kf0) and unfolding (ku0 ) and from differences in

DG�z, according to [112]

Keq ¼ kf0 � e�DG�z
f
=RT

ku0 � e�DG�z
u =RT

ð22Þ

The contribution of differences in the prefactors for folding and unfolding to

DG�ð¼ �RT ln Keq) are consequently [112]

DG� ¼ DG�z
f � DG�z

u þ DG�
pref

DG�
pref ¼ RT ln

ku0
kf0

ð23Þ

Differences in k0 for folding and unfolding can thus significantly contribute

to apparent protein folding barriers. A fivefold difference in k0 would contrib-

ute 4 kJ mol�1 to the experimentally determined barrier height at 25 �C. Conse-
quently, also changes in the dynamics of the unfolded state, which change the

pre-exponential factor for the folding reaction by changing o0, will influence Keq,

even if the heights of the barriers are not changed. For many proteins significant

residual structure in the unfolded state has been observed either directly by NMR

[27, 28, 34, 43] or from the analysis of the denaturant dependence [44]. It

was shown that this residual structure is sensitive to mutation, which can lead to

significant changes in the solvent accessibility [44] and in the dynamics [39] of the

unfolded state. This will lead to changes in k0 for the folding reaction (kf0) by

changing oU
0 and will result in a change of the folding rate constant (kf ) and con-

sequently also in the apparent free energy of activation, DG�z
f (app) even if DG�z

f is
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not affected by the mutations [112].

DDG�z
f ðappÞ ¼ DDG�z

f þ RT ln
kf0ðwtÞ

kf0ðmutantÞ ð24Þ

As in the example above, a fivefold increase in k0 of a mutant would apparently

decrease DG�z
f by 4 kJ mol�1. This would have large effects on the interpretation of

the results in terms of transition state structure (f-value analysis, see Chapters 12.2

and 13), and might contribute to the large uncertainty in f-value from mutants

that lead to small changes in DG� [111].
Mutants that disrupt residual interactions in the unfolded state will most likely

have only little effect on k0 for unfolding (ku0 ), which should be determined by

chain motions in the native state. Most native protein structures and transitions

state structures were shown to be rather robust against mutations [44]. Thus, mu-

tations which change the dynamics of unfolded proteins will result in an apparent

change in DG�, in analogy to the effects discussed above (Eq. (24)).

Figure 22.10 shows that denaturants like urea and GdmCl significantly decrease

the rate constants for intrachain diffusion (kc). According to the considerations

discussed above, this will also affect the denaturant dependence of the rate con-

stants for protein folding (m f -values with m f ¼ qDG�z
f =q½Denaturant�). Even if

pre-equilibria involving unstable intermediates may dominate the early stages of

folding, the observed denaturant dependence of intrachain diffusion will influence

these steps by changing the forward rate constants of these equilibria. The mc-

values (mc ¼ qð�RT ln kcÞ=q½Denaturant� for peptide dynamics vary only little

with chain length and show values around 0.35 kJ mol�1 M�1 for urea and 0.50

kJ mol�1 M�1 for GdmCl [74]. Typical m f -values for folding of the smallest fast

folding proteins with chain length between 40 and 50 amino acids are around 1.0

kJ mol�1 M�1 for urea, indicating that up to 30% of the measured m f -values may

arise from contributions of chain dynamics. Larger two-state folders consisting of

70–100 amino acids typically show m f -values around 3 kJ mol�1 M�1 for urea and

5 kJ mol�1 M�1 for GdmCl [107, 118], indicating that the denaturant dependence

of chain dynamics constitutes up to 10% of the experimental m f -values.

It is difficult to judge the effect of denaturants on the dynamics of the native

state, which will influence the experimental mu-values. However, it was observed

that the effect of denaturants on chain dynamics is mainly based on increased

chain dimensions (A. Möglich and T. Kiefhaber, unpublished results). This would

argue for only little effects of denaturants on the internal dynamics of the native

state and on the transition state structures, which were shown to be structurally

robust against changes in denaturant concentration [44, 107, 111]. Thus, the mu-

values should have only little contributions from the effects of denaturants on

chain dynamics.

Comparison of kinetic and equilibrium m-values (meq ¼ qDG�=q½Denaturant�) is
frequently used to characterize protein folding transition states according to the

rate-equilibrium free energy relationship [44, 119, 120]:

aD ¼ m f

meq
ð25Þ
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aD is interpreted as a measure for the solvent accessibility of the transition state.

The contributions from chain dynamics to the m f -values of small proteins lead to

apparently higher aD-values and thus to apparently less solvent exposed transition

states. This might explain the commonly observed higher aD-values compared to

aC-values (aC ¼ DC�z
p

DC�
p

), which are also believed to monitor the solvent accessibility

of transition states [44, 120]. Temperature dependence of intrachain diffusion in

unstructured peptides showed that this process is not associated with a measurable

change in heat capacity (F. Krieger and T. Kiefhaber, unpublished results). This

suggests that aC-values give a more reliable picture of the solvent accessibility of

the transition state than aD-values.

This shows that changes in the dynamics of the unfolded state of a protein lead

to changes in the prefactor for the folding reaction which has consequences for

both the rate constant and the equilibrium constant of the folding reaction. In gen-

eral, we cannot expect the pre-exponential factors to be independent of the solvent

conditions such as denaturant concentration, temperature, and pressure. This will

contribute to the experimentally determined m-values and the activation parame-

ters (DH �z;DS�z;DV �z, and DC p
z) and to the equilibrium properties of the protein.

22.6

Conclusions and Outlook

Several experimental systems have been recently developed to measure rate con-

stants for intrachain diffusion processes. Experimental studies on the dynamics of

unfolded proteins have revealed single exponential kinetics for formation of spe-

cific intrachain interactions on the nanosecond time scale and have been able to

elucidate scaling laws and sequence dependence of chain dynamics. It has further

been shown that the results derived from homopolypeptide chains and host-guest

studies are in agreement with dynamics of loop formation in short natural se-

quences. Further studies should aim at the investigation of the dynamics in full

length unfolded proteins and in folding intermediates to obtain information on

the special equilibrium and dynamic properties of free energy landscapes for pro-

tein folding reactions.

22.7

Experimental Protocols and Instrumentation

To measure absolute rate constants for contact formation several requirements

have to be met by the experimental method and by the equipment for detection.

The methods of choice to study contact formation are electron transfer or excited

state quenching reactions. The main advantage of energy transfer systems is that

they allow both the donor and the acceptor populations to be quantified during

the experiment (see Figure 22.5).
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22.7.1

Properties of the Electron Transfer Probes and Treatment of the Transfer Kinetics

The lifetime of excited states of the labels used in a specific system determine the

time scale on which experiments can be performed. Triplet states are very long

lived compared to fluorescence probes and thus allow studies in long chains and

in unfolded proteins. Donor groups which undergo very fast intersystem crossing

to the triplet state and which have a high quantum yield for intersystem crossing

are well-suited. The xanthone derivatives used by Bieri et al. [50] and Krieger et al.

[54, 55] form triplet states with a time constant of 2 ps and a quantum yield of 99%

[56]. Tryptophan in contrast, which was used by Lapidus et al., has about 18%

quantum yield [60] and forms triplet states with a time constant of 3 ns [62], which

sets a limit to the fastest processes that can be monitored using tryptophan as a

triplet donor. Triplet states usually have strong absorption bands that are easily ob-

servable. It is, however, important that the donor has an UV absorption band in

a spectral region where no other part of the protein absorbs (i.e., >300 nm). This

allows selective excitation of the donor. The requirements for the triplet acceptor

are that the molecule should have lower triplet energy than the donor to enable

exothermic TTET and it should not absorb light at the excitation wavelength of

the donor. Additionally, no radicals should be formed at any time in the reaction,

since they may damage the sample and their strong absorbance bands usually in-

terfere with the measurements.

Further requirements of experimental systems which allow to measure the

kinetics of contact formation on an absolute time scale are (i) that the process is

very strongly distance dependent to allow transfer only at van der Waals distance

between donor and acceptor and (ii) that the transfer reaction is faster than disso-

ciation of the complex so that each van der Waals contact between the labels leads

to transfer. The coupling of electron transfer to chain dynamics displayed in Fig-

ure 22.6 can be kinetically described by a three-state reaction if the excitation of the

donor is fast compared to chain dynamics (kc; k�c) and electron transfer (kTT).

O Ðk c

k�c

C �!kTT C� ð26Þ

O and C represent open chain conformations (no contact) and contact conforma-

tions of the chain, respectively. kc and k�c are apparent rate constant for contact

formation and breakage, respectively. If the excited state quenching or transfer

(kTT) reaction is on the same time scale or slower than breaking of the contact

(k�c), the measured rate constants (li) are functions of all microscopic rate

constants.

l1; 2 ¼ BG
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � 4C

p

2

B ¼ kc þ k�c þ kTT

C ¼ kc � kTT

ð27Þ
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If the contact states have a much lower probability than the open conformations

(k�c g kc) the kinetics will be single exponential and the observed rate constant

corresponds to the smaller eigenvalue (l1) in Eq. (27). Since this is in agreement

with experimental results we will only consider this scenario in the following. We

can further simplify Eq. (27) if the time scales of electron transfer and chain dy-

namics are well separated. In the regime of fast electron transfer compared to

chain dynamics (kTT g kc; k�c) Eq. (27) can be approximated by

l1 ¼ kc ð28Þ

This is the desired case, since the observed kinetics directly reflect the dynamics

of contact formation. In the regime of fast formation and breakage of the contact

compared to electron transfer (kTT f kc; k�c) Eq. (27) can be approximated by

l1 ¼ kc
kc þ k�c

� kTT G kc
k�c

� kTT ¼ Kc � kTT ð29Þ

where Kc reflects the ratio of contact conformations (C) over open chain conforma-

tions (O). In this limit the chain dynamics can not be measured but the fraction of

closed conformations can be determined. It should be kept in mind that these sim-

plifications only hold if the formation of excited states is fast compared to the fol-

lowing reactions. If the excitation is on the nanosecond time scale or slower, the

solutions of the linear four-state model have to be used to analyze the kinetics

[121, 122].

These considerations show that it is crucial to determine the rate constants for

the photochemical processes in the applied system to be able to interpret the ki-

netic data. The photochemistry of the donor excitation and of the electron transfer

process are usually characterized by investigating the isolated labels and the kinet-

ics should be studied on the femtosecond to the nanosecond time scale to gain

complete information on all photochemical processes in the system [56] (cf. Figure

22.6). To test whether each donor–acceptor contact leads to transfer it should be

tested whether the reaction is diffusion controlled. This can be done by studying

the bimolecular transfer process from the donor to acceptor groups and determine

its rate constants, its temperature-dependence and its viscosity dependence (F.

Krieger and T. Kiefhaber, in preparation). These tests will be described in detail in

the following. The results showed, that both the xanthone/NAla system [54–56]

and the porphyrin/Ru system [64] fulfill these requirements and thus allow mea-

surements of absolute rate constant for contact formation. The Trp/Cys triplet

quenching system, in contrast, is not diffusion controlled and gives significantly

slower apparent contact rates than the diffusion-controlled systems [59, 63]. Also

the DBO/Trp fluorescence quenching system does not seem to be completely diffu-

sion controlled and might have slow electron transfer kinetics, since it gives signif-

icantly slower dynamics [65] compared to the xanthone/NAla system in the same

peptides [54].
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22.7.2

Test for Diffusion-controlled Reactions

22.7.2.1 Determination of Bimolecular Quenching or Transfer Rate Constants

To test whether an energy transfer or energy quenching pair has diffusion-

controlled kinetics, the rate constant of energy transfer (kq) should be measured

using the free labels in solution under pseudo first-order conditions. In these

experiments the concentration of the quencher or acceptor [Q] should be at least

10 times higher than the concentration of the donor to be in the pseudo first

order regime. Since [Q] is approximately constant during the experiment, the

apparent first-order rate constant (k) under pseudo first-order conditions is given

by [123]

k ¼ kq � ½Q� ð30Þ

Thus, the bimolecular transfer constant (kq) can be obtained by varying the

quencher concentration [Q] and analyzing the data according to the Stern-Vollmer

equation [124] (see Figure 22.17):

k ¼ k0 þ kq½Q� ð31Þ

Here, k0 denotes the rate constant for triplet decay of the donor in absence of

quencher (acceptor) and k the time constant in presence of the acceptor or

quencher. For diffusion-controlled reactions of small molecules in water kq is

around 4–6 � 109 s�1.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0

6

7

7

7

[naphthylalanine] (mM)

k a
pp

 (s
-1

)

2.0×10

1.5×10

1.0×10

5.0×10

0.0×10

Fig. 22.17. Pseudo first-order measurements of bimolecular

TTET from xanthonic acid to naphthylalanine in water.

Xanthone concentration was 30 mM. The slope gives a

bimolecular transfer constant (kq) of 3 � 109 M�1 s�1 (see

Eq. (31)). The data were discussed in Ref. [54].
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22.7.2.2 Testing the Viscosity Dependence

For a diffusion-controlled reaction, kq is inversely proportional to solvent viscosity

(k@ 1=h). The viscosity is usually varied by adding co-solvents like ethylene glycol

or glycerol. To determine the final macroscopic viscosity instruments like the fall-

ing-ball viscosimeter or the Ubbelohde viscosimeter are used. The molecular size

of the co-solvent used in a viscosity study is an important factor. The macroscopic

viscosity of a glycerol/water mixture and a solution of polyethylene glycol might be

the same, although the microscopic properties of these solutions are very different

[80]. In the latter case the dissolved reactant molecules do only feel a fraction of the

macroscopic viscosity. Thus it is advisable to use viscous co-solvents of small mo-

lecular weight. Glycerol/water mixtures have proven to be most useful because the

viscosity can be varied from 1 cP (pure water) over three orders of magnitude by

addition of glycerol. It is imperative to control the temperature when working

with high concentrations of glycerol because the viscosity is strongly temperature

dependent. Note that viscous co-solvents can interfere with the reaction that is

studied.

In protein folding studies, the polyols used to vary the viscosity tend to stabilize

the native state of proteins [84] making an analysis of the kinetic data difficult.

However, for measurements of chain dynamics in unfolded polypeptide chains

this effect should not interfere with the measurements as long as the co-solvents

do not induce a structure. Specific effects of the polyols on chain conformations/

dynamics can be tested by comparing the results from different co-solvents.

22.7.2.3 Determination of Activation Energy

Diffusion-controlled reactions typically have activation energies close to zero. The

lack of an activation barrier in a diffusion controlled quenching reaction can be

verified by determining the temperature dependence of kq. The diffusion coeffi-

cients of the reactants are, however, temperature dependent, mainly through

the effect of temperature on solvent viscosity according to the Stokes-Einstein

equation.

D ¼ kBT

6prh
ð32Þ

After correcting for the change in viscosity of the solvent with temperature, the

slope in an Arrhenius plot should not be higher than kBT . As any photophysical

reaction takes some time, diffusion control is only possible to a certain maximal

concentration of quencher molecules. After that the photochemistry of the quench-

ing or transfer process becomes rate limiting. This provides an upper limit of the

rate constants that can be measured, even if the system is diffusion controlled at

lower quencher concentrations. For the xanthone/naphthalene system TTET has

been shown to occur faster than 2 ps and thus this system is suitable to obtain ab-

solute time constants for all processes slower than 10–20 ps [56].
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22.7.3

Instrumentation

The instrumentation required to perform experiments on contact formation kinet-

ics consists of a high-energy light source to produce excited states and a detection

mechanism (Figure 22.18). A pulsed laser is used to produce triplet donor states in

TTET or triplet quenching experiments. The duration of the light pulse has to be

very short (i.e., shorter than the time scale of the reaction of interest). Additionally,

the excitation pulse has to provide enough energy to excite the major portion of the

molecules in the sample to order to generate a large signal. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser

with a pulse width of <5 ns and a pulse energy of@100 mJ is well-suited for these

purposes. Transient UV absorption is used to detect the triplet states in TTET or

triplet quenching experiments. A pulsed flash lamp generates enough light for

the absorption measurements. The lamp intensity typically stays at a constant

plateau value for several hundred microseconds, which is sufficient for TTET

measurements. A monochromator is used to monitor single wavelengths. Tran-

sient spectra can be reconstructed from measurements at different wavelengths or

by using a CCD camera.
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Using Triplet–Triplet Energy Transfer to Measure
Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains

Beat Fierz, Karin Joder, Florian Krieger, and Thomas Kiefhaber

Summary
Intrachain diffusion processes play an important role in protein folding and function. In this

chapter we discuss the application of triplet–triplet energy transfer to directly measure rate constants
for intrachain contact formation in polypeptide chains. The photochemistry of triplet–triplet energy
transfer is described, experimental prerequisites of the method are discussed, and a detailed descrip-
tion of the experimental protocols and data analysis is given.

Key Words: Triplet–triplet energy transfer; chain dynamics; protein folding; electron trans-
fer; laserflash photolysis.

1. Introduction
Dynamics of polypeptide chains play an essential role in folding and function

of proteins and peptides. They represent the underlying motions in the transitions
between different protein conformations and they determine the rate at which a
folding polypeptide chain can explore conformational space. Conformational
search within a polypeptide chain is limited by intrachain diffusion processes, i.e.,
by the rate at which two points along the chain can form an interaction. The
knowledge of the rates of intrachain contact formation in polypeptide chains and
their dependence on amino acid sequence, chain length, and local structure
formation is therefore essential for an understanding of the dynamics of protein
folding and for the characterization of the free energy barriers of the folding reac-
tions. In addition, intrachain diffusion provides an upper limit for the speed at
which a protein can reach its native state just like free diffusion provides an upper
limit for the rate constant of bimolecular reactions.

In the last years, several experimental systems have been developed to measure
contact formation between specific sites on a polypeptide chain. The dynamics of
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unfolded polypeptide chains have first been studied using fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) from an energy donor to an energy acceptor group (1).
FRET was shown to be a powerful tool to determine donor–acceptor distances (2),
but time-resolved FRET kinetics also contain major contributions from diffusion
of the two FRET probes relative to each other (1,3). Determination of the diffusion
constants allowed the first estimates of the time scale of chain diffusion processes
in polypeptide chains, but it remained unclear whether the same diffusion con-
stants represent the dynamics for formation of van der Waals contact between two
groups. In addition, analysis of the FRET data critically depends on the shape of
the donor–acceptor distribution function, which had to be introduced in the data
analysis and, thus, did not allow model-free analysis of the data.

Rates of intrachain diffusion have later been estimated from the rate constant
for intramolecular bond formation in guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmCl)-
unfolded cytochrome c (4). The reaction of a methionine with a heme group
separated by 50–60 amino acids along the chain gave time constants around
35–40 μs. Extrapolating these data to shorter distances gave an estimate of 1 μs
for the time constant of contact formation at a distance of 10 peptide bonds.
However, it turned out that the recombination reaction of heme with methion-
ine is too slow to directly measure chain dynamics and the resulting rate con-
stants did not directly reflect chain dynamics.

These early studies on intrachain diffusion did not yield absolute rate constants
for contact formation, but they were important to trigger the development of more
direct and model-free methods to study chain diffusion. Recently, several experi-
mental systems using triplet states to directly monitor contact formation in model
peptides and protein fragments have been introduced. In the following, we will
present systems using triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) and triplet quenching
to directly measure chain dynamics. We will briefly introduce the photochemistry
of the processes involved and will discuss the experimental requirements for
direct model-free measurements of chain dynamics in detail.

2. Using TTET to Measure Peptide Dynamics
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of TTET experiments applied to measure-

ments of protein dynamics. A triplet donor and a triplet acceptor group are intro-
duced at specific points in polypeptide chains. The donor is selectively excited
by a laserflash and typically undergoes fast intersystem crossing into the triplet
state (see Fig. 2). Upon intrachain diffusion the triplet donor and triplet acceptor
groups meet and the triplet state is transferred to the acceptor. Because TTET is
a two-electron exchange process (Dexter mechanism), it has a very strong dis-
tance dependence and usually requires van der Waals contact to allow for elec-
tron transfer (5). This should be contrasted to FRET, which occurs through
dipole–dipole interactions and, thus, allows energy transfer over larger distances.

170 Fierz et al.
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A prerequisite for efficient and rapid transfer is that the acceptor group has a sig-
nificantly lower triplet energy than the donor group (Fig. 2). A well-suited pair
for TTET measurements are xanthone derivates as a triplet donor and naphtha-
lene as a triplet acceptor group (Fig. 3) The triplet states of these molecules
have specific absorbance bands, which can easily be monitored to measure the
decay of the donor triplet states and the concomitant increase of acceptor triplet
states (Fig. 4). The time constant for formation of xanthone triplet states is around
2 ps (6). TTET between xanthone and naphthalene is faster than 2 ps and has a
bimolecular transfer rate constant of 4 × 109 M–1s–1 (6,7), which is the value
expected for a diffusion-controlled reaction between small molecules in water
(see Subheading 2.2.). Owing to this fast photochemistry, TTET between xan-
thone and naphthalene allows measurements of absolute rate constants for dif-
fusion processes slower than 10–20 ps (see Subheading 2.1.). The upper limit
of the experimental time window accessible by TTET is set by the intrinsic life-
time of the donor, which is around 20–30 μs for the xanthone triplet state in
water. Xanthone has a high quantum yield for intersystem crossing (φISC = 0.99,
ε ≈ 4000 M–1cm–1) and the triplet state has a strong absorbance band with a max-
imum around 590 nm in water (εT

590 ≈ 10,000 M–1cm–1). This allows single pulse
measurements at rather low peptide concentrations (10–50 μM). The low con-
centrations applied in the experiments also rule out contributions from intermol-
ecular transfer reactions, which would have half times higher than 50 μs in this
concentration range (7,8). Also contributions from through-bond transfer

Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains 171

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the triplet–triplet energy transfer experiments.
The experiments allow determination of the absolute rate constant for contact forma-
tion (kc) in the ensemble of unfolded conformation, if formation of the triplet state (kT)
and the transfer process (kTT) are much faster than chain dynamics (kTT, kt >> kc, k–c; see
Subheading 2.1.). The rate constants given for kT and kTT were taken from ref. 6.
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processes can be neglected, because this can not occur over distances beyond
eight bonds (9,10) and even the shortest peptides used in TTET studies had
donor and acceptor separated by 11 bonds.

2.1. Kinetics of TTET Coupled to Polypeptide Chain Dynamics

The coupling of electron transfer to chain dynamics displayed in Fig. 1 can
be kinetically described by a three-state reaction if the excitation of the donor
is fast compared with chain dynamics (kc, k–c) and electron transfer (kTT).

(1)

O and C represent open chain conformations (no contact) and contact confor-
mations of the chain, respectively. kc and k–c are apparent rate constant for con-
tact formation and breakage, respectively. If the excited state quenching or
transfer (kTT) reaction is on the same time scale or slower than breaking of the
contact (k–c), the measured rate constants (λi) are functions of all microscopic
rate constants.

172 Fierz et al.

Fig. 2. Jablonski diagram for triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) from xanthone to
naphthalene. Rate constants for triplet formation (kT) and TTET (kTT) were measured by
laserflash photolysis using fs pulses (6).
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(2) 

If the population of contact conformations is low (k–c >> kc) the kinetics will be
single exponential and the observed rate constant corresponds to the smaller

λ1,2 = ± −

= + +
=

B B C

B k k k

C k k
c c TT

c TT

2 4
2

–

·
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Fig. 3. Structures of different experimental systems used to measure intrachain contact
formation. Results from these systems are summarized in Table 1. (A) Thioxanthone- and
naphthylalanine-labeled poly(Gly-Ser) peptides to measure contact formation by
triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) (8). (B) Xanthone- and naphthylalanine-labeled
peptides to measure contact formation by TTET in various homopolymer chains and nat-
ural sequences with up to 57 amino acids between donor and acceptor (7,20,21,23). (C,D)
Tryptophan and cysteine or lipoate-labeled peptides to measure contact formation by Trp
triplet quenching in various short peptide chains (19,28,29). (E) Quenching of Zn-
porphyrin triplets by Ru-His complexes in unfolded cytochrome c (27).
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eigenvalue (λ1) in Eq. 2. Because this is in agreement with experimental results,
we will only consider this scenario in the following. We can further simplify
Eq. 2 if the time scales of electron transfer and chain dynamics are well sepa-
rated. In the regime of fast electron transfer compared with chain dynamics
(kTT >> kc, k–c) Eq. 2 can be approximated by:

λ1 = kc (3) 

This is the desired case, because the observed kinetics directly reflect the
dynamics of contact formation. In the regime of fast formation and breakage of
the contact compared to electron transfer (kTT << kc, k–c) Eq. 2 can be approxi-
mated by:

(4) 

where Kc reflects the ratio of contact conformations (C) over open chain con-
formations (O). In this limit the chain dynamics cannot be measured but the
fraction of closed conformations can be determined. It should be kept in mind
that these simplifications only hold if the formation of excited states is fast
compared with the following reactions. If the excitation is on the nanosecond
time scale or slower, the solutions of a linear four-state model have to be used
to analyze the kinetics (11,12).

λ1 =
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k k
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent change in the absorbance spectrum of a Xan-(Gly-Ser)14-
NAla-Ser-Gly peptide after a 4-ns laser flash at 355 nm. The decay in the intensity of the
xanthone triplet absorbance band around 590 nm is accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the naphthalene triplet absorbance band around 420 nm (adapted from ref. 7).
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2.2. Test for Suitability of a Donor–Acceptor Pair
to Directly Measure Chain Dynamics

2.2.1. Characterization of the Photochemistry

The considerations previously discussed show that it is crucial to characterize
the rate constants for the photochemical processes in the applied system to be
able to interpret the kinetic data. The photochemistry of the donor excitation and
of the electron transfer process are usually characterized by investigating the
isolated labels. Because the photochemical processes involved in TTET are often
fast, the kinetics should be studied on the fs to the nanosecond time scale to gain
complete information on all photochemical processes in the system (6) (Fig. 2).

2.2.2. Test for Diffusion Controlled Reactions

To test whether each donor–acceptor contact leads to transfer, it should be
examined whether the reaction is diffusion-controlled. This can be done by study-
ing the bimolecular transfer process from the donor to acceptor groups and deter-
mine its rate constants, its temperature-dependence, and its viscosity-dependence.

2.2.2.1. DETERMINATION OF THE BIMOLECULAR TRANSFER RATE CONSTANT

The bimolecular rate constant for energy transfer (kq) can be measured
using the free labels in solution under pseudo first-order conditions. In these
experiments the concentration of the quencher or acceptor (Q) should be at
least 10 times higher than the concentration of the donor to be in the pseudo
first-order regime. Because (Q) is approximately constant during the experi-
ment, the apparent first-order rate constant (k) under pseudo first-order condi-
tions is given in ref. 13.

k = kq • [Q] (5) 

Thus, the bimolecular transfer constant (kq) can be obtained by varying the
quencher concentration (Q) and analyzing the data according to the Stern–Volmer
equation (14) (see Fig. 5).

k = k0 + kq[Q] (6)

Here, k0 denotes the rate constant for triplet decay of the donor in absence of
quencher (acceptor) and k the rate constant in presence of the acceptor or quencher.
For diffusion-controlled reactions of small molecules in water, kq is around 4–6 ×
109 s–1.

2.2.2.2. VISCOSITY-DEPENDENCE OF THE TRANSFER REACTION

For a diffusion-controlled reaction, the viscosity dependence of kq is inversely
proportional to solvent viscosity (k~1/η). The viscosity is usually varied by

Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains 175
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adding cosolvents like ethylene glycol or glycerol. To determine the final macro-
scopic viscosity, instruments like the falling-ball viscosimeter or the Ubbelohde
viscosimeter are used. The molecular size of the cosolvent used in a viscosity
study is an important factor. The macroscopic viscosity of a glycerol/water mix-
ture and a solution of polyethlyleneglycol might be the same, although the
microscopic properties of these solutions are very different (15). In the latter
case, the dissolved reactant molecules only feel a fraction of the macroscopic
viscosity. Thus, it is advisable to use viscous cosolvents of small molecular
weight. Glycerol/water mixtures have proven to be most useful because the
viscosity can be varied from 1 cP (pure water) over three orders of magnitude by
addition of glycerol. It is imperative to control the temperature when working
with high concentrations of glycerol because the viscosity is strongly tempera-
ture dependent. Note that viscous cosolvents can interfere with the reaction that
is studied. In protein folding studies, the polyols used to vary the viscosity tend
to stabilize the native state of proteins (16) making an analysis of the kinetic data
difficult. However, for measurements of chain dynamics in unfolded polypeptide
chains, this effect should not interfere with the measurements as long as the
cosolvents do not induce a structure. Specific effects of the polyols on chain con-
formations/dynamics can be tested by comparing the results from different
cosolvents.

176 Fierz et al.

Fig. 5. Pseudo first-order measurements of bimolecular triplet–triplet energy transfer
from xanthonic acid to naphthylalanine in water. Xanthone concentration was 30 μM.
The slope gives a bimolecular transfer constant (kq) of 3 × 109 M–1s–1. The data were
discussed in ref. 7 (adapted from ref. 22).
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2.2.2.3. DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVATION ENERGY

Diffusion-controlled reactions typically have activation energies close to
zero. The lack of an activation barrier in a diffusion-controlled quenching
reaction can be verified by determining the temperature dependence of kq.
The diffusion coefficients of the reactants are, however, temperature dependent,
mainly through the effect of temperature on solvent viscosity according to the
Stokes–Einstein equation.

(7) 

After correcting for the change in viscosity of the solvent with temperature, the
slope in an Arrhenius plot should not be higher than kBT. As any photophysical
reaction takes some time, diffusion control is only possible to a certain maxi-
mal concentration of quencher molecules. After that the photochemistry of the
quenching or transfer process becomes rate limiting. This provides an upper
limit of the rate constants that can be measured, even if the system is diffusion-
controlled at lower quencher concentrations. For the xanthone/naphthalene system
TTET has been shown to occur faster than 2 ps and thus this system is suitable to
obtain absolute time constants for all processes slower than 10–20 ps (6).

2.2.3. Testing Interference From Other Amino Acids

To test for possible interference from amino acid side chains with the TTET
reaction, the effect of various amino acids on the donor triplet lifetimes must
be tested. Table 1 shows bimolecular quenching and TTET rate constants for
the interaction of various amino acids with xanthone measured under pseudo
first-order conditions. The thioether group of methionine (kq = [2.0 ± 0.1] ×
109 M–1 s–1) and the deprononated imidazole ring of histidine (kq = [1.8 ± 0.1]
× 109 M–1 s–1) quench xanthone triplets very efficiently with a rate constant
close to the diffusion limit. The other amino acid side chains quench xanthone
triplets either very inefficiently (Cys, His+, N-terminus) or not at all (Ala, Arg,
Asn, Asp, Gly, Lys, Ser, Phe). The aromatic amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine
and phenylalanine are possible acceptors for xanthone triplets in TTET reac-
tions. Table 1 shows that TTET between xanthone and tryptophan (kTTET =
(3.0 ± 0.1] × 109 M–1 s–1) and tyrosine (kTTET = [2.5 ± 0.1] × 109 M–1 s–1) occur
in diffusion-controlled reactions with virtually the same bimolecular rate con-
stants as observed for TTET from xanthone to naphthylalanine (kTTET = [2.8 ±
0.1] × 109 M–1 s–1). However, TTET from xanthone to tryptophan and tyrosine
are complex reactions with at least two observable rate constants. For both
amino acids, TTET is accompanied by radical formation (17,18), which
explains the complex kinetics and makes them not suitable for the use as TTET

D
k T

r
B=

6π η
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acceptors in polypeptide chains. These results show that mainly methionine,
tryptophan, and tyrosine interfere with TTET from xanthone to naphthalene in
intrachain diffusion experiments. Histidine containing sequences can be mea-
sured with this donor/acceptor pair if the pH of the solution is below 5.5.

2.3. Experimental Procedure to Measure TTET

2.3.1. Instrumentation

The instrumentation required to perform experiments on contact formation
kinetics consists of a high-energy light source to produce excited states and of a
detection mechanism (Fig. 6). A pulsed laser is used to produce triplet donor
states in TTET or triplet quenching experiments. The duration of the light pulse
has to be very short, i.e., shorter than the timescale of the reaction of interest.
Additionally, the excitation pulse has to provide enough energy to excite the major
portion of the molecules in the sample in order to generate a large signal. A pulsed
Nd:YAG laser with a pulse width of <5 ns and a pulse energy of approx 100 mJ is
well suited for these purposes. Transient ultraviolet absorption is used to detect the
triplet states in TTET or triplet quenching experiments. A pulsed flash lamp gen-
erates enough light for the absorption measurements. The lamp intensity typically
stays at a constant plateau value for several hundred microseconds, which is suffi-
cient for TTET measurements. Using a monochromator allows the monitoring

178 Fierz et al.

Table 1
Interaction of Different Amino AcidsWith the 
Triplet State of Xanthonea

Amino acid kq(M
–1s–1)b Conditions

Naphthyl acetic acidc (4.0 ± 0.1) × 109 water, pH 7.0
Trpc (3.0 ± 0.1) × 109e water, pH 7.0
NAlac (2.8 ± 0.1) × 109 water, pH 7.0
Tyrc (2.5 ± 0.1) × 109e water, pH 7.0
Metd (2.0 ± 0.1) × 109 water, pH 7.0
Hisd (1.8 ± 0.1) × 109e 0.1 M KKP, pH 8.0
His+d (2.8 ± 0.2) × 107 0.1 M NaOAc, pH 4.0
Cysd (5.1 ± 0.2) × 107 water, pH 7.0
N-Terminal NH3+d (2.0 ± 0.5) × 106 water, pH 7.0

aNo effect on the xanthone triplet lifetime was observed for Ala, Arg+, Asn,
Gly, Lys+, Phe, Ser, Asp, Asp–.

bBimolecular quenching constants were measured under pseudo first-order
conditions as described in Subheading 2.2.2.1.

cTriplet–triplet energy transfer.
dTriplet quenching.
eRadical formation as side reaction.
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of single wavelengths. Transient spectra can be reconstructed from measurements
at different wavelengths or by using a CCD camera.

2.3.2. Data Analysis

For data analysis transient spectra may be analyzed and fitted globally to dif-
ferent mechanisms (see Fig. 4). This allows testing for side reactions, such as
radical formation, which occurs in some triplet systems and interferes with the
actual transfer process (19). If a system has been photochemically character-
ized, the kinetics are typically measured at the wavelengths of maximum signal
change of donor and acceptor groups. In the case of the xanthone/naphthalene
pair, kinetics are measured at 590 and 420 nm (Fig. 3). Typical peptide concen-
trations required for this donor/acceptor pair are 30–50 μM in a 1 cm cuvet. To
test for possible contributions from bimolecular processes, TTET should be
measured in a mixture of peptides containing either donor or acceptor (7,8).

For all unstructured peptides investigated up-to-date single exponential kinet-
ics of intrachain contact formation on the nanosecond time scale were observed
(Fig. 7) (7,20–22). The only exception was proline-containing peptides. In this
case, the dynamics of peptides containing a cis or a trans Xaa–Pro peptide bond
could be distinguished, which gave rise to double exponential kinetics (21).

In addition to the determination of the rate constants, the amplitude of the
observed reaction should be analyzed to test for possible fast processes occurring
in the dead time of the laserflash experiments. These may be caused by confor-
mations, which have donor and acceptor in close proximity at the time point of
the laserflash.

3. Comparison of Results From Different Experimental Systems
Recently, several experimental systems using TTET of triplet quenching to

monitor contact formation in model peptides and protein fragments have been

Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains 179

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a laserflash setup used to measure electron transfer
reactions. (Adapted from ref. 22.)
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introduced (see Table 2). The main advantage of energy transfer systems is the
ability to monitor the population of both the donor and the acceptor populations
during the experiment (see Fig. 4). Bieri et al. (8) and Krieger et al. (7,20) used
TTET between thioxanthone or xanthone derivatives and naphthalene as dis-
cussed in Subheadings 2.1.–2.4. (see Fig. 3A,B) to directly measure rate con-
stants for intrachain contact formation in synthetic polypeptide chains. In the
initial studies a derivate of thioxanthone was used as triplet donor and the non-
natural amino acid naphthylalanine (NAla) as triplet acceptor (8). Because of the
sensitivity of the triplet energy of the donor on solvent polarity, the measurements
had to be carried out in ethanol. TTET detected single exponential kinetics in all
peptides with time constants of 20 ns for the shortest loops in poly(glycine-ser-
ine)-based polypeptide chains (8). Based on these experiments, the minimum
time constant for intrachain contact formation was shown to be around 20 ns for
formation of short and flexible loops. The thioxanthone used in the initial experi-
ments as triplet donor was later replaced by xanthone (7), which has higher triplet
energy than thioxanthone and thus allowed measurements in water (see Fig. 3B).

180 Fierz et al.

Fig. 7. Time course of formation and decay of xanthone triplets in parvalbumin loop
fragment 85–102 after a 4-ns laser flash at t = 0. The change of xanthone triplet
absorbance is measured at 590 nm. The dynamics of contact formation can be described
by a single exponential with a time constant of 54 ± 3 ns. (Data are taken from ref. 20.)
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These results showed two- to threefold faster rate constants for contact forma-
tion compared with the same peptides in ethanol (7), setting the time constant for
intrachain diffusion in short flexible chains in water of 5–10 ns. The faster kinet-
ics compared to the thioxanthone/NAla system could be attributed to the effect
of ethanol (7), which slows down chain dynamics. The xanthone/naphthalene
system was further used to test the effect of chain length, amino acid sequence,
and denaturants on chain dynamics in model peptides and in peptides derived
from natural proteins (7,20–23). These results allowed setting an upper limit for
the rate of formation of local structures early in the folding process (Fig. 8). A
disadvantage of TTET from xanthone to NAla in its application to natural pro-
teins is that Tyr, Trp, and Met interact with the xanthone triplet state either by
TTET or by triplet quenching (see Subheading 2.2.3.) and, thus, should not be
present in the studied polypeptide chains (20).

Lapidus et al. (19) used a related system to measure chain dynamics in short
peptides. In this approach contact formation was measured by quenching of
tryptophan triplet states by cysteine (see Fig. 3C). Tryptophan can be selec-
tively excited by a laserflash (φISC = 0.18, ε266 ≈ 3500 M–1cm–1, εT

460 ≈ 5000
M–1cm–1) and its triplet decay can be monitored by absorbance spectroscopy
(24). The use of naturally occurring amino acids is an advantage of this system.
Thus, the groups can be introduced at any position in peptides and proteins. As
in the case of TTET from xanthone to naphthalene, some amino acids interfere
with the measurements (e.g., Tyr, Met) because they interact with tryptophan
triplets and, thus, should not be present in the studied polypeptide chains (25).
Major disadvantages of the Trp/Cys system are, (1) that the formation of tryp-
tophan triplets is slow (τ = 3 ns) (17). (2) That triplet quenching is accompanied
by the formation of S· radicals (19) and (3) that the quenching process is not
diffusion controlled (26). These properties reduce the time window available
for the kinetic measurements and do not allow direct and model-free analysis of
the quenching time traces. In addition, its low quantum yield makes the detec-
tion of the triplet states and the data analysis difficult, especially because the kinet-
ics are obscured by radical absorbance bands. In addition to cysteine quenching,
two other systems were presented by the same group (19) with cystine or the
cyclic disulfide lipoate serving as quencher (Fig. 3D). The advantage of using
lipoate is that the quenching kinetics are much closer to the diffusion limit.
Thus, the rates measured with this system are generally faster. Still, all systems
used for quenching of tryptophan triplets gave significantly slower kinetics of
intrachain contact formation compared to TTET from xanthone to NAla in the
same or in similar sequences (Table 3). This indicates that tryptophan triplet
quenching does not allow measurements of chain dynamics on the absolute
time scale (26).

182 Fierz et al.
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Another recent experimental approach investigated intrachain contact for-
mation in unfolded cytochrome c using electron transfer from a triplet excited
Zn-porphyrine group to a Ru complex, which was bound to a specific histidine
residue (His 33; Fig. 3E). Because electron transfer is fast and close to the
diffusion limit, these experiments should also yield absolute rate constants for
chain diffusion. Contact formation in the 15 amino acid loop from cytochrome c
was observed with a time constant of 250 ns (27) in the presence of 5.4 M

Conformational Dynamics in Polypeptide Chains 183

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the time constants for the first steps in formation
of loops, β-hairpins, and α-helices during protein folding derived from the data measured
by triplet–triplet energy transfer in water. (Adapted from ref. 7.)
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GdmCl. This is significantly faster than the dynamics in unfolded cytochrome c
reported by Hagen et al. (4) under similar conditions. However, the dynamics
measured by Chang et al. agree well with TTET measurements (7,8,20), when
the kinetics are extrapolated from 5.4 M GdmCl to water (22) (Table 2).

A more detailed comparison of the results obtained from the different experi-
mental systems and a discussion of other methods applied to measure chain
dynamics is given in ref. 22.

4. Conclusions
Several experimental systems have recently been developed to measure rate

constants for intrachain diffusion processes. An essential prerequisite of meth-
ods applied to measure absolute rate constants for intrachain diffusion is that
photochemistry is faster than the formation and breakage of the intramolecular
contact between donor and acceptor or between donor and quencher. Presently
the xanthone/naphthalene and the Zn-porphyrine/Ru system fulfill these require-
ments and allow model-free measurements of intrachain diffusion reactions.
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